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ACRON;/MS AND ABBREVIATIONS
A ampere
analog
abA abampere
AC alternating current
A/C Atlas/Centaur
ADA avalanche diode amplifier
ADCS attitude determination and control subsystem .
ADPE automatic data processing equipment
AEHS advanced entry heating simulator
AEO aureole/extinction detector
.... AEDC Arnold Engineering Development Corporation
AGC automatic gain control
_ AgCd silver-cadmium
AgO silver oxide
o_'°[/! _ AgZn silver zinc
_I_ ALU authorized limited usage !
ii:
AM amplitude modulation
•. a.m. ante meridian
__,... , AMP amplifier
_I_- APM assistant project manager ]I
:I_ ARC Ames Research Center
_I_''-..... ARo a,terrecetp_o,order
l_'!i_:':i ASK amplitude shift key
at. wt atomic weight
_!. ATM atmosphereATRS attenuated total refractance spectrometer
:, AU astronomical unit
'_ AWG American wire gauge
I_." AWGN additive white gauseian nol_e
iil_ B b...ol
q
- B bus (probe bus)
-_-.-
,.! BED bus entry deffradation i
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATION_ (CONTINUED)
BER bit error rate
BLIMP boundary layer integral matrix procedure
BPlS bus-probe interface simulator
BPL bandpas s limiter
BPN boron potassium nitrate
bps bits per second
BTU British thermal unit
C Canberra tracking station-NASA DSN
CADM configuration administration and data management
_ C&CO calibration and checkout
CCU central control unit
CDU command distribution unit
CEA control electronics assembly
CFA c roe s ed field amplifier _
Jcg centigram
c.g. center of gravity
CIA counting/integration as sembly
CKAFS Cape Kennedy Air Force Station
crn centimeter
c.m. center of mass
C/M current monitor
CMD command
CMO configuration management office
C-MOS complementary metal oxide silicon
CMS configuration management system
_ cons t cons t ant
c onstruction
_ COSMOS complementary metal oxide silicon
c.p. center of pressure
_iiiI:_i CPSA cloud particle size analyzer
CPSS cloud particle size spectrometer @
;/_-
....: xviii{
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS (CONTINUED)
CPU central processing unit
CRT cathode ray tube
CSU Colorado State University
CTRF central transformer rect-_ier filter
:I
D digital
DACS data and command subsystem
DCE despin control electronics
DDA despin drive assembly
DDE despin drive electronics
DDU digital decoder unit
DDULBI doubly differenced very long baseline interferometry
DEA despin electronics assembly
DEHP di-2-ethylhexyl phthalate
DFG data format generator .......
J DGB disk gap band
DHC data handling and command
DIO direct input/output
DIOC direct input/output channel
I-,, DIP dual in-line package
DISS REG dissipative regulator .,.
DLA declination of the launch azimuth
DLBI doubly differenced very long baseline interferometry
DMA despln mechanical assembly
DOF degree of freedom
DR design review
DSCS II Defense System Communications Satellite- II
DSIF Deep Space Instrumentation Facility
DSN NASA Deep Sp_ce Network
DSP Defense Support Program
,.i," DSU digital storage unit
!_i_ t D_C design to cost
_I I i_:_" DTM decelerator test model
.I
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS (CONTINUED)
DTP descent timer/programmer .
DTU digital telemetry unit
DVU design verification unit
E encounter
entry
EDA electronicall 7 despun anternaa
EGSE electrical ground support equipment
., EIRP effective isotropic radiated power
EMC electromagnetic compatibility
EMI electromagnetic interference
EO engineering order
EOF end of frame
EOIVI end of mission
EP ....earth pointer
ESA elastomeric silicone ablator
i, _ ESLE equivalent station error level
i ESRO European Space Research Organization
!' ETM electrical test model
ETR Eastern Test Range
EXP vxperiment
FFT fast Fourier transform
FIPP fabrication/inspection-process procedure
' FMEA failure mode and effects analysis
FOV field of view
FP fixed price
frame pulse (telemetry}
FS federal stock
FSK frequency shift keying
FTA fixed time, of arrival
XX
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS (CONTINUED)
G Goldstone Tra i,ng Station - NASA DSN
gravitational acceleration
g gravity
G_ general and administrative
" _ GCC ground control console
GFE government furnished equipment
GHE .ground handling equipment
GMT Gr_,_nwich mean time
GSF _round support equipment
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center
H H.ystack Tracking Station - NASA DSN
HFFB Ames Hypersonic Free Flight Ballistic Range
HPBW half-power beamwid_h
htr heater
/_ " ' .... HTT heat transfer turn, el
I current
'_'_ _"I, IA irtverter assembly
-_ _. "_ IC integrated circuit
, ICD interface control document
I IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineering
" IFC i_erface control document
}: IFJ in-flight jumper
IMP interplanetary monitoring platform
I/O input [ output
IOP input/output processor
IR infrared
IRAD independent re_earch and development
i:' IP_l_ infrared interferometer spectrometer
i IST integrated system testI&T Integ1_ation and test
:i ( I-V current-voltage
!
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS (CONTINUED)
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory
KSC Kenn,.dy Space Center
L launch
LD/AD launch date/arrival date
LP large probe
. LPM lines per minute
LPTTL low power translator-transistor logic
_, MSI medium scale integration........ LRC Langley Research Center
:i_. M Madrid tracking station - NASA DSN
i MAG magnetometer
max maximum
..... MEOP maximum expected operating pressure
MFSK M'ary frequency shift keying
_ MGSE mechanical ground support equipment
.o MH mechanical handling
_ MIC microwave integrated circuit
rain minimum
I MJS Mariner Jupiter-Saturn
b-"l IvIMBPS multimission bipropellant propulsion subsystem
! MMC Martin Marietta Corporation
- _..... MN Mach number
"_ ' rood modulation
! : MOI moment of inertia
fi' ' MOS LSI metal over silicone large scale integration
_' " _ P aximum power
, MSFC Marshall Space Flight Center
_{, MPSK M'ary phase shift keying
MSI medium scale integration
', MUX multiplexer
i !i......, MVM Mariner Venus-Mars
: xxii
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS (CONTINUED)
' NAD Naval Ammunition Depot, Crane, Indiana
N/A not available
NiCd nickel cadmium
' 4 NM/IM neutral mass spectrometer and ion mass spectrometer
NRZ non-return to zero
NVOP normal to Venus orbital plane
! OEM other equipment manufacturers
OGO Orbiting Geophysical ObservatoryI'
,OIM orbit insertion motor
P power
PAM pulse amplitude modulation
PC printed circuit
,_. PCM pulse code modulation
/ PCM- pulse code modulation-phase shift keying-
PSK-PM phase modulation
PCU power control unit
PDA platform drive assemblyq_
.... PDM pulse d__ration modulation
_ ":' PI principal investigator
__I .proposed instrument
PJU Pioneer Jupiter-Uranus
PLL phase-locked loop
PM phase modulation
.,[i/ p.m. post meridian
li'_! P-MOS positive channel metal oxide silicon
PMP parts, materials, processes
' , MS robe mis sio spac crugt
!!_ PMT photomultiplier tube
PPM parts per million
pulse position modulation
i!_ PI_ process requirements
" ¢, PROM programmable read-only memory
PSE program storage and execution assembly
xxi!i
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS (CONTINUED)
PSIA pounds per square inch absolute
PSK phase shift key
PSU Pioneer Saturn-Uranus
". PTE probe test equipment
QOI quality operation instructions
QTIvi qualification test model
RCS reaction control subsystem
: REF reference
_" RF radio frequency
RHCP right hand circularly potar_ed
RHS reflecting heat shield •
RMP-B Reentry Measurements Program, Phase B
- .RMS ...... root mean square
! RMU remote multiplexer unit ;
ROM read only memory
rough order of magnitude
RSS root sum square
_,!!°_"" RT retargetingRTU remote terminal unit
b_i S separation
, SBASI single brtdgewire Apollo standard initiator
i SCP stored command programmer! SCR silicon controlled rectifier
_ i SCT spin control thrusters
: SEA shunt electronics assembly
_._ SFOF Space Flight Oper_Lions Facility
!-_: _ SGLS space ground link subsystem
:/_. _ SHIV shock induced vorticity
SLR 8hock layer radiome:er
! S]_RG shock layer rad_._meter calibration
t-
_ xxiv
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS (CONTINUED)
' SItAAA semimajor axis
SMIA semiminor ;mis
SNR signal to noise ratio
.. SP small probe
SPC sensor and power control
I SPSG spin sector generator
SR shunt rad_akor
I SRM solid rocket motor
SG Sc ence Steering G oup
, SSI small scale integration
STM structural test model
STM/TTM structural test model/thermal te_t model
STS system test set
sync synchronous
TBD to be determined
TCC test conductor's console
" T/D Thor/Delta
•_ TDC telemetry data console
TEMP temperature
TS test set
TTL MSI translator-translator logic medium scale integration
TLM tel.-.metry
TOF time of flight
TRF tuned radio frequency
TTM thermal test model
T/V thermo vacuum
_ _ TWT travelling, wave _ube
,_ TWTA traveUtng wave tube amplifier
UHF ultrahigh frequency
UV ultraviolet
XXV
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS (CONTINUED) ._
VAC volts alternating current
VCM vacuum condensabie matter
VCO voltage controlled oscillator
4 VDC volts direct current
VLBI very long baseline interferometry
VOI Venus orbit insertion
VOP Venus orbital plane
!., VSI Viking s_.andard initiator
VTA variable time of arrival
!_ XDS Xerox Data Systems
I
i'
i
xxvi
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7. PROBE SUBSYSTETvl DEFINITION
7. 1 AERODYNAMICS AND AEROPttYSICS
. 7. 1. 1 Introduction and Summary
Considerations of aerodynamic drag, stability and heating; roll-to-
pitch moment of inertia ratios; internal packaging; and integration with the
,. _ bus have led to the selection of blunted cones for the Fioneer Venus probes.
Because these probes must be passively stable, great care must be given
to the details that affect aerodynamic stability, i.e., cone angle, nose
radius, edge radius, base cover shape, c.g. location, and moment of
!. inertia. The small probe must perform throughout the entire Mach number
i range from hypersonic entry to the subsonic velocity condition, whereas
the large probe entry vehicle flight is terminated when the parachute is
deployed, at which time the Mach number is 0.7. It is well known that
large angle cones exhibit unstable aerodynamic pitch damping in the low
supersonic/transonic Mach number range (References 1 through 8). Ref-
erences 1, 3, and 5 indicate that shaping of the base covex can have a
t significa:_t effect on this coefficient; however, to date no blunt shape has
• ...._ been discovered for _hich there is no region of unstable damping. For-
f, tunately, for a wide variety of base shapes, the instability is limited to
....", small angles of attack, and only a slight divergence occurs for a very
short period of time during entry.
' Thus, the major aerodynamic design problems for the Pioneer
F_
_i. ,i; Venus mission are to determine a small probe shape that wilt enter satis-
....... : factorily and then exhibit good stability during the lengthy subsonic portion
_'{_'7 of the mission.
_! :_ For the large probe descent capsule, which is essentially a sphere
_i _ with several protuberances, the major design problem is to provide a
device that will increase the drag and also stabilize the sphere. The erratic
behavior of spheres in free flight has been reported by several authors,
::-[!i_ ', _ with various stabilizing devices having been studied {References 9 and 10).
'_.-_,-'i The simplest device, suggested by ARC, consists of a ring of some finite
thickness located near the equator of the sphere with a single peripheral
row of holes whi.ch, if canted, also serve to produce a well controlled ro!l
_ i_:- rate. in the case of the small probe, the most effective design involves
l!_i _ a modification to the PAET concept, using a spherical base centered at
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the mass center. The modification introduces a conical section aft of the )
maximum diameter to fix the point of flow separation.
, In the present study, major attention has beer devoted to the sub-
sonic problems insofar as new experimental work has been concerned.
Tests hayc been carried out in a parallel IRAD task in conventional sub-
:: .. sonic wind tunnels at MMC Denver and Colorado State University, and,
with NASA cooperation, in the LRC Spin Tunnel and ARC HFFB Water
Facility. Force and moment, one degree of freedom, and six degree of
freedom tests have been conducted.
!_ , In addition to the experimental efforts, flightdynamics studies have
i;_I=' been made using six degree of freedom computer programs and analytical
methods, in particular the method of Coakley, Reference 11. Aerodynamic
i_ heating analyses have been made using sophisticated real gas viscous and
radiative computational methods for a number of entry vehicle shapes and
initialtrajectory conditions.
The preferred aerodynamic configurations for the probes are shown
in Figure 7. I-I. The entry configurations and the stabilization ring for _
the descent capsule have been selected based on the tests and analyses
, mentioned earlier. These analyses have indicated that the small probe,._' during entry with an initialangle of attack of I0 degrees and a spin rate of
10 rpm will damp to 0.5 degree by the time peak heating and peak decelera-
tion occur. The spin tunnel tests have indicated that the preferred small
_, exhibit a limit cycle behavior but t.rims to zero angle of attack and can
_'!i _ withstand of about 45 without! an angular perturbation degrees tumbling.
I_! The three small probes enter the atmosphere with different flight path
angles, .25, -4_ and -60 degrees. The 60 degree entry produces maxi-
mum hea_ing rates and shear stresses. SigvAficant values are tabulated.
. : ,,, _ m m mi
Stagn_ -
W [ooo 1 10. 1,., 0
: The integrated heat input values apply s* a point 70 percent back on the cone.
:_'il"_. 7.1-2
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The large probe afterbody shape, strongly influenced by mechanical
_ integration considerations, was selected on the basis of analytical studies,
! data in the literature,includingthe Viking Program pitch damping data
(Re£eretaees7 and 81 which represent a very comprehensive study of the
i effects of various a__terbody shapes on 60- and ?O-degree half-angle blunted
'°"_ cones, and the tests conducted during the present _tudy. These data and
_.iii:.! studies have indicated that the large probe during entry with an init4.al angle
of attack of I0 degrees will damp to <0.5 degree be£ore peak heating and
' deceleration are reached. The large probe is not intended to fly at the
i£1!-i_I low Mach nurnber obtained in the spin tunnel. 60Neverthelesspin thespinwi out
tunnel the configurationdid exhibit S-degree limit cycle L _havior and
the abilityto withstand a distrubance of about degrees tumbling.
i_ii:. ! During nominal entry, heating and shear values [or the large probe a_e as
! tabulated.
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tion Point 19.0 11.3 65. 1 ZZ. 5 --
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In the following paragraphs, the topics covered are requirements;
trades; preferred configurations, Atlas/Centaur; preferred configurations,
Thor/Delta; aerodynamic anal)rses and tests; and aerothermodynamic
studies.
! 7.1.2 Rec_uir,._ments
1 The fundamental requirements of the aerodynamic design of each of
i the Pioneer Venus probes are to provide (1) a specified ballistic coefficient,
and (Z) a stable platform for the science instruments. Because both the
i large probe and small probes are spin stabilized at 10 rpm during preentry
coast, care must be taken to ensure that no roll resonance effects are
encountered during entry with these initialroll rates., The probes transmit .4",
data directly toearth with very limited pewer. This, coupled with the
; antenna pattern characteristics, results in a limitation on communication
ang.".eincren_ent due to probe attitude disturbances of + 15 degrees during
descent from 70 to 35 kin, and then varying linearly to 0 degree at the
surface,
i The sequential release strategy for the probes is designed specifically
_'_ to restrict the initialangles of attack at entry to less than I0 degrees;
! 1 therefore, there is no requirement that the probes be capable of recovering
_{ i,i from a backward or tumbling entry. An'gul_r perturbations due to gusts
_: ;_ are expected robe sinai1. For exampt_, the response to a wind shear of
* 0.05 mps/m of the probes in termLnal descent is shown in Figure 7.1-2,
-_ which depicts the steady-state angle acquired when a probe is subjected
i":__:; : to the specified shear until the maximum wind velocity is reached. Thus,
- i , if the small probe were subjected to the shear until a horizontal velocity
- i_ i of lOO m/s were reached, the trim angle relative to vertical would be
i_: _ about _7 degrees. If the wind shear _ere then terminated, the prohe ,o%
i!_ ] would be at an angle of attack of 27 degrees. This appears to be the
,'_ .T
t _---. .... 7. 1-4
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maximum angular disturbance from which the snaall probe must recover.
Figure 7.1-Z also shows that the maximum dis_rbance angle:for the large
prob is about i"1degrees.
Assessment of instrumentation requirements indicates that a roll
rate corresponding to approximately 5 revolutions per km may be requiredfor the large probe subsequent to parachute deployment.
These requirements may be summarized by saying that the probes
must exhibit ,igood,, dynamic stability characteristie s including the ability
to recover from an angular perturbation rather quickly. However, the
atmospheric reconstruction experiment probably calls for the most precise
:1::, , understanding and control of the aerodynamic characteristics of the probes.
.;l;_j::.t'' Ideally, this experiment would require zero angle of attack (i. e. , zero
_:::.. lift and constant drag) throughout the flight, However, realistically, it is
desirable and feasible to provide:
I_ I I) Small variation of lift and drag with angle of attack over a
" moderate range;
_) Zero limit cycle behavior; and
_1_,. 3) For a rolling probe, a pure spiral behavior in the a,/9 plane.
.._"- The first two requirements are largely shape depend_nt and the third,
;_':_I!!: additionally, requires that pitch and yaw moments of inertia be equal and
that roll rate be controlled,
i:i
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7.1.3 Trades
On the basis of systems analysis of the probes involving trajectory,
heat shielding, and packaging requirements, it appeared very early in the
study that blunted nose cone half,angles of 60 and 45 degrees were optimum
for the large and small probes, respectively. Therefore, effort was
devoted toward developing optimum base cover shapes for these forebodies.
Subsequently, however, as a cost savings, it was suggested that a common
aerodynamic shape for the two probes would result in reducing the develop-
ment phase wind tunnel test program by a factor approaching 50 percent.
Therefore, a compromise nose cone h_lf-angle of 55 degrees was con-
sidered with several afterbody shapes. Consideration was also given to
use a 70-degree cone angle in order to take more advantage of the available
_ r ..... Viking aerodynamic data. The aerodynamics activities involved both
analytical and experimental studies of aerodynamic characteristics, and
included consideration also o£ c.g. location, d/o, and roll rate.
Because the design problem for the large probe descent capsule is
to develop a drag amplification/stabilization device for a sphere, experi- _
mental programs were undertaken to test parametric variations on several :
t _ types of devices in order to develop design data for use as requirementsI "'. varied during the design process. Devices tested were split flare type' fins, vented flares, thin rings, and finite thickness, perforated rings.
Also tested in conjunction with the above devices were several roll-fin
configurations and protuberance arrangements simulating antenna configura-
tions and science instruments.
In addition to the tests, analytical studies were made relating to the
flight dynamics of the various configurations. Both six degree of freedom
: trajectory computer programs and the method of Coakley (Reference 11)
11f.8Ji! ' _. have been used to study the effects of variations in the static and dynamic
_:l' aerodynamic coefficients, mass properties, such as c.g. offset and prin-
:' /._l'_,i_'j4 c_ple axis angularity, and initial conditions at entry, especially roll rate.
:_ Aerodynamic heating computations including both viscous and radiative
heating were made using real gas flow field and boundary layer digital com-
_ puter programs. A large number of configurations and entry flightconditions
" as indicated in Tables 7. I-I and 7.1.7, were investigated.
7. 1-6
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The results of these trade studies and tests have b_vJx u_ed in con-
junction with the overall systems requirements to arrive at the preferred
probe configurations. These probes meet all of the requirements discussed
in Section 7.1. Z.
The 30-degree half-angle cone afterbody terminating with a sphcrlcal
cap has been shown to exhibit the most favorable stability characteristics
out of the large variety of shapes tested within the range of c. g. location
and d/a values practically attainable for the Pioneer Venus probes. Of
all the afterbedy shapes tested, the full hemisphere was the only one that
would not tumble. However, as indicated in Section 7.1.2, this feature
is not required. Therefore, the 30-degree cone/spherical cap shape, which
performs better than the full hemisphere in terms of limit cycle behavior,
_vas selected for the small probes. For the Thor/Delta version of the large
probe, which incorporated the large flare stabilizer for the descent capsule,
: packaging, and integration considerations, suggested selection of the 45-
.I degree cone/spkerical cap afterbody which, aerodynamically, is almost
t
i as good as the 30-degree afterbody. For the Atlas/Centaur large probe,
selection of the perforated ring for stabilization of the descent capsule, : _.
instead of a flare, led to selection of the smaller, stepped back afterbody,I
[I which is similar to shapes for which transonic and supersonic data are
i available in the literature (References 5, 7, and 8). This afterbody shape
_ greatly simplified the problems of afterbody staging and mounting the
'_" large probe to the bus. If the probes should be required to recover from
very large perturbations or irom tumbling, either the hemispherical after-
b body as used on the PAET vehicle, or a deployable drogue device such as
the Yet anchor (Sections 7. I.6 and 7.5.6. Z), can be implemented. At the
present time, this is not a requirement.
|
_! Spin tunnel tests on dynamically scaled models of the three probes
qt
have been conducted in order to document their subsonic stabilitycharacter-
__ istics. These tests involved perturbing the models with a stick and photo-
graphing their dynamic behavior. Thus, the degree of angular disturbance
which the models would sustain without tumbling, as well as the steady-
!_ state behavior, was determined.
5:::: 7.1-8
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The perforated, equatorial ring was shown to be a very simple and
effectivedevice for increasing the drag and stabilizingthe descent capsule.
Canted holed in the ring were shown to control the roll rate very efficiently.
Tests conducted with a representativearrangement of science experiment
protuberances showed them to have an insignifican:effecton the behavior
of the descent capsule; however, modeling of the wind/altituderadar
antenna plate directlyon the bottom of the descent capsule and of two fairing
:i
arrangements resulted in an undesirable trim angle of attack. Itis believed
thata fairingcan be developed to eliminate the trim angle, but itis recom-
mended that consideration be given to curving the radar element and/or
adapting a round versus square configurationto simplify itsitegration.
The followingtable summarizes the test resultsfor the preferred
_ configurations.
_" Steady-State An_le Without An,_lefor
Model B ehavio r Tumbling Tumbling
Large probe Limit Cycles (a) ._,pproximately Ap_,roxim_tely
_5 degrees _0 degrees b0 degrees
-t Descent Trims to zero Approximately 90 degrees
Capsule angle of attack 90 degrees
1 '
, Small probe Trims to zero 45 degrees 50 degrees
i angle of attack
(a)similar behavior was initially observed for the small probe configura-
" tion but disappeared when the model size was increased from 10-
to 23-inch diameter. Only 10-inch diameter models of the large
__t probe have been tested. It is very difficult in _pin tunnel testing to
determine whether model angular excursions less than about lO-
degrees are truly limit cycle behavior or due to flow turbulence.
The idea of using a common entry configuration was discarded
largely because the small afterbody shape adopted for the large probe
_i.... would not accommodate the small probe pressure sphere and th_ benefits
1 derived £romthis large probe design were greater than those afforded by
_. the common probe shape approach. It then appeared rational to use t!,.e
_/ optimum 45- and 60-degree forebodies for the small and large probes,
respectively, and the 55-degree cone was droI_ped from contention. The
70-degree cone was eliminated because it could not be packaged with the
_ c.g. far enough forward to ensure satisfactorypassive stability.
,, 7.I-9
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7. 1.4 Preferred Aerodynamic Confi[_uration_ Atlas/Centaur
The external shapes of the large and small p:obe entry vehicles
and the large probe descent capsule selected for the Atlas/Centaur option
are shown in Figure 7.1-1. The mass properties arc also shown for
reference in the £_ure.
. The aerodynalnic coefficients for the entry configurations are given
in Figurcs 7,1-_ through 7.1-6. The static coefficients are bascdupon
values obtained from the l_tcrature (Refcr_..nccs 13 tl_rough I_) and from
MMC subson:c wLnd tunnel tes_ conducted during the present study. The
damping _oe_lickents are based on forced oscillation and h'ce oscillation
type tests conducted at AEDG (References 8 and 9) for the Viking Program
, and on tests carried out in the LRC spin tunnel during the present study.
Static aerodynamic coefficients and derivatives for the descent capsule
have been derived from tests in the MMC subsonic wind tunnel. The values
are applicable for -30 degrees<a< 30 degrees and are:
C D = 0.72
J = 0.80 per red
ti %
i CM_ = -0.091 per rad
: The referenc=e area _s--_ , and reference length = sphere diameter = d,
" , and CRref ts at 3.5 percent d forward of the maximum diameter station.
t ) for the perforated ring versions of
• the descent capsule have been deduced from the motion pictures cbtained
in the spin tunnel tests. From this type of test, "average" values of the
coefficient are deduced. The values are given in Figure 7.1-7 which also
iI. _ shows a curve of "instantaneous 'vdamping coefficient deduced from the
"aver_l_e _ cL.r_e by means of the method of Reference 12-.
t _ •
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i _ 7. I. 5 Preferred Aerodynamic Confl2ur&tlon_ Thor/Delta
The external configurations for the large probe, small probe and de-
.: 4 scent capsule for the Thor/Delta option are shown in Figure 7.1-8. Because
the small probe entry vehicle shape and large probe entry vehicle forebody 1
configurations are identical to those for the Atlas/Centaur option, the aero-
dynamLc coefficients given in Figures 7. I-3 through 7. 1-6 are assumed to be
" applicable up to a_----40 degrees. The difference in the Thor/Delta large probe
afterbody shape will probably cause some trana_onic/subsonic pitch damping
coefficient differences, but these will not affect the convergent a behavior.
A "o """'°
" -" 'z' _.mKCM_
i o; 0,_7 . o._s-_'- 1_J 41."....
Iy • I_l.J4IC_I_
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! a_lu$ in,el,is)
I_u0'o7.i-I. Sltalchol fhwlOelt,_ CelSUlOoLeo'goProbo,,ond
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The descent capsule strobilisation flare for the Thor/Delta, however,
i_ i_ different from the perforated ring shown ¢m the Atlas/Centaur version.
l t The flare wa_ designed for a drag coefficient o5 0, 8. This configuration
was dcmonstrated to he stable in the spin tunnel, i. e., it exhibited a low
limit cyclc_6 degrees, and a relatively small amount of translation (lift).
7.1-15
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JAlthough possibly _menable to improvement by design modiflc&tions, the
somewhat erratic nature of the oscillationsj apparently deriving from
alternating vortex _hedding, was deemed to be undesirable. This led to the
adoption for the Atlas/Centaur option of the very effective and simple per-
rotated ring. This ring would be compatible with the Thor/Delta probe
and also would currently be the choice for that probe system design as well.
i
• 7,.I.6 Aerodynami,:s Analyses and Tests .
Analyses car.:ied out during the present study have involved:
....i. 1) Estimating static and dynamic aerodyna_ _c coefficients for the
i. three probe configurations.
Z) Dynamic stability studies involving limited sensitivity studies ofthe effects of aerodynamic coe_icients, mass properties, and roll
' rates.
, 3) Descent capsule sensor environment.
Aerodynamic test programs have been conducted in a number of
facilities on a iarge number of conical shapes with various afterbodies and
on spheres with various drag amplification/stabilization•.... devices and roll !_"_,
i{ pr oduc ing device s. _-_
r
,' 7.1.6, I Aerodynamic Coefficients
- ..... _ Aerodynamic coefficients for use in six degree of freedom digital
i
i" ' computer studies of 45., 55-, and 60-degree semi-angle cones have been
developed using data from the literature (References 13 through 18) and
_I_iji_ from the IRAD tests conducted during the present study. These coefficients
i_ are shown in Figures 7. 1-3 through 7. I-6 for the 60- and 45-degree cones,
? I_ and Figure 7. I-9 for the 55-degree cone. CD, CLa, CNa, Cme, and
t_ !i'. XcpValues f°r the three c°ne angles are c°mpared in Figure 7" l'10"
:t! i.6.2DnamioStability
_- I- Analysis of the dynamic stability characteristics of an entry vehicle
'i_ for varying initial conditions, mass properties, and aerodynamic coefficients
through use of a d_gital six degree of freedom trajectory program can be
an extremely time consuming and costly process_ Thus, before undertaking
such a study, preliminary work should be done with simpler methods in
order to minimize the scope of the study. One such method has been pre- _'_
sented by Coakley in Reference II, where he develops a criterion that
• ! 7. 1-16
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indicates whether the angle of attack envelope of a rolling entry vehicle is
divergent or convergent. This formula represents a significant improve-
merit on the well known Allen formula in that roll rate, gravity, variable
' density, and variable flight path angle are all accounted for.
Stability Criterion Analysi s ......
In Reference 19_ Shirley and Misselhorn presented a study of the
Coakley criterion by comparison with numerical trajectory results, with
Allents criterion and with criteria developed by Murphy in Reference Z0
and Jaffe in Reference 19. The bulk of their study showed that the angle
of attack behavior was largely determined by the pitch damping coefficient.
I
L Howeve.r, for the blunted, 6D-degree cone vehicle of their study, it was
,;::, also shown that, at subsonic speeds, even with a negative pitch damping
• "::!_ coefficient, a roll related divergence was indicated at about 4 rad/s.
In order to gain some understanding of how this phenomenon might
i_:_! relate to the proposed Pioneer Venus probes, a study has been carried
__ out using the Coakley criterion. The complete analysis is given in Appendixp 7. lB. The mass properties of the present preferred probes are somewhat
!_i_li i_ " different than those used in the study; nevertheless, the results are believed
to be informative,
!i_iiil!_ ! In summary the re_lults of the analysis were:
ifl_!!--i_',[_ Large Probe
! ' I) The roll related divergence computed by Shirley and Misselhorni
was found to result from the large value of roll-to-pitch moment
of inertia, I. 8, whereas our large probe value is I. 32.
2) The large probe entry vehicle stability characteristics were
strongly related to the pitc damping derivative. The probe was
stable at the time of parachute deployment.
L: r i 3) The descent capsule was found to be stable for terminal descent
 ::ii1!i_ velocities and roll rates and the stability was found not to bej , significantly influenced by changes in balli_tic coefficient.
,_i-':_f'_i',_=_'' 1) The small 1:robe was like-_ise found not to suffer a roll related
z_=' -_'= _'r divergence.
i! Z) The small probe was stable above 77 kin, primarily due to the
i i atmosphere scale height term during the period of increasing
i dynamic pro_ ssure.] , ,
= _ 7.1-19
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3) Between appro_tely 60 and V7 kin, the indicatedInstability :_
{Figure 7.IB-X0 Appendix 7. IB) was dependent on the interaction
of the drag, g1*avity,and density terms, corresponding to the
period of rapidly decreasing dynamic pressure, and strongly in-
fluenced by the pitch damping coefficient.
4) In terminal night the small probe was stable even for very small
values of the pitch damping coefficient.
I Stabilityboundaries for the preferred Atlas/Centaur small probe
based on these studiesare shown in Figure 7.1-11. Itis significanthat
the small probe is stablethroughout the trajectorywith rollrates up to
four times the 1 rad/s planned, even with very low values of Cmq + Cm&
relativeto those itis estimated to possess (Figure 7. l-0J. This indicates
an insensitivityto the accuracy of the current estimates for this critical
parameter. Comparison of thi_ figure with the comparable figure for the .............
Thor/Delta small probe (Figure 7. IB- 7 ) in Appendix 7. IB shows that the
preferred Atlas/Centaur small probe is slightly more sensitive to roU rate.
This is the same effect mentioned earlier, since the Atlas/Centaur probe
has a larger rolllng moment of inertia. See equation 1 of Appendix 7. IB.
However, this increased roll sensitlvityis not oJ(any significance.for,the _
planned rollrates ofthe descent.
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Ii Six De_ee8 of Freedom Simulation
Trajectory parameters from six degrees of freedom digital computer
runs for the large and small probes arc shown in Figure 7.1-12 and
7.1-13 in terms of totaI angle of attack and dynamic pressure as functions
of time, Mach number, and altitude. It is seen in these figures that the
angle of attack, from an initial value of 10 degree at entry, converges
i throughout the trajectory except for a very slight tendency to diverge in
•! the transonic range when the pitch ds_nping coefficients go positive over a
small angle of attack range {Figure 7. l-4a).
V|- 1.14X 104 M_S
i de..34o
_. _ .... p = l0 RPM
! -_' a T
!
ClI, |NV|LC)ff (DGG] DYNAMIC PR|SSUR| {KN,_
i . |W
o 4 o u 16 _o To_
so _ 1, _.4 o., o.2 _c._
....i m w, _ v_ v_ n.6 ,_*romm_m)
"!i! Figure7.I-IL Urp ProNF.rJryTr_Jec_ryPJrm_ers
The small oscillations on the total angle of attack curves indicate
L the ellipticity of the motion in the a, B plane. The ellipticity, < I degree
i, ....for the large probe and < O. S degree for the small probe, results from the
.....t_ moment of inertia in pitch being arbitrarily given a value equal to I.02
H 4""
_-. !....,.. _ times the moment of inertia in yaw.
C
• i" .:. "
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7. I. 6.3 Descent Capsule Sensor Environment
The flow environrnent in the Vicinity of the desired location for the ...... _iqo,
_cience sensors on the descent capsule has been examined through study ¢I
of a smoke flow photograph for a sphere in supercritical Reynolds number
flow (Figure 7.1-14), and through calculation of the boundary layer transi-
"" tion pc*:nt and thickness on the sphere. Figure 7.1-15 shows a tracing of
the smo_e filaments (streamlines) with the sensor ring and sensor axes
: indicated. It is seen that the flow is very nearly normal to the sensor axes.
Figure 7.1-10 shows the Reynolds number variation during the descent
capsule ilight that was used in the boundary layer computations. Figure
7.1-17 shows the location of the boundary layer transition point (based on
I the method of Reference 21), and Figure 7. 1-18 shows the boundary layer
thickness at the sensor ring location. This thickness was assumed to b_
r' 7.54 (Blasius profile) times the momentum thickness, given also by
_, Reference Zl. These £i_ures indicate that the boundary layer in the vicinity
;_e of the sen_ors is laminar and very thin throughout the descent.
O0000001-TSDIO
Figure7.1-14. SubsonicSmokeFlowNx)utd Sphere
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It might be expected that a flow _eparation region will be producedI
ahead of the stabilization ring. However, it is believed that the holes in
the ring _7i1.1 vent off mos _. of the boundary layer and minimize the size of
a
the separated reginn to the extent that it will not influence the sensors.
Local pressure on ',.he sphere in the region o£ attached flow is given
by the classical potential theory formula:
'4
C = 1 - 9/4 sin_P
where C is the pressure coefficient. At the location o£ the sensor ring
P
$ = (>5 degree.
7.1.6.4 Wind Tunnel Test Results for Preferred Configurations
Extensive use was .n_de of wind tunnel test results in evaluating!
_. candidate probe configurations. The test programs were carried as part
of MMCIs Planetary Entry Probes IRAD Program with NASA cooperation,
starting prior to the Phase B Proposal and continuing into the present time.
The test facilities used and the types of tests conducted in each follow. ......
t' Facility Type of Test
_. ,it - MMC Low Speed Wind Tunnel Static force and moment
II'_': ii Army Meteorological Wind Single degree of freedom
Tunnel at Colorado State dynamic stability
i Unive r sity
,,. NASA ARC HFFB Water Facility Six degree of freedom dynamic
I! stability
NASA LRC Vertical Spin Tunnel Six degree of freedom dynamic
P_ stability.
Considerable data were gathered on various configurations o£ large
probe, descent capsule and small probe in support of the Thor/Delta and
' Atlas/Centaur design and trade studies. Only low speed data were obtained
in all facilities. Figures 7.1o19 and 7. IC-7m 7. IC-8 and 7. IC-10 of Appendix
!i_'_ !i 7. IC show all of the model configurations tested. The major results per-
t
_=_o! : raining to the _referred configurations are discussed below.
............
?: i,i 7. I-Z$
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i Small Probe Resui_s
r
Aerodynamic considerations in the, selection o[ the preferred small
probe configuration were based largely upon the behavior of the 45-degree
cone model with various afterbodies in the Langley Spin Tunnel. These
results are summarized in Tables 7. IC-6 in Appendix 7. IC, where the
I preferred configuration !_s identified as A-F with c.g. at -4.0 percent d
and d[¢ equal to 4.0. The table shows that the 10=inch diameter model
exhibited a small (4 degrees) limit cycle, whereas the _4-inch diameter
r_odel (75 percent full scale) trimmed at zero angle of attack. The dif-
!, 'ference is believed to be dueto the scale of turbulence in the spin tunnel.
It is also shown in Table 7. IC-6 that the cordiguration would recover from{
, disturbances close to .50 degrees but with a disturbance of 50 degrees
would tumble. In the ARC watex facility tests, the A-F configuration with
d/o = 3.8 exhibited a limit cycle of about 15 degrees and with d/e 4.6, .....
........ trimmed to zero angle of attack. The static coefflcler, ts obtained in the
MMC wind tunnel, Figure 7. IC-I of Appendix 7. IC show very little dif-
ferences between the 66- and 45-degree cones and virtuaUy no effect of ............
_, afterbody shape except for the hemispherical a_terbody, This difference ......
i l is discussed in the Appendix.
Large Probe Results
, _ - The large probe aerodynamic configuration selection was based
largely upon the ava'iable data in the literature. Although the large probe
_': will not encounter the low speeds obtained in the spin tunnel, it is believed
that such tests are indicative of what might be expected in the Mach number
t
range (0.7) just before parachute depioyrnent. Therefore, the preferred
i i_ configuration xcas tested in the spit, tunnel with representative values o£ c. g.J
loc_tion and d/o, i.e., -3.5 percent d and 4. 9 respectively. The results
are summari_ed in Table 7. IC-8 (A_,pendix 7. IC) with configuration code
• 15-II Z. The table shows that the. con£1guration _,10-in. model) exhibited a
'i"_ _mall limit cyc[e_ about 5 degrees, would recover from a disturbance of
at least 52 degrees, and would tm_ab_o £ron_ a 58.-degree disturbance, No
i_ tests were conducted with this configuration in either the MMC wind tunnel:, or he ARC water facility. , ......................
:-'-. _ 7, I-Z6 ................
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} Descent Capsule Results.
l The preferred Atlas/Centaur descent capsule is basically a sphere!
with a thick perforated ring to provide the required drag and stability.
Tests were performed with both 10-inch and _3-inch diameter sphere
models in which the width and porosity (ratio of hole area to ring area} of
the ring were varied. Other variables included c.g. location, protuberances
{science instruments, pyre nut containers, aft antenna), and the wind]
altitude radar antenna. The test results are summarized in Table 7.1-3.
From the tabulated drag data it is apparent that the drag coefficient can
readily be tailored by variations in ring geometry. With respect to stability,
all configurations {except for certain configurations of the radar antenna)
_:,ere stable. Limit cycle behavior was observed only at the lowest ring
porosity tested, _ 13 percent, and reducing the ring width belc, w 3.4 percent
of the sphere diameter resulted in introducing a low trim angle. Neither
of these limits imposes any problems in achieving the desired ballistic
coefficient for the flight article. All of the models experienced some degree
of low amplitude perturbations.
The influence on stability of various combinations of simulated science
sensor protu*'erances in the equipment ring area was found to be negligible
as was the effect of these sensors on the drag coefficients inferred from
: the tests.
The wind/altitude radar antenna protuberance, however, is a 10-inch
square flat plate tangent to the sphere at its forward stagnation point.
Tests were made on this configuration and on two faired configurations.
To simulate a fully faired antenna, a cylindrical section was inserted
between the fore and aft hemispheres. A partly faired configuration was
achieved by cutting a sector off the fore hemisphere. These configurations
are shown in Table 7.1_3. The fully _aired model was statically unstable
for aft c.g. locations. A,,_ the c.g. was moved forward, the model became
stable and trimmed out at a successively decreasing angle of attack. This
behavior indicates that inserting the cylindrical section between the two
hemispheres results _.n moving the center of pressure, which is at the
geometric center, of the _6_wardhcrnisphere forward of the model e.g.
It further implies that the pressure on the forward hemisphere dominate_ I
1@
the static stabiilty charnctcristic._. The partly fa_:l, ed model exhibited
7, 1-28
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similar trim angle behavior, but was stable in the c.g. location range
where the fully faired model was unstable, indicating that the flat face was
.... stabilizing. The antenna-alone configuration also had a finite trim point,
but seemed to be better behaved in terms of random perturbations than the
two faired n_odels and not significantly worse than the same ring geometry
version of the Z3-inch sphere without the antenna. In the 10-inch sphere
tests, the antenna-alone configuration definitely caused a degradation in
behavior over the no-antenna case.
From these initialtests itis concluded that the descent capsule with-
out the wind/altitude radar antenna will be adequately stabilized by a per-
forated ring. However, aerodynamic accommodation of the radar antenna
has not been resolved. The tests also demonstrated that the canted holes
in the ring a_ .an effective means for producing a controlled spin rate.
7. I.7 Aerothermodynamic Studies
Cold wall, no-blowing entry convective and radiative environments
............. have been calculated for the eleven Atlas/Centaur trajectory and geometry
combinations shown in Table 7. I-I and the seven Thor/Delta combin_,tions i_
J
given in Table 7.1-2. TI_ -1978 launch,entry velocity o£_II. 34 _/_s :was
emphasized in the Atlas/Centaur analysis. However, three large probe
configurations were considered at the lower entry velocity of 11.16 km/s
encountered with a 1977 launch. All Thor/Delta calculations were for the
1977 launch.
7.1.7.1 Analysis Procedures
Details of the procedures used in the present entry environment
calculations are presented in Appendix 7.1A. For the parametric study
of configuration and trajectory influences, a completely uncoupled solution
procedure was selected, i.e., convective and radiative phenomena were
computed independently and the effect of ablation products on the environ-
rnent considered in a separate material response analysis. A comparison
is made (Appendix 7.1A) of the results from this procedure with tho_e
results available from the fully coupled analysis performed by LRC at ov_
trajectory roint for both a large and a small Thor/Delta probe. Reasonably
good agreement is shown between the two results giving added confidence
in the analysis technique used here.
' . . 7.1-30
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Ii For the chosen procedure, a separate inviscid analysis is required;)
_.j'
_,. _ & it, particular, the body pressure distribution and bow shock shape aref
necessary. The hypersonic pressure distributionand shock standoffdis-
tance at zero angle+ of attack for five of the configurations considered in
the presenL study are depicted in Figure 7.1-20. If the cone angle is
greater than about 51 degrees for the assumed Venus atmosphere gas com-
i_ position,the body sonic point occurs at the aftcorner. In thiscase the
!I. pressure and shock standoffdistance distributionsthen also depend on the
i base-to-nose radius ratio. These detailed differences were accounted for
+ _ in the configurationstudies. For each configuration,however, the distri-
T butions were held constant throughout the heating period. The probes were
, assumed at zero incidence throughout the entry heat pulse and all calcula-
I tions made for thermochemical equilibrium.
; i
+i...... O. 12F
!-
__ 0.6 o.od
,, _. ,...o\ _ t 1 //se ti .
I"/. " _ " "f ": ' ...." " _'............ ° ............
;,_.: ,
_. p::,. o.: o,_F/
i_' O 0.' 0.41+ O.' 0.8 1.0 0 0., 0.4 0.6 O.S 'l.O .
....... SODY INtDIAI. tOCATION, rb/ra
i_ Figure 7.1-20. Comparisonsof Invlcid AnalysisResultsfor SeveralConfigurations
•,)
,: _ Convective heating and shear stress have been obtained with the
,il' i, computer program SHIV. It is important to note that the effects of bow
,_hock induced vorticlty are included in the formulation. The stagnation• '_: I I'
. :._+.:+.:+ . point heating is from the correlation of Hoshizaki, the laminar heating dis-' tribution is that described by Lees, the turb,llent heating procedure is that of
.+
+ ++++. . - ..
+:° . .._- .
................. y_
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Bromberg, Fox, and Acker,nann, with the wall shear stress found from " )
the modified Reynolds analogy. For the lower entry velocity cases, transi.
tion was assumed to be instantaneous at a laminar momentum thickness
Reynolds number of 250. For the Z978 launch cases, a transitional heating
region was included with the start of transition determined from a momentum
thickness Reynolds number/boundary layer edge Mach number correlation.
.: _ In calculating the radiation environment, initially the radiative heat "
fluxto the wail from an isothermal, constant pressure slab was determined ......
The temperature and pressuz'e of the slab at each body location were taken
to be the local boundary layer edge values and its thickness equal to thatf,
- .... determined in the inviscid analysis. This procedure approximately accounts
L_ for the entropy layer effect at locations away from the stagnation point.
Nonadiabatic effects are then included by multiplying the slab results by
a radiation cooling factor. The effect of ablation products in reducing the
.... radiative heat i_.ux to the wall was ignored because of the modest mass loss
rates encountered with the present entry conditions. ......... ........................
No specific analysis of the base region was made. As diPcussed in i _-_
"_' Appendix 7.1A, the base heating environment was defined as a fraction of ........... _-
, the cone environment immediatelypreceding the aft corner, This was done .............
i _ recognizing the close relation between the cone and base flow, in particular,
• regarding transition and turbulence. For flat base probes, the fraction
specified was 0.03 of the sum of co_:e convective and radiative heating. For
boat-tailed probes the fraction was taken to be 0.05.
t 7. 1.7. Z Environmental Results ....
Atlas/Centaur 178 Mission
,/_!/_.:. ' Resulta for _he preferred Atlas/Centaur configurations with the! _ 1978 launch entry velocity are depicted in Figures 7. l-Zl through 7.1-25.
'_li_' "_'-- The convective and radiative cold wall, no-blowing heating i.ate histories .........
' .i_. . for the large probe _t the nominal entry angle of -35 degrees are given in
Figure 7. I;,ZI for two body locations. Transition occurs for the cone
I_- location shown near the time of peak stagnation point heating and leads to
vcctive and radiative heating maximize at about 19 and II. 3 MW/m 2
respectively, A!though not depicted, the maximum no-blowing wall shear
- 7, t-3z ...................
o °_
" -- ..... '_..... ,_,;., _._....._._,_.b ". .................... ._=_=_.,_:_._._,_-:'_--=._._-_. _=L ii _]_" q__" "'2. ...............\------I
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stress (the value to be simulated in materials tests) durLng the trajectory is
about _-. 9 kN/m 2. The maximum convective and radiative heating rates and
shear stress experienced by each o£ the probes as well as the maximum
stagnation pressure are given in Tables 7. I-I and 7, 1-2.
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FigureI, I-_. OttlribtAionofColdWdlNo-81owing
ConvectiveandRalitiveHeatingRates
:' _ ontheNImlCentaurSmallProbe
The double peak evidentin the radiativeheating pulse in Figure 7.1-22
is caused by the changing chemical composition of the shock layer. Early
in the trajectory,the shock layer gas is at high temperature and low pres-
sure, leading to large populationsof atomic and ionized species. A large
i fractionof the radiationis from atomic lineand continuum processes. As
:I_ the probe decelerates, the pressure continues to rise and the temperatures
_ f drop, leading to an increase in the molecular population
and the associated
radiation. For the particular trajectories of interest, this transition in
• radiation processes occurs near the time of peak heating. Note that maxi-
mum radiative values for both locations shown occur at the first peak.
The distributioz_ _ both convective and radiative heating rates over
I!\ !_ the large probe is sl_ownin Figure 7.I._Z. At the particulartime chosen,
I:f_' i! i.e. , at peak stagnation point convective heating, the transition location
I_m_ is at the 60 percent surface locationand is moving forwaxd on the body.
_%_/' The radiationdistributiondisplaystwo maxima. At the stagnationpoint the
,,. !_ high temperature leads to high radiative heating despite the thin shock
-, ii f ' layer. With a nearly constant shock layer thickness on the spheri¢:al ....
__ " section (FiL_ttl'e 7.1-20), the radiation drops off-as the flow expands andqlb
_ 7. |-35
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cool_. With the relatively constant temperature on the cone section, how-
ever, the radiative heat flux increases along the cone ac the shock layer
thicke_. After transition the effvctive radiating temper&ture lowers as
the entropy layer is entrained. This effect, combined with the drop in
pressure along the body, serves to decrease the radiation.
Thz effect of the entry angle on the stagnation point convective and
radiative heating rates for the preferred small probe configuration is shown
in Figure 7. l-Z3 with similar results for a cone location in Figure 7. l-Z4.
The peak l'adiative and convective heating rates increase and the total con-
vective heating decreases with increasing entry angle as expected. However,
because of the extreme sensitivity of the radiative heating to velocity at
any given altitude_ integrated radiative heating may inc,'ease with increasing
entry angle. Of importance on the cone is the etfectively earlier time of
_ransition as the entry angle increases. The maximum convective heating
and shear stress occur after transition. Note that maximum radiative
results for the stagnation point occur at the first radiative peak, but at thei
second peak for the cone 10cation' Thus, aton_ic line and continuum proc-
esses dominate in the stagnation region, but molecular band radiation
!=i; / dominates on the cone with the lower temperatures.
_ The heating rate distribution for the small probe near the time of
I _ _ ...... peak e_agnat_.on point convective heating for YE ffi -45 degrees is depicted in
"" ! i Figure 7. l-Z_. Because of t_e smaller scale and lo_¢er cone angle of the
_ 'i, ilmall probe bodies, their entry environment is dominated by convective
' proces_,es. At the time for which results are shown_ transition has just
i ' occurred on the body and n_aximum heating rates have not yet been experi.
- enced. In contrast tO thelarge probe, the maximum radiative heating
occurs at the stagnation point and the radiation level is approximately
constant on the conical section. This reflects the lower temperatures and
, shock Jayer thicknesses associated wi_h lower angle cones.
Although the heating histories a;.-e not presented, Table 7. I-I in-
.',_. dicates the additional ca),culations made in selecting a preferred con-
figuration for the 1978 Atlas/Ce__ta_t_' probes. Of particular interest are ....
ti the results for a shape common to both the large and small probes, i.e.,
a cone angle of 55 degrc _ s and a nose-l;o-base radius ratio of 1. 725, cases
! _ and 10. Comparing _hc maximum heating and shear results in Table 7. t_1 •
..... 7.1-36
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p for the preferred and common large probe (cases 2 and 8), it ks seen thatthe most significant effect is the 30-percent increase in shear stress for
the 55-degree sphere cone, In addition, similar re_suits are seen for the
small probe, i. e, j comparing cases 8 and 10_ the small common probe ....
experiences a maximum shear stress and convective heating rate increase
of over 50 and 35 percent above the_ preferred s_al! probe configuration, .......
this despite a smaller ballistic coefficient. The ma|n cau_o of these effects
is the small nose radius required to obtain the necessary base-to-nose
radius ratio for commonality with the large probe. With this constraint
relaxed and the nose radius allowed tc -_se to the preferred configura-
tion value, the results for case 11 are obtained. No significant differences
between the maximum environment values £or cases 8 and 11 are noted.
_. Atlas/Centaur *77 Mission
For the 1977 Atlas/Centaur mission, the Cold wall, no,blowlng entry .....
heating environments have been calculated for the three large probe con-
figurations shown in Table 7.1_1. A single trajectory was considered.
The convective and radiative heating histories of the three probes for the| stagnation point and an off-stagnation point location are shown respectively ....
_inF_igures 7.1-26 and 7.1-27. The nose radii differences account for the
stagnaii-on point heating variations between the configurations with an in-
crease in nose radius decreasing the convective and increasing the radia-
.... tire heating. The higher boundary layer edge velocities on the 5E-degree
.... sphere cone lead to earlier transition and a much higher convective heating
rate than for the other two configurations at the off-stagnatior locations
shown° Correspondingly, the lower temperatures reduce the radiative
.... heating compone-nt for the more slender bodies. ...........
Thor/De!ta *77 Mission .....
,:_: For the Thor/Delt& missionp cold wall_ no-blowin_ entry heating
environments for a number of trajectory combinations for three large probe
_._ geometries and two fo_: the small probe have been calculated. Sphere cones
of 60 and 70 degrees a_d the Apollo shape have been analyzed for the large
_ _ probe;,a 45-degree sphere cone and the Apollo shape for the small probe.
"'_. The trajectory conditions considered for each configuration are noted in| Table 7.1-2. .......................
:....._ 7. i-37
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, ,is _!
i I,arge probe convective and radiative heating results are shown inFigures 7. 1-28 and 7. 1-29 where esults for botb the stagnation poi t and C_
s selected off-stagnation point location are shown respectively. The _
60-degree sphere cone experiences the highest stagnation point convective _,
'!heating followed by the 70-degree sphere cone and Apollo shape. This !results since the Apollo nose radius is much larger than that for the 60-and 70-degree sphere cones and the 70-degree sphere cone stagnationpoint velocity gradient is reduced from that for the 60-degree body because
of the influence of the entirely subsonic forebody. The stagnation point
shock standoff distance variation between geometries accounts for the _
The transition order for the three bodiesradiative heating differences.
is 60- and 70-degree sphere cones and then the Apollo shape. This order _;?
is due primarily to the higher boundary layer edge velocities and thus _
!ix higher Reynolds numbers associated with more slender bodies. Note that ._
for both body locations depicted, the maximum radiation occurs during the _
second peak. This is in contrast to the results for the 1978 launch and _*i_:
reflects the generally lower temperatures encountered in the 1977 launch. ,
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' Entry heating results for the small probe are shown in Figures
_ ' 7. l'30and 7,1-31. The effect of entry angle is depicted for the 45-degree
'L _phere cone at the stagnation point and an aft body location, respectively.
•_ The expected in_rv_qe in peak rates as the trajectory steepen_ is apparent.
A second small probe configuration was also considered at the lowest ent.ry
I angle, 20 degrees. These results are also shoran i_ the two illustrations.
_" , Boundary layer transition did not occur at the off-stagnation locaLio_ for
,'_; this blunt configuration; however, transition time is most important for
_ the 45-degree sphere cone, with effectively earlier transition times as the
!_ entry angle is increased. Because of the smaller scale of the small probe
_ t bodies and low cone angle for the sphere'cone, the entry environment is
dominated by the convective heating.
' " From Tablea 7.1-I and 7. l-_-itis seen that the most critical entry
!, ..... environment experienced by the probes for either the 1977 or 1978 launch
1_. is the turbulent shear stress encountered on the srr_ll probe. This param-
eter is critical to selection of the heat shield material. The maximum
value attained for the preferred _on_i_ur_ti_n (45-degree sphere cone) is
i t 6.0 kN/m 2 fc_ the 1978 Atlas/Centaur mission at an entry angle of -60
.._*r degrees
I
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To aid in the evalur.tion of the reflecting, ablating heat shield, a _
spectral distribution of the radiative flux is required. Results from such " " 'ia calculation for tbe Thor/Delta:large probe 60-degree sphere cone are
depicted in Figure 7. I-3Z, Shownis the spectral distribution of the c_n- i
tinuum and :molecular band transitions at three times ne._r peak heating.
The results are from the stagnatiou ]?ointisothermal slab analysis and do i
not include the cooling factor correction. The times shown bracket the
period mentioned earlier where the chemical makeup of the shock layer is
• J
changing. The corrections for atomic line radiatlon to the total are 45,
16, and 4 percent, respectively; for-the three times shown, indicating the I
increasing dominance of the molecular processes through the trajectory.
Examination of the illustration shows a shiftin radiation to the lower !:
I
_' frequencies as the probe enters. :_
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r7.i.,7..3Heatin_ Corret_tions ....... _
With the wide range of entry parameters considered in the study, the
resultslend themselves to correlationin.terms of nose radius, P'_T'bal-
listiccoefficient,P,entry angle,yE and cone angle,@c. In particular,the
C
-maximum stagnationpointconvective heating rate, qom, radiativeheating
r r
rate, qom and the maximum cone radiativeheating rate, qcm, were
successfullycorrelated. The proper convective stagnationpoint parame':,_.rs
and powers are of course known and.the followingcorrelationwas obtained;
qom o R N ;_
,:
with
K c = I.54 {1977 launch} _,
o :_.
= I.71 (1978 launch}
........-- ......For the maximum stagnationpoint radiativeheating rate
qorn .......................
with I
r = 0,I15 (1977 launch}K o ....
= 0. 175 (1978 launch}
For the maximum cone radiativeheating rate we obtained:
r.... r 0.497 (BsinYE }1"18
qcm = K c R N
i{i with .........................." K r = 0.27_-(1977 launch_
--_!.'i, C
...._!,_' = O. 325 (1978 launch) ....
.. l-i
-_i! With one except._.on these correlations provided results well within
I
..iiii__ I0 percent of the calculatedvalues. The exception was the 7O-degreesphere cone where the influenceof the ntirelysubsonic forebo -l ads
!ii.... to a lower stagnationpoint velocitygradient but larger standoffdistance.
i'_ I Thus, the correlationoverpredict the convective and underpredict the
'i
"_ 7. 1-43
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radiative heating rates. The stagnation..... point convective a_.'d radiative _
heating rates as Cvlculated by LRC (Appendix 7.1A) also t'e11 well within qJ
a I0 percent error band. Note the large effect of cone angle on cone radia-.
' tive heating. Increasing the cone angle from 45 to 55 degrees with other __
parameters remaln_ng the same, increases the cone radiative heating by
over 95 percent. The effect of entry velocity can be estimated by ratioing
': 4 the coefficients K. The 1978 launch raises the stagnation point convective
and radiative heating rates and the cone radiative heating rate by 11, 52,
and 19 percent, respectively.
NOME NC LATU RE
B baIISstic coefficient
c.g. center of gravity
C A axial force coefficient
C O drag coefficient _
"4
C L lift coefficient "
•_ '_"
...... ._" CLa lift curve Slope ..
- C pitching moment coefficient ........... : .......
Cm_ pitching moment slope
' aCre OCm
': Cmq + Cm_ pitch damping coefficient, @_ + -_,,k.____l
C N normal force coe¢£icient
d, D diameter
Ix, ly, I z moment of inertia about roll, pitch and yaw axes, respectively
rn rf_as s
_!_ ii -, M Mach number
_:_::_. q dynamic pressure
:_ .:_: qm maximum convective heating
:_:_ ::_ qm maximum radiative heating
ili" _ ! Re Reynolds number
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R B radius at base of cone
R N no_e radius
*
S maximum cross sectional area
V velocity
• ( i Xcp distance from co g. to center of pressure
o angle of attack
p angle of sideslip
T, rE flight path angle at entry
_-_ _ # pitch rate ....
i
¢ radius of gyration in pitch
i_ _m maximum shear stress
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0 / 7._ HEAT SHIELD
7.2. 1 Introduction
Venus entry is significantly different from entry int_ the Earthls at-
mosphere as experienced to date. The mission requires high entry angles
which, coupled with the high entry velocity and blunt configuration, result
in substantial radiant heating (on the order of 20 percent of the total cold
'*
wall nonablating heat input and up to 40 percent of peak total4_t__.
In addition, turbulent flow and high viscoas shear exist over a substantial
£raction of the entry body. Despite this unique combination of entry condi-
tions, conventional heat shield materials and fabrication techniques are
applicable to the Pioneer Venus heat shield system.
With the greater weight capability of the Atlas/Centaur configuration,
_:= cost savings relative to the Thor/Delta heat shield program can be achieved
by selecting ablative materials which, although not weight optimized, do
have high performance reliability and flight history. This allows reducing
the scope of tests in the design-development and qualification, as well_ as
reducing tests by specifying a single material for the forebody instead of1
_ _alIoring the material to the environment di_tributlon, The heat shield s]_
tern selectedf°r the Atlas/Centaur entry probes is composed of ablative
materials that have been developed through years of ground and flight tests,
t Figure 7:2-1 shows the general configuration, thicknesses, and weights.
LARGEPIOII
@i THICKNESS M_,SS•i= A QUAmlZ 0.60 $0.9NIIRIL|=: PHENOLIC. $ t!Ut |MO 0,3! 6.4rOYAL 37.3 KG
O
Quartz nitrite phenolic, which is derived from the sitica :litrile phenolics
and quartz _h_rJolic flight proven on the Sprint interc_ptor missile, has
been selected for the forebody of both the large aud small probes. For
the afterbody regions of both probes, which s_'e exposed to much lower
hea_ing conditions than the forebody, an elastomeric silicone material,
ESA 3560, ,tas been selected. This MMC proprietary material has been
flight pro, yen on the Air Force PRIME and NASA/Ames PAET reentry
vehicles and will be flown on the Viking entry probe, Due to stringent
attenuation requirements, the preferred antenna radome ablator for the
small probe will be TFE Teflon, which has been flight proven on numerous
entry systems. ESA 3560 is used on the large probe radome since this
material is RF transparent prior to entry heating and the radome will be
removed before transmission of data beg'ns after entry. This results in a
lower cost and lighter large p_-obe radoyne heat shield design than a material
such as TFE Teflon permits.
7.2.:Z Requiz,e,ments
The heat shield subsystem for the entry probes is attached to and sup .....
ported by the aeroshel[. It must provide protection from the aerotherrnal
heating environment during entry. The heat shield must accommodate
penetrations s _ch as science sensors, engineering measurements sensors,
"; electrical and mechanical e,ttachrnent penetrations, and covers.
The material selection and design thicknesses are derived from de-
tailed entry ablation analyses, based on the entry environment described in
Section 7. I. The temperature limits of the ablator-structure interface
used in defining the heat shield thicknesses andweights are summarized
in Table 7.2-1. The RF attenuation of the heat shield and supporting struc-
ture protecting the antenna should not exceed 0.2 dB. The ablation of the
heat shield material should provide an eveu -uass loss and surface erosion
_'_, so as uot to cause significant perturbations in the aerodynamic character-
il)tics. Special consideration has to be given to the,- heat s_,ield, as well
as to thermal cont:_ol and science sensor design, to control outgassing to
avoid contaminatien of the science sensors. In ac_dition, the selected heat
shield subsystem must have a storage life capability of 36 months, must be
on-site repairable, and use known, r_iliab_e f&brlcatiort-_tnd b_nding tech- _"_
niques which ca_ be tested by nondef_tructive techniques. "_
7.2-2
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Table 7.2-1. Heat Shield Desiglz
Limit Temperatures
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7.2.3 Trades
II 7 2 3 1 Ana lTticalEva!uati°n°fHeatShieldM'terial'The Pioneer Venus heat shield materials were anaty_d using T.CAP
I!i" '2,_ I III an explicit finite dif£erence digital thermo -chemical ablation program
i! i(ii Reflecting ablative materials were analyzed with a modified version of
: T-CAP Ill, d_:bbed IIADSCAT. In this program, Kubelka-Munk radiation
fill..'!.'.' scattering theory is coupled with the basic ablator program. The radiant
energ;, absorbed by each thermal element is combined with the enthalpy
trans_::ions due to temperature changes, pyrolysis reactions, and tranipir-
ing pyeolysis vapors to determine the heat shield thermal conduction and
intern_l temperature response. Transmission and reflection are included
as bot=ndary conditions on the outer surface of the ablator and at the ablator-
subst_,cture interface. A de_ailed description of the RADSCAT version o_
the T.CAP III is presented in Appendix 7. ZA.
_he analytical models consisted of finite abiat0r slab_ of varying
th_ekn_ sses over the structural skin construction representative of several
locati(ns on the £orebody and afterbody.
7.2_3
I
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: A number of materials were considered foe use on th_ for_body of the
entry probes, the primary candidates being:
i
' Mate rial Density (g/kin 3) Construction '
ESA 5500 M3 1, 14 Carbon fiber reinforced
silicone resin
Quartz Nitrile Phenolic 1.55 Astroquartz cloth rein-
: I forced butadiene acrylo-
nitrile modified phenyl
silane resin.
Carbon Phenolic 1.46 Carbon cloth reinforced
phenolic resin. ,
. TFE Teflon 2.15 Unfilled polytetrafluoro-
ethylell© : ' _-
r
The ca:culated unit weights of the candidateheat shield materials in ...........
a typical large probe entry are shown in Figure 7.2-2. These unit weights
were computed for a point on the cone o£ the large probe at r/rb-_ 0.7, for
the following entry conditions:
TE _.- 40 deg
t .... 7E _11.16 km/s
({, p~Ts, 54kg/mz .......
, ! The unit weights shown for carbon phenolic and Teflon were taken from
, preliminary data _:_ Martin Marietta calculations confirm these data.i i
"NIAI9,11B.01NOf I VINOS
ilP * INTIY II0115," IrOII I_IIINTIO
At tHf A_ fIN TNtql_'lqY$_S
• _ _l;;', !CM ¢ONFIIIINCIo ,Jury14-11. l_l
_'_V ,ilrW_U1_ON_De.D tOllF }V_LU|S
__ i|F |
t _ I|F t
. ._ i
C*IIION i
',_D. L. Peterson, W. E. Nicolet, "Heat Shielding for Venus Entry Probes,"to
q_ be presented at the AIAA..... 8th Therrnophysic= 18, 1973.
=lb.=
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P Carbon phenolic is an inefficient ahlator for Venus entry, due to its
high thermal conductivity. A high unit weight of Teflon ia also required
* due to its tow heat of sublLmation and resultant high mass loss. The calcala- ._
tions of Paterson and Nicolet assumed total reflection of incident radiation
by Te£1on, while the slightly higher unit weights which we have computed
,(_ indicate the increase it, weight required to accommodate the absorption of
the vacuum UV radiation by the Teflon. Additional analyses of the perfor-
mance of Teflon as a reflecting ablator are presented in Appevdix 7.2A.
Quartz nitrile phenolic has good performance due to its low thermal
, Conductivity and high heat of sublimation; however, it is 20 to 35 percent
heavier thanESASS0OM3. ESA5500M3 performs bell as a resuJ.t of its
low conductivity, high surface temperature (high reradiation), and good
_ convective blocking. ................................
For the small probe, the r_lative heat shield unit weights are con-
sistent with large probe calculations, as shown in Figure 7. _-3. These
catcu_tions were for a point on the cone at r/rb_, 0.7 for a shallow entry
It
_,'-)_i_' "" ..... :atthe _ollowing coilditions:
Ii_'('{I' " _E*v 25 degYE *_ 11.16 km/s#b'
_' ,_"125.7 kg/m 2
/"
2,| 54¢M
e" M
- | I I |_tF _)o.L.puaso,,,,w.t. I
I,I I | i,o_viNus ENTIV_OKS,"I
_ '_ I.! 1__2_ I To N mi_NTlOAtTNI !
.- ,. i Atdbka[_THI.IMOF_YSICS[
' , , __ _. ' | COI_'|RiI_(, ..q.P,.YI&.ll, |
I
FH|f4OUC HITIIIL| k_i I_I_N_II.I_ NITRItI_ k_3
, I_IINO_IC I_ENOLI¢
fl[MIS_t_F COhq[ "A POS,LO"
t _lgOrel.|-iL- ?Fiorloell|StallPK_ CltcUlldltll_Shl_ddM_rlil ¢o_imrt_m....
A comparison is made in Figure 7.2-3 between a biunter, Apollo
shape entry vehicle and the baseline 45-degree small probe sphere-cone
configuration. For the blunter entry vehicle, the high conductivity of thet
carbon phenolic again results in very high heat shield unit weight. Teflon_s _
performance, if a perfect reflector, is improved by the bhmter Apollo shape,
which reduces the o_nvective input but significantly increases the radiation.
t When absorption of the vacuum UV radiation is included, the efficiency of I_o
Teflon is reduced by the blunter entry shape. Quartz nitrile phenolic and _i.
ESA 5500 M3 are fairly insensitive to entry shape.
With respect to reflective ablators other than Teflon, attempts to date ._
to irr_prove their reflectance have only been marginally successful. Analyses
¢
and experiments indicate that a very high purity silica reflective ablator
!_ will be the most efficient in high radiant heating. However, the analyses
also show that for Venus entry, the reflective silica b_at shield unit weights
are significantly greater than for ESA 5500 M3 or quartz nitrilephenolic.
A unit weight on the order of 2 g/cm 2 is required, compared to'less than
1 g/cm 2 for quartz nitrile phenolic and ESA 5500 M3. The major problem -- !
with reflective ablators in Venus entry is the high fraction of vacuum UV,
i which is predicted to reach the ablator surface and be absorbed rather than; reflected.
i
' 7.2.3. Z Experimental Evaluation of Candidate Materials
A large number of tests were conducted on the candidate heat shield
mat( "ialsfor Venus entry with major emphasis on the higher density char- if
_._ ring ablatives. All of these tests were designed to explore a particular
t aspect of the entry env_.rcr_r.._L_ -i_c_tT-ec/bn_he entry probes.
Table 7. >-2
sx.mmarizes the plasma arc tests conducted over the past 18 months, 'the
tests in Ames Research Centerts AEHS facility provide the best simulation
of combined radiation and convective heating in the stagnation region, while
the best simulation for cone regions is achieved in a shear-type test with
radiant heating added. Consequently a 5-MW constricted arc shear-radiation
.... facility, desigl_ed specifically for Venus entry simt, lation, has recently been
t,
,_. activated at Mart_n M_rietta and is being used to test the candidate materials.
" _
i q
!
"i
• 7.Z-_ |
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Table 7.2-2. Test Summary cf Heat Shield
Materials Screening
ii
mt_
M3, CP, CNP, SP0_, _ 50 KW II MPT- DtC 19'71
Q_o MI0, WE IL4DSOUICI I X 10S _2 MESSU_
M3, CF,CtJf, QNP, M_C COMIqNED 0- II0 W/CM| IU4D 91 JUNE- AUG 1979
_1o,wl, Io_ s,i_. _ i_ w/cM_co_v
i ,s_w _. axI@_u t m_r_c_
_ - 441Mfq_ S_NI
MS, CP. QNP, TFE,IG4, MMC¢OMIII_D 0 - I_0 W_._M_ AD IQ0 IN MOOIll_
LOQ_' S_ -_ ;a0-amw/uuCONY
s_v i., xlosNAu2ns_ult
... 240o-ImO,*A/M2_
II * _ M.//KG ENTH_
. M3, CP, QNP MMCHIGH IN_- 1761W/CM2 ¢ONV _ MAItCH1972
MS, CP, ONP. /FI, _S J_HS P* _W/CM_llAD 66 NOV - DECIW_
__ _ FILLED111F8,104 14mW/CM| CONV
! M3, _. GNP. 11_|, AM_SHIT _DW,/CM2CONV 24 MA_CHI/_3
t_i,e 4x IOsI,V_a
.'. MA11UUNLSGLOSSARY
-'_ _ - |SA 5_ M3 QP . GIUA_IZ t_ENC_L_ MI0 • ES£S_0 MI0
_. ' CP o CANK)NPHENOLIC LDQINP- LOWNNSITY QUAIUrZ 1_i - _FLON
CNF - CAIIBONNII_ILIEFIt_NOLI¢ NlllULI_NNOLIC 104 . DC11_. 10,4
SP - SILICAPHENOLIC QNP - QUA_ NII_U PHgNOLIC FILL_U- TEFLONFIt.U_D
_| WITHPIGMENTS[]
_i__ I_{'i Figures ?._-4 and _._-S compare the re s--Its of tests in several testi;"..!:_ configurations, including stagnation convective, sta,na_ion convective com-bi ed w th radiant, _onvective shear, and convective shear combined with
_i radiant. The data show similar relative backface temperature rise _n all
- ' modes of test, and confirm the results of the analyses. For Teflon, most
Of the predominantly visible and near UV radiant energy from the in_rt gas
._ radiant sources _s reflected, but a significant fraction is still transmitted
to raise the backface temperature. The high conductivity carbon phenolic
_ t conducts a significa.nt fraction of the heat into the substructure, raising the
,_ ! backface temperature. Both quartz nitrile phenolic and _SA 5500 M3 _xhibit
, i efficient thermal performance. The thermochemical surface recession of
., the charring ablators is a small fraction o;. the thickness of the samples
: ' (as is predicted for Venus ent_'y) and is not a primary consideration. On
the other hand, resistance to high viscous shear aud spallation i8 _mportant
to maintain uniform and controlled surface erosion.
Z
7. Z-1
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t
CONV RAD _ PRESSURE [NIHALPY SHEA!I TESTlIME AFLATOR W_IGHT
[ _]AM£S AEHS, ST_(;NATION 1400 I_§0 I _ 10_ 23.0 0 2.7 1.15 0.24 CM ALUMINUM
I taMC 5 hAWSHEAR |6G0 0 I..6 x 10$ lB.6 2700 3.0 0.86 5. I CM ASSESTO$ PH{NOLIC
,,0,
; ! .... _ - 2_II []
i:
.,!'.:... [ ' " O'0
I_ON CARSON .. ESA 5500 M3 |
• _. r PHENOLIC NItEILE " TEFLON CARRON QUARTZ ESAS_COM3• PH NOLIC PHEN_IC N_RILE
, -4k FHENOLIC
_ FJgurR7.2-4. He, ShieldMaleri4lTests.iConv--lS_ WtCM2
CO N_/_ RAD PIIESSLllE_ EF,_IrNALPY ,_ TESTTIME Aig.A1_Ot WJ_IGFtT SUBSTRUCTURE!i ..........,. TESTFAC,L.Y .... (o/cM,)
" ' r--lAMES dTT0 STAGNATION 2200 O _ 19 O 2 1.15 0.16 CJAe_TAINIF_e_e,tFFt
_'_ _ _h_vtC _ MW 3400 BOO 3 x 105 Io _0 2 0.e6 _, I CM ASIUSTOS PHENOLIC
_." SHEAR,RADIATION TO to
7.0
3.6!
OFF _CALE _' _
:._ _ _,o
1_ |_0
0.4
!_i]: o_ _ oL
TEFLON CAREON QUARTZ EtA _500 IrIFLON CAglON QUARTZ ESA S{iOO
] _ _........ PHENOLIC N|IRIL_ M3 PHENOLIC NITRILE t_1
I! _:NENOLI_ PHENOLIC
Figure7.2-5, HeMShieldMilerill Tests.qconv--3)O0_qcm2
* The best of the materials in appearance after test was the quartz
"i i _ nitrile phenolic, with a thin, uniforr4 char layer, and no evidence of crack-
,_t or other thern_l stress problems. ESA 5500 M3 and carbon phenolic
_., ing
,_ both deve]oped relatively thick char zones. ]_SA 5500 M3 did not recede as
_,
, uniformly as quart./, nitrite phenolic, with some evidence of spallation or
:_ shear erosion in some tests. Carbon phenolic receded uniformly, but ex-
r': i hibitedcracks and swelling in the char zone in some tests. Teflon receded
_i .nitormly, but at a very high rate,
i; 7.z-a
It
_o . ........ __ o,,_-_...... ,._*: :_:;._ '" o ..............
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In summary, the tests to date show ESA 5500 M3 as the most efficient
of. the conventional reradiative ablators, with quartz nitrile phenolic as a
c|ose second. Frum test data and post-test appearance, quartz nitrile
phenolic is the most reliable and repeatable ablator. J
7.2.3.3 Heat Shield Test Costs Versus Ablator System and Design Margins
With the greater weight capability of the Atlas/Centaur configuration,
cost saviztgs relative to the Thor/Delta heat shield program can be achieved
by selecting ablative materials which, although not weight optimized, do
have high performance reliability and flight history. This not only allows
reducing _he scope of tests in the design-development and qualification, but
4_i permits specif_:'ng a single material of uniform thickness for the fo_'ebody,
__.:- instead of ts_.:,aringthe material and thickness to the environment distribu-tion. The dlrecL heat shield test cost savings are shown by comparing the
i preliminary test programs defined for the Atlas/Centaur and Thor/Deltaconfigurations, (see Sections 7.2.4.5 and 7.2.5, respectively}.
io ' _ Over all, approximatel_ 400 test samples are planned for the Atlas,
i t_- iN Centaur probe heat shield system, versus approximately 650 for the Thor/
ii i Delta, a reductionof40percentinquantityofteats. Breakdownoftests
"_-i_j costs indicate that the 40 percent reduction in number of tests results ill
•_I'_': approximately a Z5 percent savings in test costs. These figures do not
include reductions in the testing to support the determination of the aero-
heating environment.
i_ 7.2.4 Preferred Hea_ Shield, Atlad/Centaur
The heat shield subsystem for both the large and small probes for the
....T Atlas/Centaur are similar in configuration. Figure 7. Z-I presented tne
: I
_4--: general configuration, design thicknesses, and weights.
::-: 7. Z.4. I Material Selection
•_ . . With the greater weight capability of the Atlas/Centau, launch vehicle,
":_F-'_ cost savings areachie_ed by selecting a single material with proven relia'-....
"_: bility for the f,rebodg. Use of a single material reduces the scope of tests
?_ required in the design-development, and qualification, at the expense of
, |:
._. {:_- increased nominal weight, Still further reduction_ in the test program be-
_ ,omc possibte due to,he increased design margins provided. This is valid
..... when the ablative material is well behaved {no catastrophic "step functions"
: 7.z-q
: ,_'m,:::_-_.7....... ' =,:"_,_.._ ;:-.........:_ : ,,........ _.... _ _ _ _.o_',':......._,._,='-,_i:_-_._.a_ :,_7:,_:_S"7!,:.,-__;"_":_° ..... " '_" :..... "'
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i occur in its performs, rice) as is the case with the selected material, quartz
nitrile phenolic. Carbon _'einforced abtators, on the contrary, are suscep-
tible to mechanical erosion when certain limits (which are difficult to define
,. except through extensive testing) are exceeded. Based upon available test
data, the carbon-reir_orced ESA 5500 M3 would accommodate the Pioneer
Venus entry environment, and afford minimum weight design; however, an
",L: extensive test program would be required to qualify it, particularly for the
more severe entry conditions and viscous shear of the 1978 mission.
In the tests discussed in Section 7.2.3, quartz nitrile phenolic has
been shown to recede by sublimation. The high mass injection rate results
in low net viscous shear at the wall. At the high heating of Venus entry,
the melt layer is very thin, and when combined with the high viscosity of
quartz and low net viscous shear at the wall, littleor no melt flow occurs.
Based upon its reliabilityand repeatability in plasma-arc tests, and the
excellent performance of quartz phenolic and silica nitrilephenolics on
the Sprint vehicle, quartz nitrile phenolic has beeu chosen as the ablative
material for the forebody of the Atlas/Centaur large and small probes. ....
Tests can be reduced to a minimum with this nlaterial, while maintaining
i _ a high confidence level in its performance.
," 7. Z.4.2 Heat Shield Design.
Extensive analyses were conducted to determine the nominal ablator
thickness and the sensitivity of selected heat shield materials to structure
_:_ design temperature, and uncertainties in entry conditions and material
_i_i performance.
most cost effective and lightest structure for the forebody dictates that the
ablator-aeroshell interface be maintained below 42Z°K during entry when
the stagnation pressure exceeds I x 105 N/m 2. Prior to aeroshell separa-
iI_ tion, and after the stagnation pressure decreases below 1 x 10 5 N/m 2, thej _' forebody critical load is the therrxlal stress in the aeroshell skin, and the
;i!._I' ablator-aeroshell interface must be maintained below 54_-°K to r,revent
'i I interframebuckling. On thelargeprobeafterbody, the criticalload/tem- 0__J_ perature occurs near parachute depl yment when the stru ture temperature
is near maximum and the b_se pressure is rising _,xponentially with time.
,. 7.z.10
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To prevent collapse of the base structure requires a limit temperature of
422°,_.
The small probe r,_ax_mum structural temperature is 478°K during
entry when the stagnation pressure exceeds 1 x 105 N/m 2. After the stagna-
tion pressure decreases below 1 x 105 N/m 2, the maxinmm small probe
structure temperature on the forebody must not exceed 75b°K, to prevent
buckling of the aeroshell skin. As on the large probe afterbody, the small
probe afterbody structure temperature rise due to entry heating must be
maintained below 42Z°K to prevent collapse by the rapidly increasing base
pressure. After _nstrument cover deployment vents the structure, however,
the afterbody structure may go to 756°K.
The results of the parametric studies conducted to determine ablator
_ thickness versus structure _emperature limit for the Atlas/Centaur probes
are shown in Figures 7.2-6 and 7.2-7. Table 7.2-3 summarizes the nomi-
nalthicknesses for the large and small probes. For the reradiative mate-
rials analyzed here, the highest temperature limit designed the ablator
, thickness on the forebody, due to the time lag between entry heating (and
!_:_:Fi L_ high stagnation pressure) and structure temperature response.
The small
to the delay of instrument deplo_ent until about 10 seconds after peak
heating_ Typical time varying structure temperature and surface reces-
__/t".__ sion response is shown in Figures 7, 2-8 and 7, 2-9.
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Penetrations in the heat shield require special considerations intheir
• [_ design to maintain the integrity of the ablative heat shield. On the Atlas/
Centaur large probe, there are no penetrations in the forebody. Penetra-
tions do exist (access_ electricalr etc) in the large probe afterbody, but are
not considered serious problems. Baseline designs for the penetrations
are shown in Section 7.3. On the small probe, however, there exists a
pressure probe and a temperature probe cov_r in the forebody, as well as
i _:[I" several penetrations ix, the a_terbody. A graphite tube, backed up by
_i ., copper to soa_- up the conducted energy, has been selected for the prt_l-
sure probe. The temperature probe cover will be a plug of quartz hi,rile
phenolic bonded to _.he deployable plunger. Details of the pressure probe
i and temperature proF, s cover are presented in Figure 7.3-33. )reliminary
tests (see Section 7. _, 6) have shown that penetrations similar _o the baselin
i_ _.._ pressure and temperature _robe designs perzorm ua,.zs_actorily with no ad-
i , verse effects in quartz nitri_ phenolic. Further analyses and teats are re-
quired to refine and qualify the selected design concepts. As in the large
i o_i_ -.... probe, _enetrations in the small _robe afterbody require special considera-
|_' tion, but are r_t considered to be a_,y real problem eirsce the base heating
! : •
0 _ body penetrations are shown in Section 7.3.
7. Z-13
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7_2.4.3 Design Margin
In designing the heat shield subsystem, the uncertainties that exist in
entry conditions, material performance, and manufacguri_g tolerances are
accounted for by adding a design margin to the nominal thickness required to
maintain the structure below its design lir._it temperature. The design
margin thickness is obtained by combining the individual increments in
heat shield thickness required to meet 3o dispersions in entry conditions,
material performance, and manufacturing tolerances. These increments,
except the manufacturing tolerance, are root sum squared and added to
the manufacturing tolerance to yield the design margin thickness.
The results of sensitivity studies for quartz nitrile phenolic on the
cone (r/rb_0.7) of the Atlas/Centaur large probe are summarized in
Table 7. Z-4. This table exemplifies a typical design margin calculation,
and shows that the most significant uncertainties are in. (1) the temperature
prediction accuracy; (2) convective heating; and (_) radiar, t heating. L-1
addition to these parameterr_, _he vapor pressure is a significant parameter
in the low entry angle small probe design margin. The quoted 3o deviations
_. in material performance are based upon preliminary data and estimates, "": and will be refined using th test res lts to be obtained during the d ign
development, ,,"_
Table 7. Zo4. Typical Design Margin Calculation, Atlas/
Centaur Large Probe
I II I II
uo,_:ul'_,m_'a,Mp.Mt,ne sL,m_t_ amoo,_mr..,q
INTIIY |l_lgKH_lNTI
th_av_,_ u _.s" o.ww
t_avwLoarl,vo oo._0UVT_ 0.00LT o.uo
HEIGHT,£ 4.21 I_A* 0._ 0.4011
i , ,, COW_DfflONINITIN'A,I_U O!t ATTrMCIt,• OUD!_ . _G'171"COI O.Olgi0,00S
_liOlNIkL MPNL_I'IQNTIL4 * 0.7 $ 0,MOI
,_,,_;_. 0N0W.Mn,,M'rULI _ : u o.o.,
i:" _CTIW _glATINO,_ * 41_ 0.0457
l_ I_DIAHI _WATING,41 _. 40_ 0.0il|
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i The design margins computed for other locations on the Atlas/Centaur
large probe and srr_tt probe are summarized in Table 7.2-3. To minimize
fabrication effort, the heat shield has been designed as a constant thickness
of quartz nitrile phenolic _.ver the forebody, and a constant thickness of
ESA 3500 and Teflon on the aJ:terbody. To achieve this, excess ablator will
be applied on certain areas (see Table 7.2-3), and the nose cap structure
skin thickness has been incr._ased above the design thickness (see Section
7.3.6. Z).
7.2.4.4 Fabrication Techniques
To fabricate the forebody heat shield, the quartz nitrile phenolic wi!l
be machined in annular rings from flat molded (3.4 MN/m pressure at
422°K) billets, and the s_gments simultaneously bonded with Arne_:icaxt
Cyanamid HT 424 to the forebody aeroshell urlder vacuum pressure and
42Z°K temperature (see Figure 7.2-10). This process results in Gptimum
orientation of the reinforcing quartz cloth and minimizes manufacturing
tolerances in the ablator. Two combined quartz nitrile phenolic heat _hield
_] I!++_I_ ii to NASA/Ames as part of this system design study.i :
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Two methods of fabricating the aeroshell cone edge were considered, ._,
One method considered was to t_.pe wrap the quartz nitrile phenolic around
a mandrel, maintainin_ the quartz cloth at a specific ;ingle to the outer sur-
face, and machining the _u_side _urfaf.:eto the required contour (see Figure
7.2-II). This wolild resL_1,tin optimar_ orientation of the quartz cloth. A
• 4 less expensive method of fabricatir,n'_tas selected, however. The aeroshell
cone ed:ge will be machined fror.'_the same flatbilletas the rings tor the
conical area (see Figure 7.2-II_. This will reduce tooling costs substan-
tially. In bonding the quartz hi:rile phenolic to the aeroshe11, the thin,
I: sections and low elastic modul.us will permit the ablator to follow the aero-
k
shell contour. Therefore, to achieve a concentric and smooth aerodynamic
external surface, the heat s_',ieldsurface will be machined after assembly.
!
ii _ b) OlqlirffED TAPE WIIAP
LBbF (b) FIJtl LAEIIIqA'IE _Iq_|F|HE0 ¢O_,GUILA'i'ION)
:' f_urel,Z-II. AeroshtllCent[_JIAMNorC_thtaYuO
[
_,' The ESA 3560 selected for the afterl)ody of the entry probes will be
f-abri(:atcd by a process developed for the Viking, entry vehicle, which per-
....rnits _abrication on c_J_.pli(:atedshapes witn no new tooling required.
'" !reinforcing honeycomb core, which is flexible, is cut to the de,sign thick-
_- ncss from flatbillet_;and heeded to the base cover structure. The ablative
fill#,ris troweled int_Jthe honeycomb core, and ctlred under va.:uum ptes-
s,_re and 4ZZ°K temperature. The cured overfill is sanded down to the
(_,r_, l_,vel for final _izing. The ESA 3500 material can also be used in the !
radr, mc area of t!.' large prol,c, s:._ce it is ItF transparent prior to entry
h_,,_tinq, ariel d,,rin_: the p(,riod from the start of entry heating to paracht:te
7. Z-I t,
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deployment, no transmission is planned. The antenna Padome is removed
during parachute deployment, allowing reestablishment of the RF link. On
' the small probe tileradome remains through descent to the surface,
therefore its heat shield must be constructed of a material that remains
RF transparent after entry heating. Teflon has been selected based upon
" I its excellent RF characteristics and vast flighthistory as an antenna ra-
dome ablative material. The Teflon radome will be a machined unit and
mechanically attached to the base cover structure.
Relative to field repair, the quartz nitrilephenolic is so tough as to
i • be practically indestructable. In the unlikely event of damage greater than
r superficial cuts and scrapes, field repair can be accomplished by routing
1 _ out the damaged area and bonding in a precured plug. The quartz nitrile
phenolic ablators on each of the heat shield panels fabricated and delivered
to NASA/Ames were field repaired by this process. ESA 3560 is less
•. rugged, but is also easily repaired. The material in the damaged area is
cut out down to the structure and a room temperature curing version of the
I same material is troweled in. On the small probe, the Teflon antenna ra-
D dome will be replaced as a unit in the event of damage.
ji_+ 7.2. 4. 5 Preliminary Test Renuirements
t ' _ • • i m • .....
•:-q_ During the hardware phase of the Pioneer Venus Project, tests of
the h_-t shield materials and components will be required to veri_y the per-
forma..ce of the selected materials; determine design properties and sensi-
I/ tivity to uncertainties; verify and qualify details of the design, including
_i" functional performance of the penetrations in the heat shield; and verify thatthe manufacturing process yields a product equivalent to that produced in
1:' the laboratory for development tests. The tests planned to meet the require-
i ments of the Atlas/Centaur entry prob_ heat shields are shown in Table7.2-5. Very early in the pr0gram a number of tests are required to sub.
' _J_ stantiate th, design properties and design margins of the ablative materials.
This requires pJasma arc tests (Test Set I_ Table 7. _--_) and a number of
P. thermo_hysical property tests (Test Set II).
(
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4T_ble 7.2-5. Heat Shield Design Development and Qualification
Tests, Atlas/Centaur Entry Probes
II I I I __
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l'i In parallel wi'.h these design development tests, experiments will be
k
_: co, nducted (Test Set Ill) to determine the most cost-e£fective and reliable
techniques £or heat shield fabrication and qua1_ty control. During the hard-
- ware fabrication cycle, additional tests will be conducted to verify and
,. qualify the heat shield component _unctional performance and adequacy of
the fabricated hardwa] e. Test Sets IV and V will use pieces and parts
built in parallel with t_e hardware fabrication, to verify that full-scale
, : fabrication produces a product equivalent to laboratory products. The com-
_* portent functional performance will be qualified through Test Sets VI and V.
r!
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t 7.2.5 PrefeJ'red Heat Shield, Thor/Delta
The Thor/Delta heat shield subsystem for both the large and small
probes are similar in configuration. Figure 7.2-1Z shows the geneJ:al
configuratian, thicknesses, and weiRhts.
Since tile Thor/DeLlaa system is very weight-sensitive, tim mov;t cffi-
• _ cicnt ablatoes have b_:_:n chosen Ior the forehody heat shield, and arc '/o_i-
lored to the local envirorm_ant. ESA q500 M3 is machined in annular ring
segments from molded (0.67 MN/m 2 at ,tga°K) billets and the rings simul-
taneously bonded with lIT-4Z4 to the forebody aet'oshell under vacuum
' pressure and 4gZ°K temperature (see l_xgure 7.2-13). This process results
_ in optimum orientation of the reinforcing carbon fibers and minimi_-ed
manu£acturing tolcrances in ablator thickness. The quartz nitrile phenolic
I_ aeroshell cone edge ring is machined from a billet. This results in small
manufacturing tolerances in the ablator thickness. The cone edge ring is
also bonded to the aeroshell under vacuum pressure and 44Z°K temperature.
, - , , .: .,,. . . . , , .......... •......
_,, The ESA 3560 selected for the a fterb0dy rcglons will be fabricated =(' by the process developed for the Viking entt'y vehicle, as described in
_: Section 7.2.4. The Teflon antenna radome (on boththe small and large
' ' probes) is a machined unit, mechanically attached to the base cover struc-i J',
.. ture. A 1/4 scale mockup0fthe large probe (Thor/Delta)•heat shieldhas
been fabricated recentlyby the processes summarized above, and is shown
l ..........
" " " in Figure 7.2-14.
E LARGE PROBE
A E$._ '..'J00 M3 0._4 CM 0.6 KG
6 _SA _00 M3 0.46 CM 0._ KG
C _-"UARTZ NITRII, E
PHENOLIC 0.43 CM 3,9 k¢)
t_ , 0 ESA 3560 0.18 CM 2.9 KG_ E IEFtON 0.19 1.0
! _ ' |OIAL 16.9 KG
SMALL PROBE
_'_' 0_,_O LOCI,ION MAt EllA& ,flit KN [_$ MASS'
___ A [SA _00 M3 0.69 CM 0.39 KG
IJ ESA _00 M3 0,61 C_ I._1 KG
C QUARTZ NI|RIL_
PHENOLIC 0._1 CM 0.$4 KG
D E$_ 3_O 0,27 CM 0,34 KG
E IEFt.ON ,2; _.3
tOtAL 3.CI KG
Figure1.I-I?.. l_rl0_m'l? HootShllHdC_fl!lunMIon
7.
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1tgNJ_YC OMI_ R[INFORC[D, I
ESA 5500 M3
t.,v,"HINE 0 RtNOS \ _.
& NO:J: CAP _ONDEO _ _ _"
TOAER_._.ELL _." ,
QUARTZ NI1R_LE PHENOLIC ,_/
ktACHINEr) RING, 60NOE0
TO AEROSHELLE0OE
TEFLONMACHINEO SPHERICAL
SEGMENT, MECHANICAL '_
ATTACHMENT
Figure7._-13.SelectedHeatShieldk,aterials&FabricationProcessesITIlor/Delta) _-
i
•
Figure7.244.TllorlDeltaL rgeProbe114ScaleHeatShletd_Y,o_up
Damage to the ESA 5_O0 M3 is not likely due to its toughness; how-
ever, should damage occur, it is easily repaired. The damaged area is
removed down to the substructure, and a cured ESA 5500 M3 insert is
bonded in place. The quartz nitrile phenolic and ESA 3560 would be re-
paired as described in Section 7.2.4. Ttxe Teflon antenna window would
be replaced as a unit in event of damage.
The results of parametric studies conducted to determine ablator
thickness versus strt:cture tempeE'ature limit for the Thor/Delta mission
are shown in Figures 7. Z-15, 7. Z-16, and 7. Z-17.
00000002
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_c _ 4_° Ye _ °20_ _ 125.7 KC,/M _ Ve _ 11.16 KM/$
AkATOR STRUCTUR£(CM) LOCA|IQN RECliSSION (CM)
• ESA ';_0 M3 0.06_ TITANIUM STAG 0.13
• E_A 5500 M3 U.0_I |ITANIUM STAG 0.13
• ESA 5500 M3 G.GSi TITANIUM CON[, f/rb n0. ? 0.06
• QUARTZ INITRIL[ PHENOLIC O, IM TITANIUM CONE EDGE 0.1_)
L] QUAR[Z NI[RIL[ tHF.NOLIC 0.051 TfTANIUM CONf: tOG[ 0. I$
O |SA _'_6(I 0.072 TITANIUM AFTERSCIDY 0o01 i_tL
• ESA3560 0._1 TITANIUM At,:_IODV O.OJ ",Ac)
• TEFLON 0.063 POLYIMIDE I).AOOME 0.04 j,
• TEF|ON 0,061 POLYIMID| RADOM[ 0,04
0.8 ]
Ib m J- 1NOR DELTASMALL PR(_|I: i
_. t_ MAXIMUM ALLOWAgI.|
Z
0.4 i
0.l
o.i I
I
0.( I
_06 400 _0 8oo 1006 I_
/¢_AXIMUM I_CKFACE STRUCTURALT_PEI_TUR[ _K} :.
Figure 7.2-17. Thor/DeltaSmli PromNominalkbllAorThicknesses
VersusStructureTemperature(ye" .40o) ', =k
i
For the large probe, the use of an aluminum aeroshell structure on ._ .:.
the forebody dictates that the ablator-aeroshell interface be maintained _ :_
below 42Z°K during entry when the stagnation pressure exceeds 1 x 105 X
iN/m 2. Prior to aeroshell separation, and after the stagnation pressure
decreases below I x 105 N/m 2, the forebody critical load is the thermal
stress in the aeroshell s,'n, and it was assumed the ablator-aeroshell
interface must be maintained below 589°K to prevent interframe buckling.
On the large probe afterbody0 the critical load/temperature occurs near
parachute deployment when the strucLure temperature is near maximum
and the base pressure is rising exponentially with time. The vent would
allow the structure temperature to go to 589°K prior to separation. The
small probe maximum structural temperature is 478°K during entry when
the stagnation pressure exceeds I x 10 5 N/m Z. After the stagnation pres-
sure decreases below 1 x I05 N/mZ0 the rrlaximum small probe structure
temperature on the forebody must not exceed 756°K, tO prevent buckling of
the aeroshelt skin. Ventin_ the small probe aerosheit alloweJ the small
probe afterbody and radome to reach a maximum of 756°K,
O
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Table 7. Z-6 summarizes the nominal design thicknesses derived irom
Figures 7. Z-15 through 7. Z-17, based upon the temperature criteria de-
fined above. Typical time varying surface temperature, structure tempera-
ture, and surface recession for nominal ablator thicknesses and nominal
heatiag are presented in Figures 7.2-18 and 7.2-19. b
Table 7.2-6. Ablator Thicknesses for Thor/Del_a Large and ....:-
Small Probes ,
i
LOCATION |ACKFACE STIIUCTURE(CM) /dilATOR NOAAINAL LII_SIGN DtSIGN 4_
THICKNESS (CMI MAkGIN {CM) T_I_KI_._S (C,_I
LAIIGE mOlE, Ye _ 'JiO°
STAGNATION 0.1016 ALUMINUM Efuk_0 M_.4_? 0.07? 0._1
CONE 0.1524 ALUMINUM ESA _ M3/0.N! 0.07? 0.46
CONE EDGE 0.127 ALUMINUM QUARTZ NITRI_ I_HENOLI¢/0.340 0.0;O 0.43
AFTERliOOY 0.(M35 ALUMINUM ESA 3,_Q/0. IO_ 0.076 0.18
tADOME 0.0635 POLYIMIOIE TEFLON/0,I| ? 0.97t 0.19
s_rc nou. _, =-2o°
STAGNATION 0.0508 TITANIUM ESA S.e_0M3/0.6|0 G,078 O. 69
COI_ 0.0_0 TITANIUM ESt, _ M3/0._13 0.0_1 0.61
CONE EDGE 0.0_ TITANIUM QUARTZ NITRITE PH|NOLI_.41LS 0.090 0. _dl
AFTEIIBODY 0.O_ TITANIUM ESA _II0/0.189 "0.076 0. _9
RAOOME 0.0508 POLYIMID| TEFLON/0. Im 0.076 0.
SMALL _O_, 7, = -4_
STAGNATION 0._i01J TITANIUM ESA SJQ0M3/0.417 0.075 0.49
CONE 0.0_8 TITANIUM ESA _O0 M3/0.348 0.078 0.4:1
CONE EDGE 0.0._8 TITANIUM QUARTZ NITRILE PH|NOLI¢/0. _ 0.M0 0.41
AFTEUOOY 0.0_4 TITANIUM ESA 3,_0,/0.1L1 0.076 0.20
RADOME 0.0508 POLYIMIDE TEFLON/0.109 0.076 0.19 _-
I
LOCATION. _ ,- 0.7 7," "40°
0.38 CM ESA $.400
OVER .18 CM
ALUMINUM
19 : ,
" i17 34Id surFAcE Te_VEe,A_U_E _
il i ,,I.i I 9 AEIIO_HEL JETTISON III
7 __MPEIIAI'1UllE 14
6 m_
Io
I
4
/
- I
o s io i_ _o _ _o . 40 _s _o ss
TimEeO_ XM(8)
Figure7.2-1L Thlrll Relill_te M TMrlDM_I 'iT IJr_e
PrommetShlldd
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LOCAT,ON,_b_ 0,7 _ -Z0
_OCA.O_,'VI,. 0._ V=-'0°
0.53 CM [SA 5500 M3 0.35 CM ESA $_lO0M3
OV|R O,1_ f..t_ tITA_ItUM OVEII 0.0| CM TITANIUM
19 ......................... ---_--" 3il IS' $B
18 36 III 36
r- $URFAC( rEt,4P£11AIUII|
17! 34 17 M
16 _? _6 3_
IS ,-. ,TAJf(FACEIEMPERA_JRE _0 IS 30
14 _ 14 m
k
t2 24 12 24
IIACKFACE TEMPERATURE _ _IACKFACE TEI_|RATIJRE
e I6 e 16
_ 6 t2 6 12
$ l0 _ t 10
4 8 4 O
4 2 .SUIIFl(" | RECESSION 4
SURFACE RECESSION 2 I 2
°o _o _ _o 4o 1o _ _ Io .o ,®.o , • °o ,o _) _o _o ;o ;o .o ,® i;o,_o
TIME FROM 2SO KM (S) TIME FROM ?e_OKM (S) _ :
Figure7.2-19o.ThermalResponseofThor/Delta'77Small Figure7._-igb.ThermalResponseotthor/Delta'77Small ':
Probe Heat Shield, Shallow Enlry Probe Hellt Shield, Medium Entry ]
' ]
In both the Thor/Delta and Atlas Centaur, heat shield design uncer- .:
tainties exist in the entry conditions, material performance, and manufactur- ,_
ing tolerances, and must be accounted for in determining the design thickness.
The resul,ts of sensitivity studies for ESA $500 M3 on the cone
(r/r b N0.7) of the Thor/Delta large probe are sununarized in Table 7. _-7,
an example of the design.margin calculations conducted on the Thor/Delta
heat shields. The quoted 3¢ dispersions in material performance are
based upon preliminary data and estimates. The design margins computed
for other locations on the Thor/Delta large probe and small probe are
summarized Ln Table 7.2-6, along with the total design thicknesses and
weights_
0
7.2-24
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Table 7.Z-7. Typical Design Margin Calculation,Thor/
Delta Large Probe
UNCERTAINTYPNIN_Efla 3 @ {IVlAWON A ffllCICNIJS(C_)
ENlfflYENVlgONMENT,
ENTIYAN_d.|, Te 4QO* 3g 0,W3"/9
t_,rr.,vt_oc.v, ..rn a,vs:o.ma o.oo_o_SC,_.l.c_hEIGHT, A 4.2SKid* 0.| 0.00320
I_LLISTI¢COEFFICIENT._ )'8.54 KG_M2 • _& 0.W|47
ANGtEOf*TrAcK,C_' Oe, 0.IMe 0.0_0_ "_ .
COMIbOSITION 97% • _ CO2 O,OOI_S
AEROSHLLL:k'Q[|ATIONTIME 44.S*_0.7 S 0. nnn_
I[N_ON_ _! r.d[OlCTlON, #1
CONVE¢rIVE HEATIIqG,q¢ _._ O,OIIll
_ol4Nt HIATINO, ql *m_ o.coet3 4_IN
MArERIN.I_RFOf_UId_:
ILOCKING FACTOr VMINll2 0,00;r6_
HEATOf SUSLLMATION • _ 0._076
VbPOePI_U v.MIAIM.E O.W05!
SUUACECOMIKISTION 4._ 0.02794 _, ,NMN RAIqL,qEIqlEDIC|lON ,,
ADOTHE_/eJFAC1UEING [OLilU_rJ 0.02_
IXSIGN M_GIN 0.0_ C.M
El I
The penetrations in the Thor/Delta heat sh£eld are similar to the
penetrationsin the Atlas/Centaur (see Section 7.3 for designs). The only _ __.
significantpenetrationsare in the small probe, a graphitepressure probe
_'- and a temperature probe cover. Both of these penetrations would be sur ]
_" rounded with quartz nitrilephenolic (see Figure 3-80). With thistype
design, the optimum orientationof the carbon fiber reinforced ESA 5500 _1
M3 can be n_aintainedfor maximum viscous shear resistance, wh£1e
the more d nse and less sensi ive quartz nitrile phenolic is used as a
transitionsection. _
Tests of the heat shieldmater!ialsand components willbe required to
verify the performance of the selectedmaterials, determine design proper-
ties and sensitivityto uncertainties;verify and qualifydetailsof the design,
includingfunctionalperformance of the penetrations in the heat shield;and
to verifythatthe manufacturing process yields a product equivalentto the
materia1_ orod_ced in the laboratory. The material selectedfor the fore=
body of the weight sensitiveThor/Delta probes is the lower density carbon
reinforced E3A 5500 M3, and is inherentlymore susceptibleto mechanical
erosion than more dense quartz reinforced ablators. Therefore, more
testswillbe required to develop the design and to qualifythissystem than
the Atlas/Centaur quartz nitrilephenolicforebody. The scope of the tests
planned to meet the design requirements of the Thor/Delta probes is pre-
sented in Table 7.2-8. Almost allincreases in numbers of tests above
72-25
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Table 7.2-8. Heat Shield Design DevelopmeT_t and Qualification
Tests, Thor/Delta Entry Probes
I Igll
NO. OF
TESTTITLE SAMP_,ES TESTDISCi_TIOt_
MLATION _RFOILMANCE AND HEAT RSTSE /
TRANSFERMODEL DEVELOPMENT: f_ NIC TESTSWITH COMBINED RADIATION,
CONVECTIVE HEATING AND SHEAR;USING CO2 k
- THERMOMECHANICAL SURFACEEROSION _i0 AND AIR TESTMEDIA.
- THEF,MOCHEMICAI. Td,,RIFACEROSION 40
- IhlTEINAL PYIIGLYSIE AND IXGIIADATION 60
- JOINTS, GAPS AND INTERFACES
SLRTOTAL 170
THERMOPHYSI('.AL FRQFERllES TESTSETI/
- IHERMAL CONDUCTIVITY I1 LAEOUTOeY TESTSOF MATERLALCOUPONS. OVER
- DEGRADATION KINETICS I| A RAhGE OF TEMI_ILA11JEEFEOM 17| TO ?_K.
- SPECIFIC HEAT 18 BOTH VIRGIN ABLATORSAND CHAR SAMPLESWILL
* THERMALEXPANSION 6 I_ TESIED. J_
- SURFACE_FFLECTANCE AND EMITTAN_E 6
- OUTGASSING STUDIES SO
- BOND TENSILE AND SHEARSTRENGTH _G
- AELATOR TENSILE ANDCOMPiLESSIVE
STEESS-ST_AIN _0
SUBTOTAL
FABRICATION AND QC PROCESSDI_VELOPMEN1 16 TESTSETIll _ '
THERMOSTRUCTURALCOMPATIBILITY 6 FAIEICATION AND QUALITY CONTEOL EXPEEIMENTS _
PROCESSVARIABLESSENSITIVITY 24 OF HEAT SHIELDMQCKUPS AND MATERIAL $AMFLES.
m P_ ARC TEATSWITH CO_I_ED RADIATION
SUBTOTAL 46 AND CONYI[CTIVE HEATING. IN CO_,
FABEICATION AND QC PROCESSVEklFICATION TESTSETIV
* PLASMA ARC TESTS N TESTSIN COMIINED RADIANT AND CONVECTIVE SHEAI
* MECHANICAL PROPERTYTESTS _Q AILATOR TENSILE STRESS-SllU_IN; BOND TENSILE
. REPAIRPROCESSVERIFICATION IS STEFNGTH; PLASMA ARC TESTSIN COMIINED RADIANT
* OUTGASSING VERIFICATION 24 AND SHEAR;LABORATORY TESTSOF OUTGASSING
SUBTOTAL ! :_ CHA_CIIFJlStlCS,
PREENTRYEFFECTSVERIFICATION 40 TESJ'SiT V _l_
PLASMA MC TESTSAIF_R CRUISE ENVIRONMENT
EXPOSURE.
FENETEATIONS AND INIk_FACE QUALIFICATION TESTSETVI
- LARGEPROSESHOCKLAYER |ADIOMETER 3 iq.ASMA ARC TESTSAT QUALIFICATION LEVEL
- LARGEPROBEPAKACHUTE LINE COVER 3 ENTRy ENVIEONMI:NT SIMULATION.
• LARGEPROBEMINT | •
. SMALL NOllE TEMFERAll31EPROEE 3 _
* SMALL PIIOIE I_SSUIIE PROSE 3
- SMALL lqlOIR VENT 1
SURTOTAL 14 i_COM_'ATIE_.I_V[EIFICATIG_ TEST_tvl_ ._.I
- VENUS DESCENT 4 SIMULATED DESCENT INTO VENUS ATMOSPHERE,
- THEItMOSTE_ COMPATIBILITY _ CIUISIE NVIEONMENT EXFOSURE FOLLOWED BY
SUBTOTAL e _ _¢mrS.
1
Atlas/Centaur occur in Test Sets I through IIl. These tests are increased
in number through increase in the scope of the tests required to develop
design data and design margins for ESA 5500 M3, as well as inclusion of
tests to develop design data and margins for quartz nltrile phenolic. In
the verification and qualification tests, Test Sets V through VII, essentially
the same tests are required for Thor/Delta and Atlas/Centaur, since these
tests are primarily component functional tests, -_hich are independent of
the ablative materials.
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7.>.6 Supportin_ Analyses and Tests
Durine t,e system design study, a thermal protection system for a
shock laver _'adiometer was evaluated. The shock layer radiometer was
to be located at the stagnation point of the large probe, and required a :_
"clean" heat shield surrounding it to prevent contamination of the boundary
layer. Since the radiometer looks through a quartz window, which would
ablate during entry, a clean heat shield can be obtained by using a high
purity quartz around the radiometer window, backed up bya beryllium heat
sink to accommodate the extra heat load due to transmitted and conducted
energy at the backface. Details of the design are shown in Figure 3-78. "
If a quartz reflecting heat shield is developed, the shock layer radiometer
heat shield could be used as a flight test to verify its performance. Addi-
tional _ests and analyses beyond that described in Sections 7.2.4 and 7.2.5 .........
would be required to develop and qualify a shock layer radiometer thermal
protection system. "......... _ 1
During the plasma arc tests in the Ames HTT, several models were
tested with dummy pressure tap inserts of AT3 graphite at the model center-
line. These dummy pressure taps were fabricated in two models each of
quartz nitrile phenolic and ESA 5500 M3, to simulate the small probe stagna-
tion point pressure sensor installation. The objective was to see if an insert
would degrade the local ablator performance either through conduction of
heat into the ablator or by protuberance heating. The appearance of the
models after test is shown in Figure 7.2-_-0. As can be seen, quartz nitrile
phenolic performed very well, with little in-depth charring. The ESA 5500 i
M3 did not perform quite as well, with some nonuniform recession around "
I:b,, graphite insert in the test of sample M3-6. 0.
In addition to the tests of conventional medium to high-density ablator_,
a Low-density quartz nitrile phenolic (P-_ 0.96 g(cm 3) was developed and tested,
and does show promise of being more efficient than either ESA 5500 M3
(p_ 1.1Z g/cm 3) or quartz nitrile phenolic (p,_ 1.Sq g/cm3). A comparison
o[ its perfo*'mai_ce with ESA 5500 M3 and regular quartz nitrile phenolic is _
presented in Figure 7. Z-ZI. l)cvclopn,mat cost considerations, however, ,bi[:(,
-" precludes its use on the Pioneer Venus°
7. _..27 I)_
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Iv addition to the plasma arc tests, thermal and mechanical property
and vacuum outgassing tests have been conducted on the more promising
ablative materials, to derive preliminary design data. Table 7.2-9 presents
the physical properties of quartz nitrile phenolic.
I The properties of ESA 3560 are contained in MCP.-70-170;:'. Since the
ablator _ust be bonded to the aerosheU and remain attached at temperatures l
up to 756°K, preliminary constant temperature tests were conducted to J
determine the integrity of various ablative bonds at temperatures up to
756°K. The tests indicate that the HT-424 retains good adhesion between
quartz nitrile phenolic or ESA 5500 M3 and a metal substrate at 756°K. :,
In addition to tests on the ablative materials that are candidates for
the Pioneer Venus forebody, tests were conducted on several afterbody
materials to confirm the selection of ESA 3560. The results of the tests
are summarized in Table 7.2-10 and confirm that ESA 3560 performs well
in Venus entr 7 base heating environment, and remains bonded tt, the metal
substructure at temperatures in excess of 756°K.
_:_D. L. Carlson, "Heat Shields for Planetary Atmospheric Experiments/, Test," Final Report, MCR-70.lY0, Vol. I (NAS Z-5538), Martin Marietta
Corporation, Denver, Colorado (M_y 1970).
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7. 3 STRUCTURES i_ND MECIL_NISMS
7.3.1 _ntr._od__uctioO an d S_mrnary J
The large and small probes are desigved for their particular mission _
profiles and are distinctly different mechanical systems. Their external
configurations are established largely on the basis of aerodynamic require-
t
ments, but in some cases structural design and mechanical integration ! -
factors also have had a major in£1uence. For example, the benefits in cost, _"
weight, and simplification of probe staging influenced the selection of the
relatively small compact afterbody of the preferred large probe configura- _, .
/
tion; Structural efficiency had much to do with the decision to use spher_c_!
pressure vessels for the instrument containers.
Some features of the preferred structural/rnechaulcal design tha_ in
particular enhance the low- cost, reliability, and flexibility"'._._eA.# ,',_the
program are:
- Incorporatior of all science sensors and electrical penetrations in
a separate rin_ or segment of the large probe pressure shell to
facilitate disassembly and accessibility of science and electronics
system equipme_lt;
- Avoidance, b l virtue of the above fe,ature, of any blind electrical ._"_f
connectors or use of service loops (high g problem areas);
- Sufficiently large internal volume to permit instrument design i_
changes and use of common engineering electronics components
in the large and small probes; _,i,
- Structural safety factors high enough,_l. 6, to permit qualification
testing on flight units (deletion of structural test unit);
- Aeroshell construction patterned after existing Viking design;
- Use of Viking components in separation devices;
7.3. I. 1 Large ProbeDescription
The large probe consists of two basic structural features, the aero-
shell and the descent capsule, and mechanical devices associsted with
separation of the aeroshe!l from the descent capsule. (See Figure 7.3-I)
The aeroshell is the outer housing of the probe during cruise and during
7.3-I
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_a;ry into the Venus atmosphere. It carries heat shielding to provide pro-
:tion from entry heating, and its size and shape provide proper drag for
required entry" trajectory, The forward shell of the forebody is very /
_--nilar to Viking aeroshell construction and takes advantage of that experi- i_
• ce. The aeroshell afterbody is compact to minimize weight and to inter-
_ce with the bus load cylinder most efficiently, The base of this structure _-.
'i
_ to the antenna ground plane is aluminum a11oy, but aft oi that plane all
Tucture is nonmetal to provide RF transparancy for efficientantenna
::nctioning. In the separation sequence, this base cap or radome is re-
ased and finally, after completion of the parachute descent phase, the
_raainder of the afterLody is released with the main parachute.
The mechanical devices associated with separation are shown in
_:igure 7.3-2. Most of these are standard commercial it, ,_ns or applications
commonly used concepts. The separation nuts are the same as those
_ed on the Viking program with minor adaptation for this program; Viking :.
_itiators are also used. i
The descent capsule is a generally spherical body with an aerodynamic • _
-'tabilizingring at its equator and with radar and communication antennas _
_ i_s fore and aft poles, The descent capsule, which provides mounting
rid environmental protection for science and electronic equipment through-
ut the mission, is particularly designed for flexibilityin mounting science
quipment and for ease of access to it. Figure 7.3-3 shows the main fea-
._,_resof the capsuIe, and Figure 7.3-4 shows an equipment arrangement
_ithin it. Some of the significant features of the capsule are:
- Multiple, independent insulation/cover assemblies for easy dis-
assembly- with minimum disturbance of equipment installations;
- Three-segment pressure shell for easy access to equipment with
least impact to probe and equipment assemblies;
- Heavy pressure shell mid-section for greatest flexibilityin ac-
commodating changes in science location;
- Dedicated science region to provide greatest freedom in inte-
grating science equipment.
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7.3.1.2 Small Probe Description
The srrl_ll probe pressure vessel and aeroshell comprise an integral
descent eap_,le as shown in Figure 7.3-5. The distinctive structural fea-
tt,re of the small probd is that the main load path for support of the pressure _..
shell in the aeroshell is through the thermal insulation. This distributes ,_
load and minimizes ;_kinthickness and also reduces insulation fabrication "
and installation costs due to the elimination of frames. Ease of access
to science ai_d electronic equipment is a primary consideration and the e&
location of joint_ and penetrations is established with particular regard to
t
that requirement. t
Science sensors are exposed or deployed by ejecting cover segments
in the aeroshe11 with simple adaptations of standard commercial release ......
devices, as shown in Figure 7.3-5. j
q
7.3.1. 3 Arrangement of Structures and Mechanisms
J 1
• [Further information relative to study results of structure and mech- .:
anism design follows in the order given: _)
1) Requirements - a listing o£ requirements particularly pertinent ;! !
to this section.
2) Tradeoffs - a description of alternatives considered and rationale i_
for selection of preferred configurations, including tradeof£s :
directly related to the selected configuration, and related to
earlier configurations.
3) Preferred Subsystem, Atlas/Centaur - a detailed description of
structural and mechanical features of the preferred Atlas/Centaur
large and small probe features.
4) Preferred Subsystem, Thor/Delta * a description similar to 3)
for Thor/Delta.
5) Supporting Analyses and Tests - a report on the structural analyses
and tests performed.
7.3.2 Re_uireznents
The basic general requirements are to mount all science and elec-
tronics equipment a_d to provide environmental protection to assure func-
tioning of all required systems until impact on the surface of the planet.
Another basic requirement is to provide maximum ease of access for ser-
vicing or replacement of equipment and to assure successful operation.
7. 3-7
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=ne of the most significant requirements is to withstand the high entry de-
_leration. The implications of this requirement extend not only to sizing
L_ructure for high loads but to supporting wire bundles so connectors will
_t disconnect or coax cable so it will not kink. Some significant speci£ic
_quirements are presented in Table 7.3-1. _
,_..3.3 Tradeoffs
In arriving at the preferred configuration, many alternative choices
rose. In many of these cases the decision on selected configuration was
ui_e clear and no real tradeoff was required, but in other cases the choice
_-as not immediately obvious and systematic evaluation (tradeoff) was re- _. ,
_ui_ed. Cost, per£orm_,nce, and weight were the bases for evaluation of
-lternatives with weight a n_uch more significant consideration on Thor/
=Delta than on Atlas/Centaur. The major tradeoff considerations for items
=_here the choice is not obvious are p_esented_here_,, .................
_. 3.3.1 Parachute and Antenna Location
Selection of the cnnfiguration that best satisfied the demands of para-
_--.hute deployment. RF transmission, aerodynamics, mass properties, and
_eliable staging of aeroshe11, required the most extensive evaluation of
=,lternatives in structures and mechanisms. It is not possible to adopt the
=_bvious, _irst choice arrangements for each of t}'zse items because they
_.cnflicted. The principal configurations considered and their advantages
=_nd disadvantages are presented in Table 7.3-2.
"7.3.3.2 Selection of Larse Probe Aeroshell Skin Design
Aluminum and titanium material in honeycomb sandwich and in frame
stabilized monocoque form were considered. A parametric weight study
t
_repared by Martin Marietta for a broad range of planetary entries (Contract
JPL 953311, "Outer Planet Entry Probe System Study, Aeroshell Parametric
Weight Study") was used as _ basis for evaluating these alternatives. The J
range of aeroshell _ressures was between 34.47 and 413.68 N/cm 2 (50 and _
6_0 psi) and the base diameters ranged from 0.762 to 1.219 m (2.5 to _"
4, 0 ft).
For the lower range of pressures considered, the aluminum frame
stabilized skin construction produces the lightest weight aero_hell. The
titanium frame stabilized skin construction is relatively inefficient at
7. 3-8
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Table 7. 3-Z. Parachute/Antenna
Location Tradeoff
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lower pressures but becomes more efficient at higher pressures. The
aluminum structure reaches a working stress equal to its compressive
yield strength at mtlch lower pressures than do the titanium _tructures,
thus aluminum is the more efficient material for either type of construction
at the lower pressure range. As the pressure increases and the titanium
reaches a working stress equal to its compressive yield strength then
titanium becomes the more efficient of th_ two materials for both types of
construction. The pressures at which aluminum and titanium curves cross
each other are dependent on the base diameter of the aeroshell. This cross-
over point occurs at lower pressures for the larger diameter aeroshell
since the larger diameter shells are more efficient, i.e., for a given design
pressure, a larger percentage of the shell structure material is working to !_
its compressive yield strength.
In general, the weight of sandwich construction was found not to be
very competitive with frame-stabilized skin construction at higher design i_
pressures. When design stresses of the frame/skin construction are equal )
to sandwich face skin stresses, sandwich construction carries a weight i
penalty because of additional components which are not really necessary to 4-.
carry membrane loads, i.e., adhesive, core, and edgemembers, At _,
lower design pressures, when frame/skin elements are in the instability
range, sandwich face sheets are capable of working to the compressive yield
istrength of the material and, consequently, sandwich construction weight
become_ much more competitive with that of the frame-stabilized skin
construction. At very low design pressures [below the 34, 47 N/cm 2,(50 q
psi) considered in this study], sandwich construction would prove to be
the lighter weight method of construction.
Since the data from the $PL-sponsored study did not cover the I. 85.
(69 in. ) diameter of the Atlas/Centaur large probe, additional data points
were computed for alurninun_ ring stiffened monoc0que and aluminum
honeycomb to identify the trend for larger diameters. The results showed
the ring stiffened monocoq_:e to be more efficient at this size. Since the
honeycomb conotruct[on is more costly because of tooling and heavier,
the choice of ring stiffened mon0coque was clear.
0
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7.3.3.3 Design of Aerodynamic Stabilizing Ring Structure for the
Descent Capsule Sphere
The requirements of light weight, ability to function at 755°K (900°F)
temperature, maintenance of tight tolerances, and cost weighed in the _i__
choice between alternatives considered for fabrication of =_e stabilizing ring.
Table 7.3-3 summarizes the facts considered in choosing the preferred
machined titanium configuration.
7.3.3.4 Staging Separation System
The large probe requires three stages of separation to fulfill its
mission, namely:
I) Separation of probe from bus,
Z) Separation of aerosheLl forebody,
3) Separation of aeroshe11 afterbody.
The first event, a bus function, not discussed here. Three arrange-
ments were considered for accomplishing the second and third events for "
the preferred probe configuration; the evaluation of these alternatives is
presented on Table 7.3-4.
7.3.3.5 Science Instrument.Staging Clearance Cover Location !
The protruding sensor of the cloud particle analyzer requires a cutout
in the back face of the aeroshe11 forebody to provide clearance during forebody
staging, (see Figure 7.3-1). This cutout must be covered during entry to i
keep hot gases away from structure. If the cover is in the aeroshell fore- _ :_:: ....
body it must be actuated open to allow staging clearance. This would leave a ,
clean descent capsule, but a door opening failure could cause a separation
failure or mis_lignment of the sensor. If the cover is mounted on the
aeroshell afterbody, it would have to be actuated open to assure free flow
of air through the cloud particle analyzer, but an actuation failure would
not otherwise degrade the mission. In this mode the cover would remain
on the a_terbod F as a folded up protrusion dui'ing parachute descent, The
configuration of the door on the afterbody was selected because it was judged
more desirable to have a fail-safe configuration than to optimize capsule
aerodynamic shape during the flight regime when the parachute is providing
a strong stabilizing influence.
i
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7, 3.3.6 AerosheU Afterbody Configuration ..........
Consideration was given to using a fullafterbody design [Figure 7.3-6 !
(a)]on the large probe to achieve aerodynamic commonality with the small
probe and to take advantage of the considerable amount of aero data that exists _)
for these afterbody shapes. From the structural/mechanical standpoint,
the tailored afterbody design (Figure 7.3-6b} offers advantages of lighter
weight, greater staging clearances, and a compact spacecraft interface
that aUows greater bus/orbiter similarity. Decreased weight results from _"
a reduced aeroshell afterbody surface area and from a smaller, shorter
load structure between the spacecraft and the descent capsule load ring. _ ,
Staging clearance with the full afterbody is critical between the science sen-
sors and the afterbody rim and separation guide rails might well be required
to assure staging success. The greater weight and the cost and uncertainties
of ensuring separation with the fullafterbody led to the choice of the tailored
afterbody configuration from the structural/mechanical standpoint. _ i
i
Figure?.3-6. Ol_lOnalLargeProbeShapes
7.3.3.7 Cost Consideration Relative to Pressure Shell Materials
Selection of pressure shell material involved consideration of the ',
cost associated with the science/thermal interface, the total thermal struc-
tural mass, and the relative costs of fabricated pressure shells of different
materials. A plot of the trend of estimated cost associated with !
science/therrttsl interface versus maximum shell tei_'a_r_; shows that;
at temperatures much above the maximum equipment operating tempera-
tures, costs start rising rapidly (Figure 7.3-7). [ _Taking 380°H {22S°F) as cost eff ctive temperature limit _.nd im-
posing this as a limit on the plots of thermal/structural mass versus in- ° :_'_,_,.._'
sulation thickness shows weights_ to be approximately equal for the three : ii"._
materials consider_a (see Figure 7.3-8). _ '_J_
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Table 7.3-3.
D_I_..R;f_IQN EVALUATION OF EFFECTON INDIVIDUAL CONSIDERATIONS
i
PICTORIAL NARRATIVE RELATIVE THERMAL TOLERANCES FABRICATIONWEIGHT
i i I i
I MACHINED FROMTITANIUM 9.07 KG EXCELLENTTHERMAL CARENEEDEDTO ESTABLISH MODERATECOSt RELATIVE
FORGING WITH TI SLEEVES (20 LB) CHARACTERISTICS REQUIREDTOLERANCESBUT TO OTHERCONFIGURATIONS
AND OUTERCLOSUREBAND. THENWIlL BESTABLE[ 0.0Ce7
PAD (I/2 _) HOLEANGLE IS
CRITICALJ
ii i i
2 _ ANGLE RING MACHINEDFROM 9.07 KG EXCELLENTTHERMAL EASYTO ESTABLISHAND RELATIVELYEASYFORFACILITY
U TI FORGING. FILLERBLOCKOF (20LB) CHARACTERISTICS MAINTAIN TOLERANCES. EQUIPPEDTO HANDLEBERYLLIUM,BERYLLIUM. HIGH MATERIALCOST.
3 SAMEAS 2. EXCEPTFILLERBLOCK 8.616 KG MAItGINAL. VERY SAMEAS 2. EASYFORFACILITYWITH PERMIT
SAMEAS2 OF MAGNESIUM-THORIUM. (:_ LB) LITTLESTRF_IGTHIN MG- TO MACHINEMG-TH. HIGH
THAT (75,_'K) MATERIALCOST.
4 SAME-AS-_ -_.CEPTF_J.ERBLOCK 10.88 KG MARGINAL. VERYLITTL_ SAMEAS 2. EASYBUTEXTRAWORKOVER
SAMEAS 2 OF ALUMINUM. (24LB) STRENGTHIN AL AT(7S,,_K) 2 AND 3 TO MACHINELIGHTEN-
tNG FOCKETS.
5 FILLERBLOCKOF GLASSBEADFILLED 7.71 KG POOR. POLYIMIDECHAR TOLERANCEEASYTO EST- EASYTO MACHINE. COSILY
SAMEAS 2 GLASSPOLYIMIDE (I 7 LB) MAY CREATEUNACCEPT- ABLISHBUTMAY BELOST PROCESSDEVELOPMENTFOR
ABLEAERODYNAMIC DUETO CHAR. POLYIMIDE
SURFACE
16_ ANGLE RING MACHINEDFROMTI 6.35 KG EXCELLENTTHERMAL MOSTDIFFICULTTO EST- VERYCOS11.YMULTIPIECE
FORGING. REMAINDERBUILT (14 LB) CHARACTERISTICS ABLISHBUTTHENWILLlie ASSEMBLY.
UP FROMTI SHEETAND TUBES. STABLE.
I I I
Tsble 7,
ii
DESCRIPTION ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES
PICTORIAL NARRATIVE
_ -AFTEISODY ' "J
__ PYROACTUATEDSEPARATION I a. AERODYNAMICALLYCLEAN ORDNANCEFIRING CIRCUI
,J_ _J._ NUTSMOUNTEDON AEROSHELL FINAL DESCENTCAPSULECON- WIRESREQUIRESEPARATIOt
• _ I _ AFTERRODY. BOLTEXTRACTION b FIGURATION. AFTERFIRING.
_ _ FEATU EPULLSBOLTOUT OF . HI I|LY RELIABLESEPARATION
___._ JOINT. SYSTEM.
DESCENTCAPSULE'"E"_-_
_"FOREBODY
,, I
"_--------___ _ ___ PYROACTUATEDSEPARATION a. OI_NANCE FIRING CIRCUIT SEPARATION UT HOUSlN_
_1 NUTSMOUNTEDON AERO- WIRESDO NOT NEEDTO _ CUT REMAINON DESCENTCAFi
MAY PERTURB_RODYNAJ_
DYNAMIC STABILITYFENCE. b. HIGHLY RELIABLESEPARATION pEREORMANCE.BOLTEXTRACTIONFEATURE SYSTEM.PULLSBOLTOUT OF JOINT.
iEm
I_ ''_= PYROACTUATEDPIN PULLERS SIMPLERING STRUCTURE. a. SIGNIFICANT LOADMOUNTED ON AERODYNAMIC BECARRIEDBY,PINPUII
PIN PASSESTHROUGHAERO- b. LESSLIKELIHOODOF
DYNAMIC HOLE. OBTAINING LOWSHC
PVROACTUATEDDEVI
V
ii
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Table 7,3-3, Dynamic Stabilizing Ring
Structure Tradeoff
EVALUATIONOF EFFECTON INDIVIDUALCONSIDERATIONS
"-" ' RATIONALFORSELECTION
RELATIVE J THERMAL TOLERANCES FABRICATION OR REJECTIONWEIGHT
_]ll I it
9.07 KG EXCELLENTTHERMAL CARENEEDEDTO ESTABLISH MODERATECOSTRELATIVE SELECTEDBECAUSEOF MODERATECOST
(20LB) CHARACTERISTICS REQUIREDTOLERANCESBUT tO OTHERCONFIGURATIONS AND CERTAINTYOF PERFORMANCE
THENWI_,LBESTABLE[ 0.00B7!
PAD (I./2v) HOLEANGLE IS
CRITICALI
---- i I ii
9.07 KG EXCELLENTTHERMAL EASYTO ESTABLISHAND RELATIVELYEASYFORFACILITY REJECTEDFORCOSTREASONS
(20LB) CHARACTERISTICS MAINTAIN TOLERANCES. EQUIPPEDTO HANDLEBERYLLIUM
HIGH MATERIALCOSt. i
, i
:. K 8.616 KG MARGINAL. VERY S_WZAS 2. EhY R)R FACILITYWITHPERMI'T REJECTEDFOR COST, MATERIALAVAILA-(19LB) LITTLESTRF_NGTHIN MG- TO MACHINEMG.TH. HIGH BILITYAND MARGINAL PERFORMANCE
TH AT (TSS'X) MATERIALCOST.. REASONS.
_K 10.88 KG MARGINAL. VERYLITTL_ SAMEAS 2. EASYBUTEXTRAWORKOVER REJECTEDBECAUSEOF MARGINAL
STRENGTHIN AL AT(755"K) 2 AND 3 TO MACHINELIGHTEN- PERFORMANCEAND DIFFERENTIAL i_'_4LB)
ING POCKETS. EXPANSIONPROBLEM. •LLED 7. 71 KG POOR. POLYIMIDECHAR TOLERANCEEASYTO EST- EASYTO MACHINE. COSTLY REJECTEDFORCOSTAND AERODYNAMIC
(17LB) MAY (.REATEUNACCEPT- ABLISHBUTMAY BELOST PROCESSDEVELOPMENTFOR UNCERTAINTY.
ABLEAERODYNAMIC DUETO CHAR. POLYIMIDE
SURFACE
* 1 i I in m il
-lrl 6,35 KG EXCELLENTTHERMAL MOSTDIFFICULTTO EST- VERYCOSTLYMULTIPIECE REJECTEDFORCOSTREASONS
(14 LB) CHARACTERISTICS ABLI,_HBUTTHENWILLBE ASSEMRI.Y.
STABLE.
4
Z
Table T. 3-4. Staging Separation :_
: Trade off
al i |
DESCIIFtlON
ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES RATIONALFOR !
' FIcT()RIAL NARRATIVE SELECTIONOR REJECTION [:
_-AFTERBODY "
_J _ PYRE ACTUATEDSEPARATION a. AERODYNAMICALLYCLEAN OItDNANCEFIRING CIRCUIT ASSURANCEOF GOOD DESCENT
I LI_]_7 ]_0. NUTSMOUNTEDON AEROSHELL FINAL DESCENTCAPSULECON- WIRESREQUIRESEPARATION PROFILETHROL)GHCLEANSHAPE.
I [ r_ r _ AFTERBODY.BOLTEXTRACTION FIGURATION, AFTERFIRING. WIRESEPARATIONEASILYACCOM-
/ _ _ FEATUREPULLSBOLTOUT OF FLISHEDWitH YRING ACTUATED
.___ JOINT, b, HIGHLY RELIABLESEPARATION CONNECTOR.
, SYSTEM.
.... _"FORERODY t..
i I
PYREACTUATEDSEPARATION O. ORDNANCEFIRING CIRCUIT NPARATIONNUT HOUSINGS REJECTED,BECAUSEOF RISKOF i_ i
NUTSMOUNTEDON AERO- WIRESDO NOT NEEDTO II CUt, REMAINON DESCENTCAPSULE, UNSTEADYFINAL DESCENT. )
DYNAMIC STAaiLITYFENCE.
BOLTEXTRAf.;TIONFEATURE b. HIGHLY RELIABLESEPARATION MAY FERTUREAERODYNAMIC : !
PULLSBOLTOUT OF JOINT. SYSTEM. _E__,IRMANCIL i!
, = t;i! I_ _ PYREACTUATEDPiN FULLERS SIMPLERING STRUCTURE. a. SIGNIFICANTLOAD MUST RIr.JECTEDNC_USE USAGEOFMOUNTEDON AERODYNAMIC BEC,_RRIEDBYPiN PULLER. L'NUSUALAPPLICATIONOF PIN
___]_i_" i, STABILITYFENCE. JOINING UNUSUALAFPLICATION. |_JLL|RWOULDREQUIREDEVELO,°
PiN PASSESTHROUGHAERO- MENT, AND SHOCKINFUT MUST
DYNAMIC HOLE. b. LESSLIKELIHOODOF BEMINIMIZED.OBTAINING LOW,_HOCK
I PYREACTUATEDDEVICE.
............. _ ' __ i I, II
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Figure7.3-7. _st versusShell Tem_r_ure Fi:Jure7.3-8. ThermallStructural
MassversusInsu-
18ionThlcknns
Relative c_s_s of these materials are:
Aluminum 1.0 (preferred design)
Titanium 4. 0
Beryllium 10. 0
Through this analysis, aluminum was selected on the ba._is of cost,
7.3.3.8 Shape of Pressure Vessel
Spherical, ellipsoidal, and domed cylindrical shapes were considered
as pressure vessel shapes. While a sphere might app_.ar to be the obvious
shape for a minimum weight pressure vessel of a f_ivenvolume, the other
shapes were considered as they might offer economy through commonality
or ease of packaging, or m'_ght solve c.g. location problems. The domed
cylindrical shape offered the added possibility that the domes could con-
stitude the entire small probe ellipsoid. The eilipsoidal shape was nec-
essary to attain required c.g. location on the "common aeroshell shape"
versions of the small probe. For independent small and large probe shapes,
the ellipsoid is not required for c._. reasons and, as it is heavier and more
costl7 to fabricate, itwas therefore rejected. The common dome for a
small probe vessel leads to an unsatisfactory large probe cylinder (too long
for required c.g. location), so commonality is not feasible.
Although spherical shapes are not ideal from an equipment packaging
standpoint, many arrangements of Pioneer Venus equipment have been suc-
cessfully :ntegrated into spheres in both probes. The structural efficiency
of the sphere permits using more weight for increasing volume and design
margins both of which are directly related to program cost reductions.
Consequently, the spherical shapes have been chosen.
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7.3.3.') Selection of Prennure Shall Subassembli,=s
Four large probe pressure shell subassembly configurationn were '
considered, two throe segment and two two-segment configurations. Ease J
of access for servicing or replacing equipment was the prime consideration _ ' r
in selection. A description and comparison of the alternatives is presented '_:
in Table 7.3-5 ....
It should be noted that these tradeoffs were made before selection
of the cent_,al, perforated sere-ring stabilizing device. Its selection further
reinforces the choice of an equipment ring located forward of the equator.
7.3.3.10 Aeroshell Separation Design Approaches _'
An evaluation of aeroshell separation design approaches was per-
formed for the Thor/Delta configuration early in the study, The preferred _,_
configuration has changed since that time. but the conclusions regarding
selection of cartridge actuated nuts to effect forebody separation remain _
valid. The tradeoff study is presented here since it is still the basis for _
the preferx'ed separation configuration shown in Figure 7.3-I. Conclusions
b
relative to the base covex" and parachute release design tradeoffs are not
-: pertinent to the prefe1"red Atlas/Centaur design (which uses cartridge actuated
nuts, Figure 7.3-I), but are included to document the approaches eval_tated.
Figure 7. 3-9 shows the capsule and aeroshell configuration at the time of
7-.
: the tradeoff.
Conce tp.t_A1 - Forebody Separation
: The pyrotechnic :at concept of aeroshell support, attachment, and
:; separation _s shown in the lower portion o_ Figure 7. 3-10. Three pyro-
"_i technic nuts located in equally spaced longerons provide secure restraint
-':- of the descent capsule in the aeroshell payload adapter ring, The longerons
•" provide a direct load path between the bus interface and the descent capsule
- equipment canister. A continuous tension cone :pans through the insulation
:-" from the cover at the equator to the pressure shell at the equipment shelf.
_ It carries the high acceleration load applied at the adaptor flange through
..... the insulation. A flange exterz_al to the insulation cover at the equator
!i' (_ engages v_-i_ _ a treating flange on t',e aeroshell payload ring. The aeroshel_
_i payload ring has a discontinuous mating flange. The nut secures the descent
'!" capsule within tt,e payload ring for tension loads and provides a means of
_- 7. 3-17
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separation. The nuts were selected in preference to a segmented Marman
clamp attachment (Figure 7.3-11) since they are more compatible than other
concepts with a payload ring that has local cutouts to accommodate science
instrument appendages, and they avoid potentially detrimental aerodynamic
effects of the clamp flange. Separation reliability _s provided by dual ini-
tiators on each nut. The c_mtinuity of the longerons t_ transmit compression
boost loads through the load cone is provided by local stiffening of the cone.
The aeroshell payload ring provides a partial means of guidirg the separa-
tion by preventing lateral motion during the descent capsuleIs axial travel.
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Concept A2 - Forebody Separation
In this approach (Figure 7. 3-II) separation is achieved by pyrotech-
nically breaking a Marman ring clamp at locations coincident with the
cutouts in the payload ring that_accor__rn_date the science appendages. This
has the disadvantage that four break points are required because of the _.......
four cuto_zts for science instruments, An added disadvantage is that the
clamp segments must retract adequately to ensure clearance of the pro-
jections. Also, the Marman clam p flange imposes an aerodynamic flow
trip. An advantage is that much lower pyrotechnic shock levels are propa-
gated to the electronics and science equipment.
Concept A3 - Forebody Separation
The shortest load path from the pressure shell flange to the aeroshel!
is a compression cylinder. This arrangement of descent capsule support
in the aeroshell is shown in Figure 7.3-1Z. Attachment of the descent
capsule to the aeroshell is provided by a continuous Marlnan clamp tha*; is
broken pyrotechnically to aUow s_paration. An advantage ol this system
relative to concept A2 is that the aerodynamic flow around the squat,Jr is
undisturbed because no external flange is needed. An annular recess is
required at the adapter cylinder juncture to incorporate the cl_,mp; however,
its effects are negligible. Another advantage of this design is that the
sensors, or protuberances, do not have to clear the payload support ring O
during sepa ration.
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The combined effect of the more direct structural load path and its
impact on the thermal control was assessed relative to concept A2 and
was found to result in essentially equal weight designs. However, because
of inaccessibility for installation of the clamp deep in the aeroshe11 cap, this
separation concept was not selected.
Base Cover Separation Concepts
._ Two arrangements of the base cover cap attachment to the descent
capsule and separation mechanism are shown in the upper portion of Figure
7.3-10 and in Figure 7.3 -13. Both incorporate a pyrotechnic pin puller for
release of the cap. The main difference is in access to rig, instal1, and
arm the pin puller in instalation. Access to the pin puller in the first case
is through the vents in the aerodynamic flare. (Figure 7.3-9). In the
second case a door n_us_ be provided in the aerodynamic flare across the
longeron. The flare vents required are adequate to provide access, how-
ever, more direct access is achieved in the second case.
':I __P_JN IlUDL!
figure1.)-||. P_'Ehute|_ I_e CoverRe!use
_:* cQncm
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3.4 Atlas/Centaur - Preferred Subsystem 4_,
::3.4. 1 Large Probe "_
The large probe structural/mechanical subsystem is designed to
"_'ryloads and package equipment efficiently, to present a satisfactory
rodynamic configuration, and to a11ow easy access to science and
•d electronic equipment. The compact frustum of a cone asroshell after-
dy nests into the bus central cylinder and accepts launch 1_ads close to
me descent capsule load ring• The aeroshell forebody transmits entry
-celeration loads to the descent capsule ]_ad ring essentially in Iine with
e launch load and close to the probe c.g. The descent capsule Io.. ring
also the aerodynamic stabilizer for the final descent configuration.
Access to equipment within the aeroshell is easily accomplished even ......
:ter the probe is completely assembled. Th_ aeroshell forebody can be
_rnoved without disturbing the cartridge actuated separation nut assemblies
_r-removing six field splice bolts. Removal of the aeroshell forebody
Slows removal of the forward pressure vessel insulation and cover assembly _
_d pressure shell assembly, providing direct access to batteries and other
_nsktive equipment located in the forward segment. Removal of the middle
:ressure vessel segment (the equipment ring} can also be accomplished
-ithout disturbing separation nuts or aeroshell afterbody and this allows
ccess to all science equipment. The selected design avoids use of blind
onnectors and service loops in cabling to minimize harness and connector
roblems associated with high entry deceleration.
The large probe configuration and dimensions are shown in Figures
•3 -I through 7.3-4. The total mechanical assembly includes therrnal in-
•ulation and heat shielding as well as structure and mechanisms. The de-
-_-ignand analysis of the heat shield is discussed in Section 7.2 and the
_herrnal insluation in Section 7.4. The aerodynamic considerations of the
_xternal configuration are discussed in Section 7,I. A detailed discussion
=Jr structural and mechanical features follows.
Interfaces
The large probe attaches to the bus central cylinder with three equally
_:_paced ball lock pins on a 77. 5 cm (30.5 in. ) diameter bolt circle. The
:=_robe is capable of withstanding all loade and environments associated with
7,3.Z2
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the launch, boost, and cruise modes of operation at these points. A rela-
tive separation velocity of 0.3 m/s (1. 0 ft/s) i_. imparted between the large
probe and the bus at separation by three springs mounted on the bus and
located at the probe/bus attach points, The umbilical from the bus to the
probe passes through the aeroshell afterbody, A cartridge actuated cable ,_
cutter rrounted on the spacecraft will sever the umbilical near the aero-
shell surface before separation of the probe from the bus.
Descent Capsule
The descent capsule is basically a spherical body with a perforated
annular ring with leading edge at the equator of the sphere. The principal
elements of th_ capsule are:
: • Pressure shell (in three segments),
• Equipment mounting beam• and bracket•,
• Insulation installation (in four assemblies),
• Outer shell (in four segments),
• Load ring/aerodynamic stabilizer, i
Pressure Shell -The pressure shed is basically a spherical aluminum .....
monocoque structure. Aluminum monocoque was selected over titanium !
monocoque, rib stiffened aluminum or t_tanium on the basis of cost and ,
weight. The analytical and test basis /or this decision is presented in Sec-
tion 7.3.6. Fabrication of the sphere in three •egrnents allows all equip-
ment support and shell penetrations to be accomplished in one central seg-
ment and this, in turn, a11ows removal of that segment with minimum dis-
turbance of the rest of the probe assembly. The foreward and aft pressure
shell segments are sin_ple spherical segment• with no penetrations. They
have bosses for mounting the antennas and provisions for electrical cable
clips but are otherwise "clean." The central segment, also referred to
as the equipment ring, is a frustum of a cone with wall thickness _nveloping
the spherical s_gment that would continue the geometry of the fore and aft
segments. The conic shape is used to simpli'i'ype_etrations and thereby .....
-_ provide flexibility in rearranging penetrations relatLvely late in the program.
,:_" The thick wall and the fact that all penetrations are normal to the cone
elirr_inates the need for special bosses, except for large mass spectrometer
7. 3-23' _
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penetration. Thus, procurement of the basic forging can proceed in the I
face of some uncertainty regarding final science penetrations, and changes
can be accommodated with minimum cost up to the actual cutting of holes.
Viton rubber seals fulfill leakage requirements. _;!
Equipment Beams - The equipment mounting beams and brackets are _,.,
an assembly separate from the pressure shell. This too provides flexibility _'
to accommodate change at minimum cost since a change in mounting _
requirements will not directly affect the pressure shell. The basic beam
structure, s6parate from the bracketry, allows capsule design and testing
to proceed before detailed bracket design is determined, The separate _
beam structure introduces a joint where thermal and shock inputs can be r
attenuated. Figure 7.3-4 shows an arrangement/or integration of science _
and electronic equipment that reserves the main equipment shelf for science _:_. !
instruments and thereby allows integration of science with minimal inter- _i
action with electronic equipment. Many arrangements with varying comple- _
rnents of equipment and sizes of equipment were investigated during the i_
course o£ the study. In all cases a viable arrangement was achieved. There
is, therefore, a basis for believing that the selected size and general 4t_
arrangement of the pressure vessel is compatible with all foreseeable re-
cluirernents. The accorx,modation of the alternative science instruments
identified is documented and described in Section 3.1.2.2.
Insulation - The thermal insulation installation is external to the
pressare shell for economy of cost and weight. Tradeoff between internal
and external insulation is presentea in Section 7.4. The insulation is in-
stalled in four assemblies, mounted on pressure shell segments consistent
with the easy access plan of pressure vessel assembly. Installation on fore
and aft pressure shell segments.is relatively simple, cutout_ for bosses and
electrical cable runs being the only departure from uniform pieces. Instal-
lation on the central segment iS relatively intricate in order to conform t@
various penetrs, tions, Pieces in this segment are designed for disass.embly
without dlsturb,ing the penetrations so that access time will be minimized and ....
only penetrations requiring service are disturbed.
To facilitate access, the outer shell (irsulation cover), like
the installation, is fabricated in four assembttes from titanium sheets
because of need of a lightweight mat._rial with structural integrity at the
7. :3.24
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_': Venus surface temperature. The aft outer shell assembly incorporates
mounting provisions for the communication antenna, for the electrical con-
nector for lines to the afterbody, and for the ground service umbilical con-
nector. The parachute pack entry load reaction is carried through the
outer shell and the insulation, but there are no fasteners joining these
assemblies. The central outer shell assembly has cutouts for the science
penetrations and is designed for ease of assembly/disassembly. The ii_;
lower outer shell assembly includes penetrations for supports for the
wind drift radar antenna. The joints and splices in the shell act as vents
to allow the atmosphere to permeate the insulation to the pressure shell.
Perforated Stabilizing Ring - This ring provides support of the descent
capsule in the ael, oshell, aerodynamic stability during final descent, and
a controlled rate of rotation during final descent. The selected design for
_j
this assembly consists of a machined. U-shaped ring drilled to receive _
tubes for holes and inserts for separation fittings, and with a stub flange _i_
to attach the load cone. The ring and its fittings are titanium to provide a _
lightweight structure with good strength at Venus surface temperatures.
_- The load cone is titanium to provide impedance to heat....... transfer to the: pres- ..........
sure shell. Tolerances on the cant angle of the perforations were an im-
portant consideration in the tradeoff presented in Section 7. 3.3 because of
the small angle required, about 0. 00873 rad (1/Z °) and the short hole depth
36.32ram, (1.43 in. ) results in only 0.35 turn, (0. 013 in. ) oflset between
top and bottom edges. An error of only 0.025 ram, (0. 001 in.) in location
of the top of the hole relative to the bottom creates an 8% angle error. This
virtually requires integral ring construction.
Load Cone - The load cone inboard of the ring supporting the pressure
vessel is thin both for:heat transfe r and for weight reasons _ The primary
load is the tension load of entry, but the launch load governs design locally
at the three spacecraft interface locations. Because the latter is a com-
pression load, local rib stiffeners must be incorporated into the cone.
Aeroshell Forebody
The aeroshel! forebody is a distinctly separate assembly from the
| aerosheJ| afterbody. The two are joined through thedescent capsule st&- ....
bilizing ring and interface directly at science protrusion clearance cutouts
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(Figure 7.3-1) but are otherwise entirely separate. The principal elements
of the aeroshett forebody are:
• Forward skin, stiffeners, and edge member,
• Payload ring,
• Back skin, stiffeners, and support cylinder,
• Heat shield installation
¢
The conical structure of the aeroshell forebody is a ring stiffened
monocoque essentially similar to the Viking aeroshell forebody but of
heavier gage construction. The entire shell structure is alumirmm for
reasons of economy and weight. The structure temperature does not ex-
ceed 541°K (515°F) up to parachute deployment and the structure is not re-
quired after that time. The stiffening rings are spaced to preserve general
structural stability. They can be heavy enough to preclude local crippling
problems because they act with the shell in withstanding pressure. The _'
edge member provides desired aerodynamic shape and stabilizes the edge i
of the shell. _ i!
The cylindrical payload ring is a rib stiffened titanium shell structure ....!
to provide high impedance to heat transfer. Ithas local cutouts to clear
i science instruments such as the cloud particle analyzer, the mass spec-
trometer, the solar flux sensor, and:the planetary flux sensor. Three • _i
longerons are incorporated in the payload ring to provide a tension tie to _ i
the rest of the probe. The field splice for easy removal of the aeroshell
forebody is incorporated into'these longerons. =Compr_sslon1oads are ....
transmitted by bearing the edge of the paFload ring on the descent capsule.
ioad ring.
The forebody cavity is vented to relieve internal pressure differen-
tials greater than 6895 N/m 2 (1 psi). This allows the flat, aft surface of
the forebody to be a lightweight rib/skin structure with rib supports at the
edge member and at an inner cylinder. The diameter o£ the inner cylinder
is determined by the requirement for clearance _or the cloud particle ana-
lyzer during staging of the forebody. The aft surface structure includes an
annular recess with a flexibly t_ounted sealing ring that provides a closure
ggover the forward end of the holes in the descent capsule stabilizing ring and
a hollow Viton seal mounted in the recess bearing against the edge of the
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ring to prevent circulation o_ hot. g_sses during entry. A gutout in the in-
board portion of the aft face provides ¢l#ar_nce for the cloud particle ana-
lyzer sensor during s_aging. Doors in the flat base surface provide:_¢ess
to field splice bolts for easy forebody removal.
Forebody Heat Shield - The heat shield installation consLsts of con-
centric, machined rings and nose cap. Details of he_t shield fabrication
and development are presented in Section 7.2.
Aeroshell A1terbody
The aeroshell afterbody protects the aft part of the descent capsule :l,
and provides housing and support for the parachute system. The principal
elements of the a£terbody structure are:
s Base,
• Cap, _"
• Parachute system support, ::
_ • Heat shield.
i
The base o£ the afterbody is an aluminum alloy structure that extends
from the descent capsule support ring to the cornraunication antenna ground ..........
plane. The forward ring of this section covers the aft side of the descent
capsule aerodynamic stability fence and has holes matching those in the
fence so atmosphere can flow through and cause descent capsule rotation
during parachute descent. This ring also serves as a mount for the sepa- " : ........i:
ration fittings and for the cover for the cloud particle analyser clearance i
cutout in the aeroshell forebody. The cartridge actuated separation nuts for !_
.... staging of aeroshell £orebody and afterbody are housed in three separation ! '_
.... i h
fittings that provide protection for the nuts during entry. The top of these i
housings include phenolic plates that interface with the bus and shear pin I
receptacles and fittings for the cartridge actuated ball lock pin that joins
the desceftt capsule to the bus. They also provide base0 for the springs
that separate the probe from the spacecraft ::_fter release. The cutout
cover is spring-loaded to flip up against the afterbody after forebody sepa-
ration to allow fr_e flow of atrnoL_here through the sensor. The aft ring
{'_ of the base reacts radial loads and provides a mounting surface for the cap.
The structure between the rings is aluminum alloy sheet with three longerons
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to react parachute loads and nine stringers to stabilize the cone structure, g
six of which support cap latching hardware. The three longero_s coincide with
spacecraft interface points. A door m the skin provides access to the
staging connector so the co_ctor canbe mated and Secured in place after _- -
the afterbody is mated to the probe. _.
The aft cap is a fiberglass polyirnide structure, rather than a metal _
structure, to allow effective RF transmission. The cap is latched to the
base and is released and removed by action of the pilot parachute to alloy-
deployment of the main parachute. Release of the back of the cap only was
considered hut because carbon in the heat shield char on the conic part of
the cap would interfere with RF transmission and because a simpler re-
lease mechanism was possible, the selected design removes the entire cap _:
down to the antenna ground plane. The pilot parachute mortar is mounted _
with its cover insert, faired into, and forming part of the cap. Bridles
2'
legs from the pilot chute nest in small troughs in the cap. The gap between _:_,_a
the mortar cover and the cap and the top part of the riser troughs over the ]
bridles is filled with ESA 3560 heat shield repair material by troweling. _ _}
The brittle repair material is easily stripped out by parachute deployment
forces, but it provides a sound continuous heat shield prior to that time.
A_terbod]r Heat Shield - The afterbody is protected by an ESA 3560
honeycomb reinforced heat shield bonded to the structure. Joints are
filled with ESA 3560 heat shield repair material. The heat shield design
and development is described in detail in Section 7.2.
Parachute Support Structure - The parachute system support structure
takes advantage of the ability of the descent capsule thermal insulation to
accept distributed loads. A metal ground plane coincident with the antenna
base has concentric rings bearing on the descent capsule iz_sulation cover.
The glass phenolic main chute container includes standoffs to transmit
entry loads to this ring. Launch loads are reacted by tension fittings be-
tween the pack and the Iongerons. A fitting conforming to the base of the
p_.Iotmortar transmits i_ortar loads to the aeroshell afterbody through a
bracket.
Mechanisms and Devices
Several mechanical devices are required to enable functioning of the
large probe through its mission. These items and their purpose follow.
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Item Purpose
s Separation nuts Enable aeroshell staging.
• Aeroshell afterbody Disconnert electrical lines be-
separation connector tween de_cent capsule and sere-
shell base cover at separation.
• Ground service separation Disconnect accelerometer call- _,
connector bration and battery charging wires
prior to launch.
• Aeroshell afterbody radome Retain radome and release it
latch and release during pilot parachute deployment. ' ,
• Ascent pressure relief valve Relieve air pressure iv. aeroshell
during launch to minimize struc-
tural loads.
• Cloud particle analyzer Get cover out of flow path to allow ,_
sensor clearance hole cover undLsturbed atmospheric flow ,_
folding mechanism through sensor. _
• Ground service connector Provide cover with heat shield ;
_" cover for probe half of connector after
: _ dis connect.
Some of these are standard commercial items, some are modified standard
items, and some must be designed. A des,=rlption of the selected design ....__..........
and the rationale in choosing it over alternatives follows. _"
Separation Nuts - The basic Viking separation nut design will be used,
but the design Lnust be modified for Pioneer Venus separation usage. The
Viking unit has the initiator ports on the side because of Viking peculiar
mour.ting requirements. The Pioneer Venus separation devices _nust be
mounted on the load ring of the descent capsule and the side prots would
present an undesirable bulge on the afterbody. It is anticipated that rotating
the ports would not adversely affect the performance of the existing design.
Due to the proximity el the separation devices to the internal equipment,
it would be very desirable to use a low-shock output device to limit shock
input to science and electronic equipment. Two ordnance manufacturing
companies are developing low-shock separation nuts, and tests are now
'--_ being performed by NASA on the devices of both companies. Q_allfication
,_, tests are scheduled to be run on one of these devices for another program
in Jrne or July 1973; it is therefore anticipated that by the time Pioneer Venus
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equipment is to be purchased there will b_ a qualified low-shock nut avail-
able and possibly some usage data. Serious consideration will be given
the low-shock design. The estimated cost for the low-shock nut was only
6% higher than the modified Viking design. Because there are small dlf-
ferences in cost with the possibility of substantial savings on electronic
equipment, it is intended that the qualification testing requireme.ts and
results on the low-shock nut, when available, be thoroughly reviewed with o
Pioneer Venus requirements in mind to set up a limited qualification pro- #_
gram to assure that the low-shock unit will perform successfully for
Pioneer Venus.
T qPin pullers were considered for use as separation devices; however,
the anticipated loads are much higher than those for which the Viking pin
,i
puller was qualified. This concern, plus the relative difficulty in mating i
and demating with pin pullers and because no low-shock pin puller designs :,
are available, were reasons for rejection of the pin pullers as staging de- _"
vice s.
Initiators - Two initiators for the separation nuts, both of which are _ :_ _ I
qualified for space applications, were considered: the Viking Standard _" i
Initiator (VSI) and the Single Bridgewire Apollo Standard Initiator (SBASI).
These initiators could almost be called interchangeable. Slight differences
are present in these power sources; namely, the VSI output pressures cen-
ter around 4 826 290 N/m 2 (700 psi) and the SBASI center around 4 481 555
N/m z (650 psi); there are more complete process, procedure, and material
control on the VSI program and the epoxy used in the VSI is good to 436°K
(325°F) whereas the SBASI epoxy is recomrr.ended to 394°K (250°F). Some
degradation of the SBASI epoxy was experienced around the pins during tests
at 422°K (300°F); however, this did not affect the performance of the .nit
tested. The sterilization requirements for the Viking necessitated the
higher temperature resistant epoxy.
Th_ above differences indicate that the VSI would be a slightly better
device; however, the differences are not of such magnitude that selection
could not be made based on cost. Preliminary cost and technical proposals
have been received, and the VSI was Z5% lower in program cost. Based on
the slight technical and on the cost advantages of the VSI, it was selected i_
for the Pioneer Venus program.
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Separation Connector - The selected connector for separating wirv,s
between thQ descent capsule and the aeroshell afterbody is a 41 pin, spring-
assi_,tcd connector lIlanufactelred by G&H Technologyo This cowlector
has been qualified,for RMP-B on Atlas-launched r_antry veh';cles. This _
connector has no closing mechat.isms; the halves are.held together by the f
structure in which it is mounted, Upon release of the structure, a spring I
in the connector provides enough force to separate the connector halves, "{ o
This connector was used successfully on the Viking Balloon Launch De-
celerator 'lest Program.
An alternative separation method would be to use a pyre-activated _ .
wire cutter. The Viking PD5000010-001 cutter would easily cut the required
nunlber of wires (24). However, this cutter requires two initiators, two
pressure cartridges, and two connectors, and it is neither lighter nor less
expensive than the connector. The use of the cutter also presents a cri-
tical timing problem llot experienced when the mechanical separation con-
hector is used. These disadvantages more than oHset the disadvantage
of in_.roducivg another connector in the system. The G & H connector was
'l:' therefore selected.
Ground Service Separation Connector - A connector is required to :
disconnect ground lines re:-battery charging and for accelerorn_t-er,_li ........................_-_----
bration before launch. Th_ connector is mounted in the aeroshell afterbody
to preserve the continuity of the forebody heat shield. At the time of dis-
connect, the connector is diHicult to reach so a standard commercial manual I
|_nyard pull disconnect was selected so the connector can be disconnected
and removed through an opening in the payload fixing.
Aeroshell Afterbod__?,ap Latch and Release Mechanisn_ - The aero-
shell afterbod¥ cap latch and release mechanism (Figure 7.3-2) will be
actuated by a lanyard front a bridle leg of the pilot parachute. The latch
and release mechanism will consist of six spring-loaded clamps held closed
by a single 3.28 rnm (I/8 in. ) steel cabl,_. The tension in the cable is re-
leased and the clamps rotate open when the lanyard pulls a pin holding the
ends of the cable together. A turnbuckle will apply tension to the cable
after assembly.(
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An alternative method of releasing the cable would bc to use the
Viking cable cutter. The advantage of the lanyard pull over the cable cut-
t
tee is that no sequencing problem exists. The cutter would have to act
after the pilot chute cleared the cap and before tension was achxevcd in
pilot chute risers. The cap could be released before deployment of the
pilot chute; however, this would require a positive moans of assuring that i_:,_o
the cap was clear of the probes. The lanyard release provides for such a I__
way since the cap and the pilot chute risers are connected.
V
Relief Valve - The ascent pressure relief valve will be aPressure
simple check valve arrangement using a spring-loaded lip seal attached
to a small circular opening in the aeroshell. When the atmospheric pres- _,
sure decreases during boost the trapped ground ambient pressure will push :i
open the seal and aeroshell relievh_g the internal pressure. The spring
will be sized so that 0. 345 N/cm 2 (I/2 psi) will open the valve and di-_feren- _
tial pressure _---0. 6895 N/cm 2 (I psi) will be assured. I _e _l
:_:
Cloud Particle Analyzer Cover Folding Mechanism - To allow the most _ _ !
favorable pattern of atmospheric flow through the cloud particle analyzer 4:* _ !
sensor beiore aeroshell afterbody separation, the sensor cover is flipped
back against the afterbody after separation of the forebody. A glass
phenolic cover with torsion springs, shown in Figure 7.3-14, will perform
this function when released by separation of the forebody. The glass phe-
olic material will withstand entry heating conditions and will rotate smoothly
over its hinge half. A pin in the tip of the cover engages a hole in a
clip i:l the forebody to keep the cover closed. When the forebody separates,
the cover hinges downward until the pin slips out of the clip. The cover
then flips up, actuated by the torsion springs. Atmospheric flow would tend
to open the cover, but two springs of about 39.8 cm N (3-I/2 in. -lb. ) each
are included to assure positive rotation of the cover.
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Figure?. 3-14, DoorMer.hanism
Ground Service Connector Cover - It is necessary to provide a cover
over the ground service connector opening in the aeroshell afterbody. The
opening is raLher inaccessable at the time of disconnect so a spring-loaded
cover will be provided. The cover will snap into place upon connector
O
disconnect.
7.3.4.2 Small Probe.
The principal elements of the small probe are the aeroshell, pressure .....
vessel, and devices that enable functioning of scientific experiments. Fig-
ure 7.3-5 shows the main features of these elements. This cor_iguration I
operates as an aerodynamically stable body throughout entry and subsonic
descent modes. The integration of structure, insulation, heat shielding,
and science and electronic equipment has assured location of the c. g.
sufficiently forward of the base diametral plane for aerodynamic stability ............
i
Ease of access to scientific or electronic equipment is a prirne con- ": ]
sideration in the small probe structural design. There are no penetrations _
or attachments to th__. aerouhe11 afterbody, so it can be easily removed to I
gain access to fasteners joining the pressLlre shell to the forebody. The
forebody is then removed to gain access to the fasteners joining pressure
shell halves, the removal of which allows access to _:! removal of th_
equipment shelf for servicing or replacement of equipm,:_ on bench stands.
Sciez_ce sensor access to the Venus _,trnosphere is achieved by cover
ejection or sensor deployment through the aeroshell alter the entry phase.
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Venus atmospheric entry loads are transmitted from the aeroshell q
to the pressure shell through the MIN-K thermal insulation. As explained ......
ia Section 7.3. 6t this material has good load carryi,g capability. The
selected design takes advantage of this to avoid concentrated loads and
thereby achieve a lightweight aerosheI1 structure. Both structural and in'
sulation fabrication costs are lessened due to the absence of cl0sely spaced ........... :_"
frames, Laanch loads are also taken out in the bearing on the insulation 'i
on the aft side. This condition imposes a concentrated (ring) load on the
aeroshell forebody but this is a relatively low loading condition. The sup-
port ring provides lateral stabilityand the pressure sensor port tube pro-
vides rotational stabilityfor the pressure shell within the aeroshell.
Inte r£a c e s
The small probes are mounted equally spaced a_ound the outer per- _
iphery of the equipment shelf on the bus. Each probe is held on the bus by _
fourpairs of pads approximately I.57 tad (90 deg) apart, each pair opposed _,"-
in bearing on the aeroshell forebody and the afterbody to secure the rim of
the major diameter. Two pair of pads are on the fixed bus structure and
two are on hinged arms that are attached by an ordnance operated pin puller
to allow probe release. The arrangement is described in Section 8.8.4. 2.
The probe structural frame and the interposing heat shield are designed
for a maximum radial preload o.¢ 2225 N (500 Ib) at each pair of pads. The
umbilical cable penetrates thee aeroshell afterbody. It is equipped with a
connector for spacecraft attachment. A bus mounted cable cutter severs
the umbilical close to the probe s-trace before separation of the probe from
the bus.
The principal structural/mechanical elements of the small probe follow.
Pressure Vessel
The pressure vessel is a spherical, aluminum, monocoque structure
fabricated in two halves. The basis for selection of this type of construction
{same as the largo probe pressure vessel) is presented in Section 7.3.6 ...........
The communication antenna perpetration and all science sensor penetrations
except the pressure sensor port are located in the aft shell half. This
sl!.ows easy removal of the shell from the forebody because the forward in-
sulation can remain undisturbed when the pressure shell is slipped out of it. ..
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Four intermittent internal mating flanges with recesses to accommodate
thermal _olators between the shell halves provide support for the equipment _
shelf.
The aft insulation retaining cover is part of the aft pressure shell _!_
assembly. This thin titanium shell retains the aft insulation, provides a _
mount for the antenna and its ground plane, and reacts pressure vessel
loads through the insulation during launch. _ "
Equipment Shelf ..
The equipment shelf is an integrally machined, pan shaped aluminum _'i
structure that supports _cience and electronic equipment such that the c. g.
is well below the pressure vessel centerline, thus assuring required total
probe c.g. loc_tion. As shown in Figure 7.3-5 the size of the Atlas/Centaur
small probe provides ample room for integration Of science and electronic
equipment on the equipment shelf.
Aeroshell i
Except for the radome the aeroshell skin is made of titanium because ;
it is a function_l part of the probe all the way to the surface and must there-
fore retain structural integr_+y at Venus surface temperatures. The radome
must be RF transparent and it is made of fiberglass reinforced polyimide
with a Teflon covering. The nose cap and part of the frontal cone are mainly
protective covers over the insulation and have little structural function since
they bear directly on the insulation. The outer frontal cone, outside the
insulation retaining cylinder, functions as a ring stiffened conical shell
similar to the large probe forebody. The forebody structure extends into
the afterbody region locally at science sensor openings and at the umbilical
penetration. This keel, s all penetrations in the forebody so the afterbody
canbe slipped on or off most easily. P_rt of the edge member assembly
(the outer ring) is titanium and part is aluminum. The part of the edge
ruember that acts as a cylindrical retainer for the pressure shell insulation
is alurninum to satisfy a need for a controlled heat path in_o the pressure
vessel during cruise. During launch and entry when this cylinder carries
significant load, the temperature is 10w and the aluminum has full eti_ength.
:-. At the end of des_.ent when temperature is high and the strength of the
aluminum is very low, there is essentially no loado It would be possible to
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_nc6rporate a thermal fuse into this cylinder should it prove r_ecessary to
=_urther reduce heat i_fiow in the latter stages of the mission. Another
_lternative considered for this cylinder was to use tit, anium as basic struc-
-_ure and to add strips of highly conductive material such as copper to
"tune _' the heat conductance. This alternative would provide greater total
structural integrity at termination of mission but this is not required. The "
alternative was not adopted because of greater cost than the aluminum o
concept. _"
Mechanisms and Devices
"t
Mechanical devices are required to expose science sensors to the _ . i
Venus atmosphere or to vent the ]_robe. These are:
' Item Purpose
Q Nephelom_ter window Expose nephelometer optics to Venus
cover ejector atmosphere after entry
.... ....... t
• II_ flux instrument Provide opening through which to
cover ejector extend instrument senscr "
• Temperature sensor Deploy sensor beyond boundary layer, _' _
deployment znechanism "_"
• Pressure port Transmit stagnation pressure to
instrument, accommodating relative
moti_m of pressure shell and nero-
shell.
• Ascent pressure Relieve air pressure in aeroshell
relie_ valve during ascent to minimize structure
weight.
• Ground separation con- Disconnect accelerc_meter calibration
hector and cover and battery charging wires and cover.
Ejectors. The nephelometer window cover ejector and the IR flux
instrmuent Cover ejector mechanisms will use the same design principal
and basic parts. Essentially they will consist of a sp_'ing-loaded heat
shield plug in the-shell which is held in pl&¢e with an electrically actuated
pin puller_ Upon receipt of the signal to open, the pin puller releases the
spring that propels the plug with the spring mechanism away from the probe,
providing the required view{_g pot'ts for the expe_'in_ente, _ 0
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The electrically actuated pin puller was selected for this application
since ithas a low-shock output compared to the pyro actuated devices used _:::_i'_/'
on Viking, This-design' the electrically actuated pi-_puller, has been ._
qualified by _artin Marietta for use on the Skylab Multiple Docking Adapter :_
and should not present any problems when used on the small probes, The "_
pin puller is made by G&H Technology and consists of a wire element wound 4
around a split spool. Thisspool supports a spring-loaded pin. When current _
is applied to the wire, a prereduced section is heated and fails allowing #t_
the spool to separate and the pin is retracted. Reaction times are in the i!'
6 to 1O millisecond ranges. _
The.temperature sensor will also be deployed with the electricalty !
activated pin puller previously described, The mechanism will consist of ._
a small spring loaded probe that when release.d will push out a small plug
in the £orebody shell and protrude from the release, t
Pressure Port. A pressure port with a seal arrangement will be (
installed in the probe to accommodate any small relative movement between _
the aeroshell and pressure vessel which could damage the graphite pressure
sensor pickup tube if the tube is not free to move at one end. A dynamic .
hot ablation gases from entering the probe while allowing the iseal prevents
movement, Rela_,ive movement can be caused by thermal and pressure ]
loads and by compressibility of the insulation between the inner and outer !......
structure.
Pressure Relief Valve. The ascent pressure relief valve will be the
same concept as the large probe ascent pressure relief valve.
Ground Service Separation Connector and Cover - A connector is
required to disconnect groul,d lines for battery charging and for acceler-
ometer calibration before launch. This requirement is essentially the same
as the large probe requirement except there are fewer accelerometer wires on
the smali probe. A standard commercial, manually operated, lanyard pull
disconnect and a spring loader cover sir,_ilar to those on the large probe
pi dare anne for use. . _ .... •
7.3.5 Thor/Delta - Preferred Subsyste m
Thor/Delta stt_dies w_ee based on a large probe descent capsule con-
figuration that included a vented flare aerodynamic stabiiizer. The following
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_cussion and associated illustrations are based on this, confif_uration.
_wever, the overall configuration i_ compatible with t i perforated ring- _" i
_bilized descent capsule and the reduced volume afterbody adopted as _:
baseline for the Atlas/Centaur configuration. Consequently, these
_ge and small probes have similar aero_shell shape,t; but, as in the Atlas/
._ntaur configuration, the requirements of staging of the large probe aero-
:_ell lead to totally different structural systems.
3.5.1 Larse Probe Interfaces :_
The large probe attaches to the bus central cylinder with three equally _,
_=_aced bail lock pins on a 67.2 cm (26.5 inch) diameter bolt circle centered ii
_rt the bus centerline. The probe is capable of withstanding all loads and
:_vironments associated with launch, boost, and cruise modes of operation :i
_I_ th_se points. A relative separation velocity of 0.3 m/s (I. 0 ft/sec) is _
_.-'_pa_rted between the large probe and the bus at separation by three springs _
!_-:_eunted on the bus and located at the probe/bus attach points ....The preliminary loads that design the large probe at each ball lock
_ttach point and probe ca=rSro___uctu_r__e are _ .........
,_ Axial = 8900 N (2000 lb)
Radial = 1335 N (300 Ib)
Tangential = 2225 N (500 lb)
=rhe umbilical cable penetrates the probe base cap through a hole in a re-
_ess cii'cle. The umbilical cable is equipped with a connector for bus
_ttachment and has adeuqate length to allow rigging through a cable cutter
:hat is mounted on the bus central cylinder.
_7.3.5.2 Large Probe Configuration Description
1_he large probe structural/mechanical arrangement, shown _n Figure
7.3-15b, includes the descent capsule, forebody aeroshell, base cover, and
capsule parachute system as the major components.
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The entry vehicle configuration is a 137.2 cm (54. 0 in. ) diameter
1. 048 tad (60 deg) half angle blunted cone forebody with a 0. 785 tad (45 deg)
half cone afterbody, a 33.8 cm (13.3 in, ) radius spherical nose cap and a
50, 8 cm (_.0 in. ) radius spherical base cap. The outer sur[ace is covered
with ablative heat shield material, described in Section 7, 2 ......................
The parachute is deployed by mortar at 70 km and extracts the descent
capsule/tom the forebody aeroshell. A_ter descent to 44 kin, the descent
capsule is realesed from the parachute and descends to impact. The base
cap remains in place while the descent is on the p_achute.
._: The descent capsule is basicall Y a spherical body e_rnetrlcal about
its spin axis with a ve_ted aerodynamic flare extending above the sphere
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equator. The vented flare provides aerodynamic d_'ag to effect a terminal
ballistic coefficient of 3.5 and to pro_,ide directional stability during the _ *
s_cond descent stage. Three equally spaced longerons nest inside the
flare to provide support for the boost loads at the bus separation interface,
F
and to mount the collar for the ball lock mecEanism that attaches the probe
to the bus. The longerons extend down and exit the flare to provide a bath- .............
tub type fitting at their lower end for the cartridge actuated separation nut 4I.
that attaches.... the descent capsule in the aeroshell. :,_S._ :
The base cap is attached to the desc,_.nt capsule by three equally spaced
cartridg e act uatedpin pullers that engage lug fittings located i n the longerons.
The pin pullers are equipped with dual Viking standard initiators for re-
dundancy; The machined fittings within the base cap that engage the pin
puller also serve to attach the parachute bridle legs that extend through
slots in the base cap. A continuous cone frustum shell within the base cap
provides rigidity for maintaining the base cap shape and provides mounting ii
i
for the parachute and staging fittings, i
A pair of beams, located symmetrically about the probe centerline _ i!
and straddling the. antenna, span across the cone frus_urn to provide a mount ': ..... _
for the parachute and mortar. _ ........... .......... .i_...i_ .... . ....
iThe base cap mounts three, equ_11y spaced local recesses for _adapting .........to the bus interface. A fourth recess accommodates the bus/probe elec-
trical umbilical and a battery recharge plug. The recess structural sub-
I
strate is formed of glass phenolic to provide smooth laying surfaces Within !
the complex curvature.
...... i
The base cap cover structure above the cone frustum is glass rein-
forced polyimide to provide RF transparency,., !tm0unts the antenna aperture
_nd the parachute canister cover. Two of the parachute bridle legs nest ..............
in slots imbedded in the ,base cap etrueturearound the periphery of the
aperture. The slots will be _illed over the bridle with ESA 3560 heat shield .......
repair material by troweling. The material is removed by parachute de-
ployrnent forces .... The antenna apertureis Covered with a Teflon heat shield
so that it remains RF transparent after entry heating. The surrounding
elastomeric silicone ablator is RF transparent prior to entry; this, with
the _iberglaBs _tructare, allows a w_d_ view antenna angle before entry. _
After entry the parachute Canis{er_cover and protective heat shield are
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removed. The teflon covered cap area with the open area caused by chute
mortaring allow a 2.69 rad (160 deg) antenna cone view angle. A metallic
screen above the parachute support beams at the top og the cone frustum
provides an antenna ground plane. It is cut out to allow protrusion of the
antenna and the parachute canister.
The descent caps,_le nests within the aeroshell payload ring and en-
gages it through a ring flange at its equator to transmit the high entry de-
celeration loads. Local cutouts in the aeroshell payload ring accommodate \
the descent capsule science appendages that extend laterally below the
equator. The descent capsule is secured within the aeroshell by three I:
Icartridge actuated separation nuts on equally spaced longerons that mate
with an adapter fitting. Each separation nut is equipped with dual Viking
standard initiators for redundancy.
The descent capsule includes a spherical, pressure protected equip- |
ment canister that is thermally insulated for protection through the atmos-
pheric descent mode in a design similar to that described earlier for the !i _
Atlas/Centaur probe, The internal equipment arrangement and the main
L_
assembly joints of the pressure shell, the insulation cover, and the science
mechanization concept are also similar to the Atlas/Centaur system and
emphasis ease of access for assembly, checkout, and repair. The
equipment ring through which Bcience sensors and electrical feedthr0ugh .... __
sg'e mounted is machined from an aluminum plate. Its basic shape is that
of a truncated spherical segment 12.7 cm _5.0 in. ) deep that mates with a
lower spherical segment closure and an upper hemisphere and cylinder to
comprise the pressure shell. Internally, within the depth of the equipment
ring are integrally machined beams configured to accommodate the major
components of science and electronics equipment. Addition_l !ugs. inter-
costals, or fittings will mount tile various smaller components to the basic
shelf.
7.3.5.3 Parachute Installation
The Thor/Delta parachute system is considerably smaller than that
used for the Atlas/Centaur probe due both to the lesser probe weight and to
¢
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the more rapid descent profile which was baseline at the conclusion of 4h_
Thor/Delta design studies This smaller main chute is mortared directly i
directly instead of being deployed by a mortared pilot chute.,
As received for installation in the probe base cover, the subsystem
includes the parachute, packaged in a cylindrical canister, its mortar, ._
and a cover attached to tl:ecanister with shear rivets. The parachute bridle
legs extend from under the edge of the cover. The base cover structure
supports the parachute cxnister, secures the bridle legs, and protects the
system from the entry heating.
7.3.5.4 Small Probe Interfaces
q
The small probes are mounted equally spaced around the outer periph- /.
ery of the equipment shelf on the bus. Each probe is held on the bus by ,_
four pairs of pads approximately 1.57 rad (90 deg) apart, as in the Atlas/ _:_
Centaur design. The probe structural frame and heat shield are designed 6"
for a maximum radial preload of 2225 N (500 Ib) at each pair of pads. For
the launch, boost, cruise, and separation modes, the probe is designed for
the following maximum additional loads at each pair o£ pads: _
Axial ....... = 1335 N (300 lb)
Radial = 668 N (150 lb)
Tangential = 1335 N (300 lb)
The umbilical cable penetrates the aeroshell afterbody. It is equipped
with a connector for spacecraft attachment. A cable cutter is rigged to
sever the umbilical close to the probe surface before separation to the probe
from the spacecraft,
7.3.5.5 Small Probe Configuration
- The small probe sLructural/mechanical arrangement is shown in Figure
;, 7.3-16. The aeroshell body is a 47.0 cm (18.5in.) diameter 0.785 re.d .......
(45 deg) half angle 15.24 cm (6.0 in. ) radius blunted cone forebody with a
0. 523 rad (30 deg) half angle cone afterbody and a Zl. 2 cm (8.35 it.. ) radius
= spherical base cap. The outer surface is covered with ablative heat shield.
'i
.,_
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An oblate spheroid shape for the pressure shell allows more efficient i
equipment packaging internally and results in a more forward center of
gravity. However, a slight weight penalty results as compared to a sphere.
The c.g. is sufficiently forward with respect to the base diametral plane to ....
assure aerodynamicsf_biiity, The inertia load during entry decelel'ation " - ..........._
is transferred from the pressure shell to the aeroshell by the MIN-K in- !
sulation. A circumferential support ring Centrally locates and laterally
supports the equipment canister. The base cover mounts to the £orebody at i
the aft flange of the aeroshell edge ring.
Since the prube does not stage for the subsonic descent phase, me-
chanical functions similar to those described for the Atlas/Centaur probe
are provided to expose science instruments.
7.3.5.6 GSE Provisions
The features or added parts that are required to make the probes com-
patible with ground handling equipment are minimal. The aeroshell major
diameter ring frames with heat shield covering around the rim are inhezently
rigid and are suitable fox" clamping between mating surfaces of a handling
ring. For handling and support of the inner assemblies, such as the descent
caps,_le or the equipment shelf, the normal support points attached to --
handling rings or fixtures are acceptable because it is designed for the high
7. 3..43
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entry deceloration loads, For handling the descent capsule with the base
cover cap in place,: h0i_ting points are located in the base cap raaasses
provided for bus interface at mid-height of the cone frustum structure. A a
hole through the shell and heat shield allows inst;,lling a threaded eye bolt
intoa nut p]ate on each of the three parachute adapter fittings. The hole
through the heat shield ik_ rimmed with a g.lass phenolic shell. The hole i
will be plugged with a thr_:aded stud with a glass phenolic cap after assembly. *
7.3.6 Supporting Analysis and Tests
A preliminary structural analysis has been accomplished to support
the design studies, establish the size requirements and assure structural
integrity. For the Atlas/Centaur probes, a design ultimate factor of safety i!
of I. 56 was selected for the launch, boost, cruise, entry, and descent con-
ditions except for the pressure vessels that are designed by the pressure at _;
the surface of Venus. A lower safety factor, I. 25, was selected for the _
pressure vessel because its critical load is not experienced until the end
of the mission. By testing to structural!earls 20% below these ultirnate
design levels, no yielding or degradation is anticipated and the tested article _ _
is still a flightworthy unit. Testing to this level is adequate to structurally
qualify the design since it is still I. 25 times the limit load. Consequently
the hardware cost ,)f the program is reduced. In the case of Thor/Delta,
the design is considerably more weight critical, and a lower design ultimate
lead factor, I. 25, was used for conditions other than terminal descent where
the pressure vessel was designed for failure at the pressure coz'responding
to that at the nominal surface of Venus. For Thor/Delta, then, the structural
qualilication tests would have to be conducted at the ultimate design levels.
This would likely result in some yielding or structural degradation and
would preclude using the test article as a flight article:
The testing planned for the large and small probe_ has been designed
-tOconfirm the structural inteBrity consistent with a m_nimum cost by
utilization of existing test facilities. The tests include critical loading
conditions for launch and boost, Venus entry, and descent on the appropriate
structural elements.
A discussion of the plav ned test program i_ covered in the Preliminary
Project Development Plan. Volume Ill. Tables 7.3-b and 7.3-7 summarize
the anticipated structv,'al tests and identify the facilities.
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Table 7.3-6. Structural Test, Large Probe
FAIT {RItICAL COND!tI_N TYPEOF TI_ST TEE|FACILIIY
_ _ _U_JM_ ___1_.9 PR_JRe fCOLI,AF_ H_ERlttIIMOOAiI_ CftAW_Ei(I)
A_IH3SHELL MA_tMUM_ _E/_E _ STATIClEST STIIUCTUIUI_Ti[STLAI (1) ....
LOADCYLINDER MAXIMUMENTRYDECELEIATION STATICtEST STRUCTURALTESTLAt (I)
LOADCONE MAXIMUMENTr.¢I)[CELEIA|ION SIATICIEST STEUCIURALlet1 LA| (I) _ •
DLC[LERAIORATTACHMENIl ilTINGS PAILACHUIEGf[NING STAIlCTEST STSUCTURALTESTLAB(I)
EQUIPMtNTSUFPOITSt_LF MAXIMUMENTRYDECELERATION CENIRIFUGETEST CENTIIFUGETESTFACILITY(2)
EQUIPMENTSUgPORTSHELF LAUNHHVIOLATION VISRATIONIEST ENVIION_NTAL TESTLAJ(I)
MORTAlSUPPORTKAME MAXIMUMENTRYDECELERATION CENTRIFUGETEST CENTRIFUGETESTFACILITYI2)
MORTAlSUFPOETIIAMS LAUNCHVlfdATION VIIRATIONIEST ENVIRONMINTAI.TESTLM (11
WIlE HARNESSA$_MILIES J_AXtMUMENTRYDECELERATION CENTRIFUGETEST CENTRIFUGETESTFACILIIY (2)
IASECOVERA_FTERIIODY VENUSENIEY P_SSURE(COLI_PSl) StRUCTUIALTEStFACILITY(I)
EASECOVERAFTERIODY LAUNCH ACOUSTIC A_OUSIK_LAJ(I I
SEPARATIONUT AIROSHELL _A_ _UN_ _ r " _ _ S_ _U_ _ST _1 (j_ tSEPARATIONUT DESCENTCAFSUL|REL|A_ FUNCTION/SHOCK STEUCIUSALTESTLJ__1
CAELECU.TtER DESCENTCMSULEEELEASE FUNCTION/SHOCK ACO'IS|tCSLABEl)
MASSSPECTROMETER CARTRIDGEACTUATEDvALVES FU_ICTION/SHOCK ACOUSTICSLAJI(I) _i
COMPONENTS MORTARFiliNG FUNCTION/SHOCK ACOUSTICSLAR(I)
COMPONENTS SHOCKTEE1NO FUN_TION/Sle3CE ACOUSTICSLAJ(I) i_.
(I) MARTINMARIETTA- DENVER
j (2) MARTINMARIETTA= ORLANDO
I
i
Table 7.3-7. Structural Test, Small Probe
SI_IJCIURALlEST, SMALLPROI|
PART CRITICAl,CONOITIOhl I"YFEOf TEST TESTFACILilY
PRESSUREV SSEL TERMINALDESCENT PRESSURE(COLLAFSE) HYPEREHERMOIAIICCHA/_i_ tl)
ABIOSitELL MAXIMUMENTIY DECELEEATION StAtiCTEST STEUCTUIL_TESTLAB(I)
EQUIFMENTSU_ORTSHELF MAXIMUMENTRYDECELERATION CENTRIFUGETEST CENI_IFUGETESTFACILIW(_)
EQUIPMENTSUIq_ SHELl: lAUNCH VIERATIONTEST ENVIRONMk_ITALlESt LAR(I)
V4R111ARNESSA EEMILIES MAXIMUMENTRYDECELERATION CENTRIFUGETEST CENTRIFUGEIESTFACILITY(|)
EUS|NTERFAC| LAUNCHAND SEPNIATION STATICTEST STIiUCTURALTESTLAB(I)
IASECOVERAFTERIODY VENUSENTRY PRESSURE(COLLAPSE) StRUCtURALTESTLAI (I)
; _INDOW COV_II DEPLOYMENT FUN¢IION/SHOCK ACOUSTICSLAB(I)
T'EIdlIIIATUR|SENSOR DEKOVMENT FUNCTION_JHOCK ACOUS_CSLM |1)
(I) MUTIN MABIETTA* 0e_lVlll
(_) MARTINMARIETTA* OILANDO
I
• • 1 ¸
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7.3.6.1 Pressure Vessel Desi,_ n 4_
The pressure vessels for Atlas/Centaur small and large probe_ are
spherical shells made from 7049-T73 aluminum alloy forgings. This alloy
has good strength properties v.nd a low susceptibility to st, ess corrosion
cracking. The Thor/Delta pressure vessels, a sphere on the large probe 4
and an oblate spheroid on the small probe_, are fabricated of 7049-T73 J
aluminum and 6A -4V titanium, respectively. The titanium alloy was i"
selected since it retains good strength properties at tbe 532°K (498°F)
experienced at the termination of descent, i
v
The spherical pressure vessel design was based on results of a Martin _ ,
Marietta initiated Research and Development Test Program conducted
since mid-1970. The purpose of this program was to develop the technology ,!
required to design, fabricate, and test a structural thermal housing for a
descent probe. The task accomplishments to date include fabrication and :_
test of both titanium and aluminum simple monocoque hemispherical domes. 'i_'_
Penetration bosses were included on three of the aluminum domes. Future
t¢sts to be conducted in 1973 include an aluminum and a titanium sphere with _
p ene_ration boa se,_. ""
The results of the tests on metal hemispheres conducted to data are
shown in Table 7. 3-8 which includes the failing pressures, measured
wall thicknesses and diameters, and material properties for the test
articles. The presence of the penetration bosses was found not to reduce
the c011aps e pressure load carrying capability of the aluminum monocoque
l',emispheres tested.
An analysis was performed to evaluate the design of penetration bosses
in spherical shells. This resulted in the development of design curves that
can be used fur establishing the optimum dimensions for bosses in thin-
w_lled shells. These curves are shown in Figure 7.3•.17, 18, and 19. As
noted ear]xer, t]i_ selected Atlas/Centaur pressure vessel design incorp0-
rate_ a thicker walled ring, or "belly b,_nd," for mounting the sensors and
£eedthroughs and thus avoids the need for individual bosses.
7. 3-46
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Rib Stiffened versus lVionocoque Design
Evaluation of rib stiffene-I shell designs showed that for a triangular
-b stiffened aluminum shell a slightly greater weight was required than
r a monocoque design. For titanium, which is thinner and is influenced
ore by buckling criteria, a rib stiffened design was found to result in
_roximately 6% weight reduction over the monocoque desigft at the
_2 l_/crn 2 (_250 psi) collapse pressure used. With the current design
_essures0 945 N/cm 2 (13"/0 psi) a gr_ter weight saving, approximately
_/0 would be possible in the rib stiffened titanium design over the mono-
_que design. In aluminum, however, the monocoque design is still lighter
_an the ribbed stiffened corffi_uration. With either material, the mono-
_clue designs have been selected because the cost of the intricate machining
_quired for the rib stiffened shells _s not warranted.
To use the design curves £o r design of penetration bosses, it is i
:_cessary to know (t/R) of the shell to be penetrated,- an_ d, the+radlus
O0000002-TSF02
" of the required hole. Simply locate the point whose abcissa is t/R and
whose ordinate is d/R and estimate the associated values of a/R and t/
,)'.
and calculate a and . Th,_._ea_'_the required dimensions _f the rein- _
forcement ring which will elastically replace the shell material removed. :l
Curves for symmetrical and external bosses are shown.
v_
Design Curves for Monocoque Shells :
Plots of the MMC test results on monocoque shells are shown in
Figures 7.3-20 and 7.3-21. The aluminum tests were conducted on 19.75-
inch inside diameter hen_ispheres. The data have been adjusted and plotted
based on a 0.559 m (22.0 in. ) diameter which is the baseline Thor/Delta ....
large probe size. The results show relatively little scatter between test
specimens. A literature survey of experimental results of monocoque
spherical shells tested under external pressures showed that accurately
machined or formed specimens showed close correlation with the MMC
test results. _
.... !
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Design curves based on the test data are also shown in Figures 7.3-Z0 _ _L _ '"
_ E c /t_ 2
and.7.3-Zl along with the classic buckling equation Pcr - /- _2_ _I_) ' ._r_.
of the aluminum and titanium design curves is shown in Figure 7. 3 =2Z.
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In the externally insulated design concepts, the pressure vessel is :i
subjected to moderately increasing temperatures as the probe descends
through the Venus atmosphere. The resulting reduction in material prop-
erties is accounted for in the sizing calculations of Section 7.4. i_
A preliminary analysis indicates that the deflection of the shell caused _Ii "'
by external pressure is nearly equal to the expansion due to the increased
temperature; therefore, no thermal stress problem is anticipated.
7.3.6.2 _eroshell Analysis
Analysis of the aeroshell forebody structure consisted of comparison _
of alunlinum and titanium in both honeycomb and ring stiffened configurations. _
The general stability of the structure was included as well as local buckling !
of skin and crippling of flanges of the frames. The maximum loading con- i!
dition results from the pressure loading at the maximum dynamic pressure ii
entry condition at which time structural temperatures have not started to _
rise. Thermal stresses, however, do occur after soak-through of aero- _:_
dynamic heating takes place. The frame spacing and skin thicknesses re- i!
suiting from the maximum load condition were found to resist thermal stress _
buckling up to a temperature of 541. 5°K (515°F). (See Figure 7.3-23)
This temperature was thus e.qtablished as the requirement on the heat shield
design. A comprehensive tradeoff study increasing structural gages and
requiring heat shield _hickness to optimize the buckling temperature was
not conducted. The 541. 5°K (515°F) is near the maximum value that could
be used with aluminum and is thus probably close to the optimum weight
design. ,,
The small probes are designed by the maximum dynamic pressure
during entry, but also have to withstand buckling. The maximum temper- !
ature, 755°K (900°F), occurs at the end of the mission and also after entry
heating soak-through. The smalt probe aeroshell is stabilized against _
buckling by the rigid insulation between the pressure vessel and the aero-
shell. The MIN-K TE 1400 insulation used has a compression allowable
higher than the maximum pressure resulting from the Venus entry environ-
ment. The stress strain curve for the material (Figure 7, 3-24) indicates
that the Thor/Delta insulation deflection is 0. Z0 cm (0.08 in. ) for an entry
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pzessure of 86 N/cm 2 (125 psi) and an insulation t_ickness of 3 cm (I. 2 in. ).
Atlas/Centaur insulation thickness is 5 cm (2.0 in,)and corresponding de-
flection is O. 35 cm (0.13 in. ).
7.3.6.3 Structural Dynarnics
Dynamic events applicable to the probe were examined to assess their
impact on structural and component design. The goverring events for
preliminary structural design Were dete,-mined to be launch acclerations, .......
entry accelerations, and entry pressures. In addition to analyses of _:
these governing events, preliminary analyses were performed applicable _,
to launch and boost acoustics and vibration, hooster_ and shroud pyrotech-
nic shock levels at the probe interfaces, entry acoustics, and resulting _
induced random vibration, and pyrotechnic shock environments caused by _.}
probe devices. Considering the dynamic events previously described, _t
comprehensive test program has been defined for large and small probes.
• 0By performing analyses on all dynamic events considered as possibly
signifi_:ant in terms of affecting design or reliability, analyses and/or tests
have beei_ defined which can encompass more than one mission event, and
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yet be performed as one unit. For example, launch acoustics and entry ....
acoustics can be combined in terms of one spectra envelope, for an ann. '_
lyrically determined exposure period. F.xposure times are significant in _i
order to ensure that structural fatigue caused by acoustic loadings are
considered,
Due to the proximity of probe components to the various pyrotechnic , _
devices, shock was seen to be a significant environment to be considered, i_'I '
Pyrotechnic shock environments have been estimated at the large probe i
equipment shelf for several pyrotechnic configurations, two of v,hich are
indicated in Figure 7.5-Z5. The following pyrotechnic conditions were in-
vestigated: (I)chute deployment (drogue mortar), (Z) aerosheU separation,
:(3}:chute release (from descent capsule), and (4) shock due to the squibs on
the spectrometer. At this time the shock associated With the descent •
capsule/aeroshell separation is estimated as a maxirnum shock response
of 3100 g_s at the equipment shelf. The shock level is due to the use of
cartridge actuated separation nu'_.s as the pyrotechnic source, and is con-
sidered to bz the most severe shock environment estimated as an input to
the equipment support structure at this time. Since the 3100 g-level would
be approximately 5200 g:s if the equipment beams were an integral part of
the pressure vessel, the additional joint provided in the selected des_sn
., is highly desirable.
Martin Marietta's considerable experience analyzing and testing pyro-
technic shock phenomena formed the basis for the preliminary shock environ-
ment eqtimates. In order to more accurately define these shock environ-
ments, however, because of the preliminary designs and _eneralized joint
configurations available _or this effort, a shock test bed fixture is planned
for the implementation phase. The shock test bed fixture and supporting
tests will enable flight-pyrotechnic devices, and realistic shock paths and
joints to be combined, resulting in accurate shock environment acquisition.
The shock test bed effort should result in minimum shock environments
being defined at critical locations,
A preliminary dynamic model of the large probe has been developed
and used to provide estimates of constrained mode shapes and frequencies.
Initial results indicate a larg¢ probe fundamental frequencp range greater
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than 50 Hz. Probe mass and stillness matrixes have also been provided
- for incorporation in the bus/probes modal analysis e£iort. Probe models :........
with additional complexity will be generated early inthe design and t_st [
phases to provide realistic estimates of loads and possible notching re-
quirements.
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7.4 THERMAL CONTROL
7.4.1 Introduction and Summary of Selected Design
The thermal control subsystem must maintain _11 probe components
within allowable temperature limits during all mission phases. This re-
quirement waa achieved using an essentially passive, approach that provides ;._.
a simple and reliabledesign. The probe thermal control subsystems are _:
designed to bring payload temperature at entry near the lower end of its J
allowable operating temperature range. This minimizes the thermal sys-
tem weight by maximizing availablepayload heat sink from entry to touch-
down on the planet surface. Further, the structural components, e.g., _
the pressure vessel shell and the equipment support structure, are used _tias heat sinks in order to derive dual purpose from these elements.
Basic thermal characteristics of the mission allow the thermal in- i/__
sulation and thermal control coatings, the major thermal control subsystem
components, to be designed essentially independent of one another. Thermal
insulation requirements are totally dependent on descent through the Venus _
i'_' atmosphere. The thermal control coatings on the probe exterior are de- _
pendent on cruise conditionsand design entry temperature, the coatings
choice being somewhat insensitiveto insulationconfiguration. Also, the
entry payload temperature was found to be independent of the probe release
temperature, thus providing an uncomplicated interfacebetween the mission
Dhases b_fore and after orobe release. For these reasons, the probe ther-
mal design is divided intoconvenient independent parts.
The thermal control approach for the Atlas/Centaur and Thor/Delta
missions is basicallythe same. In both cases, a pressure protected design
is used with external insulation. The difference between the two designs
is thatthe extra weight _vailablefor the Atlas/Centaur mission is used to
increase thermal design margins. These increased margins, in turn,
allow a decrease in required thermal testingand thus decreased program
costs. These differences ar_ discussed in Section 3 of Volume II.
7.4-I
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The Atlas/Centaur large and small probe thermal control subsystems
consist of MIN-K TE 1400 insulation, thermal control joint interface mate-
rials, battery and science window heaters, phase change material (eicosane),
and thermal control coatings. Except for the v, indow and battery heaters, ¢
the design is passive both for post-separation cruise and descent phases of
the mission, as well as while attached to the bus. Thermal control coatings
on the exterior of the heat shield provide the passive control during cruise
while the thermal insulation and :nherent heat sink of the structure, phase
change material and payload passively control temperatures during descent.
Figures 7.4-1 and 7 4-2 present the important design features of the
thermal control subsystem _or the large and small probes, respectively, t
17.4.2 Requirements ]
Temperature limits and power dissipation for large probe components
are given in Table 7.4-I; those for the small probe are given in Table
7.4-2.
Thermal boundary conditions for the descent and post-separation
cruise phases of the rnission are given in Figures 7.4-3 and 7.4-4. For
de_cent, the boundary conditions are defined by ambient atmospheric
temperature and pressure vs time. The solar aspect angle vs time from
probe separation to entr_, provides the boundary conditions during the
cruise phase of the misrJion. The poser profile given in Section 7.8 shows
the time lines for equ, i,_ment operation.
Requirements other than ".empe rature limits that influence thermal
control subsystem design are accessibility of all probe components, com-
patibility with o_b, er subsystems, vibration, _7ro-shock, and science
window requirerne'nts. Compatibility requirements force the use of thermal
materials on the rJrobe exterior that do not outgas, _.hereby confusing mass
spectrometer re:_dings. Relative to the science windows, there is a re- _
quirernent to m_,intain the exterior window surface temperatures above the
local ambient so as to avoid condensation, and to inhibit thermally in-
tducted migration of solid particles to the window surface.
o.!
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Table 7,4-2. Temperature Limits, ..
Smatl Probe ..
OPERATING NONOP[RA:ING POWER 01$SIPATION
I'EMPI[IIATUREELI_C/RONIC$ 233 TO 363 23:1 TO 363 0.5
IIIllESSUREGAUGES AND [LECTRONIC_ 233 TO 353 253 TO 353 0.5
NEPHELOMETER 243 TO 33_/ ._*'3TO 339 t,O
ACCELFROMETER 1,23 TO 363 222 TO 362 1.0
IR FLUX I)[fECTOR 255 TO 339 253 TO 329 1,0 o
"MTTERY (o) dill6 TO 355 255 I'O 305 _S,0
T_AN_WlTTER DRIVER 1,55 TO 339 |22eI0 339 4,0
TRANSMItTEr1 POWERAMPLIFIER 255 TO 329 228 TO 33P 63,0 _'i
0ATTE_Y HEATER 253 I0 253 2._5TO 253 20.0 (2.11HR) _ ..
ELECTRICAL HARNESS ASSfMOLY 255 TO 339 _ TO 339 I. I _
RF CABLING 255 TO 552 228 TO 33P 0.2
OTU 25Sto _3 120To267 _.0
GSWIt_M 222T0367 I 233T0367 0.0 [,
ENGINEERING INS1,RUMENTATION 1,SSTO 329 2_ TO 36? _.0 t
STARLEOSCILLATOR 235 TO 339 221JTO 339 0.4
POWER CONTROL UNIT 2_ TO 339 220 1"O347 20.0 i _ ,
EXTERNAL COMFONENTS
TOREIODY HEAT SHIELD 226 TO 3_7 _i
AFTERB_DY _FAT SHIELD _ 171,TO 367
ANTENNA RAOOME 1 171,TO 367'
NONEXPLOSIVE FIN PULLE_S 200 TO 367 200 t_ 367
IR FLUX DETECTORMIRROR 223 TO 771, 200 TO 771'
TEMPERATURESENSOR I 231,TO 7_ 220 TO 798
ANTENNA I 200 TO 771, 200 10 77Z
I
_r
(o) OFERATIN_ LIMitS SHOY/N ARE FOR OE$CENT. FOR CRUISE, THE OPERAI'ING LIMITS ARE
286 tO 30S_K.
0
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7.4.3 Tradeoffs ._.
7.4.3.1 Pressure-Protected vs Nonpressure-Protected Designs _
A tradeoff study was performed early in the program comparing pres-
sure-protected designs, i.e., use of a pressure vessel to contain the
science and electronic equipment, as opposed to nonpressure-protected or
vented designs. The approaches that were investigated are given in the
following study outline:
I. Pressure-Protected Concepts
A) Insulation External to the Pressure Vessel
B) Insulation Internal to the _ressure Vessel
1. Multilayer Insulation
2. Fibrous Insulation
II. Pre-Loaded Pressure Vessel
I-q. Pressure Equalized Container
A) Atmospheric Venting
B) Voids Filled
1. Phase Change Material as Filler
2. 400 kg/m 3 (25 Ib/ft3) Filler Material
C) Cold Gas Pressurization
The pressure-protected approaches utilize a pressure vessel which
is designed to resist the total Venus surface pressure. The pre-|oaded
approach is akin to the concept used in pre-stressed beams. Here, the
7.4-7
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pressure vessel is pressurized on the launch pad to some fraction of the
anticipated Venus surface pressure so that on the surface it must withstand " _
a compressive pressure equal only to the difference between the internal
probe pressure and the Venus surface pressure. The objective for the _
pressure equalized approaches is to fill the void spaces in the probes with
a material or gas that is maintained at a pressure as close as possible to
the atmospheric pressure. For this approach there will he some equipment :- ,
components that will require pressure protection, and a small weight al-
location is provided for this purpose.
The tradeoff study results are given in Figure 7.4-5 and Table 7.4-3. _. ,
Even though the pressure-protected approach requires a relatively heavy
ressure vessel, this weight is :chore than offset by reduced phase change
r._aterial, insulation, or void filler material requirements. For example,
t_e atmospheric venting approach requires a large quantity of phase change
rz_aterial to cool the incoming high pressure, high temperature atmospheric _
g_ses. This is due to the non-ideal gas behavior of high pressure CO 2.
T40. _ Sl'l_Cl_l_L d
,= im. WEIO_4T .
_,®. -- ,o _ i
i.. i
- 20 10
o IIL_ pc 0
VOIDS FILLEO ATMOSPHEIIIC COLD G_$ PILI:*LOAD|D I_ItESSUItE*PItOTECTED
VZNTINO PiI|$SUilIZ4TiON PRESSUllE EX_'eRNAL INSU_,ATION
• -- -- VI_SS_L
Figure1.4-_. Nonprnsure-Protcct_lConceits
The study results show that the pressure-protected approach is
lighter than all the nonpressure-Drotected a_Dro_ches except for one, the
_re-loaded pressure vessel, and here the weight difference is small. When
consideration is _iven to the requirer,_e_t nf testin_ science instruments and
electronics to high pressure level_ for nonpressure-protected designs,
zne program cost impact for high pressure component testing dictates the
pres sure-protected design.
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Table 7.4-3. Weight Breakdown for 515.8 kg/m 3 Packaging Density
I NI_SSUR£- _ESSURE.
nOTfCTfD I_OTi_CTEDPR_SSU|[. _
t || INTERNAL PROTECIED
kTMOSPHERE VOIDS VOIDS FIU_[D FII_IeOUS MULTILA'_£tl EDffEttNAt C_LD FRE- :
Vc-----------------_NTINGF|LLED FCM F|LL_R MAI'|R|AL INSULATt_ /NSULAI'ION MrN-K 'JAS LOADLD
S._CI_NCE 22,6 22.6 22.6 22.6 22.4 22._ .. 22.6 _.6 _ ':"
EL|CTRONJCS 21.3 21.3 21.3 21.3 _1.3 21.3 21,3 31.3
I NTERI'_ALEQUIFMENT
SHELF 2,7 .. 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2,7 2.7 L '_
'l II
EXTERNAL INSULATION
COVER, SUFPORTS, Ere. 8.4 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 it_, 8.6 8.6
I,m_ssvR!$HRt _._ '28.7 =O.0 10.S " ,i :
EQUIPMENT HOUSING I_ _
(P_I:SSU,_EOUALIZED) ,.7 S.O s.o ..7
FRESSURESHELL OR
HOUSING CLOSUR|S, ETC. 4,1 4.1 4.1 R.2 R,2 8.2 4,1 6.1
THL_,AL INSULATION 70,.5 3.0 8.8 1.3 0.8 13.4 _1,7 16.7
PCM (EQUIFhAENT COOL.ING 0.5 0.5 2.8 0.S 0.5 0.S O.S
PCM (FILLER MATERIAL) 56.0
i FCM _ATMOSPH|RE COOLINGI ) 6S.1 a_
T/C COATIN GS 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0,7 0.7
COLD¢,AS 1.6 0.7 *
COLD GAS BOTTLE 8,7
FILLERA4ATERIAI. 28.0 ,_,
"CC)MP0"NENT PRESSURE ,_F'_OTECTIO, '.5 "S ,.5 _.s 2.3
TOTALS __lJ/3 128.S 106.9 I02.. _ 94,1 . 91D.0 101.7 9'_..0 _
7.4.3.2 Pressure Shell Material and InsulationMaterial Tradeoffs -
Large Probe
The pressure-protected descent tradeo£f studies were performed
• using a special computer program described in detail in Technical Note
P73-203434-064. This program provides a means for optimization of the
thermal/structura! design for planetary descent probes. Probe sizing is
performed by coupling thermal, structural,and descent profilecalcttla-
tionswithin a singleprogram to rapidlyand accurately estimate probe
weights.
The program incorporates the followingfeatures and optlonr.:
i) Pressure sh_U materials - aluminum, beryllium, or titaniurn
2) Pressure shell configuration- spherical or cyllndricalmid-section
with spherical domes
3) Fixed pressure shellweight or calculatedfrom rna__m_-, pressure,
maximum temperature, and internal dimensions
4) Thermal insu]_tionrnaterials- MIN-K TE 1400 or FA _iberglaes
5) Thermal insulationconfiguration- external insulationonly, In-
ternal insulationonly, or a combination of internaland external
insulation
7.4-9
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6) Arbitrary insulation penetration conductance " "
7) Arbitrary equipment temperature limits
8) Phase change material weight fixed or based on amount required
to keep payload temperature below the upper temperature limit j_
9) Descent profilecomputed based on arbitrary pre- and post-
parachute ballisticcoefficientsarbitrary staging altitudeand de-.
sign survival altitude
I0) Model atmospheres - options of three Venus atmospheres.
Using thisprogram, a number of alternativepressure-protected de-
signs were investigated. _
Results of the port'.'onof the study dealing with alternativepressure
vessel and insulationdesigns is given in Figure 7.4-6. This study compares
combinations of externallyand internallyinsulatedalurninurn,titanium,
and beryllium pressure shellmaterials with both MIN-K TE 1400 insulation
(320 kg/m 3) and FA fiberglass insulation(160kg/rn3 for external mounting,
64 kg/m 3 for internalmounting). Beryllium did not show a significant
weight advantage and was therefore eliminated from further consicleration ',_'
because of cost;the cost of a beryllium shell compared _to al_ninum i.•
approximately i0 to I. In comparing aluminum and titanium itwas found
thatifthe shelltemperature is permitted to rise to a maximum of about I
500°K (440°F), the titanium provides a definiteweight advantage relative
to aluminum. Because shelltemperatures of this magnitude would cause
severe science integrationproblems, and consequently a significantcost
irnp_.ct,a decision wa_ made to limit the shelltemperature for large
probes to below 4Z2°K (300°F) for Thor/Delta and 380°K (225°F) for Atlas/
Centaur. Inspectionof Figure 7.4-6 shows thatan aluminum shellwith an
external layer of M::N-K TE 1400 insulationprovides a somewhat lighter
design than a .+itanivmshellwith the same external insulation,when both are
sized to meet the 422°K shelltemperature limit. The use of aluminum does
not provide as great a strength margin for local hot spots as does titanium;
however.; the high thermal conductivityof aluminum reduces the likelihoodof
such hot _pots. This temperature spreading effectof aluminum is illustrated
i_ Appendix 7.4A. Note also that an aluminum shellis approximately one-
fourth the ,:o,#tof a titanium shell. _ _
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Fig_re 7.4-6. Large Probe Tr_eoff Study
The main reason for selection of MIN-K is that it represents a lower _ "
cost, lower risk system than the fiberglass, because the molded fiberglass _:
insulation requires a development program to eliminate outgassing during
descent, whereas the MIN-K does not, This was shown in desce_t simula-
tion tests we have conducted on both materials. The required development
activity to preclude outgassing from the fiberglass is estir_ated to be con-
siderablg more costly than the somewhat higher fabrication cost of MIN-K.
A detailed dLscussion of insulations is given in Section 7.4. _.
7.4.3.3 Small Probe Thermal Design Tradeo_fs
Results of tradeo£_s _or the small probes are given in Figure 7.4-7.
These tradeoffs i11ustrate the ef,_ecto£ pressure shell materials and inside
vs outside insulation on thermal/structural weight. For both the Thor/
Delta and Atlas/Centaur missions, the internal insulation approaches were
rejected for the following reasons: {I)science integration problems as-
sociated with a pressure sh_11 temperature just slightly less than the Venus
atmospheric temperature; (?-)inner surface-o_-the-insulation temperatures
considerably hotter than equipment operating temperatures; and (3) difficul-
ties inherent iLnattaching insulation to the interior surfaces of the pressure
shell. For the weight-critical Thor/Delta n_ission, the titanium shell with
external insulation was chosen to save weight. An aluminum shell was
_gz_;,nchosen _or the Atlas/Centaur mission to save cost.
7.4-I_
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7.4_3.4 Other -Tradeoffs _. i:
Consideration was given to alternative approaches relative to thermal
control during the time period be£ore entry' T1_e preferred approach is
thermal isolation of the battery and a thermostatically controlled battery
heater to ensure that at entry the battery is equal to or greater than 286°K
_55°F), its minimum operating temperature. The payload, other than the
battery, is controlled passively, using external thermal control coatings
to ensure an entry temperature equal to or greater than 255'°K (O°F), but no
higher than 305°K (90°F). Other approaches that could be used for entry
_hermal control are shown in Figure 7.4-8. These includt; a completely
passive scheme, active control with the battery and payload thermally cou-
pled, and active control with the battery and payload thermal]y decoupled.
The thermal is_IRtion of the battery, which is consistent with the pre-
ferred desit_n,prevents taking fulladvantage of the battery heat sink during
descent. H,jwcver, if the battery is not thermally isolated the entire pay-
lo_d would have to enter at 2860K (550F). This would force a desigh ap-
proach as depicted in Figure 7.4-8 (b) and yield much smaller margins at
Ikf
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Figure7,4-8° ThermalControlAPl_'oaches i
entry. With these small margins increased post-separation cruise testing 1would be required. This cost is much greater than the cost of battery
heaters. The approaches shown in Figure ?. 4-8 (c) and (d) require that
the entire payload be heated electrically. Even though those schemes pro-
vide larger thermal margins during descent th_,n the preferred design, they
were not chosen because of their excessive power requirements, wh:ch in-
fluence costs ad-ersely.
Probe level tradeoff studies were conducted which examined the im-
pact of varying the descent ballistic coefficients a,_d the altitude to w] ch
the probe is designed to survive. The tracieoff results showed that increasing
tl_e post parachute-release ballistic coeff'_cient from _SO to !_60 kg/m 2
ylelds a thermal/structural weight savings of -_. 3 kg (5%), and that do-
signing the large probe for survival to 15 km above the nominal surface
(6050 km) results in a weight savings of ~13.6 kg, or 32%. These options
were not adc_pted a ince selection of the Atlas/Centaur significantly reduced
the requirement for minimum _eight.
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7.4.4 Preferred Thermal Control Subsystem, Atlas/Centaur _._
7.4.4.1 Large Probe
The Atlas/Centaur large probe thermal control subsystem consists
of insulation, thermal control joint conductance material, batter 7 and science
v'indow heaters, phase change devices, and thermal control coatings. Figure
7,4.1 illustrates thisdesign ........
This thermal design is based on an entry nominal design temperature
of 280°K (45°F)_+ 25°K (+45°F). This enst:resthatthe initialdescent
temperature is higher than the lower equipment operating temperature, t
255°K (0°F). For the descent phase, the initialdesign temperature is taken [
to be the upper side of the tolerance at entry or 305°K {90°F). An additional
temperature rise°f16"6°K(30°F) isall°wedduringdescentt°the surface" .! t
This provides a+.25°K(+45°F) margin at entry, and a +16.6°K (+30°F)
margin at the planet surface where the nominal temperature is 322°K
(120°F) compared to the upper equipment temperature lirr_/tof 338°K
(150°F). Figure 7.4-8 (a)illustratesthisapproach.
With the choice of aluminum for the pressure vessel material and
MIN-K TE 1400 for the insulation,the descent thermal controlsubsystem is
designed as illustratedin Figure 7.4-9. First an optimum thermal-plus-
structuralweight point is found by allowing the structuralshellweight to
vary as dictated by its stren_:,thvs temperature characteristics,and pro-
viding sufficientinsulationto limit the payload to 3Z2.0°K (120°F)at impact.
Then the shell weight is fixed, consistentwith maximum temperature from
the optimum weight point, and the insulationthickness is increased to
determine an insulationthickness that reduces the maximum shelltemper-
ature approximately 28°K (50°F). This provides a temperature margin
for both the payload and the pressure shelldesign, and permits the re_
ductions in testingdescribed elsewhere. These calculationswere performed
using the generalized probe thermal/structural design program described
in Section 7.4.3.2.
A 21-node thermal model was developed for post-separation cruise
studiesof the large probe. Stea_y-s_t_:Zet mperatures were calculatedfor
this model at a number of selected times between separation and entry. ,._
Previous studle_ have shown that the thermal behavior _.s pseudo-steady-
state. In order to effectively use the payload mass a_ a thermal heat sink
7.4-14
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Figure7.4-9. NlmlCentaurLargePr_OeslgnCalculJlons
during descent, a relatively low payload temperature was desired at entry. _ '_
External surface radiation properties were selected to produce a payload _,,
entry temperature of 280.4°K (45°F) _+ 25°K (+45_F) and to maintain all
other surfaces and components within their allowable temperature limits.
Because the battery operating temperature is between 286°K (55°F) and !
305°K (9O°F_; each b_/.te_,/is thermally isolated from the rest of the pay-
load and its temperature is independently control'.ed by a 20-watt thermo-
_ statically co_trolled heater.
The temperature history of the probe payload fror_ probe separation
to touchdown on the planet surface is given in Figure 7.4-10. It is apparent
that the pa.jload is maintained we11 within temperature limits during this
phase of the m_ssion. Note al_o that a special analysis to investigate the
effect of the entry thermal pulse on the payload was performed and found
to be insignificant.
ENTRY
_ Te.ttATUtR UMITS 2_ TO_W*_
PLANET SURFACE
lrE/_ERATI,II_ tlMl_S
2ISTOI_K
"DAYSI_RO_ENTRY TIME t_Nu_es_1_ ENT_'
Figure7.4-10. NIIl/¢erltlur LtrgeProbl Plyloal TemllirdureHlslory
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The large prob_ thermal designs, both descent and cruise, are in- _
fluenced by penetrations through the insulation. The thermal control coating
selection, which controls cruise conditions, is a functiov of the penetrations.
During desc,_nt, the penetrations influence the insulation and phase change
weight 8a wel_ as the pressure shell tempe:ature. The penetration values _
are given in 'Table 7.4,-4, and Figure 7.4-11 illustrates the influence of
insulation penetrations on probe weight.
Table 7.4-4. Insulation Penetrations for
Atlas/Centaur Large Probe
CONDUCTIVITY K . A
PE'_E,A"ON CONFI_U_.ON ,_U.AL __._, e,
_.SU._UOEmaT I._,,U,DL_TU., INCONa 0.00_ 0.IN 0.00126 i__" '
0.13 MM WALL
CLOUD R&ktlCtE 2.54 CM DIA TU|E, INCONEL 0.405 0. HM 0.0/86
A_LYZ[ '11WINDOW 0.51 M/_ WALL
SOtkl RA01OMETER 2.54 CM DIA TUBE° INCONEL 0.4 M O. 194 O.0Nkb
WINDOW 0.$1 MM WALL
IR FLUX DETECTOR 2,54 CM DIA [UK INCONEL 0,406 0.194 0.0_
WINDOW 0.St MM WALL
GAS CHROMATOGRAPH 1.6 MM DiA INCONEL 0.0097 0,194 0.0019
INI.[1 PORT TUBE, 0.13 MM WALL
MASS SPECTROMEIER 3. I MM DIA TUEES (12) INCON_ 2,_ 0.194 0.400
INLET PORT 0,2MMWALL, IN 7.6CM _ _JDIA TUBE, 0.76 MM WALL
WIND DRIFTRADAR S, I MM DiA POSTS (4) TI 'ANIUM 1.0S 0.104 0,192S
ANTENNA MOUNTS WITH 7,6 MM x I, I tAM
WEBE
STRUCTURAL LOAD 15a CONE 6.1 CM LONG tITANIUM 18.97 0.104 !,641 ' ,)m'_
CONE 0.9 _M THICK _ |
ELECI_.ICAL LEADS 22 GAUGE (4) COPPER 0,012 S,l_ 0.0501 i
24 OAUG_ (_ CC_FEt 0,1_ 3,06 0,616 "_'
SHIELDS (_) COFfER 0.291 3 .e6 1,1_3
_KA - 4,26
" ADJUSTED FOR 6.1 CM tENGTtl 13.181 HR._F )
_rI
6r v,_uEsSASE0ONLARGEemtE_rT,
S_ ALU_NU_ PRESSUH SHELL Te_eERAtURE
L.......,- SMALL PROBEPEN|TIIATION$ _.
elf I i z_ i L I , __._.j v
0 2 4 6 e IO ,_ 14
WATT-CM
CONDUCTIVITY rIMES AREA OF _|NE'2ATtON, KA, _K
Figure/,4-|L Thermal/Structural Mle_ Sensitlvitylo Insulilion Penetrilons /
tOther thermal control studies ccmducted include the effect of insula- i,._,_
tion performance on maximum pressure shell temperature, Here a 50% 1_,.. ,
increase in the ef£ect;.veconductivitT of the thermal insulation causes ap-
proximately a 25°K (45°F) increase in the shell temperature. O
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7.4.4.2 Small Probe
The Atlas/Centaur smaU probe thermal control subsystem consists
of instdation, thermal control joint conductance material, battery and
science window heaters, phase changf: devices, and thermal control coatings.
Figure 7.4-2 illustrates this design. The basic approach (shown in Figure _'
7.4-8 (a)) for the small probes is identical to that for the Atlas/Centaur _
large probe. The determination of the insulation thickness and shell tern- •
perature margin was performed as described for the large probe. This
result is given in Figure 7.4-1Z.
4_0 /UREp. >
_$ 436°1( _ 410
_400 **
_,0 4.0 5,0 6,0 3,0 4.0 5.0 6.0
INSUL_11ON tHICKNESS (CM) INSULATION THICKNESS (CM) /_
to, PRESSUREVESSEL M_SS VIRILE _ (b) PRESSUREV|S$EL M_S| CONSTtNt, |QUAL TO
_)dl_ 4.0c_ ,O,N,o. _.) _
Figure1.4-12.Alias/CentaurSmallPrObeDesignCillCUldbns
The post-separation cruise p1_ase design for the small probes is some-
what more cor,.11icated compared to the large probes. For the small probes,
solar aspect angles for the various probes are unequal because of targeting
them to different places on the planet and producing zero a_.gle of attack
at entry. With these unequal solar aspect angles and the requirement of i
identical small probes, a single thermal coating pattern must be found ".J
that minimizes the payload entry temperature spread. A coating pattern i i
that meets this requirement and maintains all surfaces and components
within their allowable temperature limits is given in Figure 7.4-2. This
pattern is based on so_ar aspect angles consistent with target site B rather
than the preferred mission to site A (see Section 4. Z. 2. I. ) The site B
angles were used since their spread at entry is larger than the site A angle
spread, and therefore present a more di£ficult condition to meet. Previous
_:, studies have shown that the thermal behavior during probe cruise is pseudo-
._- steady-state; therefore, steady-state analysis is used tr, ,_stablish the entry
7.4-{7
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temperature of _-_ch probe, Once a pattern that minimizes the entry pay- °.
load temperature spread is established, then points are calculated botwo¢_ _.
probe release to entry to ensure that temperature limits are met throughout
the probe cruise phase of the mission. Those calculations were performed i,
using a 28-node thermal 7Y_odel.
The small probe t_mperature histories from separation to touchdown
on the planet surf_tee are _hown in Figure 7 413 The penetrations through _
the small probe Insulation are given in Table 7,4-5. _
$_ 330
PLANET SUIIFACE
|NTRY T[MPER_TUR| LIMITS /
320 J 2S5 TO 339°K 320
_oN___C____ II
TEMPERATURELIMIIS J
i :i
¢_ m[_A_t _RGIN I
sEP...o. _ jI
_m_0 _s 20 _s i_ s o 1o 2o s0 4o _ 6o m
_Avs_oMENTRY .ME _INUTES_RO_ENTre
Figure7.4-13.AtlastOentaurSmallProbeP,WIo_ITeml_ralureHistory
Table 7.4-5. Insulation Penetrations for
Atlas/Centaur Small Probe
TOIAtAREA ] CONDU¢I'IVIT_'
,,N,.,i.CON,IO.,IOCM I )l
PRESSUREGAUGEPORT 1.6 I_M DIATUllE [ I_ICO_IEL 0.00_ 0,194 0.001_6
0. _3MM WALl. I
N|PMELO_kCT|R WII_C'W$ CONICAL TUK • INCONEL 0.44_ 0.194 0.01_
| ._._ CM DIA,
O.St MM WALL_
STRAIGHTUBE
1._7 CM DIA,
0.$1M_ WALL
II RUX DETECTOR 1.9 CM DIA TUI_ tNCONEL 0 _304 0.194 0._9
WINDOW 0.51 _ WALL !
ANTENNA _P[_ 1.9CM OlA I'UI_ _ TITANIUM O._10_ 0.104 0.0_1|*
0.$| MM WALL
7.6 CM LON_
HORI7ONTAL STASILIZER DISC O.S_ MM THICK I'ITANIU_ 7,116 0.104 0.|lie
RING $3.4 CM O.0.,
41.1 CM I.O.
ELECTRICALLEADS |4 GAUGE(4_) cereal 0,0_ 3,1_ 0,33E
,SHIELDS(10) COPPER 0,104 3,B6 0,401
K " A_ 1._',
•A_,,s_POPO_,.,CMLENOT. _(|_.W'YP't
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7.4, 5 P_'eferred Thermal Contrc,l Subsysteme Thor/Delta_,......
,.he thermal eo_t_e! approach £or th0 ThQr/Delta is similar to:that
for the Atlas/Centaur, except that the design entry temperature was 263.7°K !+0 (:0) ,(15°'.'"1to -8.3°K oF , the allowable descent temperai'ure rise was from :,
Z63.7°I((15°F) to 339°K (I50°F), and titanium was chosen for the small t_
r,robe shell material. ALl of the differences were ¢ho,Jen in order to save
weight for the weight critical Thor/Delta mission. W
Tlle Thor/Delta large probe and small probe thermal subsystem de-
signs are shown iudetail in Figures 7.4-14 and 7.4-15, respectively. The ! '
temperature histories from separation to touchdown on the planet surface
are shown in Figure 7.4- 16 for the large probe and Figure 7,4-17 for the
smallprobe. Descent calculations for Thor/Delta probes were performed
using the thermal/structural computer program described in Section 7.4, 3.Z.
Thermal models were developed for probe cruise analysis; the large probe i_
model contained 34 nodes while the small probe model was made up of Z8
i
=_'_ nodes.
ill i
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7.4. (_Supporting Analysis and Tests
7.4.6. I Atlas/Centaur Design Calculations
After having decided to use aluminum for the pressure vessel _ate- _
rialand MIN-K TE 1400 insulation,the descent thermal control system was
designed as follows, ldentiiicatJonof the optimum designs w_s made by
varying insulation thickness which, in turn, affects the pressure shell
weight and the required phase change material weight. An example of these
calculationsis given in Figure 7.4-9. In Figure 7.4-9 (a)the insulation !
thickness is v_ried and for each insulationthickness the pressure shell
thickness is found consistentwith itsmaximum temperature; phase change ,'
is added, as needed, to limitthe payload temperature to less than the '_
maximum allowable. From these calculationsthe pressure shellweight and :_
maximum temperature are determined for the minimum weight design.
This shellweight is held constant and insulationis added in order to reduce
the maximum shell temperature approximately 28°K (50°F) to provide a
thermal margin for the pressure shelldesign. This calculationis illus-
trated in Figure 7.4°9 (b). These calculationswere performed using the
generalized probe thermal/structural design program described in Section
7.4.3.2.
7.4.6. Z InsulationThermal Performance
S,_mm_.v. A coupled expertrnental/analyticalstudy was conducted
.... to establishthe performance of thermal insul_Aionsin high pressure CO 2.
The experimental work consisted of steady-state g_arded hot plate con-
ductivityteststo 125 atmospheres and transientVenus descent simulation
7.4-Z1
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tests. Permeability and adsorption tests were also conducted on candidate
•, e
insulations. Analytical studies included the determination of effectivecon-
ductivityvalues from transienttestdata, _he thermal modeling of mass
transfer effects,and the investigationof free convection within the porous
insulation. The mass transfer is potentiallyan important consideration
since energy will be transferred intothe insulationas atmospheric pressure
increases during a Venus descent, forcing high pressure, high temperature !
gas intothe porous insulation. _
Results of this activity have established that mass transfer effects
are relatively unimportant, while free convection and probably adsorption ,i_ .
are quite important. These effectshave been found to degrade insulation
conductivityby up to a factor of four; however, a factor of two is achievable
with the preferred insulation,MIN-K TE 1400. This study also established
thatwater vapor in a CO 2 environment has little ffecton insulationper-
formance, and established high vacuum conductivitydata for MIN-K TE 1400. _
All design analyses performed in the finaldesigns utilizedeffectivecon-
ductivitiesderived from near full-scaledescent simulation testing. The _-
followingparagraphs describe the insulationstudies includingtestingcon- ,
ducted in parallelIRAD programs.
Steady- tats ConductivityTests. The thermal conductivityof several _
candidate insulationswas determined by Dynatech I_/D Corporation under
contract to Martin Marietta. This testprogram consisted of screening
tests in which five insulationmaterials were evaluated in CO 2 to a pressure
of *_30atmospheres. This was followed bT high pressure tests, to _125
atmospheres, with MIN-K TE 1400 being tested in CO 2 and helium environ-
ments, while FA fiberglasswas tested in CO 2 only. The materials tested
to 30 atmospheres were MIN-K TE 1400, MIN-K 1301, FA fiberglass,
palarite, and silfrax.
Results of the guarded hot plate steady-statetests are given in Figure
7.4-18. For these test_, insulationsamples were _._4 cm (I.0 inch}thick
and were te_ted in the horizontalposition. The density of the MIN-K was
320 kg/m 3 (20Ibm/It3), while the FA fiberglasswas 128 kg/n_3 (8.0 Ibm/
it3). The conductivityvah,es are in the range to be expected considering
the conductivitiesof the basic insulationand the CO 2.
:. ' MiN-K rE 140O (320 KG/M 3)
FA FIRERGLA_ 028 KG/M 3)
1E$1 P_RFORMED IN CO 2 ENVIRONMENT0,12
0._C F_ 1.26. 107 N/M 2 _--
:_ .6, 10NIM2 %
1 _pN-K1.27 ',
Z
8 FA 105 NIM 2
\
MIN.K 105 N/M 2 i'
0.02 ":
o ,L I I I i
._ 3O0 40O 5O0 60O ?GO
h_EAN TEMPERATURE_KI
Figure?,4-18. ThermalConductivityVersusTemperatureai _lm
Various Pressures
To provide an independent check on the Dynatech steady-state data,
#
tests were also performed at Martin Marietta Denver Division on MIN-K |
TE 1400 and TG 15000 fibrous insulation. The TG 15000 is a FA fiberglass _
insulation with a binder added which allows forming the insulation in rigid 4
shapes. These test results are shown in Figure 7.4-19. Included in these i
tests was a MIN-K TE 1400 sample configured so that the heat transfer
is parallel rather than normal to the major plane of the as-received insula-
tion slabs. The conductivity values for the "parallel" orientation are ap-
proximately 30 percent higher than the "normal" orientation. This is an
important point because the fabrication of the MIN-K requires roughly 50%
of the insulation to be installed with a parallel orientation on the pressure
shell
Tests were performed at Martin Marietta Denver Division on MIN-K
TE 1400 at high vacuum, low temperature conditions. These tests were per-
formed to provide data for cruise calcnlations, such data being unavailable
in the literature. The results of these tests were conductivities of 0.0021
-- 2"-
- _ watts/m-K (0. 0007 Btu/hr-ft-°F) at ZZ8°K (-50°F) and 0.026 watts/m-K
(0.0015 Btu/hr-ft-°F) at Z83°K (+50°F), bothtes_ points at a pressure of
1.33 x l0 -3 N/m 2 (10 "5 torr).
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Tra;asient Tests. Descent simulation tests have been perL'ormed on
several insulations using a number of insulation/heat sink configurations. ....... _ .............
Table 7.4-6 lists the matrix of the transient tests. Figures 7.4-20 and "+ _,
7.4-21 show the Martin Marietta descent simulation facilitiesused to per-
!form these tests, The mini chamber shown in Figure 7.4-20 has a cylin-
drical test volume of approximately _-5.4 cm (I0 inches) diameter by 84 cm i_
(33 inches) long. The Venus descent is simulated by manua117 controlled ';
pressurization and heating systems. Heaters are provided both internally
and extern_11y to the chamber.
Table 7.4-6. Descent Simulation Tests
INSUUkT,Oe_ tN_ffON
TES"T INSULAT IGN OEMSITY 3 THICKNESS
P,IU/_SER TYmr= KG/M _1(LSM/FT) CM fiN.) HEAT SINK DESCRIP11ON COMMENTS
i MIN-_ 1"30i' 292 (|O.2) 2,54 (1.00) SOLID AL_iNUM CYLIN'D[R MINI CHAMIER
5.1 CM (2.O|N.) OIA, _5.4 CM TESTWITH CO_
{IOIN,) LONG ATMOSPHERE "
2 FA FIIIFJtGLASS 117 (7,3) 2.54 (I ._0) SAMEAS TEST I SAME AS TEST !
3 IrAIr#|ERGLASS _ (5.2) 4.03 (I,_) S()@.(OALUM#NUM CYLINOER SAME AS rEST |
10,3 ¢M (4 IN.) I)_, 25.4 CM
(I0 IN .) LONG
4 IrA FIIIERGLASS 113 (S.2) 4AQ (I.¢10I SAMEAS TEST3 MINI CHAMHR TESE
WITH t TO 25%
WAT+I VAPOt INJECTED
TO CO_ ATMOSPtIEIE
S FA FI|ERGLASS 69 (4,3) 3.97 (1,5+) SOLID CAST IRON SPHERE SA_E AS TEST 1
|_,S CM (4,94 IN.) O#A
4 IrA IrlIEROL_$S 130 CO,I) 3.L1 tl.51) SAME AS +_ST S SAMEA5 TEST I
7 MIN-K TE 1400 3_0 (_0_ 2+54 (1.0) SOLID COIIFER SPHERE SAME AS TEST1
15.2 CM (6.0 #bi.) O_
I MIN._ Tf 14100 3_1 (_0) 3.43 (1.35) SPHERICAL@IlESSU+IE HI01CHAMIHER
VESSiL $3.S CM (_._ IN.) TESTWITH CO,)
OIA. 0.6_$ CM (0._S IN.) ATMOSPH|R[ "
At UMINUM WALL
R MOLOED 210 (I3.2) 3.56 El.IS SAME AS TESTII SAMEAS TEST0
IrIIIEROLAS$
?+++-_+4 ,
+ ° .... . , ,++++<+:++i/++++-..... ++_+++-++++++++_V-++,++ +++, +5+++++=++++++?._+.+_+++:+++_+.+:+_+_- .+_._
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The midi teat facility is a modified hydrostatic test chamber in which "*
Venus descent conditions, i.e., CO 2 gas rapidly increasing in temperature -*,
and pressure versus time, can be simulated for a full-scale test article.
Figure 7.4-21 is a sketch of rhe midi facility. In order to protect the hydro-
static pressure vessel from high temperature and to minimize the CO 2 re-
quirements, a steel liner is used with N_. pressure controlled in concert
with the CO Z so that a relatively small pressure difference is maintained
across the liner. 7
Inside the liner is a spherical blanket heater that heats the CO Z to
the descent profile temperature. Ceramic insulation behind the blanket j
heater insulation protects the liner from the high temperature CO Z. The ]
working volume available inside the blanket hea_:er is spherical, 74 cm
(Z9 inches) in diameter.
Eecause water vapor is believed to be a constituent of the Venus at-
mosphere, a test was performed to address the problem of condensation on
and within the thermal insulation. For this test, water vapor was introduced
into the CO Z atmosphere during a simulated Venus descent insulation test. _ =
The test article was an aluminum heat sink insulated with fiberglass. The
results of this test are contrasted to an identical test without water vapor i
in Figure 7.4-Z2. Even though approximately 25 percent by weight of
water vapor was intr 4uced into the atmospherep the net heat transfer was
the same for both tests. Because current estimates of the percent of water
in the Venus atmosphere are ~la/0 and since water is the atmospheric trace
compound that has the greatest potential for influencing insulation per-
formance due to condensation, it is felt that condensation is not a problem.
I) Computer Program to-Determine Effective Thermal Conductivities
from Transient Tests. This program is used to correlate transient test
data. The heat sink temperature and insulation surface temperature from
the transient tea_ing is input tvth_ program, With this information, the
program computes the overall effective conductivity of the insulation.
The thermal capacitance of the insulation is accounted for; however, mass
transfer effects are ignored. These effects, therefore, are lumped into
: 7.4.-Z6
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Figure _.4-22. Descent S!mulation Test Results With and Without
Water V_®r in C02 Atmosphere
the overaU effective conductivity. Applying this technique to the experi-
mental data from Test 7 (Table 7.4-6) results in the conductivity values
shown in Figure 7.4-23.
0.20
DAIA EASEDON RUN ? _ COMPUTEO
Z TAQLE 7,4-6. / NEOLECTI_i'G i
f MASS I'RANSFEe
'_ _ II _- COMI_UTED. ,_
I_ _ l| ACCOUNI'ING FOR
p t h /
0.10 "
I0 20 3O 4O _ M ;0 M
TIME (MIN)
Figure7.4-23.EffectiveThermalCo_uctivitiesDerivedFromTestDatat _
"": 2) Insulation Thermal Model Including Mass Transfer Effects. This
computer program models a Venus probe insulation system including mass
" transfer effects. The mass transfer is caused by migration of atmospheric
%
t gases into the porous insulation as the ambient atmsopheric preasure in-
:_ creases during desc_nt. When these atmospheric gases enter the insulation
?i system, they provide an input energy that must be accounted for in the over-
all insulation energy balance. .
_ 7,4-Z7
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The model that has been developed is a generalized thermodynamic _ _
simulation 0f the overall insulation system. This model accounts for the
internal energy associated with incoming gases, the compression and in-
ternal energy changes of the gases within the porous insulation, and heat
transfer through the insulation/gas system. Real-gas properties are used 4
for all aspects o2 the modeling along with the high pressure guarded hot-
"!
plate insulation conductivity data. An example of the results of this pro.. _....
gram is given in Figure 7.4-24. &
_0 _ '
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• :': Figuret.4-Z4. COml_lrisonof TestResultsWith AnalyticalPrtKIIO_orts ,
::.._ 3) Free Convection Within Porous Insulation. Free convection within
*_ the insulation at high pressure levels is a distinct possibility. Ifpresent,
::" the free convection has a serious degrading effect on the insulation per-
._ formance. This problem is _._usu&l relative to insulation systems _nd,
<- indeed, is not mentioned in twelve current heat transfer texts. Work in
the area of free convection in porous media, however, has been perforzned
'2. in the oil and gas industry relative to reservoir engineering problems, The
_. parameter which defines the onset of convectio_ in a porous medea Ls the
-.
' Rayleigh number times the Darcy number and is given by:
....:i
'_ R D = ;pg4TLCpK
a a _k"
7.4 -28 .... i .
....... _r II' II II I II I
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where
P = density
P = coefficient of volumetric expansion
g = gravitational acceleration
4T = characteristic temperature difference
L = characteristic length
Cp - specific heat _"
K = permeability i
= viscosity
k -- thermal conductivity
Once the critical value of the Rayleigh-Darcy number has been reached,
the free convection becomes stronger with increasing values of this number.
It is interesting to note that the gas properties (_2B Cp/pk) are a strong
funct_.on of temperature with this grouping, decreasing with increasing
temperature, thus, to help avoid free convection the pressure shell (insu-lation interior) should be designed to run hot. A plot of (P Z B Cp/#k) for
CO 2 at constant pressure of 100 atmospheres shows that at about 4ZZ°K
(300°F), the strong variation w_th temperature ceases; it is at the lower ',
- temperature that large values of the Rayleigh-Darcy numbers tend to exist.
The other large contributor to the Raylelgh-Darcy number is the perme=
'_, ability. It is obvious that an insulation with as small a permeability as
_ is possible should be used.
:i' The permeability values used in the free convection correlations were -
:_ obtained from tests performed by Core Laboratories for a Martin Marietta
_ IRAD program. These tests were performed in air at roo'-n temperature.
:;; For the MIN-K "rE 1400, cylindrical samples were cut with the axis of the,¢-
"; sample normal, parallel, and at 45 ° to the major plane of the as-received
-_ insulation slab. The results o£ tests performed on these samples showed
.:
_. that permeability values are insensitive to orientation. These tests were
: confirmed by tests performed at Martin Marietta Denver using a specially
f fabricated test apparatus which allowed testing at high temperature with a
_ CO Z test fluid. The i rc.portant result here is that the permeability of MIN-K
•: 7.4-29
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TE 1400 is approximately 0.01 Darcys, over an order of magnitude leas
than for fiberglass. Also, the permeability of the MIN-K is not a strong " i
function of tempo rature, i
Adsorption Effect_ _
It is known that CO Z is adsorbed by fibers similar to those of the
candidate insulations. The adsorption process is exothermic and represents
an energy release in the insulation during descent. In order to investigate
this phenomenon tests were performed on 8.25 cm (3.25 inches) diameter _'*
by 8.75 cm (3.25 inches} long insulation samples fitted with thermocouples
and placed in a 8.6 cm (3.4 inches) diameter by t5.2 cm (6 inches) long cylin- _.
drical pressure chamber. The chamber and insulation were first evacuated
and then pressurized to 500 psia. Results of these tests with MIN-K TE 1400
insulation and CO 2, N 2, and He are shown in Figures 7.4-25, 7.4-_6 and
7.4-27, re.._pectively. For all of the gases a thermodynamic calculation
of the filling process predicts a temperature rise of approximately ll°K
(20°F) if adsorption effects are neglected. From lov_ pressur_ adsorption
data, the degree of _dsorption increases from He to N z to CO Z with the He _-_ ,
yielding little or no adsGrption. Inspection of the results shows that the He
response is _onsistent with the tL_rmodynamic analysis which neglected
adsorption effects. The N 2 and CO 2 results are consistent with the assump-
tion that adsorption occurs. The CO Z results yield a temperature rise of
approximately 16.6°K (30°F) above the rise expected due to the filling proc-
ess (adiabatic compression). This magnitude of temperature rise suggests
that adsorption is a significant factor relative to insulation performance.
A CO 2 test with FA fiberglass showed similar results. With the awareness
of this phenomenon, together with free convection and mass transfer, it is
felt that all significant factors relative to insulation thermal performance
_e kl_own.
Results and Conclusions
A comparison of the steady-state conductivities with the conductivities
analytically derived from the transient tests showed that the conductivities
from the transient tests were much larger than the steady-state values for _',
number of the tests, A special ana!ysis, which accounted for mass trans- [:_'._a.
fer effects, migration of atmospheric gases in the porOos insulation, failed _)
to account for much of the differences; this result is shown in Figure 7.4-z4: l!-::!"
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Factoring free convection effects in the analysis of ;he '-ransient d_ta provid..
ed an explanation for the FA fiberglass transient performance but fal;e¢l to .,.-,,
explain the MIN-E TE 1400 performance based on two descent tests, Ti:is +
result is shown inFLgure 7.4-28. Here the solid curves are taken fromr. _!
paper by B. K. C. Chan, et al. , "Natural Convection in Enclosed Porous °I
:_r Media with Rectangular Boundaries," Journal of Heat Transfer, Fcbruary ,'_':
i 1970, ASME. !i
:-; -- lPD: I
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.i_". The MIN-K TE 1400 performance in the transient descent tests re-
sulted in an effective conductivity of approximately twice the steady-state
values. This difference is concluded to be due to the sum of three things;
the insulation being oriented on the probe so that the heat transfer is parallel
to the major plane of the as-received insulation slabs (Figure 7.4-19); the
mass transfer contribution;and the adsorption of CO 2 "n the insulationfibers.
All the design calculationsgiven in this report were based on conductivities
derived from the transienttesting.
• 7.4.6.3 Insulation Outgassing and Interaction with Venus Trace Compounds
Because outgassing of thermal insulationcould influencemass spec- _ ,
trometer readings or produce pro _uctsthat could condense on the science
windows, a testwas conducted to investigatethispotentialproblem area.
The test setup consisted of a Venus descent simulation chamber with two
•¢" •
mass spectrometers connected to the chamber. A descent slmulatlon
run was monitored by the mass spectrometers with the chamber empty in
order to establisha "background TTcondition. Then insulationsamples,
-,y..
run 1 MIN-K TE 1400 and run 2 moldable fiberglass TG 15000, were placed
in the chamber along with a contamination source, NH 4 HF 2. This source
was included since itreacts to form NH 3 and HF; the HF being the Venus i
atmospheric trace compound thatwould most likelyinteractwith the insu-
lation. The NH 3 also is considered as a potentialVenus atmospheric
trace compound. For the descent simulation runs, the concentration of
HF was approximately I000 times thatanticipatedin the Venus atmosphere
(based on NASA SP-8011).
For the IviIN-Ktest, absolutelyno outgassing or interactionwith the
contaminates was observed; however, the TG 15000 evolved benzene in a
concentrationof a few parts per 1000 at Venus surface conditions. A
thermogravimetric analysis on the TG 15000 moldable fiberglass a:so
showed outgassing and a residual gas ana1_sis of the materials released
confirmed the benzene. For TG 15000 fiberglassto be considered as a
viable insulation choice, a development program would be required to elim-
inate the outgassing problem.
7.4-33
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7.4.6.4 Insule.tion Mechanical Performance
Both MIN-K T£ 1400 and fiberglass TG 15000 have been fabricated
and applied to near full-scale large probe pressure vessels. The MIN-K
was only available in 7.6 cm (3 inches) thick slabs so a great deal of b
machining, was required relative to the fiberglass that was procured in _,
hemispherical sections. The MIN-K machining was performed by first
rough cutting qtlarter-ring sections and then finish cutting on a lathe, using
internal and external fixtures. The MIN-K rings were then bonded to a
phenolic backface forming quarter hemispherical sections. These sections
were then attached to the pressure vessel as shown in Figure 7.4-Z9. The
,
fiberglass required minimum machining for fittingover the pressure shell
and was attached to the shell by a thin metallic insulation cover.
|NmtATION _ MIN-K PLUG
COVER ,, //' " • ." • 17.;'.':. _. '.q • • . • ] P FIBROUS INSULAT ON
z I , , ." '..., . ...., ..
• .p .i ...
I - ' -';/
' " "" ",. " I ,ll_l'J:_l, ."" --:'. " . I.,_-I_.IENOI,.ICI"IIETI_I,,IDED
/_:..:':- : ,o,,,,,.,
./ ,oN0,0,o,...
_|SSUR|VESSEL VESSEL .
Figure 7.4-29. _achment Schemefor MIN-K TE Pl00
The anticipated configuration of the insulation system for both large
]and small probes is MIN-K TE 1400 insulation attached to the exteriorsurface of the pressure vessel by an adhesive with a thin metal cover over
the exterior insulation surface. This configuration was simulated for
vibration testing by the test article shown in Figure 7.4-30. Vibration
tests were performed on this test article at levels of 9,1 g-rms for a dur-
ation of four minutes in each of three axes. The shape of the Dower spec-
tr_ was:
0.0029 to 0.045 gZ/Hz in the range Z00-300 Hz
0. 045 g2/Hz in the range 300-2000 Hz
No mechanical damage of the insulation was detected after performing _'_
this test.
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7.4.6.5 Phase Change Device Development
Both the large and the small Atlas/Centaur probes include phase change
material for control of payload temperatures during the descent phase. The °: _
Martin Marietta Denver Division has funded an IB.AD phase change study
program during 1971 and 1972. During 1972, phase change thermal control
development was also performed under Contract NAS8-28360 for NASA-MSFC.
Under the IRAD tasks, several phase change cells were designed,
fabricated, and tested with materials in the melting point range from 300
to 354°K. The cell designs include an aluminum rectangular cell 7.62 x
15.2 x 5.24 cm and a stainlesssteel cylindricalbellows cellI0.2 cm diam- i[
eter x 7.I cm long. Both cellswere tested with and without metallic honey- !
comb fillers. Two types of fillerswere used. One fillerwas constructed
from aluminum honeycomb with hexagonal cells4 mm on a side and with
0.076-ram wall thickness. A second fillerwas constructed from alv.vninum
honeycomb cellswith a 0.ZS4-mm wall thickness.
The phase change materials tested in these cellsincluded octadecane,
docasanet lithium nitratetrihydrate, sodium hydrogen phospha.*e
dodecahydrate, myristic acid, acetamide and Cerrobend. In the 1971task,
these materials were tested with the heater on the bottom of the ce11. In
1972, a number of these materials were tested with the heater on the top
I of the cellto minimize the convection mechanism in the liquidphase and
to simulate more closely conditionsin a low-gravity environment.
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These tasks also included the development of a computer program that "_"
analytically models the t!,ansient melting t_rocess. A model b_t_ed on a _ ;!_
conduction mechanism in the liquid phase provided _ good coyrelation of
the experimental data. This program pl-ovides a design procedure for new
cell designs and facilitates integration of phase change devices in space-
craft therrf, al control systems.
Under the 1972 NASA contract, the phase change materials cited were
subjected to thermal cycling tests,materials compatibilitytests, and sys-
tems operation studies. Methods of preventing supercooling were studied.
Also, candidate materials for low-temperature applicationsin the melting
temperature range from 173 to Z73°K were recommended for future in- _
vestigation.
7.4.6.6 Power Requirements for Science Window Heaters
The minimum power required to maintain the temperature of a 2.54 cm
(l-inch)diameter, cylindricalscience window above the local atmospheric
temperature during a large probe descent has been determined both analyti-
cally and experimentally to be 15 thermal watts, If less than t5 watts are _
applied to the window, the temperature wilt drop below the local atmo-
spheric temperature before the probe reaches the planet surface. !
Analytical Predictions. The thermal analytical model of the science
window shown in Figure 7.4-31 contained three concentric ring window
nodes, 14 cylindrical nodes along the barrel length, and a heater node.
The transient temperatures of these nodes were calculated for defined at-
mospheric and pressure shell time-temperature profiles and a constant
heater power of 15 watts. The transient temperature response of the center
window node is shown in Figure 7.4-32 for the specified pressure shell and
atmospheric temperature profiles.
Under these conditions,the temperature differencebetween the
window and the localatmosphere increases to a maximum of 180°K at 0.25
hours while the probe is in the anticipatedc!oud layers. After a programmed
parachute release at 0.25 hours, the temperature differenceadecreased
rapidly to a steady v,_lueof about 10°K. A slightdecrease in _,eaterpower
would cause the window temperature to fallbelow the localatmospheric
terr,perature before the probe reached the planet surfacc.
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Figure 7.4-_. Time-_'__perature Profiles for 0ne-inch Sepphlre Window WHl_
15 Wilt Heater
E.xperimental Measurement. The cylindrical window el_,own in Fig-
ure 7.4-31 was mounted in a 8.6-cm (3.4-inch) diameter by 15.2 cm
(6 inches) long cylindrical pressure chamber, The chamber atmospheric
temperature was controlled by heaters on the chamber wa_.Is and the window
mounting fixture temperature was controlled independent!y with gaseous
-::_* nitrogen coo/ant. Carbon dioxide was admitted to the c_,amber according to
a predetermined time-pressure profile and the atmosp_,zeric and mounting
fixture temperatures were controlled according, to th_ profiles shown in Fig-
_ ure 7.4-32. With i5 watts of thermal power applied around the circum-
I ference of the window, the temperature at the center of the window responded
C
as shown in Figure 7.4-3Z.
?,
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For the first 0.5 hours, the measured window and pressure shell
temperature closely followed the analytical predictions. A_ter 0.5 hours,
the measured temperatures fell below the analytical curves. After 0.8
hours, the measured window temperature fell slightly below the measured
atmospheric temperature. The measured window temperature would have
remained above the local atmospheric temperature if the pxessure shell
temperature had been allowed to increase at a faster rate. _
Conclusion. A minimum of 15 watts of thermal power are required ,_
to maintain the temperature of the 2.54-crn (f-inch) cylindrical science
window above the local atmospheric temperature throughout the entire
descent phase. _
i
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7. & DECELERATOR
7. 5. ] Introduction and Summary
Decelerator subsystem design studies have been conducted on Thor/ it&
Delta and Atlas/Centaur launched probe systems for a number of variations i;_"
in probe mechanical and aerodynamic configuration and for various descent
rate requirements. The parameters considered in the studies included P
size and type of parachutes, methods of deployment,' and methods of pack-
!
aging the parachute in the probes.
The preferred configuration, based on the At/as/Centaur launched
probe, is composed of a Z. 0-meter diameter mortar-deployed ribless guide
surface pilot parachute which extracts a 6.6-meter diameter ribless guide
surface main descent parachute. The sequence of operation is shown in
. Figure 7.5-1 .... Nylon is the principal textile material and all elements of
the subsystem utilize nonmetallic materials to the maximum practicable a
extent to reduce interference with communications in view of the aft C_
location selected for the stowed main chute.
L flLOt MORTAR PILOT
FIRE RAG AND MORTAR COVER REMAINS I *e..,._o_.. p.,_ul_m
,_. /_ ATTACHED TO CANOPY _,_ /_ mr, ..........
\ \",/ /"...I\ /,STR,PPe0OFFRVP,LOT)
17.5M k\ //" " "k /
{ESTIMATED) _'_-_ /- PILOT MORTAR //'_
AFTTHERMALCOVER _ ",_; _ -'_ f" CONTAINER
(RETAINED ON PILOt RiSeR)/ _ _w / /-"RIIILI,r$SGUIDe SURFACe 1_ /
2. PILOT CHUTE % /..._ |._
6 6 M O|A - SWIVEL
- \(x/o o_.oJ_/'
.!
AFROSH_L FORmODY
RIKEAbE
.t/"
REte_$e
Figure ;,_|, .S41q_enr-_ Oper41.ions _
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The perf0rmance of the selected design is cRaracterlzed by:
- Very low amplitude probe oscillations, < 5°, induced by :(:::ii_-_--__i
parachute deployment. -_"
- High relative acceleration between descent cap_su!e and
aeroshell ensures a clean separation.
" descent.N°minallyzero parachute lift/glide behavior exists during ij_
r
- Oscillationsinduced by wind profileare rapidly damped. 1
The parachute stowed locationand deployment method selectedwere
chosen to provide a conventional arrangement, and thus to minimize devel- -"_
opment cost, as well as to preclude balance weight requirements and/or
the excessive depth of aeroshell afterbody dictated by other methods of ' -..
deploying the main chute. The canopy type provides the best nongliding
performance of the known design parachutes. The followin_ paragraphs
discuss requirements, tradeoffs, system description for Atlas/Centaur
and Thor/Delta, and special studies and analyses. The latter include
parachute dynamics and a study of a drogue chute for the small probe. _m
7.5.2 Rec_uirements
The requirements and criteriaare summarized in Tables 7.5-I for _'
-IE_,
Atlas/Centaur and 7.5-2 for Thor/Delta. Of primary importance to •
Pioneer Venus mission science objectivesand communications require-
ments is the overall stability,which in thiscase include not only the
"i
parachutets oscillatingcharacteristicsbut also lift/glidecharacteristics
in no-wind conditions. A zero-lift/glideconfigurationis a primary goal
to minimize effectson science data; a configurationthatmeets this goal
will also enhance communications.
Parachute system materials must be capable of operation in the
presence of diluteconcentrations of the various compounds of atmosphere
constituentsencountered in the descent. Functional requirements appli-
cable to the decelerator system are:
I) Positive deployment on command from vehicle systems, e. g.,
timer based on g-level sensing during entry
_) Provision of sufficientdrag force to a)separate the descent cap- != i';sule from the aeroshell forebody; b) deceler te and stabilize the _
descent capsule in the range from high to low subsonic velocities; |_1_
c) separst_ the aeroshell alterbody from the descent capsule at _
the co_clusion of the parachute descent phase. =:z-:r
3) Drag characteristicsthatare predictableand repeatable within }._
less than +7 percent,
7. 5-2
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Table 7.5-1. Atlas/Centaur Table 7.5-2. Thor/Delta
Requir _eme_tB R equirement s
:- ITEM VALUE
wcul
,_!NPa_nur_DptOy#_NriF_2ts_ _M. _ACHmE_,r_.OV_N?a-.U..S_
ATTITUDE 70.4 KM ALIITUDE 70.$ KM
MACH biD, t * MACH NO. 0.N "
DYNAMIC PRESSUIE lilN N/M ;I * DYNAMIC PaEISUI| I1_ N/M 2 * I!'-
FLIGHT PATH ANGLE -0.96 lad FLIGHT PATH ANGLE -0.96/tAD
AkllENT TEMPRRAIURE _4 e K AMIIIENT TEI44*ERAl[URE ;124° g
PAI/ACItuTE |ALLISTIC COEFFICIENT 7.85 KG_/M2
PARACHUTE IALLISTOC COEFFICIENT IlL9 KG/M 3MAXIMUM OSCtLLATtON 4N0-C_51) .242 IIAD
MAXIMUM LIFT/GLIDE CHARACTERISTIC 0 (GOAL) MAgIMUM OSCILLATION (NO-GUST) **0.262 IIAD
MAXIMUM SPiN late 2.09 RAD/S MAXIMUM FOREIODY SPiN RATE 2,_ RAD/S
MAXIMUM SWIVEL TOftQUE 0.27 N-M MAXIMUM $W1VEL TORQUE 0,27 N-M
TERMINATION (t = 23M S) _ (T _ 090S) _'_
.... ALTITUDE 42.9 KM AL" _ =_E 49.75 KM
VELOCITY 8._ M/S VELOCITY 13 M/S
........ DYNAMIC PRESSURE 77 N/M sP DYNAMIC PRESSURE 163N/M 3
FLIGHT PATH ANGLE *I.S7 SAD , FLIGHT PATH ANGLE *1.$7 RAD
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 40_K* AMBIENT TEMPEIAnJRE 354° K *
ABOVE DATA IS IIASED ON: _
AJOVE DATA ISlASED ON: ENTRY ANGLE = -0._Og RA0 *
- ENTRYFUGHT PATH ANOt.E --0._18 gad I ENTRY 1ALUSTIC COEFFICIENT * 86.4 KG/M 2.
ENTRY iALLISTIC COEFFICIENT ffi90.7 KG/M 2 * VEHICLE 't_IGHT AT DEPLOYMENf = 143 i,,.,
_ VEHICLE WEIGHT AT DEPLOYMENT _ 328.9 KG * DESCENT WRIGHT J 10P KG
_ DESCENT WI[IGHT = 215.4 KG • TIME = 0 I$ EASED ON SEN_ING OF 0IS G DURING ENTRY
-_ TIME - 01SIIASED ON SENSING OF $0 GDURING ENTRY
" 1 _ * WORST CASE
_ "WOnt C_SE
7.5.3 Tradeoffs
__ The principaltradeoffstudies conducted in the design study consisted
'_ o_:
-,' I) Single versus multistage systems,
2) Packaging and deployment concepts,
;_- 3) Canopy configuration,
___i 4) Materials,
i_ 5) Use of existingparachutes versus new designs,
!':." (
_-_ 7.5-3
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7.5.3. I Single versus Multistage Systems
The use of a supersonic/transonic drogue stage before deployment of
the main chute was considered early in the study, and was examined relative
to stabilizing the probe and also achieving suitably low Mash numbers for
main chute deployment at a higher altitude than would he possible with a
i single stage system, i.e. , 72 km instead of 70 kin. This study revealed i
- that a fairly large drogue chute would be required (e_4-meters in diameter)
to achieve the higher altitude, and the supersonic deployment required would
result in a more costly development program. Itwas subsequently deter-
mined that altitudes of 70 km or less were acceptable from the science
I'• deployment standpoint, and also tb_t the basic entry vehicle stabilitywould _
suffice in the supersonic/transonic flightregime. Consequently, furtherI
tradeoff studies were limited to single-stage systems.
7.5.3.2 Parachute Location, Packaging, and Deployment Method Tradeoff
Studies 4
..... The location of the chute package in the probe, the config_ration of
the package/container, and the method of deploying the chute are key --
_ elements of the system design. These items also are greatly dependent .
upon each other. The mass or'the chute required to achieve the preferred
i, descent profile, about 10 kg, suggests choosing a location near the axial
.i ...... i.... centerline to avoid having to ballast to achieve an axisymmetric center of ....
gravity, axisymmetric principal axes, and equal pitch and yaw moments of _
inertia. The ballasting weight requirements are given in Figure 7.5-2 as
#
a function of the distance the parachute is located off-axls. From these
curves, itcan be determined that for situations where this mass'asymmetry
I
can be compensated for by weights located at a distance equal to only one
to two times the distance that the parachute mass is offset from the axis
(generally the case); the penalty is having to carry dead weight* equal to
0_" greater than the parachute weight.
-_'Dead weight" is indicated _ince only a very small amount of the com-
pensation can be derived by relocating items of equipment already onboard,
The descent capsule has to be independently spin-balanced eliminating
, use of its equipment. _
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Achieving thisdesired axisyrnmetric location,however, without re-
sorting to annular or toroidalpackaging conflictswith the antenna location
requirements discussed in Section 7.3. Consequently, several off-axis
, =_
parachute designs have been evaluated in spiteof the ballastingproblem
to determine ifthey are feasiblefrom the chute deployment standpoint.
The space availablein these off-axislocations, e.g., forebody aeroshell,
i_ permits a mortar-deployed main Chute even for the large chute of the...... i.........
"_, preferred design. Calculations were performed to determine the probe
response to both a n_ortar located parallelto the centerline, designated
Offset Deployment, and a mortar firinglaterallyat an angle but still
having itsreaction along a linethrough the c.g. designated Lateral De-
!__ ployment. The vehicle response data are summarized in Figure 7.5-3.
' From thiz figure itcan be seen thatparachutes larger than about 4 meters
have oscillationswhich exceed 10 to 15 degrees which will cause one
bridle leg to go slack. When this occurs the damping o£ the capsule
=- motion drops and hinders the aeroshell separation. The separation event
_---i-'_"--l" must then be delayed untilsufficientdamping has occurred, resultingin
_-_. the loss of considerable altitude.
2 7.5-5
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I , +Itis also of interestin Figure 7.5-3 thatlateraldeployment causes
more severe probe motions than offsetdeployment, in spiteof the absence
_+ of any initialpitchingmoment from the mortar reaction in the former.
I This is caused by the long moment arm and the finiteduration of the drag
forces on the chute justafter itsinflation. The moment arm resultsfrom
the fact thatdrag forces on the parachute before itsinflationare not
sufficient o swing the parachute behind the probe due to the high drag o£
the probe. This is i11ustratedin Figure 7.5-4 where the effectof mortar-
ing a 4-meter diameter parachute 60 degrees lateral1Ffrom the probe axis
_ shown.
t Itwas concluded from the above calculationsthat for the required
f _
i chute s_ze, substantiallyoff-axislocations are bad from the ballasting
"_ standpolntand from the induced probe oscillationstandpoint. Although
y +
t the latterfactor can be overcome by use of a pilotchute (mortared
" j+
i-_ parallelto the probe axls to avoid lateralmain chute extraction loads), 0the ballastingrequired,_* I.0 tong. 0 times the I0 kg chute mass, still
,_ makes this approach highlyundesirable.
• ., 7.5-5
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Based on these findings, the choice of chute loca_ion and deployment+" method for the pr ferre Atlas/C ntaur mission pr filewas narrowed o
j " three cordigurations, all of which meet the objective of a near-axisymmetric
.,_ parachute location. These are shown in Figure 7.5-5. The advantages
and disadvantages o£ each of these concepts relativeto aeroshe11 shape and
mechanical separation are also factors in their selectionand are discussed
++
_i in Section 7.3. From the parachute deployment and operation standpoint,
" I either configurationA or B are preferred over C because of the more
straightforward {thus, less costly)packaging and pull-outsituationsthey
' afford. Between A and B there are no major differences estimated to exist
;: i in the basic par_tchutesystem development costs or reliability.Ho'e_ever,
-i'+ one parachute cost-relatedfactor does enter into the selectionin concept
++ ,,4 B: the pilotchute and main chute can be developed somewhat independently
i+. and substantialchanges can o-,curin main chute size requirements without
affectingthe pilotchute design. In concept A, mortar development work
....+ (thus, costs related to it)would be _,dverselyimpacted i£the main chute
r I_ _ were to grow very much in size. (Such a situationdid, in fact, develop
i _. in the course of the Viking program decelerator development. )
=+':+: :++'.... 7. s-7
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This factor and the shallower afterbody and antenna design advantages
relativeto afterbody separation discussed in 7.3 have led to the selection
of configurationB of Figure 7.5-5 over configurationA. Relative to con-
figurationC, which affords a slightlybetterantenna situationat the expense
of simplicityof parachute deployment, configurationB was again selected,
pending confirmation of antenna performance, due to the lower parachute : : _,
development costs itaffords. A mortar was selected as the means of de- t
ploying the pilotchute, based on an assessment of factors summarized in !
Table 7.5-3.
The performance of the selected design is discussed ,_.nSection 7.5.6 i
Jin which ulots of nrobe mnH¢_ vps1_Itingfrom parachute deployment arepresented. These motions, much milder than for th_ _ff-axisversions
considered, permit aeroshell separation within 5 seconds of parachute
deployment.
Thor/De!is Chute Deployment
For the Thor/Delta large probe descent profileselected, a smaller
main chute was required and thisallowed selectionof a parachute arrange-
ment similar to thatshown in Atlas/Centaur configurationA (Figure 7.5-5).
Th_ ,_ma]lerchute package removed the main disadvantages of conflguration
A, *'t,_'_or.r_quiring too great an afterbody depth and too asymmetric an
antenna installation.Section 7.5.6 presents the separation performance iO
data for thisThor/Delta design.
7, 5-8
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Table 7.5-3. Deployment Method Tradeoff Summary
i
MORTAR * PYROTECHNICALLY ENERGIZED DEVICE, VERY WIDELY USED
tN PARACHUTESYSTEMS, WELL ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT
FUNC?IONS AS CHUTE CONTAINER AS WELL AS EJECTOR, AIrJS
IN MINIMIZING SYSIEM VOLUME AND WEIGHT
• REACTION LOADS AND VELCC_ITIESREADILYCONTROLLED|Y
DILATING ORIFICE P• VERY RELIA|LE
DROGUE SLUG GUN • PYROTECHNICALLY EXPELLEDMASSUSED TO EXTRACTPARACHUTE
DEVICES, CHUTE WEIGHT USUALLY LIMITED TO t.S L_
• REQUIRESLONG LINE TO ATTACH TO CHUTE F4_q EXTRACTION _
• SEPARATECONTMt_ER REQUIREDFOR CHUTE i'i_G NE S HIGH SHI_ICK _FFECTS_OTHERWISE CAN DE READILY
CONTROLLED i -
• VERY RELIABLE | '
GAS EJECEOR • USESINFLATING RAG TO EXPELCHUTE PACK FROM CONTAINER
• REQUIRESSEPARATECOLD OR HOT GAS SUPPLY
• DEVICE RARELYUSED, WOULD REQUIREDEVELOPMENT FOR
FIONEER VENUS
• RELIABILITY SOMEWHAT QUESTIOINABLE
CATAPULT • TECHNIQUE GENERALLY SIMILAR TO MORTAR, BUT GAS GENERA-
TION AND PRORULSION IS DONE IN CHAMBER IN TANDEM TO +_-_
PARACHUTECAVITY
• LOW REACTION LOAD CHARACTERISTIC
• REQUIRES ALMOST TWICE AS MUCH S_ACE AS MORTAR
• HEAVIER THAN OTHER DEVICESCONSlDEI_ED
• USED ON F-I I1 ":tERO/ZERO" ESCAP| SYSTEM
ROCKET EXTRACTION • SMALLmSOLID FUEL ROCKET FIRES ,_ND, WITH ALONG RISER
LINEr EXTRACTSCHUTE FROM CONTAINER FOR DEPLO_'MENr
• TkCHNIQUE IS USED ON STANLEY AVIATION'S "YANKEE"
PERSONNEL ESCAPESY$IEM
• WOULD PROBABLYREQUIRE EXTENSIVE DEVELOPMENT FOR _
PIONEER VENUS
¢ REACTION AND OTHEr FORCES LEASTOF DEVICES CONSIDERED
• ROCKET COULD REUSED TO ASSUREEJECTION Of COVERSFROM
,AFT,_ROSHELL AS WELL AS EXTIACTING THE CHUTE _ _ +
SELECTION: MORTAR.
,,-- 7.5.3.3 Canopy Configuration
_4
Another factor that is of utmost importance is the type of canopy.
The drag prcduced and size and weight of the device required are funda-
mental considerations. High drag/weight effi.ciency, normally a goal in
parachute selection, becomes less critical when weight and volume are not
tightlyconstrained and when emphasis is placed, as itis in PV require-
ments, on achieving zero-glide characteristics. The better zero-glide
chutes, such as the ribless guide surface type, exhibita 5 percent to ten
percent weight penalty over types such as the disc-gap band. This magni-
tude of a weight penalty, ho_vever, is not a deterrent in the case of the
Atlas/Centaur probe.
Achieving zero-lift/glide during descent can be related directly to
certaJ.n parachute characteristics. The tendency of a parachute to glide is
a function of two parameters, pitching moment and lift. The pitching
moment causes the parachute to cock to one side and develop an angle of
attack where a lift force is generated. With any particular parachute,
. _:" these parameters are also influenced by the forebody wake. Normally,
the lack of rigidity in the parachute allows the direction of the lift vector
7._-9
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to rotate in a random manner about the velocity vector, and thus average 4,
out to an essentially ballistic trajectory; however, selection of a canopy
design with a st__bletrim at zero angle of attack eliminates the need to
depend on such a random motion. The moment and liftof parachutes follow
systematic behavior tthatagrees with the flightoscillation performance.
A correlation of liftcurve slope and moment curve slope (nondimensional-
ized by the drag) is shown in Figure 7.5-6. With typical flightoscillation
data superimposed, these data indicate that the more stable canopy designs
tend t_ have less oscillation and less liftduring descent. The guide surface
canopies are clearly superior to other canopy designs, with ribbon design
a possible alternative. Other canopy selection factors are sun'zrnarized in _ ,
Table 7.5-4. Final selection of the RGS-type was based primarily on per- _
formance since cost factors are not significantly different for the established
design parachutes. (Use of existing hardware versus development of a new
parachute is discussed in Section 7.5.3.5. )
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iTable 7.5-4. Parachute Canopy Type Tradeoff Summar 7
I
RliLESS GUIDE • EXHiBiTSILESTSTATIC SIA_ILITY CHARACTERISTICSOF IYPES dl_
SURFACE (RGS) CONSIDERED IN TERMSOF OSCILLATION AND NEAR-ZERO J_tGLIDE CHARACTERISTICS
• OFF.RATESEFFECTIVELYIN TRANSONIC*TO.LOW.SUBSONIC
RANGE
• DRAG/WEIGHT EFFICIENCY NOT QUITE AS HIGH AS SOMF
OTHER CONFIGURATIONS (E.G., RINGSLOT, CROSS) THAT
COULD BE CONSIDERED
• OPENING LOAD CHARACTERISTIC |S LOW TO MEDIUM
• MANUFACTURE MORE COMPLEX THAN CROSS, RINGSLOT OR
DGBo BUT COMPARESFAVORABLY WITH RINGSAIL OR RIBBON
• TESTAND USE HISTORY MOSTLY INVOLVED WITH WEAPONS
STABILIZATION. FREQUENTLY USED AS PILOT CHUTE BY USAB
RIhlGSLOT * DRAG^VEIGHT EFFICIENCY SOMEWHAT BETTERTHAN RGS FOR
SAMEAPPLICATION
• GOOD STABILITY IN TERMSOF LOW OSCILLATIONS BUT SHOWS
MORE TENDENCY TO GLIDE THAN RGS OR RIBBON
• OPERATION GENERALLY LIMITED TO LOW SUBSONIC SPEEDS _ •
• OPENING LOAD CHARACTERISTIC IS LOW % ,
• MANUFACTURE RELATIVELY SIMPLEAS COMPARED TO RGS OR
RIBBON _'
• PRIMARILY USED FOR CARGO DELIVERY AND AIRCRAFT
DECELERATION
RIlIBON (FLATOR * DRAG/WEiGHT EFFICIENCY COMPARARLE TO RGS
CONICAL) * EXHIBITSGOOD STATIC SIABILITY CHARACIERISTICS, RUT RGE
HOLDS ADVANTAGE
• OPERATESEFFECTIVELY AT HIGH SUBSONIC SPEEDS
• OPENING LOAD CHARACTERISTIC IS LOW
• MANUFACTURING COMPLEXITY MOSTLY INVOLVED WITH
ACCURATE PLACEMENT O_ RIBRONS
• MOSTLY USEDFOR CARGO DELIVERY OR AIRCRAFTDECELERATiGN.
REGU/RESSPECIAL "SHAPING*' FOR TRANSONIC OPERATION _j
CROSS • DRAG_EIGHT EFFICIENCY'SOMEWHAT BETTERTHAN RGS FOR
SAM[ AFPLICATIO N
• VERY LOW OSCILLATION ANGLE, BUT TENDENCY TO GLIDE IS
NOT V/ELL KNOWN EXCEPTFOR "CROSS-CONE" TYPE (EXPERIMENTAL)
• INFLATION STABILITY AT HiGH SiJRSONIC SPEEDSNOT AS GOOD
• _ AS OTHER TYPES(E.G,, RGS OR RIBBON) iT_'_'_'_ • OPENING LOAD CHARACTERISTIC IS LOW TO MEDIUM
e VERY SIMPLEMANUFACTURE AS COMPARED T_ OTHER TYPES
i,L..&_# • ERIMAR .Y USEDFOR FLAREDELIVERY
RINGSAIL • HIGH DRAG/WEIGHT EFFICIENCY AS COMPARED TO MOST ALL TYPES
• HAS STRONG TENDENCY TO GLIDE
• HAS OPERATEDAT TRANSONIC SPEEDS
• OPENING LOAD CHARACTERISTIC IS LOW TO MEDIUM
• MANUFACTURE IS COMPLEX COMPARED TO MOST OTHER TYPES
• MOSTLY USED IN MANNED RECOVERY (APOLLO, F-I I I )
FLAT CIRCULAR • HIGH 0RAG/WEIGHT EFFICIENCY AS COMPARED TO MOST OTHER
TYPES
• POOR STABILITY IN TERMSOF OSCILLATION AND WILL GLIDE AT HIGH
ANGLES OF ATTACK (E.G., .$2 BAD|
• USE LIMITED 10 LOWSU|SONIC SPEEDS
• OPENING LOAD CHARACTERISTIC IS HIGH
• MANUFACTURE IS VERY SIMPLE AS COMPARED TO RGS, RINGSt.OT, OR
RIRRON l
• MAJOR USAGE IS PERSONNEL DESCENt AND CARGO DELIVERY
DISK-GAP*BAND • GOOD DRAG/WEIGH[ EFFICIENCY AS COMPARED TO RGS
(DOE) • LOW OSCILLATION ANGLE, RUT VIKING DATA SHOWS STRONG
TENDENCY TO GLIDE
• HAS OPERATED IN MACH 2.7 RANGE AT VERY LOW Q 1
• OPENING LOA_ CHARACTERISTIC iS ,AEDLUM L'I I
• MAF4UFACTUREIS SIMPLER THA_! R_.l OR RIRROhi
• PRIMARY USAGE IS FOR MET_,@ROLOGICAL SOUNDING EFFORTS. USED
ON VIKING DUE tO AJlLITI' TO OPERATEEFFECTIVELYAT M_4CH 2.0
OTHER • CHUTES FROM VIKING, I,POLLO, BIOSATELLITE, £TC, GENERALLY
/V_JCHTOO LARGEANt _ HEAVY FOR PIONEER VENUS APPLICATION
VIKING: 16.2 M O'_lt 41 KG
APOLLO: 2S,ilM XlNGSAIL, 59 KG !R_OSATEULITE: 9.7M RINGSLOT, IS KG *"1
• ALL HAVE TEN_,ENCY TO GLIDE
i
.t
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For Thor/Delta, the disc-_ap hand canopy type was selected to achieve
minimum weight and cost design. As indicated in the previous discussion,
this selection would result in a science perfozmance penalty relative to
inferring wind velocities during descent and further corasideration of the _#_
better performing ribless guide surface design should be undertaken in
anY7.5.future3.4MaterialsStudyinvolving Thor/Delta. I_"
Materials considerationc were mostly involved with the "normal"
textile synthetics, Nylon, Dacron and Nomex. A new duPont product, ,,
Special Fiber B, was also considered as a candidate for part of the applE- _'"-•
cation. Nylon is the pre£erred choice, primarily due to its wide avail-
ability in products made under MIL specifications for parachutes and its
ability to meet temperature environments. Various aspects of the mater ..........
ials considered are summarized in Table 7.5-5.
¢
'El
Table 7. 5-5. Parachute Materials Tradeoff Summary ' _,, ,
NYLON * HIGHEST STIIENGIH/DENSt1Y RATIO OF THOSE CONSIDERED 4b
• ADI[QUATE RI[SISTANCE TO HEAT EFFECTSFOR IqON|i[R
VENUS
• RF.ADILY AVAILABLE IN MOOUCTE MADE UNDI[R MIL SPECIFICATIONS
• MOST hlO_.Y USED SYNTHETIC IN PMACHUT|S, WI[LL UNDH-
STOOD l
TEMP|RATU.I_Eo_.TINFLATION SHOULO lii[ LIMITI[D TO 331P K
• MELTSAT _23 K i
DACRON • MEDIUM STIIENTH/DENSIPf RATIO, HIGFlEE _IGHT THAN
FOR $AMI[ SIZE[CHUTE MADE IN NYI, ON
_ GO_D lii[SISTANC[ TO HF.AT I_FEClrs, IqlOVEN ON VIKING(41 |" K)fOI PIONEER VENUS, 16_ULD I_O_ASLY HAV| TO HAVE flO-
DUC(S WOVEN OR liIb41OEDTO SFKIAL ORDi[R
• NO1 QUITE AS I[LASTIC AS NYLON
AFFLICA11Of_IN PARACHUTI[SGENERALLY WELLUNDI[IS_
• MELTSAT 523 K
NOMEX • LOWER STRENGTI,t/DIINSIfY/UtT|O 1NAN NYILON O| DACRON
• EXCEU.ENT RE,_ISTANCI[10 f_T EFFECTS(EI[TAINS 40% to _ OFORIGINAL STIII[NGITI AT 4711 K
• FQtl PIONEER VI[NUS, WOULD FR(,_MLY HAVE TO f_ fllOOU¢'(O
TO SPECIAL OLDER
• ELASn¢ITY NOT NEAELY AS GOOD A.SNYILON
ZERO-$TIIE_.",TH TEM_IIATUIE i$ _ K
OTHElt • DUPONT'S N_W SPI[CIAL FillER | IS NORNH.Y II_JITCHOICE[ FOF
liRIDLE LEGS: ZERO-STRENGTH OCCURS AT 72rK
• PSIo FlliERGLASS, AND M[TAL CI,01HS NOT AOVANflq_ IN DI[-
Vk'LOFMI[NT FOR FAIIACHUTII$, HIGH COSTS INVOLVfD
• NATURAL FilliES NOT SUlliED FOI IqONEBt VENUS AFFUCATIONS
AS OPPOSED TO OTHERS CONSIDEII;D
SELECTION: NYLON fOR ALL JUT IIRIDLE LEGS
NOMEX OR FLIER li FOR IIRIDLE LE_$
O
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7. 5.3.5 Use of ExiFtin& Parachutes versus New Designs
Suppliers were cons_!ted in the cost reduction aspects of using an
available Federal Stock (FS) canopy. The answer has been that about I0
percent savings in developmental costs can be realized which is consistant
with our estimate. Also, a change in the suspension line geometry may
be advisable or required in the interests of overall performance. This
would reduce the estimated cost savings. Finally, manufacturers note that
canopies produced to FS specifications are not as closely controlled in
/i
terms of dimensions as those made in small quantities specifically for
applications such as Pioneer Venus. This would affect achieving a known
ballistic coefficient design.
Although, as previously indicated, the actual savings of using an
existing parachute canopy are somewhat uncertain, a survey of existing
hardware and design chutes was conducted. Some of those located are
listed in Table 7.5-4. An existing aircraft decelerator chute was found
that was the right size for the mldterm version of the Atlas/Centaur proOe k ....
:._ (FS Ringslot Canopy). For the selected Atlas/Centaur probe descent pro-
file no existing chutes were found that fit the drag requirements. In any
case, the requirements for achieving extremely low glide characteristics
'-- and drag repeatability appear to be met fully 0_aly with a system designed
2 i/
.: specifically for Pioneer Venus.
7 7. B. 4 Preferred Subsystem, Atlas/Centaur
: As a result of the above tradeoff studies a configuration has been
.... selected that uses a mortar-deployed pilot parachute to remove the after-
=c body base cap and extract a main descent parachute. The general features
.: of this design are:
I) Ribless guide surface type canopies are used for both the pilot
.: and main p_rachvtes. (See Figure 7.5-I)
•-_:. Z) The sabot and cover of the pilot mortar are retained to preclude
damage. (See Figures 7.5-7 and 7.5-8):"--T
el
3) The pilot chute will remove and carry away the base cap and
extract the main parachute for deployment.
_- e"
:: ,;C 4) Packaging of main parachute will be in a separate nomnetallic
--":. jr. container. (See Figure 7.5-7)
%
.y
__ :_i 7.5-i3
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similar applications. The estimated trailing distance requirements shown
in Figure 7.5-1 are subject to wind tunnel test verification.
Nonmetallic construction, fiberglass-reinforced epoxy resin, will be
used for the main chute container and mortar tube and cover. During the • :*:::
period when transmission through both parachute and container is required,
a 2 dB attenuation is acceptable. ']_
7.5.5 Preferred Subsystem, Thor/Delta
Figure 7.5-9 shows the selected Thor/Delta parachute design and
sequence of vents during operation.
,i
,!
I. MORT,*JI FIlE
lAG AND MORTAR _ !
,_- SWIVEL COVEi '_
_ DISK
3, ASROSHELt AFTER-
|ODY AND
PARACHUTE
RELEASEFROM
DESCENI CAI_UL E !
7.14 M SYSTEMCHARACTEIIISTICS _i
([STriaTED) EM_CJ_//I:
INFLATED i
SWIVEL _,*M|TN 2.3S M
WEIGHT 1,40 gO
-UlDtE MOmTAI:
LENGTH 0.201 M
WEIGHT 1.3t KG
Ioi,41, w_.tO_ h 1,.9111(O
_JP._i: WEIGHTS AND DESIGN
2, OtOtl INFLATION DATA SAS|D ON MMC AND
AND A|/IOSHELL GOODYEAII AIIIOSPACE ,
FORLqlODY i COtI_ATION STUDY DATA
mAmAnON h ......
F_jure7.5-9. Th¢rJP4_#Par_hut#Syslem
The disk-gap band (DGB} type canopy was selected for application,
largely because of its known perf0i_i_nar_ce'behlnd blunt forebodies in the
low subsonic through Mach 2.2 velocity range. Data from Viking wand
talnnel and flight tests were the principal substantiating sources. The DGB
has a high drag/weight efficiency.
7.5-t5
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7.5.6 Analyses and Special Studies
Specific analyses and studies performed during the course of the
studies included:
l) Parachute dynamics during deployment and aeroshell separation, _0"
2) Design of a stabilizlng drogue device for the small probe,
_' 3) Parachute size, weight, volume, and mortar performance calcu-
lations.
7.5.6. I Parachute Deployment Dynamics #_
During parachute deployment, various bodies are separated and
! •
loosely coupled by forces that depend on aerod_rnamic characteristics of
' the bodies, their relative position, and the resilient connecting lines. The
vehicle disturbance during this highly transient intervai requires proper
simulation of the various components and, in general, speciali_ed tailoring
of the simulation tool. The dominant behavior, however, can be normally
scoped using more general models. The Viking decelerator deployment i
simulation model was therefore adapted to the Pioneer Venus deployment
- characteristics to study the capsule and parachute behavior during para-
i_ chute deployment. In addition, closed form solutions for the dominant
_ motions were employed to provide insight into the relative importance of
_- the various parameters. Since the Viking dynamic model employs a mor-
tared decelerator deployment, itwas readily adapted to the proposed Thor/
Delta system. Representative deployment dynamic parameters for the
t_ preferred Thor/Delta system are presented in Figure 7.5-10, and the
_-_ system parameters used in the simulation are given in Table 7.5-6. It
1 can be seen that the system quickly damps to low amplitudes.
The Atlas/Centaur decelerator uses a pilot parachute to extract thei
main parachute, the sequence of events being as shown in Figure 7.5-!I.
For this sequence, the dynamic simulation was begun when the pilot chute
was fully inflated, and the main parachute was released from the probe.
Representative dynamics o£ the capsule, aeroshell, and parachute are
shown in Figures 7.5-12 and 7.5-13, and the system parameters are given
in Table 7.5-7.
9
..e.
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Table 7.5-7. Atlas/Centaur Parachute
, D'eployment Simulation i
! , LOS PILOT PAIIACHUTt PAItAi_ltt$
2MC_IM_TEt
• 4_ i
eJECTEDPARACHL_TEMASS I KG
MOllM VtL4_J|V ..... I|_S . .
. j lIME 10 FULL INFLATION I SIC
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i-? Ol,i,,t *.*,
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.*ttOS.tLU'_ULt NOm.,_,%.
; _._. MASS 2_ KG
' MOMENT Of IN_RlrlA 30.4 KG.M _1
I |IIIDLE H|IGHT I.I:J M i
AEIO_ELL S[PARATION TIME 6 $EC
TRA_E¢IORY INIIIAL ¢ONOtllOIqS
t ..T,_o, _"" IVELOCITY II?/_/S
INITIAL FilCH IIAI| 3,_ °/S
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).r contrast to the characteristic trimming of the DGB parachute at
an an L_';".,of attack of about 6 degrees, which can be seen(b_igure 7.6-10)
to induc,_, a like angle in the capsule and to cause a relative pitch rate at
aeroshcll separation, the relative motion in RGS {Atlas/Centaur) system
at aeroshell separation is much less pronounced (Figure 7.5.13). The
damping of the deployment disturbances appear to be comparab;e in both
. seqvences; thus, a 5-second delay from parachute deployment to a_roshell
_eparation is satisfactory for both designs. Note the higher separation
acceleration of the Atlas/Centaur system which should result in a lesser *
clearance problem at separation.
Closed Form Dynamic Solutions
The dynamic behavior of a pazachutelcapsule system, elastica11y
i_:; coupled, can be analyzed in terms of a number of dominant oscillation
modes. A fundamental mode assumes a rigid system where the mass
properties are evaluated about the center of gravity of the system and the
aerodynamic forces of the total system are lumped together.
" _IP Due to the dominating influence of the parachute trailing distance,
_ this mode in highly damped and can be characterized by the following
- dynamic equation.
,,_,_ M L 2 _" + DL 2 _ + DLe = 0
'7 P
_,. whe r e; i
M = parachute mass
i_ L =parachutetrailingdistance i
D = parachute drag force
:.' I
'i} e = parachute trailing angle.
;7 I The na_xral frequency and damping ratio are thrn given by
wz D
, =M Lp
_. ! 6 = Z DII_I V
_ _ p
Jz
_. ( This mode of oscillation is excited when the parachute is deployed laterally
_:, L from the vehicle and can be seen to describe th_ parachute motion shown in
g_.=
Figure "_. 5-4.
! " 7.5-2 i
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The dominant capsule motion is due to the resilient suspension lines ,_
that couple the parachute and capsule. The restoring moment and damping _
which the lines give to capsule motions increase the normal aerodynamic
frequency and damping by the following increments.
LB b
4w2 : cl  ,
B_ -'- 2-'-F-c ,_#
where:
W = capsule natural frequency, rad/sec $ '
c
6 = oscillationdamping, per second .:
L B = effectivebridle moment center from c.g. !
F = parachute riser force _i
Ic = capsule moment of inertia
L = suspension lineslength _r_ 'i
S ...._
RK = suspension line damping "_ _;
I"Dp = parachute _uspension linediameter.
The bridle height, which so dominates both frequency and damping
ratio,is limited primarily by potentialslack line conditions thatcould be ._|
incurred during initialdeployment of the parachute, especiallyoffaxis such
as would occur with a lateralfired mortar system. The pilot-deployed
main parachute is extremely effectivein minimizing the lateraldisplacement
of the parachute at peak lo-,d,thus minindzing _e disturbing moments and
simultaneously permitting the maximum damping potentlalof a high bridle
height to be used without a slack line.
7. S.6.2 Small Probe StabilizingDrogue Study
A brief study w_s performed ro size a low-drag, stabilizingparachute
to operate on the small probe allthe way to impact. The principalproblem
in thisdesign is that standard textilescannot survive the very high tempera- W
Jture encountered at the lower altitudeson Venus; also_ the availeblevoJume ,_in the probe is somewhat constrained. Metal fabrics are one answer to the
7.5-22
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problems of high temperature and packageability; however duPont has
recently developed a textile called Fiber B whose zero-strength tempera-
_' ture is approximately 7ZS°K, which makes it a possible candidate. Taking
advantage of this material, a spring-deployed vane type canopy, very simi-
lar to those used as pilot chutes in personnel systems, was selected. The &_#
general configuration is shown in Figure 7.5-14. Using heavy cloth (680
gm/m 2) and cord to work the high temperature problem, the device shown,
including a container, would weigh approximately 0.45 kg. A spring- i_'
i
loaded door on the aft aeroshell, released by a pin-puller or equivalent _,_
device, would be required also, but the weight of this part was not included 1
in the estimate. !
!-..
t- I0.0 M .....
_0.61 M i J .0.40 M]
e4_l_ -I ./ ; 9.0M m_
o.
_- RI_R CANOPY J I
STitSlLIZ|It / |
,-JmmE % _o.27M _ -
00 _Q.40M
¢,S oo.1_3Je_
WT • 0,64 KG
i- Figure7.$-14. SmallProbeStabilizer
The objective in sizing the device was to reduce the ballistic coef£i- i#
cient as littleas possible while stillproviding an effective stabilizer. The
probe-aIone ballistic coefficient is 198 kg/m 2 in the subsonic range and it *
was decided that any reduction should be limited to 15 percent, resulting
in a comb_.ned value of 173 kg/m 2. Figtxre 7.5-14 shows a 0.27m Do. chute
located approximately 12 diameters behind the forebody. This represents
what is believed to be an effective system.
Figure 7.5-15 shows the canopy in some detail to indicate how the
spring is installed in a cloth cone in the canopy. When the chute is folded
for packing, the spiral-wound spring stows flat and, when the aft aeroshell
door is released, provides energy to deploy the canopy in the airstream.
The selected approach, using heavyweight Fiber B cloth and cords,
should assure survival to altitddes approaching the Venus surface. Although
some degradation of the dreg surface is anticipated, there will not be a
(- or rapid the device, mainly due to the fact that the
sudden destruction GE
drag load will not exceed 245 N or 267 hi.
7.5-Z3
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Figufe?.S-L_. Stabilizer¢lnopj ;:
= O. 40 m) iIn the Atlas/Centaur system a sorr,ewhat larger chute (DO _
wouldhe required and would weigh about 0.64 kg. This is based on an !'_ -_
Atlas/Centaur small probe weight of 7£ to:80kg having the same ballistic _
coefficientas the Thor/Delta small probe.
As an alternativeto the spring-deployed chute, a drogue-slug gun
was considered, but an additional0.57 to 0.68 kg would be added to the
system. The space availablefor such an installationis extremely limited
within the confines of the aftaeroshell and an unwanted '_blister"might be
required.
Ithas been suggested by Ames Research Center that trailinga
portion of thc aft aeroshell may be a more viable approach, particularly
in terms of weight and volume required. Very limited testingwlth such
a device has been accomplished by Martin Marietta with a subscale model
in the Langley spin tunnel with inconclusive results;i.e., a strong stabiL-
izing influencewas afforded relativeto damping large pitchingmotions,
but with the one bridle/riser/drogue cap arrangement tried, some small
amplitude motions were found to be induced by t_e presence of the drogue
C ap.
Ifa finalassessment of science requirements and/or finaldetermin-
_ ationof the detailedprobe stabilityperformance indicatethat an auxiliary '0
' 7, 5-Z4
Z_
: r
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stabilizing device is required on the small probes, development of a drogue
anchor of the ARC-type appears to be a good choice with the Fiber B tex-
tile canopy design as an alternative.
7.5.6.3 Parachute Sizing Analyses
The criteria and calculations applicable to the pilot chute, main chute _
and pilot mortar size, weight and volume requirements determination are
provided for the preferred Atlas/Centaur design in Appendix 7. 5A-I, Viking
program data was used in these calculations along with information provided
by Goodyear Aerospace and the Pionee. _arachute Company, Inc. The re-
quirements of Table 7.5-I were applied in the cases shown.
I
• I
I
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7.6 PROBE COMMUNICATION
7.6.1 Introduction and Surrunar),
This study recommends and defines preferred communications sub-
systems for a Venus probe mission using Atlas/Centaur and Thor/Delta
launch vehicles. Analyses, tradeoffs, and design tasks were performed
first to define preferred subsystem configurations for both Atlas/Centaur _,
and Thor/Delta missions, then to select the preferred mission. This
phase was followed by additional tradeoffs and analyses to define the prefer- _
red configurations for the Version IV science payload redefinition for the
Atlas/Centaur mission, the selected mission.
This section presents the highlights of the preferred probe corn-
munications subsystems for the recon_mended Atlas/Centaur mission, then :_
the analyses and tradeoffs followed by detailed descriptions of the preferred
configurations of the Atlas/Centaur and Thor/Delta missions. Finally tests
of the probe antenna mounted on a probe mockup are described. Details of 4m
analyses, tradeo£fs, and tests are presented in a series of appendices.
Impact of Version IV Science payload Redefinition. The impact on
_ the communications subsystems of the Version IV science redefinition was :_
." felt largely in Atlas/Centaur small probe configurations in that the data ]
rate for the small probes was increased to 64 bps from the former 16 bps _!,
rate to accommodate the highest post-entry science sampling rate. This
i_* higher rate reduced the small probe link margin considerably, but was _,_
:i_ - accommodated readLly by the 20 watt transmitter. ....
i_ Significant ana|.ytical accomplishments or new results from this study i
_-_: can be found in_he development of a lognormal channel model, a_d assess-
_!i_ rnent of planet atmospheric effects on both coded and noncoded channels,
:' including MFSK channels.
._ Highlights of the preferred large and small probe configurations for
"-_ the selected Atlas/Centaur mission are given in Table 7.6-I. Note that
_/'*' ' the communications links are_compatibIe with _he projected DSN capabilities
• :- for rea|_tlme ©ommunicat-_ons ttnks6 A predete_;tion recording capability
. is recommendedat the DSN for backup of the real*time links_ especially
i! f. during high Doppler rate regimes at the initial post*entry acquisition period.: L Every effort has been made to use DSN comp tible links and existing hard-
_._ ware or hardware requiring minimum modifications.
....'_ 7.6-I
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Table 7.6-I. Highlights of the Preferred Probe
Communications Subsystem for ....
the Atlas/Centaur Mission ---_- "= _
LARGE PROBE SMALL mOSES _'_
ANTENNA tY.DJ_ IBJkN$IILE/_ONE ._|
ANTENNA PAITERN & ON AXIS GAIN CONICAL BEAM, $.4 Oil SAME
11tANSMITTEROUTFUt POWER 36 W 20 W
(2-20 W UNITS PAKAL.
tiLED)
CHANNEL MODEL LOG NORMAI_ SA/._ #_MODULATION FCM/PSK/PM ME
DOPPLERTRACKING 2-WAY, rlUtNSPONDER I-WAY, STALL| OSCILLATOR |
BII' RATE 128 BPS 64 liPS
CODING TYPE & ILATE CONVOLUTIONAL t SAME
RA_ I/2DECODING SEQUENTIAL-SOFT DE- SAME
ClSlO. _
mANS_ISSIONPmODS-_NmV l0M*NUTESOU_tIONl-_.;oBs-s.0.ouB
BEGINNING AT E-0.75 FIR
POSTkACKOUT 73.6 MINUTES,. NOMINAl 63.4 MINUTES NOMINAL
TOTAL NUMBER OF BITS TRANSMITTED 642 048 ItllS 281 856 BITS
SUBSYSTEMMASS 5.12 KG (11.3 LB) 2.3F KG (5.3 LB) i
SUBSYSTEM,OWER 175.5 W ,7 W i
A block diagram of the large probe is shown in Figure 7.6-I to
illustratethe hardware selectionsto date. Detailed descriptions of the
subsystem are found followingthe requirements and tradeoff sections.
7.6.2 Rec_uirements of Probe Communications Subsystems .
The major requirements of the probe communications subsystem have
changed as the study progressed to accommodate changing science payloads ,_
and changing requirements of the mission and 0thei-probe subsystems.
The present requirements for the Atlas/Centaur mission wi_,hthe Version I
IV updated science payload are given first,followed by requirements _or the
Thor/Delta mission, which has subsequently been dropped as the _iv_l
,. option.
7.6.2. I Rec_uirementsp Atlas/Centaur lwith Version IV Updated Payload)
.Direct links to earth--range of O. 43 AU
*Compatible with DSN: frequencies, transmit/receive turnaround
ratio, modulation, decoding
*Survive through space, entry and descent to Venus surface--not
required,, to survive impact
*Return data at an error rate no greater than:
Bit error rate 10 -3
Word deletion rate 10 "2
7.6-z .....
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• Return d_ata aL a rate no 1_ Ll_an" ,_
Large probe 128 bps
Small probe 64 bps
0Data transmission periods: _
1) 10 minutes duration within 1 hour prior to entry -_-
Z) From entry to end of mission on planet's surface :_
,J
• Maintain Atla s / C entau r weight c on st raint s
• Accomplish above at minimum program cost
- 7.6.2.2 R.ec_uirements, Thor/Delta (Version III Payload)
Same as for Atlas/Centaur except as follows: ::
• Direct links to earth--range of 0.48 AU :
• Return data at a rate no less than: o.
Large probe--10Z. 4 bps above approximately 30 km altitude ?_
-:. " .... 85.3 bps below approximately 30 km altitude _
"" .......... Small probe. 10 bps ........... _-'_:_ @
............ .Maintain Thor/Delta weigh t constraints.
'..._:: 7.6.3 Communications Analyses and Tradeoffs
...." A series of communications analyses and tradeoffs were performed
.2
-_-: to arrive at recommended configurations and the Atlas/Centaur and Thor/
i.-i'.: Delta missions. Some of the key analyses were modeling of the channel ......
i :._ and developing parameteric data representative of modulation and coding
"_ performance for unique Venus-to-earth fading channels. This entailed
:.._ analyses oitracking loop performance, one-way and two-way tracking per-
formance, evaluating MFSK, PSK/PM and PSK/SC, developing methods of
'_.:. estimating the combined effects of coding and noisy carrier losses under
¢
_. fading conditions, investigating methods of computing atmospheric abso_'p-
'[i _" tion and dcfocusing losses, and investlg_ting planet muttipath parameters,
Other tasks included the tradcoff and selection of modulation, coding,
decoding, and hardware speeifieat_ov_ and sc!cctiQn, the l_repar_._.tion of
detail telecommunications design control tables showing tolerances for
teachitem, ant] the desi_l_ mock_tp and testing of a probe antenna.
__.-_, 7.6-4
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The results of these analyses and tradeoffs follow in succeeding
paragraphs. The antenna tests are reported in Section 7, 6.6.
7.6.3.1 Channel Model
From the outset of this study, characterization of the channel tur-
bulence, Doppler profile_ planetary multipath, refractive defocusing, and
atmospheric attenuation phenomenon was an important and tedious tech-
nical problem. Careful analysis and various study_efforts were devoted to
the problem of structuring a channel model that could be justified on the ba-
....... sis of compatible theoretiP.al as well as experimental evidence (Figure 7.6-Z).
.....' f- ...... if _r
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............ 1 _J_. --I_ J
Figure1.6-2.SimplestTelecommunicationSystemModel
Channel turbulence is characterized by quantitatively establishing theamount of random flu tuation th t th electromagnetic wave acquires in
I ,
j passing through a medium. This is accomplished by establishing the sta-
.........- tistical parameters characterizing the probability distribution for the ampli-
tude and phase of the wave. The lognormal probability distribution for the
amplitude and normal distribution for the phase is recommended. Previous
work to compute PSK performance used the Rician amplitude distribution.
The Rician distribution, also had previously been supported by deWolf ,'.n
Venus propagation studies. However, the Iognormal distribution give_ a
more accurate representation with regard to the physics underlying the
scattering phevomenon in the case of weak fluctuations. The performance
of the PSK system with Iognormal fading was derived and is given in Appendi_
'!_ 7.6C. Figure 7.6C-i, using values for the variance computed by Woo at the
_ suzface of Venus_ These values are based on Soviet Venera 7 data. The
effect of the phase fluctuations, as expected for Venus probe channels on the
coherent receiver_ appea_s to be negli_lible. This area requires more(., investigation however, as does the tracking problem. Appendices 7.6A,!
_,. 7.6B, and 7.6C present a detailed overview of the theory and experimental
--_i 7. 6-5
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data pertinent to modeling the channel turbulencej as well as explaining -,
why the complex lognormal turbulence model is recommended,
Studies of the Doppler profile due to probe motion indicated early in
the study that tracking u_ing a second-order loop was not feasible during
portions of the pre-entry, as well as post-entry period. This implies that
data must be stored for a p_riod o£ time after blackout before transmission D
begins or else one must rely on recovery o£ data from a DSN predetection
_" I magnetic tape. q
In Appendix 7.6F _ model is recommended for assessing the atmo-
spheric attenuationand defocusing losses on up-link and down-link radio
signals passing through the Venus atmosphere. Technique_ for assessing
!! the deleterious effectson link performance due to planet'_rymultipathi (backscatter,_ ar_ given in Appendices 7.6A and 7.6G. Appendix 7.6A pre-
i ;i sents the necessary theory while Appendix 7.6G give_ thegeometry in-
__.'_- _ :_
...._ volved in applying the theory to assess the actual link degradations. The '_
i_.pactof channel effectson performance is given in the design control i
i tables of Appendix 7.6H. Significant factors taken from these appendices
...., _are,highlightedbelow: _
I Turbulence Fadin_ {Appendices 7.6A, B and C) _
, Complex Lognormal Turbulence Model (Recontmended)
•Amplitude characteristic(lognormal)
•Phase characteristic(Gaussian)
i_ •Supporting theory - Tartarskii, Strohbehn, Woo, Ishimaru
i • Weak amplitude
fluctuations
• Single parameter amplitude distribution
*Parameterized by experimental data--Veneras 4, 5, 6, 7--
Mariner 5 flyby
.Slow fluctuations--fadin_ rate given in Appendix 7.6A
• = •Spurs development of new theory of tracking and data
_";.. detection performance.
:#
;, Rician Turbulence Model (notrecommended)
!,_ ,A_plitude characteristic(Rice-Nakagami)
_= •Phase characteristic (sine-wave plus Gaussian noise)
t
7.6-6
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• Supporting theory--deWolf
• Valid for strong fluctuations
• Two paramet_ric amplitude distribution
• Slow fluctuations _
• Denounced by Tartarskii for weak fluctuations
• Later denounced by deWolf in favor o£ lognormal model for amplitude.
Atmospheric Attenuation (AppendJ,x 7.6F)
Absorption and Refractive Defocusing :_
• Loss theory developed by Croft, Eshleman, Marouf, and Tyler
o£ SEL
_=. • Loss theory also developed by Martin Marietta Corporation using
planet model, SP .8011 i
!
• Recommended model for preparation of design control table
is Martin Marietta Corporation model. _
Planetary Backscatter (AppendixY. 6G) ........
• Model and theory given in Appendix 7.6A " ..... ' i:_
•Probe geometry and velocities with respect to Venus are used to
' tabulate effects.{seeAppendixY. 6G) ""
• Conclusion--planetary backscatter is not a first-order effect
.._ and can be assumed negligible in preparing design control tables.
:.- 7.6.3. % Modulation Trades
_'e During the course of the study four modulation techniques were con-
:_
:_: sidered for the probe communication links. These include:
•:. •Phase-shift keying a subcarrier while retaining a carrier component
_- for carrier tracking and coherent demodulation (PSK/PM)
"¢" *Phase-shift keying so as to suppress the carrier (PSK/SC)
_ _.
-:_" .Amplitude shift keying (ASK or on-off keying) the carrier directly
. _ •Multiple frequency shift keying (MFSK) with noncoherent detection.
Neglecting the application of coding and considering a perfectly synchronized
/_- it' whlte Gausslan noise channel, then PSK/SC is the most efficient arnot_g the
. !|
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above r_odulation candidates; however, for probe communication links one _ .
must consider the following additional design constralnta ana factors: _,,
1) Turbulence effects
2) Absorption and defocusing effects
3) Thermal _oi_o
"_ 4) Planetary backscatter effects
5) DSN cap_Lbility
6) Costs
, 7) Weight and power constraints
"_ _ 8) Mission Doppler profile
}_ 9) Signa:,acquisition time and range
I0) Dat_ handling constraints
_. Considering the above factors and design constraints, the advantages and
;?
i_ disadvantages ,_feach modulation technique are sunnanarized in Table 7.6-2.
,, The'entries ir_this table are provided from the study results documented L -t
il i_ inAppendices 7.6Athrou_hH.
_ Frorr_ Table 7. o-2 the modulation choice is PSK/PM for both theii A
i-:i_°'i, large and small prc bes. The rationaie is primarily based on cost, corn-
_., patibilitywith DSN hardware and software, existence of flight-qualified
,,'- ,hardware, and communication efficiency provided by coherent detection
. i and Doppler extraction tempered by the _lisadvantages of the other modula-
.... 7.6.3.3 Coding Tradeoffs
• i m
:_ ; The most suitable candidates for coding methods to be used on
._ i planetary entry probe communication channels are sequential and Viterbi,
,_.. These coding techniques provide significant reduction in required Eb/N °
_! 'ii'i" at a specified probability of bit error from the uncoded PSK requirements.
,, They also provide superior error rate performance to orthogonal codes,
-'! i as wellasblockcodesofequivalentcomplexity. Hybridandbootstrapcodes O
are too complex for this application, Which of the two methods, sequential
or Viterbi, is more _uitable is essentially dictated by the user data
........: 7.6-8
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requirements, channel characteristics, system complexity considerationr,
and DSN hardware compatibility. The latter of these is a significant cost
consideration. The choice is sequential decoding primarily based on com-
patibility with DSN and existing Pioneer spacecraft equipment. Interleaving
is not presently recommended due to DSN noncompatibility.
To make the choice and design for the channel it was necessary to i_
obtain the perfo:_:mances of the two coding methods for probe channels.
Although the performances of each method have been previously computed _
by computer simulation for the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) chan-
nel, these results are inadequate because we are faced with significant
receiver synchronization errors, as well as channel fading due to propaga- _,
tion effects. Therefore, we were required to develop the necessary theory
and computer programs to compute the performance of the coded system '_i
using either sequential or Viterbi decoding in the presence o£ synchroniza- :_
tion errors and multiplicative noise (fading). The corresponding perfor-
mance for the uncoded PSK system was also computed. With these results _ _.
we are able to compare the performances of the two coding methods, their
coding gains, and the theoretically achievable benefits of interleaving. In
addition, _he results are used to construct the link design control tables.
Table 7.6-3 summarizes the results for a 50-degree transmitting angle
from the surCace of Venus.
Table 7.6-3. Required Eb/N ° wL;h Lognormal Fading
and Radio Losses
I/DEAL (ADDI- NOISY CARIq|R COMEIN[D NOISY TOTAL RECEIVER
CODPNG/_*ETHOD, | TIVE WHITE liEFERENC[ EFFECTS CARlUEIIItEF CAREIEk, SUIICAItRIEII
AT ._Oe, l,fl[ _3 I GAUSSIAN Ir_CLUDED LOGNORMAL , AND FAD|NG AND FADING
' ' !NOISD[IONLY) 113 DE IN _E.e_) FADING EFFECTS EFFECTSINCLUDED kcF|CTS INCLUDED
I:Og 1U"2 _ ____ IDBI =v iNCLUDED tOl)., lOB) (O|)VITERBI t
R- I 3, K-6 J_ _,5 S.2 4.95 6,$ 7,7
TSEQUENTIAL
R- _ 2, K _ 32 | 2,2' $.!5 _,.7 6.1 7.3
mps i (7.4AT,_ EPS)
UNCODE0 PSK 6,9 ?.S _'1,2 E.9 9,9
_EQUENEIAL ] "1
bFCODING
CJAIN [ 4,65 2.35 't.._ 2,§ 2.6T
VITFRB! DE¢ODIN(;
(_AIN 4.4 2.3 3.25 2.4 2.E
,_,_, THEOREIlCAI INIEIIoLEAVING GAIN OVEIt
CODED SYSTEMWITH.
OUt INTERLEAVING 2,0
'i
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The basic data used was the AWGN results for Viterbi decoding avail-
able in the literature, and the experimental AWGN sequential decoding re-
sults with and without receiver loss, obtained at SPL by NASA/Ames.
The sequential ¢lecoding results w_thout receiver losses are given in Fig-
uxe 7.6-3. The effects of reference phase errors and amplitude fluctua- _
tions du6 to channel fading were included in the bit error or frarne deletion ,_
probability, 1_E, through the integral 5,
L/PE = P(EI$,A) P#,A (_,A) d#dA.A.
The P (E_O, A) represents the probability of bit error or frame deletion _
conditioned on a phase error value # and an amplitude value A. In the _
computations we have assumed that the noisy carrier phase reference and
the fluctuating signal amplitude due to fading are independent and remain .....
constant over the decoder memory length. In the cases where subcarrier
loss estimates were required, .subcarrier losses were arrived at by the !
i
-° . information available in the Teleco_unications System Design Techniques
I Handbook with a 0.2 dB estimate added for Doppler effects. Using the iNASA/Ames data for sequential deco ing deletion°rate with alt receiver :_
losses included and computing the fading effects on these data, the total
Io_s was estimated. These results are given in Figure 7.6-4. To obtain
more accurate results, elaborate simulation or experimentation is required.
For details of the analysis and tradeof£_ see Appendix 7.6D.
Based on the performance values. DSN compatibility, and commonality
with existing Pioneer spacecraft encoding equipment, the sequential decod-
ing technique is recommended for the Atlas/Centaur configuration for both
the large and small probes. Interleaving cannot be recommended without
• further study because of complexity, storage requirements, DSN incompatibil-
ity, and possible loss of large amounts of data at impact because of the
stored data. Even though the table lists a theoretical 2.0 dB interleaving
= gain it may be difficult to realize this galn.
7.6-ll
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To compute the performance of an MFSK system with these codes, ..... _;....
metric derivations and other analyses were required. Since PSK is the
chosen modulation, MFSK results are not given here, but the performance /
results, as well as other pertinent material, are contained in Appendix 7.6E.
The coding choice for the MFSK system with off-line processing is Viterbi _
decoding with constraint length 10. _.
7.6.3.4 One-Way versus Two-Way Links _"
#
A tradeoff study of one-way versus two-way links was performed to _
decide which type or types of links to use in the large and small probes.
This study, reported in Appendix 7.6L, was done in conjunction with the
modulation tradeoff studies and was strongly influenced by the projected
¢
capabilities of the DSN in order to effect a cost savings. A major factor
ir, fluencing our decision was the requirement for a transponder established
in the Version IH science payload definition. The Version IV science pay=
load deletes this requirement and reconsideration of the one-way link is .:
recommended.
Requirement s
Basic requirements are: (1) to provide some measure of Doppler _
to assess wind shear as the probes descend to theplanet's surface;
(2) provide downtink telemetry from each of the probes during the descent
phase; (3) provide capabilities o£ performing both Doppler measurement
and telemetry for a minimum of two probes and the bus simultaneously
.for a staggered arrival time of probes at the planet; and (4) alternatively,
consider providing Doppler measurement and telemetry for four probes and
the bus simultaneously for a nearly simultaneous arrival of probes at the
planet. Additional requirements are given in Section 7.6.2.
Theoretical analysis of the predicted performance for the one-way and
two-way links is presented in Appendices 7.6A, 7.6B and 7.6C. It has been
concluded that the effects of fading on the tracking loops are relatively
negligible and that one-way and two-way links are comparable when the
_" uplink signal-to-noise ratio is high.
"%
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DSN Capability and Constraints --
The DSN has the capability for a maxiJa_um of three uplink channels _"v
of 40 kW or greater (two at Goldstone, one at Madrid or Canberra)cover- ..... = _
ling vehicles in a 64.meter antenna pattern.
For the case of two or more probes arriving at the planet ".t the
same time and requiring high power uplinks for two-way Doppler, at least
two Uplinks are needed. Should th_ Goldstone transmitter be inoperativ e o .
the two 40 kW channels would not be available, leaving only one uplink for
two or more vehicles. Therefore, it is concluded that at least some one-way i
links are required unless one resorts to one probe at a time coverage or use
of nonstandard DSN transponder turnaround rations; this latter approach was
deemed too costiy. See Appendix 7.0L for details of this study. .!
Signal Acc_uisition in One-Way and Two,Wa Y Links
An automatic frequency search capability in the transponder would 4!
provide the quickest uplink acquisition and two=way downlink acquisition
with least loss of post-entry data as compared to ramping the ground trans- 1I
t
rnitter. This is true because of the time of arrival uncertainty and the fact '.
that for any reasonable uplink ramp rate (to search the uplink frequency
uncertainty i._ a reasonable time) the rate is too high for downlink acquisi-
tion. Hence, one must delay ramping the uplink transmitter for the post-
entry phase until the probe, even a late arriving one, will have entered.
This results in probable loss of two-way Doppler for several minutes and
possibly loss of data due to frequency jumping when the uplink does lock.
A comparison of acquisition times for one-way and two-way links for '
various Doppler_ predict accuracies and oscillator stabilities is given in
Appendix 7.6L, Table 7.6L-2. For one,way links with probe oscillators
having long-term stability of one part in 106 or better, the downlink acquisi-
tion tli_e i_ comparable:to a two=way link with auto search in the transponder.v. ...... ....
T rackin_ Accuracy
Range rate errors due to frequency uncertainty alone need to be less
than + 10 mm/s (refer to Section 4. Z.4). For the range rates experienced,
.' this results in a need for an oscillator having a long-term design frequency
.... Ostability of about J£ 4 parts in 10 7 and _ 8 parts in 10 7 at tlle actual post.
entry time. Refer to Figure 7.6L-3 of Appendix 7.6L.
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H_ardware Implications r Weight & C'ost
A comparison of weight and cost of one-way and two-way links shows
a weight savings of I. 7 kg (3.75 Ib) for a one-way link for the Atlas/
Centaur over that of a two-way link due to eliminatlon of the receiver,
diplexer, and some RF cabling even though the receiver is replaced by a
stable oscillator. The savings is slightly less for the Thor/Delta. Also, "}.
there is a cost factor of about $1/2 million in development and hardware
costs for two-way links compared to one.way links. 4%
Telemetry Degradation Effects
One-way and two-way links with high uplink signal-to-noise ratios _ ,
.... are comparable in performance after uplink acquisition is effected; how- :
ever, depending on the uplink acquisition method, the downlink transmis-
sions can be degraded by delayed acquisition of the uplink. Malfunction
of receivers, switchover circuitry, and other problems can contribute to "
loss of two-way downlink data; therefore, we conclude that the two-way _
hnk _s more r_.sky and the more expensive of the two.
_._._we"..... Recommendation "
:" A two-way link is recommended for the large probe primarily be-
=q cause it is included on the Version Ill science list. One-way links with
=: stable oscillators (+_.4 parts in 107) are recommended for the small probes
• !-. due to lower cost, lack of sufficient DSN uplink capability, and some doubt
_i-: as to the need for two-way tracking. A final review of use of the two-way
,A
.< link on the large probe is desirable before commitment to hardware.
:. 7 6.3.5 Probe Comn_unications Hardware Tradeoffs
_'_ Several hardware configuration tradeoffs were made in selecting
-_. baseline components to meet the basic mission requirements and assess
-,. relative weight and cost penalties. The latter, -in many cases, consisted ......
:- of engineering judgements on relative cost.
:}_ Probe Antenna Tradeoffs
, !_ The objective of the tradeoH study was to investigate and select a
low-gain antenna for Pioneer Venus mission. The basic requirements
, ._ _" considered in the tradeoff were:
._ 7.6-15 .....
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1) Use a single antenna for both large and small probes
2) Obtain maximum gain over antenna communications coverage
{see Figures 7.6-5 and 7.6-6)
31 Minimize the antenna size, weight, and cost _.
4) Select a circularly polarized antenna whose pattern has acceptable _,
axial ratio degradation over the coverage angles
5) Select material suitable for high temperatures and low cost
construction.
k
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?Two basic types of antenna patterns wero considered, the conical
beam and the split conical beam {butterfly). Four different small light°weight ..... _
antennas were investigated that basically meet the above requirements.
They are_ _l) Turnstile over a conical cavity
.... 0 ,
2) Planar spiral
3) Conical spiral
4) Loop vee.
Antenna trade characteristics are shown in Table 7.6-4. For the .. ,
Thor/Delta mission the butterfly and-con%c-patterns were considered_
because both could meet the pattern coverage requir_ements. However, -..........
for the Atlas/Centaur mission the probes have a wider communications
coverage area (from approximately 0 to 70 degrees on-axis due to targeting
spread of the small probes), which eliminates the use of a butterfly pattern.
This eliminates the loop vee antenna and the difference mode excitation of
i the planar and conical spiral. The turnstile/cone was selected for both ,.Atlas/Ce taur and Thor/Delt missions as the antenn whi h best meets
the performance requirements listed above. A detailed description o£ the :i
tradeoff study is presented in Technical Note P73-203434-076, P.ev B,
"Probe Antenna Selection, i, by G: R. Proctor, Martin Marietta Corporation,
Denver, Colorado, February 22, 1973. "
S-Band Power Amplifier Tradeoffs
Several suppliers Of solid-state S-band power amplifiers have been
contacted regarding their capabilities and product line items in the 5 to
40 watt power output range. A result of this survey, including interchange
of data with TKW, is sho_m in Te.ble 7.6-5. Of the companies contacted,
Microwave Semiconductor Corporation's designs appear to come closest to
meeting our requirements, although they nmst be repackaged to include an
output filter and isr)lator. Traveling wave tubes amplifiers were never
seriously considered due to the entry environment although Watkins Johnson
does not anticipate problems in this area (with _pectal orientatiQn when-
mounted in the probe). .....
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Baseline power amplifier nominal outputs for the Thor/Delta and
Atlas/Centaur missions are as follows:
Thor/Delta Nominal Output Power (W}
Large Probe 2 I. 9
Small Probe I0.0 i_
Wr
Atlas/Centaurv
_. . Large Probe 36 :i
•- .... sr . uProbe zo
........ Consideration was given to commonality of design between bus and
probes to effect cost savings. For the Thor/Delta mis_ion, probe weight
_ and volume were critical. These factors ruled out the paralleling of
:i single 6-watt packaged spacecraft units to provide the 10-watt small
probe and 21.9-watt large probe units. Also ruled out for the same rea- i
_ sons was the paralleling of single 1Z-watt units to obtain Z1.9-watts for !
- the large probe.
: For the Atlas/Centaur configuration the decision was to use a single _
20-watt unit for the smail probe and two parallel 20-watt units for the large _
_ probe as opposed to developing a 20-watt unit and a 36-watt unit or using % _
-=A two ll-watt units and four ll-watt units. However, when final detailed costs
are developed this decision may be reversed to that of using individual 20
".... and 36 watt units for better performance.
The method selected for paralleling the two 20-watt small probe
i
t- Atlas/Centaur units is the simplest, namely the use of hybrids. Other
_" methods considered were switched I/4A transmission lines to provide
._
partial redundancy and diode switched Wilkerson hybrid combiner but both
were rejected on the basis of added complexity and cost.
!: Transponder Recei, er and Transmitter Driver Selection Tradeoffs
A t1"ansponder or combination of receiver and transmitter driver is
j required for the large probe and a transmitter driver is required for the
_'! small prob_-s. For the Thor/Delta probe configurations, weight and
,:_ volume restrictions are quite severe. Units considered for the large probe
i_i were a Viking transponder (modified), separate modified receiver and
i I .
.iI
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Table 7.6-4. Probe Antenna T*'ade Characteristics
_TICS
ANTENNA 3 Off ; POLAR* FEED AXIAL MASS MATERIAl,I SIZE POWER BACK- PAFTERN DEVELOPMENT STATUS COSTS
GAIN AT BEAM- IZA- RATIO , (KG) HANDLING LOBE TYPE
2.3 GHZ WIDTH TION (OB) I(LB) CAPABIL- (Dgl)
(DBI) (DEG) ITYCONCEPTS
_v)
L3 CM X THE ANIENNA IS A MODifiED BEING A MODIFII
I1.4 CM DIA V KiNG LANDER RADARALTS- ANTENNA AND
5.4 ON 120 RHC SINGLE 4 BE- 0.23 METAL I2. I IN. X GREATER -14 CONICAL METERANTENNA, A SREAQo OF MEIAL WH|CH
AXIS SPLit TWEEN (0.5) AND ;4.5 IN. DIA) THAN BEAM 6OARD MODEL HAS BEEN BUILt MA4NTALNED, I:H
BALUN 0° TO 70° DIELEC- 60 AND TESTEDON A THOI_DELTA THEANTENNA IS
TRIC LARGEPROBEMODEL (SEE_FER- LOW COMPARED
VELOPMENT COS
ENCE I* AND APPENDIX 7.6J). TO MAKE A CERA
THE ANTENNA MET THE GAIN ANTENNA.
TURNSTILE/CONE COVERAGE REQUIREMENTSEAS-
ILY AND THE.SMALLSIZE I$
COMPATIBLE FOR BOTH LARGE
ANO SMALL P_BES,
NO PAT- SINGLE METAL ANTENNA, CONICAL THE ANTENNA WAS CONSIDEREC THE COST IN DRY
TERNS BALUN AND TOO LARGE BEAM FOR PROBEUSE IN REFERENCEI'. A CERAMICMOLt
OR EPOXY FOR PROBE WAS IN THAT tOLERANCESIT DETERMINED NECGAIN SUM MODE 0.27 FIBER- WHEN HPBW HEATING STUDY THAT THE SIZE BECOMES PHOl'OETCH THE
OBTAIHED EXITATION (0.6) GLASS IS_ 120 DEG DAMAGE TOO LARGE WHEN THE HPEW 1HE CERAMIC M,
OR 3.3 CM X AT 20 WAS LARGEENOUGH TO MEET IENNA CONFIGt
SINGLE $ BE- CERAMIC I 1.4 CM BUTTER- THE GAIN COVERAGE REQUIRE- MORE COSTLY T_*
S0 RHC BALUN IWEEN PLATE DIA (I.S IN. -14 FLY MENTS. THE POWERHANDLING ;ANTENNA.
T 2.7 S = 40 DIFFER- 15o& 70° i X 4.S IN. BEAM CAPABILITY WAS ALSO A PROS-
/'4 ENCE DIA) WITH LEM AREA.MODE CAVITY
_,_ PLANAR SPIRAL EXITAtlON .... U_q_,R AN-
_ _ ...... . TENNA
=
,_: SINGLE METAL 8,9 CM X CONICAL A IREAi)EOARD MODEL WAS ;THF _OST IN DE_3,6 I_S- RALUN 4 BE- 0._3 AND 5.3 CM DIA BEAM DESIGNED, BUILT, AND TESTED A CERAMIC CON
'ON RHC :fWE'EN (0,5 EPOXY 3,S IN, X (SEEREFERENCE1'1 FOR PROBE THE TOLERANCES
AXIS SUM MODE 0° & 70° FIBER- 2. I IN. DIA) GREATER -7 USE, THE PERFORMANCEAND PHOTOETCH THEEXITATtON GLASS THAN S_ZEAREACCEPTABLE, HOW- THE CE_IC CC
OR 60 EVERTHE HIGH TEMPERATURE MAKE THE COSTS
SINGLE CERAMIC 10.2 CM X CERAMIC CONE wOULD NEED CONSIDERABLY
• 3.8 SS RHC BALUN 4 BE- 0.32 CONE 9.4 CM DIA BUTTER- _ORE DEVELOPMENT. ANTENNA.
OFF S = 60 TWEEN (0.7) 4.0 IN, X FLY
- AXIS DIFFER- 3.7 IN. DIA) -I| ' BEAM
AT S ENCE 30° 6 ?G°
AL ANGLE MODE
..... E_,AtION
5.6 CM X THE ANTENNA WAS CON- THE ANTENNA I.¢
3.1 CM DIA SIDERED FOR THE THOR/DELTA CONSIRUCTIOt_
2'.0 _0 RHC SINGLE SBE- 0.23 METAL (2.2 IN. X BREAK- -9 BUTTER° MiSSiON, HOWEVER THE PATTERNCHAP,AT
OFF S : _ BALUN TWEEN (0.5) AND !.2 IN. DIA) DOWN FLY PATFERNCHARACtERiSTICS (BUTTERFLY)ELIJV
AXIS 40° & 90° DIELEC- :AT BEAM (BUTTERFLY)WiLL NOT MEET ANTENNA FOR
AT S TRfC -40 THECOVERAGE REQUIRE- CENTAUR MISSIC
ANGLE MENIS OF THE ATLAS/'
CENTAUR MISSION, Th'E
ANTENNA WAS DESIGNED,
IN REFERENCEI** THE AN.
TENNA HAD SERIOUSPROB-
LEMS WITH POWE_ BREAK-
,. DOWN AND CIRCULARITY,
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i._tics
' cost; nOTES
_'3DIF IED l BEING A MODIFIED VIKI _'.I_ ' THE ANTENNA I'_ ,._IACNINED
-- _ ALTI- JANTENNA AND MAINLY MA_ c FROM HIGH t'EM_E.RATURE
BREAD- OF METAL WHICH IS EASILY TITANIL_ WITH A HIGH
_EN BUILT I MAINTAINED, THE COST OF TEMPERATURECERAMIC DI-
_,_/DELTA THE ANI"ENNA IS RELATIVELY E_CT_IC U'b'_D|N T_E LAE_h
_SEE REFER- LOVvCOMPARED TO THE DE-
, .... I VELOPMENT COSTS NEEDED
_x_:,_. ITOMAkEACERAMICOrnED
'_ ZE IS " I
EARLEI Table 7, 6-5. Survey of Power Am )li£iers
_I_INS|0EEE0_ THECOST IN DEVELOPMENT OF 1HE ANTENNA IS Pt'IOTO .....
A CERAMIC _LD AND 1fie EICHED ON A HiGH EEMFER- . MANUFACTURER PROGRAM I STATUS MASS OC PO__ER I RP POWER COMMENTS
TOLERANCESNECESSARY TO ATURE CERAMIC DIELECIRIC. ] (KG) (LE) N/] W)PHOTOET HTH ANTENNA ON THE BAS IS ACHINED FROM ....
THECERAMIC MAKES THISAN- HIGH PURITy TITANI|k_4. RADIATION INC, TECHNOLOGY DELIVERED _0. IS (0.3) IB 6 f.',USTMODIFY DESIGN tO
1ENNA CONFIGURATION MUCH P_OGRAM REDUCE J_UNCTION TEMP
MORE COSTLY THAN A METAL GSFC
AN1ENNA. TRW DEFEn;E SATELLITE ENGINEERING 0.34 (0.g) 15 4 30 DB GA!N
PROGRAM (DSP) MODEL .... -.... .....
MSC COMMERCIAL MUST QUALIFY I 0.23 (0.5) 2,1 7 REPACKAGE TO INCLUDE
NEAR OFF FILTERAND h'._TOlt. -
SHELF I 0.45 (I) ,!'2 12 /
THE COST IN DEVELOPMENT OF THE ANTENNA ISPHOTO- '.................. ' ' • • 10.9 (2) 80 17 ._0.9 r 2) .... tOO _2
A CERAMIC CONE MOLD AND ETCHEDON A HIGH TEMPER- 0.9 (2) ! 150 30 i
THE TOLERANCESNECESSARY TO AT_E fRUNCA1ED CERAMIC PHILCO FORD I_OPOSED 0.45 (I) ZT 5 COULD IBEADD-ONP O[OETCH TH ANTENNA ON -CONE. THE P,ASE IS ALSO OF
IHE CERAMIC CONE, WOULD TITANIUM. 0.9 (2) 40 1O MODULE TO A TRANSMITTER
MAKE tHE COSTS INCREASE |.S (3.3) 105 20 0RIVER
CONSIDERABLY OVER A METAL MOTOROLA PROPOSED 0.63 (1.4) 25 S
ANTENNA. " N/A 50 I0
N/A I00 20
NOIF_ WEIQHT$ DO NOT I_EFLECTHEAl SINK 6ASEPLATEFOR HIGH _ORE TEMPERATUREENVIRONMENT.
THE ANIENNA {S SIMPLEIN THE ANTENNA IS MACHINED
COt_StRUCTION, HOWEVER THE FROM TITANIUM WITH A
PA[TERN CHARACTERISTICS CERAMIC DIELECTRIC USED
_BUTTERFEY)ELIMINATES tHIS IN THE BALUN.
ANi"ENNA FOR AN ATLAS
CENTAUR MISSION.
_REFERENCEI IS TECH NOTE
P. 73-2,03434-076,
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transmitter driver of the Pioneer 10 and 11 design, and separate modified
?
receiver, transmitter-drivers c,f the Skynet [I design. "" ,_
For tile small probe, a modified Pioneer 10 and II and a modified
Skynct II (or modified ViRing t l'onsponder modules} were considered. Table
7.6-6 compares estimated power weight and status of these units.
Table 7. b-6. Transponder, Receiver, Transmitter Drivers
MANUfACtURER FROGRAM StAtUS UNIt _A$$ OCeOWiJ CO/vW_NES
taw _lor_t to/it FLIGht _C =,4SIS.4) _,O R_OumS MClAL'roWERINPUT
XMIR 0.59 (I ,|) 1.4 OTHER IHAN _SVDC) AND
OTHERMODIFICATIONS (SEETEXT)
FHILCO FORD Vl KING LANDER IN QUAL TRANS- 2,0 (4.4) 4 I_ED 1'O REDUCE MAGNETIC FIELD
FONDER FOe CLEAI_.INESS (SEETEXt FOR
OTHERMOO@.
PHILCO FOe0 SKYNET II FLIGHT REC 0.99 (_. I) I .$ WEIGHt & FOWERES|IMATED FRC_,M
gMTR 0,64 (1,4) 4.f1 PHIL¢O FOeO OAtA SHEETS.
FHILCO FC_D VIKING - SKYNET II REC O,9S ILl) I ,_ ESTIMATED FOR FIONEER VI_NUS
COMEINI[D DESIGN XM_ 0.64 (I .4_ 4.0 TteOt/DELTA MISSION
........... _o, ACCOM'.S"ID
Mo;otaA........................_,N_ Too,:_o_.N_.EAv','.
SERIES
MOTOROLA THEIR IN nESIGN TllANS- NO |SilMATE OBTAINED ON
MINIATURIZED MID*?3 FONOIER _RFORMANCE.
VERSION OEMON-
$TRATION
........... _W .... tHEIIt IN 0tE$1GN REC NO ESTIMATESORIAINED ON
MINIATURIZED |e';3 PERFORMANCE,
, . VERSION X_TR
....... Iviodifications required for the receivers, whether part of.a tzans- *_}
: : -:. :. . ... . ............. . : "_
.... ponder or separate uuits,: lnc:lude adding frequency, search and acquisition
capability, modifying the threshold tracking loop bandwidth to 250 Hz
........ (ZBLO) , eliminating the command channel land ranging on the Viking re-
ceiver). Modification of the transmitter driver portions of the trans-
ponder or individual transmitter drivers is required to eliminate dual
subcarrier inputs (only one subcarrier is used for the probe, s). The Pioneer
• units require a special power supply to provide both € voltsand -IZ volts
DC for the receiver and -i6 volts DC for the transmitter driver. - .....
.... The baseline selection for the Thor/Delta large probe is Skynet-II-type
separate receiver and transmitter'driver units using Viking module_to get
ZZl
the-_ frequency ratio. For the Thor/Delta small probes a transr,_itter-
driver identical to the large probe is used.
For Atlas/Centaur a modified Viking transponder is used for the
. larg e probe and a transmitter-driver using Viking modules is u_,ed for the L ' : "
small probes.
Q
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iRationale for the Thor/Delta selection is savings in weight plus
flexibility in having two smallor packages in the Large probe.
Rationale for the Atlas/Centaur selection is potential cost savings
from use of an existing design and desirability of the more up-to-date
Viking design.
Dipiexer Selection Tradeo_# I|l e -
The diplexer selection for the large probe for both Atlas/Centaur and
Thor/Delta was based on data received from TKW and Wavecom. The
Pioneer I0 and I I model produced by Wavecom (their Type ID with a single
i, antenna outlet can be used _ithout modification. Othar units considered, ....
such as for the 'Vikin 8 Lander, included unneeded functions and were quite
i:-_ large and heavy.
!_ Stable Oscillator Tr_deoff
I: _ The stable oscillator for the small probes is carried on the science
! list for the small probe; however, it may not be a GFE item. Performance
:_!_ . requirements for this item are based on tracking and acquisition studies in
_=-I Appendix 7.6L, where Lt was concluded that long-term stabilityof + 4 parts
!-_i_'";-.i- in I07 would be the minimum to provide good tracking and acquisition per ....formance ([ess than I0 mm/s range rate error due to frequency uncertainty
'-L_ _+- "._. _ and about I00 seconds or less to-acquire the downlink carrier after the Dop-
eS| pler rates drop to 6 Hz/s or less using a I0 Hz DSN receiver tracking loop. )
i Use of a less stable oscillator, + I part in 106 for example, would
_;_ii! • _ , require an increased carrier acquisition time (189 seconds)for + I percent
_ Doppler shift prediction accuracy.
• Section 7.6.4.2 for typical charac_:eristics) are Frequency Electronics
Incorporated, Phiico Ford, and others (response _rom some potential
' I sources is stillexpected) .................................
i
_': 7.6.4 Preferredj'robe Subsystem Description, Atlas/Centaur
_'_ i t The communications subsystom designs are descrlbed for the large '
and small probes. They are based on use of standard DSN modulation/
, demodulation, decoding, and tracking techniques. Con,-mon hardware
r "-_ 7. 6-2!
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designs between large and small probes are used where applicable. These _
include antenna, tr_nsr_zitter driver, and S-band power amplifiers. _t# i
!
A complete set of telecommunications design control tables is con :_
tained in Appandix 7.6H; however, Tables 7.6-7A and 7B of the downlinks }_
when the probes aro n_ar the surface (altitude<l kin) are provided here for
insight into the overall link designs. Modulation is 1JSE/PM on the down- i
ii:
l_nk with unmodulated carrier on the large probe uplink to provide a two- }vJay Doppler tracking capability. Present design is based on margin equal
or greater than the sum of the adverse tolerances including I dB nominal
J
loss for predetection recording. For other carrier and data channel losses I
see Appendix 7.6H..
_ Table 7.6-7A. Telecommunications Design Cont_'ol Atlas/
Centaur Large Probe, Near Venus Surface INO.INAL Aortae
NO. RAItAMETER VALUE TOLERANCE NOTES
t TOTAL TRANSMITTING POWfR (OSM) 34 W 4 45.6 0,8 VOLTAGE 8, TEMP
B I
TRANSMITTING CIRCUIT LOSS (DI) - 1.6 0,4
3 TRANSMITTING ANTENNA GAIN (DS) @_ S_ • 3.5 I.S GAiN VARIATION
4 COMMUNICATIONS RANGE LOSS (DE) 0.43 AU -235.9 0.0
$ ATMOSPHERIC AIISQRPTION & DEFOCUSI:¢G LOSSES _DID - 0.9 0,1
6 POLARIZATION LOSS (DE) . 0,_ 0.1
_" 7 MULTIPATH & OTHER L_$SES (D|_ SEENOTE I
II RECEIVING ANTENNA GAIN (Oil) 4 61.7 0.4 JPL 810-5
9 RECEIVING CIRCUIT LOSS (DR} 0.0 O,O JPL 810-5
10 NET LOSS (011)(2.S44t5_?_8_.9) -193.4 2.S
I 1 TOTAL RECEIVED POWER(DIM) (1.10) o147.8 3,3
'_4: 12 RECEIVERNOISE SPECTRALDENSITY - qDBM/HZ) .184.5 1.4 33.5. 9.S°K
iii: i_ ToT_RECEIVEDtOWE_Vt,IO 111-1:) * 3_.7 SUM-.:'(DIM/H1.)
i -i':" CARRIEI_TgACKING
; 14 CARRIER POWER/TOTAt {DI) - S,4 0,4
IS 4OD;TIONAL CAURII[, LOSSES(DIID - 1., 0.9 NOtE :t
16 THRESHOLD TRACKING IIANDVADTH - 21ltO (OS) * 10.0 0.8
_ IF REQUIRED SNR (DR) 4 13.0 .0.0
III PERFORMANCE MARGIN (D3) (13.144,15-16.17) t 6.8 SUM 6.1
i-_ _ DATA CHANNEL
_.,_ 19 DATA POWER/TO'/'AL (D|) . I.S 0._
- _ S0 ADDITIONAL DATA CHANNEL LOSSES(0|) - 6.0 0.S NOTE 3
i'/ 21 DATA SIT RArE - lilts (DS) * 21.1 0.O 138&eS
i _" _t_ THRESHOLD ENERGY FEROATA SIT - Eb/N o (Db) ._ _1.3 0.0 NOTE 4
i _. |3 PEIIFORMANCE MARGIN "011)(IS*lg+_0-gl-_) _ S._ SUt._ S.4
"!*_ NOTE: 1. MULTIPATH INCLUDEDIN
i
IS &20|EtOW.
2. 1.0 D| P_IUEL_|I_CT!_INRECORDING LOSS _ 0.S D| DOWNLINK SUPPRESSON _, DOFPLER EFFECTS
• _ Er[MTS.
_"_" S. i,ooRPR_mTSC,ONRECORmNGLOSS_3.eo__o_s_,cA,leR&FADING* i.:zo,SUSCAm_R
_;: &0oPPt,.
'_._ 4. K = 3_, ILAT[ 1/_ CONVOIU_.IONAL CODING. FRAME DELEtlG_I RATE10"_1,
;&
J
: L
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!
Table 7. 6-7B. Telecommunications Design Control Atlas/
Centaur Small Probe, Near Venus Surface
NOMINAL AOV|aS|
I I TOTAL TItANS_TTINGPOME_II_'-'0W * _*0 0_II VOLTAGE &TE_P
3 TRANSMITTING CIECUIT LOSS (DS) - 1.0 0,E NOTE :1
a TILANSMITTING ANTENNA GAiN (01_ AT 0- _ ," 3,0 1,S AI)+ 0 0SO
4 CO_*U44UNII*vA_ON5 Ud_iGE LOSS (DIS) -|M,9 0.0 0.4 AU
$ ATMOSm_IIIC NISOIIPTION H DEFOCUSING LOSSES (DI0 - 0.9 0.!
6 FOLAItlZATION LOSS (Dt) - 0.2 0,1
? MULTIPATH & OTHEIt LOSSES(011) * SEENOTE 4 *
| RKEIVING ANTENNA GAIN (OS| + 61,7 04 J_ IIIOS
t UC[IVING ¢IIIeUIT LOSS(01_ 0.0 0.0 JIq. St0.S
to Nrr LossDi)r_r,s_7_) -i_._l 2_ _
II TOTAL RECBVED POWEII (DIIM) (I +10) .ISO.S |,!
I| E|¢EIVER NOISE SPECTRALDENSITY - (DIIM_) -IlM,0 0,9 re.S  6._1¢
I_1 TOlrAL RIK::BVEDFOWEIt/HO (DIIM/H_ (11. l_t)  :1_.7SUM 4,@
eAI_ ER TEACK|NO ,_
14 CASSI|R POIM[VI'OTAL (r._l) - |,2 0,5
I# ADDITIONALCAMI_LO555S(011) . l.S 0,:f NOtE!
16 TNRESNOLo TUCKING 5AND_MbTH .mtO(DI) 0.S
17 MQutERD SNIt (O|) 0,0
IS PERFOItMAN¢E MARGiI_ _ (13 ,.i4-17)  6.0SUM 5.5
DAI._ CHANNEL
it DATA POWES/rOTAL (DS) - 1.6 0.2 .
2D AD_TIONAL DAM CHANNEL LOSSES _ * 6,6 O.S NOTE 2 ......
21 DATA |it IL4TE* SPS (DS) + UI.I O,0 IM IkmS
_E2 THRESHOLD |N_._GY PERDATA |'T - EI_.I (DI) + 2.| 0.0 NOTE S
PERFORMANCE MARGIN (OIP (13+lE_20-2|-;r'4)  S._" SUM 4,7
,. -. ,,,,
NOTES I. ! 0 DI_iD_ECTION I[_ORD_NG LOSS  0,$_110SCILLATOII& DOP_LESEFFECTS
iNeLUOE_ IN ITEM IS.
|, 1,0 Ol NEDETECTION RECOIl liNG LOSS  4.4DII NOISY CArtIER &'FADING ,_ I)S
UC, d_EE & DOfKER.
3. INCLUDES 0.4 DtiRAOOME LOSS.
4, MULTIPATH LOSSES INCLUDED !N ITEMS I,S AND _t_.
S. K _ 32, RATE I/2 CONVOLUTIONAL CODtNG. FItAME DELETIO_I I',A_ 10.2.
Both RSS and a combination o_ antenna gain plus IISS of the rest of
tolerances are shown. Use of these latter criteria £or margin has some
basis in _act and remains as a possible option in reducing transmitte_ power
by about _. I to _. 3 dB respectively.
Transmission periods have be_n established at entry minus 45 min-
utes, or sooner, for a period of I0 minutes to affirnn that the system is
working prior to entry, i_his is followed by turning on the S-band power
amplifier at 50 g incrertf'ing plus I0 seconds (9 seconds for small probes)
_or transmission until _nd of mission on the planet surface.
** _ 7. 6-23
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Use of the 400 kW transmitter at Goldstone or alternati_rcly the l t=_ kW
transmitter at Canberra to establish the uplink provides _good signalr_o- ._
noise ratio in the transponder receiver for rapid uplink ,_ck _the recei_,_r
has an automatic search capability for rapid acquisition).
Completion of the pre-entry transmission at least 0.5 hour prior to
blackout avoids the high Doppler rates immediately prior to entry and
allows time to change the DSN transmitter frequency to the best lock uplink
_requency estimate for post-entry.
Use of narrowband tracking loops at the DSN limits the on-line down-
link lockup operational periods to other than the high Doppler rates prior
to parachute deployment. Downlink carrier lockup time is estimated to be i'
t
40 seconds after the .oarachute deployment based on uplink lock being ac- i
complished in less than I0 seconds and initial use of the 30 Hz loop. For
the I0 Hz loop this time increases to 139 seconds (see Appendix 7.6L).
The small probe link is a one-way PSK/PM link operating at a bit _
rate of 64 bps. Transmission periods are scheduled for pre-entry and
post-entry as they are for the large probe. Dov_dink carrier acquisition
is expected to be accomplished in less than 100 seconds based on use of
"_ the DSN 30 Hz receiver loop for initial acquisition. (This is after high
' D_ppler rates have subsided to <6 Hz/s) _.
7.6.4. I Large Probe Hardware, Atlas/Centaur
The preferred Atlas/Centaur large probe communications sub,jystem
. consists of an antenna, transponder, a pair of _0 watt power amplifie,-s
coupled with 90-degree hybrids, and a diplexer. (Interconnecting RF cabling
is described in the cabling discussion, Section 7.9). A functional block
diagram is shown in Figure 7.6-7. Each of the hardware components i8
. described in the _oUowing sections. Note that the data train encoding and
modulation of the square wave subcarrier are per£ormed by the data handling
_, subsystem; the DSN configuration is discussed In Section I_.
Large Probe Antenna ..................................................................
._ The conical beam antenna selected for the large probe was described
"-. in Appendix 7.6L. Characteristics are g_ven in Table 7.6-8.
_" O
g
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. t W'*G,V POw--I ''_
_l'_,7M KHZ
AHIENNA MS¢ ,SK MODULAtID
7 VIKING / _.. .... SQUAIEWAV! _
AMPLIFiU
, MS¢ VIKING
Figure?,6-7.Atlas/CentaurTwo-WayCoherentCommunications. Table"7. _-8. " Large Probe
urq,prow Antenna Characteristics
ANTENNATYPE. TUItNSTILEOVERA CONICALCAVITY
PATT[IN - CONICAL|F.AM, HPBW- 120°
ON-AXIS GAiN * • S,4..3 Dit AT 3.t TO 2.3 CHZ
POLARIZATION- III,tCP.
MATERIAL.TITANIUM
TliMPERAI'(,_I[- 76_°K
ENVELOPE* II .J-CMDIA X S.4 CM
MASS- 0.23 KG
SACKLOBES- 14Dll
POWEItCAPABILII_f - GREATERT/CAN40 W
Atlas/Centaur Large Probe Transponder
The functions of the transponder are to provide a two-way coherent
Doppler tracking capability and _ probe-to-earth telemetry 1ink directly _ _24O
to the DSN using a _- transmit-to-receive frequency ratio.
A summary of the characteristics for each of the units, which when
operated in a two-way mode comprise a coherent traneponderp is given
in Tables 7.6-9 and 7.6-10. The receiver is a dual conversion super-
heterodyne employing a phase lock carrier-tracking loop designed to
search, acquire, and track the uplink frequency both prior to and follow-
ing the high g entry, l_.anging and uplink command channels are eliminated
in this design. In the absence of coherent drive from the receiver, an
auxiliary oscillator in the transmitter driver provides an output at the
nominal transmit frequency. Mechanical design of both units is based on
the Viking transponder modular building block construction, Thin and
thick film substrates are used in each module. Typical functional block
diagrams for the units are shown in Figures 7. b-8 and 7.6-9.
Atla_/Centaur ,,.Large Probe Diplexer
The S-band diplexer is required to aUow use of a common antenna
" .for transmi_ and receive and to provide added £iltering £or the transmitter
output.
7. 6-25
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_ AM_IFill AOCP ,_._o,e_,,¢,I'" I .............
v WHEN LOCKED tO I I
I ___j_-_ SIGNAL I_ .ENT
..... I I L_m. _ ...... ......
j _L I
_,:_ Filufe7.6._I,FunctlonalDlqrm S-Bin4RwelwrPorl_oe_ _o
UrgePrO TramRn_r !
OSCILLATq_t _:
-_ COHERENT/NON COHER|NT
!_-*'_ f OSCILLATOR _PHA_,_ T
:-_'_i_ FROM RECEIVEROR $TAIILE OSCILLATOR |/
" : TELEMETRY ,., 3_.7_ KHZ $UKAARI|E |
.:--_-_ INIIUT v . i
.__... FkjureT,6-9. Functlonill)IsJrmS*lllndTrlnsmitterlOrlver
..,.: PorllonofLargeProbeTranspoMer
= The unit is essentially identical to that used on the Pioneer l0 and II
spacecraft. Its major characteristics are shown in Table 7.6-II.
Special £eatures, if any, required for this unit are related to meeting
__ the high g planet entry environment since the unit will handle the 36 watts
& :- £or l_oneer Venus (Pioneer I0 and II power was approximately 8watts).
__.
- . ,..
, i2-',
"..j
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Table 7, 6-11. S-Band Diplexer Assembly
Characteristic s ..
i, | mn , ,
PAitk_ETU SRC@ICATIONseQusi_eNT _LJ
S|CEIVE| CHANNEL*
CENI'IR FIII[QUENCY 2115 _ S MHZ TYPICAL
FASSII_,,NDILANDWIDTH i0 MHZ MIN
FASSIAND iNSERTION LOSS O.TS DS MAX
FAb'SIL&NOVSWI $, I$:1 |
S%OIqlAl_K'IN,,_,R|IQH L'(;_'_ ...... IP
IS00 TO _MHZ 65 DS MIN :,
_11)' TO 229"/MHZ H DS MIN '_'
3350 TO 3000 MtIZ 65 DS k,IN
TILANSMITT|R CHANNEL: f
u tOWeRtt_NOLING 40W
C|NTER FKSQUIHqCY 339._ ',' S MHZ TYPICAL
PASSIIAND I_NOWiDTH 10 MHZ MIN I_
eASSIANDIN._lt'lOe'JLOSS O.SOtMAX
PASSIANDVIWR 1.1SmlMAX _
STOPllAND INNRTiGN LOSS :'
i_0 TO _ MHZ d_l Oil MIN
"-_ |l 1OTO ='130MHZ ILSD| MIN _ ,
' '- _ TO 3000 MHZ SSDS MIN
ISOLATION IRTWHN CHANNSLS
, 1500 TO _ MHZ 65 DOMiN
21_6 TO 2116 MHZ I,S OS MIN
TO _IOOMHZ 115DII MIN
2_0 TO _000 MHZ 65 DS/NN
. Baseline Atlas/Centaur Large Probe Power Araplifier_ .............
:. The large probe power amp!i_ier _elected for this program is an all ....... ....
: .... transistori_.ed microwave integrated circuit(MIC) power amplifier using , ------
- "_ hermetically sealed MSC 3005 tr_._nsistors and alumina microstrip match- _'
:_" ing networks. The higher gain, more efficient 4005 transistors may
--_ eventually replace the 3005 units for this application when more history
=711 on these transistors is available, Networks are combined for efficient
_i paralleling of output transistors in each amplifier. Major characteristics
of the power amplifier are given in Table "/. 6-1Z.
._ Table 7. b-12. 20 Watt S-Band Power Ampli_ier
': :._ FflEOUENCY 2290 TO _:1_0MHZ
_ ._-_ ,.:_. POWER OUTPUT (MfN//qUM) _0 W 285eK rO 3110K
•:- _i In._ W 311°K TO 339°K
, _ BANDWIDTH 10 MHZ
,_ I_A_StMrNG_d.F_UT ,qtPl_L 0.2 DS
. ,_ EFFICIENCY 24%
• "_ ' _NFUT VOLTAG! ]8 V, 10%
" ." "_ INPUT IMPFDENCE _0 OHMS
LOAD iMP[DENC[ _0 OHMS
"; ' DRiVS PO_I_I_ 13S TO 195 mW
',C': iN,'U/VSWR I .$1'O I
: -" HA/_MONIC$ 4_ OS DOWN
*'_ II[MRItAIl_ (Oi_RATING) I_K TO 34t°IK (¢,A_)
Ol/¢S/r ENV_EO/_t',tEP4T MISSION LFVI[LS
: SiZ| 3_1 CM 3 _ iN. l)
i_ • MASS(NOTINCLUDINGtXHItNALHSAT SINKS O.91 KG (_ LIJ) q./
' 7. 6-28 .....
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Two of these 20-watt units are paralleled by two 90.degree strip ..... i+
line hybrid couplers to provide a nominal output of 36 watts. Phase change ,_
material will be used to control the base plate temperature of these units• i
7.6.4• 2 Small Probe Hardware, Atlas/Centaur ' ' _ _ ......
IThe preferred small •probe communications subsystem consists of -+
a transmitter-driver, 20 watt S-baud power amplifier, antenna, and a
+
separate external stableoscillator (InterconnectingRF cabling is described
in the cabling discussion, Section 7.9). A functimml diagram of the sub- P*
!'+ ' ..... _system is shown in Figure 7;6wI0. E&_h of the above RF components+is •
- described in the £oUowing sections, The DSN configuration is discussed in
Section 12.
_]_7 VIKING
Momm I _._,Koma.) _.a. I _+
l _ "I I_K MODULAT|O "f
............ l •- I _+m_+, L I ,.,+,.. L_m_._,_ v' +I r I +"++'
• .. ,. ..... M_ .... " '! • ...... I_II.¢O-FOIID_--_"+ + _Alul.................... J _I_
+
..... ++ &_ODJFIIDVIKING (_t_.H.L_.Y
Figure7.6-10..qlaslCenlaur0he-WayCohar,nlCon_municalionso
+ SmallPrObeS
._. ........ • .... _+,. _;+ As-a subsystem the smaU probe communications equipment provides +i
a one-way link directlybetween each small probe and the DSN at a fixed :+'' ....
_- data rate of 64 bps during a t0-minute pre-entry transmission period
._ beginning 60 minutes or more before entry, and again during the descent
phase beginning a few seconds after entry, and ending after the probe impacts
on the surface.
-,, Error control encoding of the PCM data stream and PSK modulation
,e
,-" the 32.708 kHz subcarrier are accomplished by the small probe data
._ handling subsystem. +_ " ...............
•,_ Small Prob e Antenna
_" The Atlas/Centaur small probe antenna is identicalin design to the
ii! mrg+p.Dbo
' Small Probe Transmitter Driver, Atlas/Centaur +++
; ! The small probe transmitter driver has the identical electrical
( characteristicsof the tra.n_mitterdriver portion of the large probe trans
• _ ponder, except that the output drive power is reduced to drive a single
!
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UZ0- watt power amplifier and the input frequency is supplied froth an 4,
external stable oscillator rather than the receiver. Size and weight are
given in the subsystem size, weight, and power table at the eT_d of this
section- -Table 7.6 - 14. _
P
Small Probe S.Band Po_er Amplifier, Atlas/Centaur_
The small probe power amplifier is the same as on_ of the two iden-
tical 20- watt units used for the large probe.
Small Probe Stable Oscillator - A stable oscillator is required for
i i i '!
the one-way links of the small probes to keep DSN signal acquisition times
• to a minimum and to provide good short-term stability and minimize error
: in range rate measurements.
Typical characteristics for this oscillator are shown in Table 7.6-13.
.... POssible sourceshave been previously enumer_te_: however, in any case,
some development work on this item ten:sins in-addition toth_t of the .......
Applied Physics Laboratory of The Johns Nopkins University, which is ,_
currently under contract to NASA.
- Table 7.6-13. Stable Oscillator Characteristics
_ (Small Probe)
• iiii i
- _ _ FnEQUENCY MANGE 38.0 TO _B.4 MHZ
POWER OUTPUT 3 mW ,, L 2 mW
-- _ SPURIOUS OUTPUT _ OB OOWN, MINIMUM
OUTPUT VSWR 1.5:1 MAXIMUM
FREQUENCY STABILITY
_' _ INITIAL FREQUENCY _ I PART IN 106
-', LONG TERMDRIFT, MAX!MUM (2 HR) _4 PARTS IN |0 ?
SHORT TERM STAIILITY _.1 $
-= _ AVEMG|NG TIME) _*3 PARTS IN fO! !
T|M_RATUIE RANGE _4_K TO 3311QK
POWER DISSIPATION MAX_UM _ rnW
UNREGULATED _IJ VOC * 10% (I W OF ttI_ATERPOWER
- MAY |[ USED FOR I HOUR
INTERMITTENTLY)
_"_ _ ' MASS, MAXIMUM 0,341 KO (3/4 L|)
$|ZE, MAXIMUM ?-CM-D|A SPHERE
(OR EQUIVAI.[NT VOt.UME)
._.- _ OUTPUT MONITOR NOVIOIE IILEVZL INDICATION
POWER OUTPUT TO _NIROt.
_- i ............ _ANSMITTER OMIVEII SOU(C|
i
::_ Small Probe Size_ Weight, and Power Tables for Atlas/Centaur
-:'-_-_. The size, weight, and power for the Atlas/Centaur large and small
probe communication subsystem are given in Table 7.6-14.
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Table 7.6-L4. Atlas/Centaur Probe Communications
Weight, Power, and Volume
i sl
: LAAG|'I1011 I_ALL _Oll
MAIl POW|i V,OtU_e MAtS POWll VOLUMI(KO) ill) (W) _,m-p {IN | (KG) (LIt (W) (CM t) (IN 3)
R|CEIVll _ 2.0 (4.4) 5.5 2_ (1_) ........ .'_
mANsMmem/mlw,j . CO,lifO o._ (a.o) ,.o m _) Ib_
S-lAND FOWI[RAM,*LIFIIR I .l (e)(4.(/) 170.0 _4 (40) 0.91 (2.0) I_.0 me (20)
ANTINNA 0,23 _.5) II.S CM OIA IV 0._ {0.SJ 11,5 CM OIA IY ,__
S.4 CM HIGH S,4 ¢M HIGH 1
HYIRIDCOUPL|_S (2 1OTAL) (b) 0.13 (0.d) _2,1 +
DIPLIX|R 0,91 (2,0) 103.9d
sv_ oscautvon -- " i_s.5 "" o.a4 (0.3) o._ ,j
TOTALATLAS/C|NTAU| 5.12 01,3) 2._19 (S.3) 3F.39S.$
TOTALTHOt/DELTA(Sl| 3.6 (7,9) 1,3? (3.0) 46.3 I_VAJUl?._)j)
(o) SUM 09 TWO POWER AMPLIFIERS
&) USED TO FAIIALLELtWO S-lAND POWER/_MhlFIERS .:
7.6.5 Preferred. Subsystem Description, Thor/Delta ,,
i !
.,i__, The preferred communications subsystems for the Thor/Delta mis-
sion are based on a 1977 arrival date as compared to 1978 for the Atlas/
_+ Centaur configuration and are designed for the Version III science payload.
These subsystems operate in the sa ._Rs.those for the Atlas/ =
Centaur probes using the same modulation and tracking techniques.
I However, the convolutional coding constraint length is reduced to K = 8 fori use of Viterbi decoding and the rate is reduced to I/3 instead of I/Z as
used in the Atlas/Centaur configuration. This decision was based on
-,v Version III conclusions that a Viterbi, rate I/3, decoding capability would
_- be available at the DSN and that this decoding approach would be less
costly and show better performance under fading conditions. Bit rate for
::_! the large probe is switched from 10Z. 4 to 85.3 bps at an altitude of 30 km
as opposed to a constant bit rate for the Atlas/Centaur large probe.
_i A complete set of telecommunications design control tables for the
Thor/Delta large and small probes is given in Appendix 7.6H along with
detail justification £or most parameters. However, a table (Table 7.0-15)
is provided here for the large and small probes at an altitude near the
planet s_rface ............
;-_:_ Additional carrier and data channel tosses including fading £or a
"1'_' ( Rician channel, are used for Version Ill _cience ,_rior to Version IV. The
Iognormal channel model has been used for Version IV links. For a corn*
. p. ri_on of Rician an_ 1ognormal channels, see Appendix 7.6C.
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+_/ Table 7.6-15. Thor/Delta Link Analysis. Large andSmall Probes
I Kt_AIOVEkll_AC! LAIG_ _LL
TRAN_IrTER #OW[R (W-MIN) 20 9.1
lit RATE (liPS) U.3 10
NO. PARAMITU ' NOMINAL AOV_$_ i NOMINAL , AOV_U
I YO|AL 71_NSMITTINO POWER (DRW) . )3.4 -0,4 + |0.0 -0.4
2 TRANSMITTING CIRCUIT LOSS (01) - 2.0 -0.2 - 1,0 -0.3
3 TRANSMITTING ANTENNA GAIN (0i)  S.S-1.2 + 3.0 ol,3
4 COMMUNICATIONS RANGE LOSS (OS) *_6.71 0 -2S4 0 0
S ATMOSEH|RICASSOIIqlON&01FOCUSINGLOSSES(O|) * 0.89 -0.11 - 0.9 -0.1
6 POLAIIZAIION LOSS (OR} - 0,_ ,0.1 - 0,2 ,0,1
7 MULTIIPATH • OTHRR LOSSES (DR) S|| NOTES SEENOTES
0 RL_EIVING ANTENNA GAIN (DR) * 61./O -0.4 + 61. F -0.4
. - 9 RECEIVING CliO, lit LOSS (DR) 0 0 0 0
+ 10 N|I LOSS (DI) O+3+4*S+M?ql+9) -IN.67 .2.0| .194.2 -3.0
II TOTAl, RECEIVED R)WRE flPlW) (1,10) -Ill.T/ *3.41 -11i4.3 .2.4
19 IECENB NOISi _ECTRAL OENSffY * (D|W/HZ) -914,S0 +1.0 -314.8 it.0
13 TOTAL RE¢||¥EO F_t'I[It/NO (0|W' HZ) (! 1-13) + 33.73 -9,41 + _10,9 -|.4
CARRIIII TRACKING
14 CARRIERIIOWIR/IOTAL (OR) - 4.T4 -0.4 - 1.6 *0,3
IS ADOiTIONALCAIRIFJ_LOSSIS(DI) , 0,7' -0,| - 0.6 4,4
, 16 THRESHOLD TIACKING IANDWIDTH * 3_0 (DR) -0.i  10.0.0.i
I? THRISHOLD SNR (OR) + 13.0 0 + II,0 0
19 II_IFORMANCI MARGIN (OI) (13914915-14-17) * 4.11 *4,11 ," 7, I -4.1
DATA CHANN [q
': 19 DATAPOWn/?OTAL(DI) - 1.76 -0,_ - S.I -0,$
20 £O0ITIONAL OATA Cl4ANNk'L LOSS|S (01) - S,_S -0,S * S,6 4.1
• 91 DATA lilt RATE* IPS (DR)  19.30 + 10.0 0
....... 39 THRESHOLD ENERGY PIR DATA lit * Eb/N o (OI) + 9.5 0  3.5G
33 FiRFORMANCR MARGIN (DIO (1_t19_30-21-22)  4.42..4.1| + 7.1 -4.?
I. MULTfPATH LOSSES ITEM ? ARE INCLUORD I_hROE FIIOI[ _.LL F_Oli
IN ITEMS IS & _. SUM RSS SUM RSS
3. K " 6, RATE I/J CONVOLUTIONAL VITERll
SOFT DECISICIN Dt¢OD1NG. S/NO. 3.41 I.M S/NO. 3.4 I.MCARRIH 4.11 1,91 CARRIER 4.0 1.91
DATA 4.tl 1.74 DATA 4.7 1.9] ._1_
' Note that the margins equal or exceed the sum of the adverse toler-
i . ,!
"+_i' antes, which were the criteriaused in the linkdesigns.
! 7.6.5. I Large Probe Hardware, Thor/Delta
The preferred Thor/Delta large probe communications subsyste.mi :,
consists of an antenna, receiver, t.ransmitter-driver, Z0-watt S-band
+ .. power amplifier, and a diplexer. (Interconnecting RF ca_-iing is described
_--'[ in the cabling discussion, Section 7.91 A functionalsubsystem block
! ,
diagram is shown in Figure 7.6-11. Each of the hardware components _s
described in the £ollowing sections. The DSN configuratio_is discussed in
Section I_.0. Convolutional encoding of the PCM data stream and PSK
modulation of the' 16.384 kHz subca_rler are accomplished in the data handling
;._. subsystem. Size, weight, and power for the subsystem are contained in
•' Table 7.6-16. _ wE,o.T _ow.
IFS+ AC_HAATEO
_.W FOWEi TEAM_IITtER II----- iQUAIIEWAVE
":+_ Ak_q, IFIEi onlvl_t ISUKAIIISE
P Mt, C
4 __J COHIIINT ORIVE_'1 R|CEIVII
.... _Igur, 1.6-11, !1_. IDII_111so-W@/_Ohilfll_Communicalions.
t_r_ Pr_
P., 7. 6-3Z
1 I 1
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Table 7.6-16. Thor/Delta Probe Communicatinns Weight, /
Power, and Volume
L_Ge MOll S_L _ol!
MASS POW|I VOLU_| MASS POWIR VOtU_(KG) (Lit (W) (r..Nk4j (KG} (LI} (wI (r..J,A_)
EICEI_It 0,N (;..I) I.i 7ill ........ '"
11tANSMITTER/OItlV|R 0.64 (1.4) 4.0 S23 0.64 (I .4) 4,0 533
S-lAND POWERAMPLIFIER 0.91 {2.0) O0,0 li3 0,S (I .1) 43.3 129.S
ANTENNA O,_l {0,1) |I,,SC,MOIAI¥ 0,3,1 _,,_) tl.dCMDIAIY
5,4 _ HIGH :),4 eM HIGH ;
Olt,Lexea o.N (i._) io39 . :_li_IOTAt,.1HO4_OI_LTA 3.6 (7.9) 9J.S I._ (3.0) _.3
TOTALATLAS/¢ENTAUR $,i2 (11,3) |75.S 3,39 (S._l) 07.$ L
(5E_TA_E 7.6-14)
I
NOT|: STALL|OSCILLATORif4 THOR4)|LTASMALl.PROSEISPAJIYOF SCI|N¢| PAYLOADAND NOT
SHOWNH_RE
Lar_ T_robe Antenna i _'p
The large probe antenna design is identical to that of the Atlas/
Centaur large probe antenna described in Section 7.6.4. 1 and is also
identical *:c _he Thor/Delta small probe antenna.
La__c Probe Receiver and Transmitter/Driver
The func_ion_ of the receiver and transmitter driver are to provide
a two-way coherent Doppler tracking capability and a probe-to-earth
240
telemetry link directly to the DSH LLsing a _ transmit-to-receive fre-
quency ratio. A summary of the characteristics for each of the units except
r_ for _ize and weight, which when operated in a two-way mode makes up a
_i _ coherent transponder, is given in Table 7.6o9 and 7.6-10.
• The receiver is a dual-conversion superheterodyne unit employing
_4 a phase lock carrier-tracking lo0p designed to _earch, acquire, and track
- the uplink frequency before and following the high Izentry. Ranging and
uplink command channels are eliminated in this design. In the absence
• ' of coherent drive from the receiver, an auxiliary oscillator in the trans-
' mitrer driver provides an output at the nominal transmit frequency.
Mechanical design of both units is based on Viking and Skynet II transponder
modular building block coll etruction. Thin and thick film substrates are
used in each module. Typical functional block diagrams for the two units ..... 1
_ are the same as for the Atlas/Centaur, Figures 7.6-8 and 7.6.9.
;_'"i'
,_ Large Probe Di_lexer
The large probe diplexer is identical to the umt described prewously
for the Atlas/Centaur configuration (see Section 7.6.4.1 and Table 7.6-I I). '_
:;; (
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. Large Probe Power Amplifier
The large probe power amplifier is identical to the single 20-watt
unit described for the Atlas/Centaur small probe which in turn is identical
to the basic 20-watt uvit identified i7_ Table 7.6.12. (Two of these are
paralleled for the Atlas/Centaur large probe).
7.6.5.2 Small Probe Hardware_ Thor/Delta
The Thor/Delta small probe _,ommurications subsystem ccnsists _,;"
of a transmitter =driver, 10-watt S-band power amplifier, antenna, and a
separate external stable oscillator. (Interconnecting RF cabling is de-
scribed in the cabling discussion, Section 7.9). A functional diagram of
the subsystem is shown in Figure 7.6-12. Each of the above RF components
._ is described below.
:= WEIGHT .... _W_ . .... .....
: :-: _'_ ANT|NNA 1.37 KG (3 L|) 44b,3W
Y M°""° ! H ,. ,...z
PsKJAO_L*TE0 ............. :_
] $QUAIt| WAV|
|G-W POW_ lrlIANSbMirrl_ I_'_ SI_IcAIIIlu
AMFLIFIER DIM[It _STAIL| OSCILLATOI
MSC PHILCO-FOItD
Figure1.6-17..T_rlOena0he-WayCoMrentCommunlcallo._. "41_
Smalll_'ol_ ....... qli_
The small probe antenna and transmitter driver:are identLcal t ° the
large probe units. The stable oscillator is identical to the Atlas/Centaur
unit described in Section 7.6.4; Z. The only remaining unit, the 10-watt
power amplifier is identical to the large probe power amplifier with the
I following exceptions: (I) weight is reduced to O. 5 kg (I. 1 Ib); (Z) output
i _ power is 9. I watts minimum for a temperature range of -48°C to +38°C
-_ " and 8.3 watts minimu _or the temperature range of +38°C to +66°C.
7, 6.6 Supporting Analyses andTests
l
I Antenna Performance Test - A test program was conducted to
i . investigate the perturbations onthe radiated antenna pattern resulting from
! the mounting arrangement on the aft body (basecover) of the Thor/Delta
!_ large probe, A full=scale m_kup of the aft body of the Thor/Delta large
_!A,- probe was built and the proposed Pioneer Venus antenna (turnstile/cone)
was mounted and tested. A summar 7 of the test configurations and antenna
_ ! patterns is shown in Appendix 7.6Jo
_:i 7, 6-34
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As a result of the testing, it was determined that the antenna pattern
C
was _riticalIy degraded by the presence o__a large open cavity directly . _i
under the antenna. The ant_rmals hall power beam width {HPBW) waa
reduced frorn approximately 100 degrees (free space) to approximately i60 degrees and the ripple increased 6.8 dla. The solution to the problem
was a metal screen or plate placed over the cavity and around the parachute
: I canister. The resulting antenna patterns meet the gain and ripple require-
ments shown in Figure 7. Z- i3.
, t
,. _ -!0
, Z
, ,
! 1o,ob- ,_
_'7- *|i i I I I 4 I i I I i I
:. _ o° 1_ ;m° _ _oo _ _ _o n©_ l:m° u_° 14_'_to° tie* 17o*ASNCTANG .I_,¢) (OlOallSnOM UIMItI'MPO._)
_'I THE hOliES WILl. I_ SPINNING. THREFO'(| TH| COM/_JNICATION COVk3_a| WiLt ms SY_TIU?..AL
ABOUT THE mOllE SPiN AXIS _ DEGRID. GAIN VARIATION (PAYrBIN RIPPLq OVEI THE £ 70 HGIIHVIEWING ANGLE SHALL NOT F._¢||_4 DL'o THE M|NI/_IJM GAIN I|CNJIII_|NT AND MAJtIMUM IIACK
ton .aUIR_E__ ASS,O_AmOW.
Fkllure7.6.1 _A_ennmGIdnklutr_n_ ......
The information obtained during Thor/Delta confi_ra_lon.testing _zs
--_-2_ currently being incorporated in the Atlas/Centaur large and small probe
J," configurations . An Atlas/Centaur antenna test _ro ram £or both lar e
" ! and small probes, is currently under way and will be completed be£ore the
ilil..._ _ext program phase. Preliminary results show tha_. the small probe antenna
.... and siterbody configuration is compatible, whereas m,ount!ng a parachute
"_. },. container above the large probe antenna creates problems. This Latter
'"i" ''_ problem can be corrected by raising the antenna on a pedestal and mounting
_:.i_! the parachute Ln a pack partially surrounding the antenna pedestal.
'- L',
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7.7 DATA HArsDLING AND COMIviAND
'i
7.7. 1 Introduction and Summary
The data handling and command subsystem supplies timing and com-
mands to the scientific instruments and the other subsystems, acquires _#'_
data from these instruments and subsystems, quantizes and arranges these 1d_ta into the desired format, and codes and processes the data into a form
suitablefor 1_aodulatingthe RF downlink. In addition,memory is provided i "
to store information during periods of RF blackout and to buffer high speed -_"_
d::ta bursts from the scientific instruments. The data handling subsystem
and itsfun,_:ionalinterfacesare depicted in Figure 7.7-I. :_
_BFOeS_NCENA_CTERISTIC$[ E_INEEalNG| J SCIENCE' I
• WE,O,,._.5_o I_NSOUCmJ F--I INs"_NTsI ::
i .,T'*TES-'-,0" .*VOLUME - 52111_3
_00 G ACCELERATION DAT. I
• 5120 tITS STORAGE
KEY FEATURES _•FORMAI$ EASILY CHANGED
• MULTIPLE BIT RATES
• I0 tIT A0C FOWER _ _ CO/,tMAND
• 0TU COMMON TO P_OSES/
I_S/ORIlTER
• IDTUIDENTICAL
LARGE AND SMALL
IqIOBES _
-_'_.-_- • MAXIMUM US_. TELEMETRYAND COMMANDSOF P;ONEER 19/11
DESIGN
FOR ENHANCED DATA J _- TELEMEI'_Y AND COMA_ANDS
_____. • CONVOLUIIONAL ENCODER
LINK (11[RECttMANCE I 1
FUNCTION _ /vIM
co i!
I1 | ,
POWUI _C NTROL _,
.
Figure?,?-h DataHandlingIndCommondt0HC)SubsystemBoun(larles ._
Poring the Phase B study, preferred subsystem approaches were
s_nthesized for the Thor/Delta and the Atlas/Centaur launch vehicles, i
In general the requirements and interfaces were identical for both launch
vrhicle designs, ttowevcr, the weight limitations of the Thor/Delta c_n-
figurati{,n severely constrained design and packaging while the Atlas/
Cental__r ,!esi,t,n realiz_,l additional cost savin_,s at the expense of increased
wo i ._i_t.
i .
-. !
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A survey o£ candidate data handling equipment, including new light- 1
_w
weight designs as well as existing flight-qualified units, was conducted.
A summary of the trade parameters for the off-the.shelf equipment is
given in Table 7.7-I. None of the existing units contained the flexibility i.
to fulfillthe Pioneer Ven,ts mission requirements without modifications.
In addition, all units were too large and required too much power for use ""
on the Thor/Delta configuration.
Table 7. 7-t. Potential DHC Subsys_er_ Survey Results
i
SYSteM VOLUME MASS P_V_ER,.(cc , (Kol OENERAL
i'HOR/DELTA 2 360 6. ! 3 256 ,NEWDESIGN _
L (PIONEERVENUS) 10-BITADC ].._MVM '73 20500 77,0 25.... ? b... '_
PIONEERI0 &'l I 7 300 15.0 3.8 290 6-BITADC
NEWPROGRAMMER
NEwMEMORY ,,!.VIKINGDAPU 9100  0.5 6 8-BitADC
NEWPROGRAMMER
NEWMEMORY 4
OSO 5 700 16.5 9 '132 [g-BITADC
NEWPROGRAMMER _
.... NEWMEMORY _ ._._._
The preferred Atlas/Centaur DHC subsystem design for the probes 4_
uses a modified Pioneer 10/II Digital Telemetry Unit (DTU) to perform
the data handling functions. The circuit design modifications to the existing
printed wiring boards are identical to those required by the probe bus and
orbiter. Significant cost savings accrue from the common usage of this
design fJr all mission applications. Circuit boards which are devoted
exclusively to probe and orbiter functions will be removed and the probe
package size reduced accordingly. Both large and small probes use the
identical DTU configuraticn which simplifies spa_'es provisioning.
The coIT_mRnd functions are performed by the command unit which is
packaged in a compartment of the power control unit (PCU). Included in
this unit are the coa._tt.;mer, descent timer, discrete events format gen-
erator and memory unit. The command unit provid,':sall power tralasfer,
pyre firing, bit rate, format chancre, and memory mode select comn,ands.
lnf,)rmation (IcfEn_n_ the sequence and tin_c at which each _'ommand siena|/;
._ is initiated i_ :_tored ip re,d-only-memories tROM) and is readi!y chat_ge-
.; ahh, by rel)la_,',i_ent _f a few parts. The col_n_and requiren_ents are a_t
d,,ri_ _tl rnq, lirements rt_-¢_d_,t| to ir_p!etltenl lhe s_.ien,:e and en_ineeriow
. *.°
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!l mission requirements. The large prob--derived command requirements
are given in Figure 7.7-13. The small probe requirements are similar,
but mo_e limited in number.
The system functional block diagrar_ is given in Figure 7.7-I. A _
detailed discussion of the preferred Atlas/Centaur cor_iguration is given ,_
in paragraph 7.7.4. "_,
:9
Subsequent paragraphs of this section describe the requirements,
the trades and analyses, and define the preferred configurations. Unless
otherwise specifiedj the Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle configuration and
Version IV (April 1973) science payload definition is described.
!7.7. Z Requirements
Several categories of requirements were imposed on the data handling
and command subsystem. Those requirements associated with timing
determination are deri,,ed from error budget allocations 0viththe other sub- i_
systems. The number and type of engineering measurements and data inputs _]
[ are _aken from the compiled telemetry lists. Downlink coding requirementsset in inter-subsystem tradeoffs and format a d coding constraints are
imposed by the deep space network (DSN) capability. Since science and
engineering telemetry requirements are not firm, we aUocated a reasonable
amount of growth corv.rnensurate with the program cost constraints. The
resultant conceptual designs are adequate, however, to permit subsystem
tradeoffs and sizing. The principal functional requirements are examined
below.
7.7.2. I Large Probe Requirements Analysis
The data handling subsystem acquires engineerlng data for subsequent
telemetry. The engineering analog measurements will be quantised to at
least 64 levels (6 bits}. Science analog housekeeping wi]i be quantized to
:: 7, 8, or 10 bits as required. A telemetry list summary gives the measure-
_" ment requirements shown in Table 7.7-2.
-. The scientific data acquisition requirements for terminal descent are
;_ given in Table 7.7-3. The quantization levels are defined in the _cience
: _ requirements document as "bit size." The 7., 8-, and 10.bit words require
I the words to be quantised to 128, 256, and iqZ4 level, respectively.
.=, 7. ?. _l
NNNNNNN_q_T. r.nq
'i
Table 7.7-_. Large ProbQ Engineering Measurements Summary
Measurement " Analog Bilevel Digital 4_i.... i i
i
• Electrical Power k Pyrotechnics 6 7 0 i
/
Dat,_ Handlin_ 3 15 11
- Comm_nications 19 I 0 ;I
The rrnal 1 1 0 0
Science 6 1 0
Total Required 45 34 11 _;
" |
Table 7.7-3. Large Probe Terminal Descent (Nominal) Experiment
- Data SarnpIing Requirernent I'
• MEASUREMENT ! MINI_M SAMIPLING INTnVAL
" ANALOG,
• _ IILEVE.Lm
D_OtTALINSTeU_aENT" D_C_PTION stz__tTS) AL_D_ (M)- ,• o7,Ib_E!S) , _ o
TEMFEIIATURE ATM TEMP A 1O 200 NA
..... THERMISTOR A, 7 NA 140
I_FJSURE AT_ I_ES_URE A IO 200 NA i
- , -- THEIMISTOR A 7 NA 140 mACCELERATION TURIIULENC£ A 7 l_O NA
= (SEE NOTE o) AXIAL A 10 NA
: .- AXIAL |.U, A tO NA _0
LATERAL A 10 NA ,10
-" " " LATERAL A 10 NA 40
- IHERMISTOR A 7 NA 140 , I d_
..',
F
-_i_'- . HOUSEKEEI_NG A _O I PEI EV|RY NA _ . -
; ' i, MEA_'DIUREMENTS '.
'e--- 1OHU/4_DITY
: _' .... PARTICLE"ZE SCIEN'CEAND D i'40 _0 NA i
. ._. SPECTROMETER HOUSEKEEPING i
-'-" " SOLAR RADIOMETER S¢|ENCE AND D 240 (¢) 750' NA
• HOUSEK(EIqNG 72 _1) _
- IR FLUX SCIENCE m,ND D IC0 750 NA
HOUSEKEEFING
- --" WIND-ALTITUDE SCIENCE D 37 NA 20 _
RADAR VOLTAGE A 7 NA _ 60 +
TEMPERATURE A 7 NA I 60 ii
" MASS SPECTROMETER I SE'E%_dDECIALSAMPLING REO4alREM_Et:($"," + GAS CHROMATOGRAPH S|E "SI_ECtALSAMPLING REQUIREMENTS_" :
...... ' (o) A TOTAL OF I_0 BITS _F DATA RECORD|[J,DURINO _NTRY ARE TO BE _,E.ADOUT DURING
THE FROZE DESCENT
(b) NO MEASURI_MENTSREQUIREDIELOW44 K_
•"-._, (c) 66 KM EO 44 KM
(d) 44 KM TO THE _URFACE
SPECIAl, SAMPLING' IIEOIJIII|ME NTS
MASS SPECTROMETER- A MINIMUM OF eO 0_0 EliI+SOF _ATA INTLL_ _NERAT|O R|TWEEN _M Kk4
AI_D 44 KM. TH'_SEDATA ARE TO lie SAJ_hED AT ONE CONSTANT RATE. DATA READOUT MOVE
66 K_ SHALL BE SAMFLED At THIS SAME RARE. THE NUMIBI Of Ills f_ll COMFL£TE MEASUREMENT
WILL VARY. HOWEVER. ALL FORMATTING IS OCtNE V4THIN THE INSIRUMENT.
FROM 4d KM T O THE _tRRACE A MINIMUM OF I 0_ RITS AREGENERAIED. THE_| DATA ARE TO RE ....
SAACPLEDAT A CC1NSTANT RATI.
GAS CH_OMATOGRAIq4 - THIS INSTRUMENT WILL MAKE ONE M|ASUEEMENT |VEINY _0 M|NAJT|S - "
" * _+: IIEGAR_ESS OF ALTITUDE INTERVAL. DUllING THE FIRST IO MINUT|S_ THE INSTRUMENT WILL
, GEt.._RATE AND STORE l) _ lilts IN A IUFIIEI MEMORY. NO DATA All TO liE"KL4D OUT |Y THE
PROREDURING tl¢lS PERIOD. f'A,IRING IH| LAST 10 MINUTES THE INSTRUMENT IS NOT IN A MEAS-
UREMENT TAKING MODE. IT IS Pf!QUIRED THAT THE 13 _0 RtTSRE ILIAD OUT BY tHE SPACECIIAFT
DURIN_ 1HiS TIME,
:+.. Except _or the accelerometer, all data will be acquired after the probe
enters the atmosphere. O.ly the accelerorneters are on during blackout O
(high g entry); all others are turn_.-i on during terminal descent.
'-'- 7. "_-#
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Other candidate instruments are given in Table 7.7-,_. The memory
size and the number of data channels could be significantly impacted if these
instruments are included.
Table 7.7-4.. Large Probe Terminal Descent IOther Candidate)
Experiment Data Sampling Requirements 'i
ii ._ i I i ,.ii i " .._|
MEASUREMEHT MINIMUM _ING INTERV_ _ ' ' :::.....
INSTRUMENT OESCIIIFTION OIGtTAL |IZE _ITS) ! ALTIIU('_ (M) , TIME ($)
_,u,'y.uomc_cE _t-c_ D 2_0 NA
HOUS|K||PtNG A 8 NA I(]0
A e _, im w:r_OUS|KEIPING
flOUSI[KEEFING A l _IA IGO
A_-"-S,_:TRO,,_,ERSaReEANO , _ "* '®
AUREOLE DITL4:T_ _IENCE AND D 4G0 _O HA
,,- , .... t
ISHOCK LAYER $(;I|NCE AND t? _,NALOG 84 TOTAL NA (e) NA
RA_OMETER HOUSEKRRI'ING |ITS PER
SCaN
, , ,,
: :" (e) A TOI'AL OF _ tITS OF DATA RKOIIND DURING ENTRY ARETO I| RF..ADCUT DUIqNG
11tEF_OI| DESCEN1
!.- Thedata handllng subsystem.providcs:..t:_e.p:obe timing source. The .......
:_,, timing requirement is paced by the subcarrier frequency and stability
: ,_ _ nece_ssary for the telemetry downli1_k. The fre_ue'n'cy should by synchroni_.ed . __and in phase with the telemetry data at all bit rates, and mus_, be co,npatible - ........ i.....
: _':"-": with the ground stations (DSN). The resultant characteristics, which are I
;:'#_ compatible with Pioneer I0 and II, design are: I
=c=_ Frequency 3Z. 768 kHz +_. 0.0_% ,
_ _itter 0. 590 between any two cycles i
:.:_ ..... Stability _0U ppm long term i
• _- This source provides a number of timing signals to the instruments and
other subsystems; however, very _ew have been specifically defined by the
_,:, users. I
ITo improve the RF downlink communication efficiency, we recom.
mend data coding. The selected coding, together with _ormat design must
be compatible with the DSN.
.... The data handling 0ubsystem should be capable o£ relaying probe data
,_=_ to the probe bus during preseparation checkout for transmission to ground
_r" via the probe bus telemetry link.
...........(
!
7.7-5
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7.7.2.2 Small Probe Requirements AnaLysis
The engineering _lata acquisition requirements are sumnlarized Ln
Table 7.7-5
Table 7.7-5. Small Probe Engineering Meas,zrem_ents Summary
Measurement Analog Bilevel I Digital
i!
Electrical Power 3 5 0
Data Handling 3 I5 11
Communication 6 0 1
The rmal I 0 0 0
- Science 3 0 3
•-- Total 25 20 15 I
.... The scientific data acquisition requirements for terminal descent are
given in Table 7.7-6. Only the accelerometer is required to be on prior to
• _ and during entry. The data are to be quantized to 64, 128, and 1024 levels
respectively for the 6, 7, and 10 bit words lengths. Additional housekeepJ,ng
data are anticipated, but not.yet defined ....
-_ Table 7.7-6. Small Probe Terminal Descent (Nominal) Experiment
Data Sampling Requirement
MEASUREMENt MINIMUM SAMPLING tNIERVAL
ANALOG 1
O11
"_ INSTRUMI!NT DESCRIPTION DIGITAL SIZE I|l/S| ALTITUDE (M) tIME (S}
.°
' _ " |EMFERATURE ATM TEMP A 10 200 j NA- " , THERMISTOA 7 NA |40
, PR[SSURE A'tM FllESS A )0 200 NA
, , tHERMISTOR A 7 NA 140
_--. ACC_LEROMFYER 1URtlULENC| A 7 100 NA
(SE_ NOTE O) AXIAL A 10 NA _10
• ,_"' tHERMISTOR A ? NA 140
" " - . .... NEFHELOMETER SClENC| _ 43 _0 NA
CArl|RAtION I) 10 NA 9_)
"" FLUX SA01OMETE, NEt FLUX 0 II NA :tO
:- • _tEc:tO_ Tl,_ O _ NA 40
.Z WINOOW T|MP D 8 _ 60
.... ' (Q)AIOTAtC__50tits_ 0AtAn_COROE00UXINOENTRYAIEt0 IEaEa00m'0UiiNC,mE
FtOIIIt DE_ENT
,_-i Other candidate instruments are shown in Table 7.7-7. No significant
'"" impact ozL data channels, bit rate, or memory size would result from their
inclusion.
7. 7-6
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Table 7.7-7. Small Probe Terminal Descent (Other Candidate) _
Experiment Data Sampling Requirements !
=. p
Mt4StmEMml _INIMVMS*_INO,_TIR'IAt
O* )
INSI*UMENT D£SCIIIP|ION 01GIIAL $,Z[ (lilTS) ALTITUDE(,_) I',_ (S)
RF A, TIMETER _CI|NCE AND 0 _0 NA 10
(SEENOtrE 0) HOUSEKE|flNG
MAGN_TOM_I'E# ._JEf_E/INn 0 ,f_). , NA 24ca..o,E_, .o...E.,_ .......
-_.i,..,uM_.r,oo,..,E._-"K.,o,.,su..c,
m m
(b) ATOTALOF 1200|ITS OFDAtA *(CORDEDDURINGENERYARE10 Itl_READOUTL"J_iNGlH[
....... P*ObE0 SCEN: i_
Im ;m
7.7.2.3 Probe/Bus Interface Rec_uirements Analysis I
The probe/bus interface requirements are derived from the prelaunch
and preseparation test requirements. To minimize hardware change in
the bus the same interface identified for the Pioneer I0/I I command inter- )
face configuration has been used, i.e., the three input lines are (I) com-
mz_nd data; (2) corrtmand clock; and (3) execute. The output lines are !l(I) data; (Z) clock; and (3) enable.
i The circuits used are standard 5400 series logic buffers and Schmitt
triggers for transmitters and receivers respectively. 'i
The command word is composed o_ two 8-bit words received from i
the EGSE or bus. The first eight bits are used to set the "events counter" i
(see Figure 7.7-15) to a state that will decode to provide the command or
sequence of events that is desired. The first bit of the second word is
used to inhibitthe counter .o prevent any other events in the sequer.ce..
The last seven bits are spares.
-_
The hardware required for the interface circuitry is minimized by
- using the descent timer circuitry to do all the decoding necessary for the
cormnand word to perform a command .function. Any command not desired
_or the normal descent function can be driven by the bits presently identif.ied
•_ as spares.
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7.7.3 Trades
We conducted several trade studies during the _tudy period. They
were_
y
I) Probe data storage requirements;
.... 2) Probe _ultiplexer and A/D converter requi-ements;
3) Probe digital interface;
4) Small probe "blackout' memory feasibi|ity;
5_ Probe multiple and nor,binary bit rate;
6) Synchronization and time reference word minimization;
7) Probe/proces sor/programmer analysis;
8) Large probe data/descent rate;
" 9) Probe data system preliminary design,. _
L
: Some of the studies are discussed together because of the overlapping
'_: - content. The preferred design reflects the results of the studies as applied .......
;" to _ullilling the VersioL" IV science requiremeDt_, -
:_ Since the power and weight constraint diF_er,ences were significant i
_ between the Thor/Delta and Atlas/Centaur eyste_,_s, different ti'ade, _udy
results were reached in some cases.
i
• :. 7.7.3. I Probe Data Storage Recluirements (for EJlackcut)
=_ This task is concerned with storing sufficient data to fill the scientific
,:, information <ape caused by the periods of RF bl:ackout when no data can be
"_ successfully transmitted. In addition to the blackout periods, we considered
_:_ these periods of tizne before and after blackout when high Dopple rates
exist or DSN lock up is questionable.
-!_': For the Thor/Delta system, probe angle of entry, Doppler rates,
!/ descent celocity, and spa, re tr_namission capability for later transmission
'_'? of stored data were considered. Only t',ze November and Decenzber 1972
-_ " science definitions were studied, sinc, e the Atlas/Centaur decision p_eceded
,_:'_ the April 1973 requirements iss_ance, 0
-' [
' ' 7.7-8
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For the Atlas/Ccnt._ur system, and the Version IV science definition, _
a specific storage requireme_;_ is defined, since the ballistic coefficient ::
and entry angles were assumed. The best method of using the _ored bits
was studied. A"
Probe Data Storage I_e_uirements (Atlas/Centaur) ._
! Presently identified blackout science requirements for the large probe _
d
are 1000 bits for the accelerorneter data. The small probe requires 250 bits
for accelerometer data storage during blackout. At least twice the specified
amount is provided for each probe since no data rate is specified and the
DTU is limited to binary data rate steps. Both large and small probes
1, could use data storage at times other than during blackout, because of poor
• _ probe-to-Earth communication link periods or for short collection bursts
when it is not feasible to turn on the transmitter. The memory is the
2560 bit hybrid used in the orbiter data storage unit (DSU).
The Version IV science definition requires a maximum bit rate of
I01 and 50 bps Of science data for the large and small probe, respectively,
The communication link can support 1Z8 bps for the large probe and 64 bpsfor the small probe. Therefore, both large and small probes can transmit
all data, after blackout:, in areal-time mode. Surplus transmission• rate
capability at low altitudes could be utilized to empty several kilobits of
stored data if it were determined that data should be stored for a period of
i
..._,. time below 70 km to ensure ground station acquisition. However, the pre-
ferred approach does not incorporate this feature because of the additional
,_ cost impact.
Thor/Delta Configuration
" The maximum transmission bit rate is limited to 105 and 10 bps for
large and small probes respectively, because of transmitter limitations.
_!!_| Consequently, multiple collection and transmission bi_ rates wert_ required;
the added storage capability was a negligible cost consideration. The fol-
:=-:_ lowing study results evolved from an analysis of the Thor/Delta requirements.
The upper profile in Figure 7.7-2 depicts the specified Ver_ion III
_ large probe sc|ence data collection rates fo_" the variou_ mission pi._ases.
f The data collection rates obtained with the baseline design are shown in
-,b.
Figure 7.7-3. These include engineering and housekeeping data. The
7.7-9
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!
64 bps specified for the cloud particle size analyzer (CPSA) has been re-
duced to 24 bps to be consistent with the candidate principal investigator's
(PI) proposed instrument. All other instrument data rate requirements are
met. The baseline design data rate can be increased to accommodate the
• 1 additional 40 bps specified for the CPSA by .minor trades on the descent
profile as discussed later.
I
--,. _ An entry data storage capability of at least 3100 bits is specified for
J the shock layer radiometer (SLR) and accelerometers. However, the high
-:_ Doppler rates during the preentry through post blackout phases necessitate
- -'_-
-_ storing all data during those periods as shown in the lower figure (Fig-
Ji_{- ure 7.7-2). At E®5 minutes, SLR calibration d,_ta (84 bits) are stored and
_" sampling vf the primary a_" ',l accelero,'neter at 80 bps is begun. The
__
__.__, 7.7-lf) __
,> < o , ,, o .
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850 bits of accelerometer and engineering data are stored and updated at
85 1/3 bps until 0.5 g increasing (T = 0} is _enaed. The last 850 bits of i_'j.
data are then held in storage and four-axis accelerometer and engineering
data are stored at 128 bps, Within 2 to 4 seconds after 0° 5 g, 2100 bits of i_l
/
SLR data are stored upon sensing peak radiance. Storage o1 accelerorneter •
and engineering data at 128 bps is continued through blackout to T + I0 sec- I
onds. Accelerometer data are then stored at I02.4 bps, giving a total of
6362 bits in storage bl, T + 30 seconds. Data from all descent instruments !
are then transmitted at 102.4 bps. A total of I0 240 bits (4 x 2560) of stored i
data can be transmitted between 42.5 km and 5 kin. This permits storage
of eight frames of data (3872 bits) during the high altitude, pre-DSN lockup .i
phase. The first eight frames of data cover 2.5 km and contain four meas-
urements front the pressure, temperature, aureole, hygrometer, CPSA,
"a
and turbulence instruments; two measurements from the solar and IR flux,
nephelometer, and accelerometer instruments; and 3200 bits of mass ,
spectrometer data. ii
Readout of the stored data at I0.97 bps begins at --,42.5 krn (T + I020| 1. seconds) when the hygrometer and aureole detector are turned off. The :_
transmission rate is reduced to 85 I/3 bps at 30 km due to atmospheric
losses and continues at this rate through _mpact. The memory is read
out once by T + 2563 seconds or 5.5 kin.
The small probe Version HI science data rate requirements are sun"-
marized in the upper figure of Figure 7.7-4. The accelerometers require
I0 bps through the blackout phase and 1.55 bps thereafter. The total data
_ rate requirement during terminal descent is 4.82 bps until impact. The
"Z
!'i postimpact seismic mode requires I0.05 bps. The baseline design data
:/; rate capabilities are illustratec_in the Figure 7.7-5. All instrument data
- rate requirements are met or exceeded.
:_" For the large probe, the high Doppler rates necessitate storage of!_:.:_
i: all data during the preentry through postblackout phases rather than just
:_" during blackout. The baseline design storage profile is shown in the lower
half of Figu,'e 7.7-4.
__.
• :-_
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,'._ Magnetometer calibration data (768 bits) are stored within 3 minuS.as
___ after probe separation and is read out (nondestructively) during the lOomin-
:"_': ute transmission period at.E - 1 hour. Accelerometer data (100 bits) are
;;-_ placed in storage at E - 5 minutes and updated at 10 bps until 0.5 g increas-
'.,,_--; ing is sensed. The latest 100 bits are then locked in storage and sub-
r-r._r.
_:.-- sequent aceeler_nneter measurements are stored at 10 bps until T + _-0 sec-
!;i_' onds when the other instruments are deployed and the transmitter is turned
:_ on. At this point, there are 1068 bits of data in storage. Ali data are then
_. both stored and transmitted at 10 bps until T _ 680 seconds (_38 kin)
.._...
._. resulting in a total of 1068 + 6600 = 7668 bit_ of data in the 7680 bit storage.
7,, 7-LZ
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ii
The stored data. are then interleaved at 3.88 bps with the" real-time data at
6.12 bps. The first r_adout or' memory occurs at N 9. b km (T _ 2668 sec-
onds); $8 percent of the data are read out a secor, d time by impact.
The main memory is £am_se_d of_ _t_atie _andom access memory
circuits of 256 bits per ch_p. They are packaged in groups of ten chips and
are accessed as a 256 by I0 by N matrix, where N is determined by the?
total storage si_.e. The chips &re CMOS _or low quiescent power (nominally
0.2,W per bit) and high noise threshold.
7.7.3.2 Probe Multit_lexer and A/D Converter Requirements
, We analyzed the requirements for probe multiplexers and A/D
converters considering the number of data sources, how they are grouped,
and what timing problems may exist between them. If two data sourcesi req_,il_ analog-to-digital conversion simultaneously, or if one source is
asynchronous to the main system, two or more ADCs are required. _robe
multiplexer requirements were based on the assumption that the largest
impact on the probe system is the number of wires required to interconnect
"_' bexes. (TradeoHs indicate that the data bus method of interface is not
Li optimum for the probe mission.) The interface li0t is given in Table 7.7-8.
J
f, Column Z lists the number of interface wires assuming all multiplexing
' is done in the DTU, and column 3 assumes that all multiplexing is done in
"'_ the instruments listed in colunm I. The recernmended location for the
! I
. ! multiplexer for each instrument is given in column 4. A similar chart for
the December science list is given in Table 7.7-9.i
::..... Table 7.7-8. Central Versus Remote Signal Conditioning, Large
_,., Probe, Version IV Science Definition
. i }
" "ii*--_ - INItI_JMINt IN DTU IN S¢llh¢| ML_/I_IJ(ll A/D CON¥11/la
_._ lrl[_SL4tIJIE _ $ DIU OIU
' _ ACClL|ltOlei11R 2 S OlD DTU
'%' flYGROt_|lEil 4 6 DIU D_U
:-i_ i ' 'i ,_ '_TICL| SlZ| S,_CTIIOIVI,T_I I I DTU DTU
°'° °°
W/A _ 4 $ ON ON
MASSSFI[C * I O/U O/U
GAS¢HIOM I ! 0N D_J
_ _o_,Nct_ _v csoc_urnsCO*WONtO_ ¢cN_ou_nc_$
i
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Table 7.7-9. Central Versus Rennets Signal Conditionint_,, Larp._Probo, Version III, December 1972 Science Definition
..... i i L i: 1 i[ ii ,
INU;VI|R Of Wllt|_i R_COlMSal'fff_O tOCA|IOt_
Mt_L11fit Xf_] _Ut IIPLI_XEII I
ti4 .._ IN ,MULIIfk[_[ ] _VD CC)NV!RItli
IN_ IIUMINr _ _)_;: | _;.II N£1
AC(IL[iIoM[ill ! ._ .......... $ -- Dfl£ I: DIIC a
_|MNIIAIIJI[ t _ DH_ I UHC I
CLOUD IIMIIC[I _1) 6 SCI|Ngl 1,1 N/A
¢ i SOt, At FLUX 14 I SCI|NCI Ot_C
f_ fL_l_ II I SCIINCt ONe
ltYOIOMI( _1 6 I X ONC
SHOCg t J*YERIIAD l; ! I $CINCt DHC i
" IdAtS SPlC F II DHC N/A
/_MllOt_ $ 6 $CIENCt $¢ltNCI _)
I
' ! (,1 _tY U P_IALLEL TO _glAt ItlOlSHII OIL I_ILIIPLEX|g
(k) ._i_OCONVIR$10N _YI_HIIONOUS IOIAMG Ot4_,_
.I
I.[.L_-.:_- Probe ADC requJ rements were determined by the ability of the instru-
ment to be controlled in sampling time by the centr_l data system clock.
Our primary assumption was that it was less expensive in hardware to have
all conversion in a single converter than to have multiple units throughout
the system. The penalty of a single ADC is the decreased accuracy of
transferring !ow-level analog signals over longer lines prior to the con-
vorsion. This is less serious whenthe settling times are long, allowing
' system capacitance to charge to steady-state values. This will be the case
,, at the slow data rates at which the probe system operates.
i!i_;_ Five instruments (cloud particle size and mass spectrometer s,
)i nephelometer, solar radiometer and IR flux) have no analog outputs now
; identified. We recorm-nend that the analog conversion for all instruments
" ' he performed in the central data system (Column 5, Table 7.7-8-).
For the Decerraber science de£inition (Table 7.7-9) all but three in-
struments have some nalog outputs. Of those with analog outputs o ly
,_!. : the aureole/extinction detector (AED} must be operated asynchronously to
' !: the main clock. For that mission, we recommend that an A/D converter be
ii:;_ '_, in the AED and all other conversion be done in the DHC,
• _l__ , _,
!_ 7, 7.3.3 Probe Digital Interface
"i:" We analy_ed various interfaces between the data handling System and
'i the science instruments while considering experiment and other subsystem
,_- (-haracteristics, as well as data subs/stem operation. We coordinated the
_.
7.7-14
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de.sign between the l)usand orbiter to achieve any possible standardi_ation.
A joint study was conducted to consider a data bus approach, but this proved
to bc more complex than a uniqtlc design.
Two basic configurations were considered with several iterations of
each. The first assumes the use of a standard "interface module" and its
various possible locations. The second considers various locations for
the multiplexers, A/D converters, and address logic as they relate to th,_ ,!
DTU configuration.
Interface Module
The interface module contains all the circuitry necessary to monitor
the instrument science and housekeeping signals, both analog and digital,
and convert them to a digital bit stream for use by the DTU. The block
diagram is given in Figure 7.7-6.
$.
CLOCK ANO , •'_ J •
---_ SYNC , ¢1_ |UFFERS I l
- _!. IGNALS LI _ ')
m
ANALOG 10 _, _._ 12ANAI.O0
DIGITAL -- m. CHANN/L$CONVE_TEI MQOEM -- •
MUXANO I
D|GII'AL _ _ _ OF.MUX _ 4 DIGITALouteut _A_OG At_O _ CNANNELS
_._ DIGITAL i
S_GNJtS
DtGII'AL 40I_'N.
I$ V -,,-.e COMPMATQR -- " I OEMUX
.15 V .--.e J -- CHANNELS
I
condor J .
I0*cs,I:lmlslo*s,3c_AcIIots
01U lXRIIIMI[NI _ e
_Nliee,,,ce _teesAce
Figure/.7-6.lix_rlmenlInterflceCircul! I ;
i.I
The ADC has 10-bit resolution and is used for aU analog-to-digital conver-
sion even when less resolution is required. An input buffer is included to
provide rnuItimegohrn input impedance. The multiplexer is partitioned in _
_ groups of four channels and any combination of _roaps can be connected as
analog or digital channels. _'our channels are used as demuItiplex
!_ .... / t 7.7-15
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channels to provide enable signals for the digital channels. Buffers are -,_
provided to isolate all ctoch and sync signals and fix interface impedances.
Each experimenter would be provided an interface module to use as :_
a breadboard tool and a flight unit to install in the flight hardware. :_
Location configuration trades are shown in Figure 7.7-7 with con-
figuration description and remarks given in Table 7.7-10.
Digital Telemetry Unit (DTU 1 Configuration
We considered several configurations of the DTU with respect to the
total system impact. The basic DTU was assumed to be the Pioneer 10/11
!
unit with and without modifications to the existing boards.
The trades considered and remarks about each are given in Table -
7.7-11. Configuration 7 is the recommended approach because it allows !
common systems, except for format programmable read-only memories ,:
(PROMs), to be used for probes, orbiter, and bus. i
7.7.3.4 Probe Multiple and Nonbinary Bit Rate Study i
j
In terms of scientific _alue, desired bit rate profiles have been ,_t
established for the probes. We also evaluated the hardware impact of pro-
viding multiple bit rates for data acquisition in the probes (not constrained
to binary steps) to more closely match the desired science profilels.
A capability to provide data profile matching is required in a system
when the communication link is limited both in time and power and if the
data acquisition requirement exceeds the transmission capability for signi-
ficant time periods. Binary step changes are acceptable if no limitation is
required on memory size and sufficient time is available to transmit the
excess data.
For the Atlas/Centaur configuration with the Version IV science
de£inition the data acquisition rates are continuously variable, but in no
case are in excess of the transmission rate capability; therefore a non-
binary data system is not required. ':"1
For the Version III science definition, or Thor/Delta booster, the _l_ :_'
data rates are greater than the transmission rate for a portion of the mis- _ :'_lq
sion and less for ehe remainder of the mission; thus a nonbtllary system is " '_I
7.7-16
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Table 7.7-10. Interface Module Configuration Irr_pact
CONFIGUIATION ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES MASS POWER
I, ALL MULTIPLEXING IN ELIMINATE NEED FOE INTERFACE LONGEST RUN |O_ ANALOG SIGNALS WITH
C/.ENTRALUNIt. (DTU) UNIT, INCREAS_.D INACCURACY.
MULTIPLEXERSAND ADC MUST RE ADDED BASELINE RAStLINE
TO DTU.
MAXIMUM NO. WIRESBETWEEN EX_RIMENT (_ 450 G) (g 3 W)
AND DTU,
2. SOME MULTIPLEXING IN REOUCESNO. Of WIRES ADDS COUNTER FOR EACH REMOTE HUH. DECREASED SAME
|XM|IMIN_S. REI_Nf'ENEXFFRIMENt'S AND EXPERIMENTERMUST ADD COMPONENTS BY REOUCTION ASIN NO, OF RATLINE
DTU. I'O HiS EQUIPMENT. WIRES.
SOME/_ULTIPLEXING AND AOC MUST
BE ADDEO TO DTU.
LONG RUNE FOR ANALOG SIGNALS. ;_
3. ALL MULTIPLEXING IN NO CHANGE TO 0TU MULTI- ADO MUST RE ADDED TO OTU. SLIGHTLY SLIGHTLY
O_R OVER ,_
EXPERIMENTS. )LEXING. INEFFICIENT USE OF MULTIPLEXERS. BASELINE BASELINE
MINIMIZES NO. OF WIRES
IJEI_VEENEXPERIMENTS AND LONG RUNS FOR ANALOG SIGNALS.
DrU.
4. MULTIPLEXING AND AOC GOOD CONFIGURATION FOR INEFFICIENT U_ OF MULTIPLEXERS, _lid G/EXP 2.2 W/EXP i
IN LMGER EX_RIMENTS _IEASUREMENT ACCURACY. REQUIRESEXTRAADC'S. (6 LARGE)
AND IN SEPARATEOUT- |XFERIMENTER HAS SAME +340 G/EXF " 22 W _,
SIDE BOX FOR SMALLER INTERFACE DURING OESIGN INCREASE WEIGHT AND POWERDIS- (4 SMALL)
EXPERIMENTS. kNO TESTAS HE WILL HAVE SIPATION. _SATTERYWT !
INTERFACE MODULE PRO. F_ MISSION. SOME EXPERIMENTS MUST ADD (_370 G)
VIDED TO EACH E._PERI- LOW IMPACT ON EXPER_NT EXTRACOMPONENTS. TOTAL _ i
MENTER. ENVELOPE. 2.4 KO !
S. MULTIPLEXING AND ADC GOOD CONFIGURATION FOR INEFFICIENT USE OF MULTIPLEXERS. ` G/EXt2,2 W/EXP
WITH ALL EXPERIMENTS. MEASUREMENT ACCURACY. REQUIRESEXTRAAD_'S,
INTERFAC_ MODULE PRO- _XPERIMENTER HAS SAM[ IN- BATTERYWt _ 22 WVIO D tO EACH EXPE I. [REFACE DURING DESIGN AND INCREASESWEIGHT AND POWER (*370 G) q
MENTEB. TESTAS HE WILL HAVE FOR DISSIPATION. TOTAL = i
_ISSlON. PROVIDES SIGNIFICANT INCREASE TO I ,S KG
DON'T NEED DESIGN FOR SIZE OF SMALLER EXPERIMENTS.
SEPARATEBOX. ALL |XPERIMENTS MUST ADD COM.
PONENTS. _.!
6. S_?_ATE MULTIPLEXER GOOD CONFIGURATION FOR INEFFICIENT USE OF MULTIPLEXERS. _IQ G/I[Y_ 2.2 W/EXP
jrd_, ADC FOR EACH MEASUREM|NT ACCURACY. REQUIRES£XTRAA0C'S, _ _"
EXPE_','IMENFI_J_'PACK- BATTERYWT - 22 W
AGE[_ IN SEPARATEEX- EXPERIMENTERHAS SAME IN- INCREASE WEIGHT AND POWER (370 G)
TERNA_.BOXES. TERFACEDURING DESIGN AND DISSIPATION.
TESTAS HE WILL HAVI[ FOR TOTAL =
INTERFACE MODULE PRO. MISSION, LARGESTWEIGHT AND SIZE PENALTY, "_,P6KG
VIDEO TO EACH EXPERI- EXPERIMENTERDOES NOt NEED
MENTER. TO PACKAGE DHC COMPO-
NENTS,
7, SEPARATEMULTIPLEXER 3ODD CONFIGURATION FOt_ INEFFICIENT USE OF MULTIPLEXERS, TOTAL * 2.2 W/E_(P
AND ADC FOR EACH WEASUR|MENT ACCURACY, 2.27 KG - g2 W
EXPERIMENT ALL PACK- REQUIRESEXFllA AOC'S.
AGED IN ONE BOX. [XPERIMEN_R HAS SAME IN-
/REFACE DURING OEStGN AND INCREASESWEIGHT AN_, POWER [
INTERFACE MOOULE PRO- |EST AS HE WILL HAV_ FOR DISSIPATION.
VIDED TO EACH EXPERI- WlSSION. SEPARATEUNIT WILL NEED TO SE i
MENTER. _UFFLIED TO EXPERIMENTERDURING
1_XPERIMENTI_ROOESN'T NEEDIO PACKAGE INTERFACE DESIGN AND CHECKK._UT.[IRCUITS.INTERFACE PACKAGING IS)ONE IN ONE EOX FORiFFtCIENCV.
SMALL PROBEFOLLOWS SAME PHILOSOPHY VtlTH FOUR SMALL EXFERIMEN|S ASSUMED.
, , required. A method for implernentin_ the nonbinary data acquisition was
designed for minimum me_uor-i and for hardware simplicity. •
The concept for providing multiple bit rates uses a stepwise variable
frame rate and constant bi_.rate within the frames to achieve the effect of a
variable bit rate. Each £:ame is started by the time counter at predeter-
mined intervals that hay,., been stored in a field programmable read-only
memory (PI_OM).
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Table 7.7-11. DTU Cort_iguvation Studies .....
i i n
¢ONFIG. I
URATION SCIENCEINSTRUMENT DIGItAl. TELEMETRYUNIT COMMAND/CONTROLUNIt
NO. CONTAINS CONTAINS CONTAINS J REMARKS
"-"_ I_IMAIIVMUL_ L|XER$ DIGITALMAINFRAMEMULTI- SEQIJFNCER USeSPIONEERDTUWItH REOUNDAN_r i_
IUF,_,_IIAIdPLIr,_R P/_ER_, _COAITTIMER AND IPSGIOARDSREMOVID. SCIENCE
ANALOG-TO-DIGITALCON* mOORA_VAER|OARD _[MO_Y INSTI_NI_ MUSTOt_RAIrFWITH
VERTIER $UIICRAMI[MULTIPLEXERS' /WO FIXEDFORMATSEITHEROFWHICH c
AOOIRSSCOUNTERS hj4_ AND DIGII'AL) ISMLECtASL£FROMrite _QUI[NCER. |
" COt_4OLUTIONALENCODIR _-
IIPHASEMODULAtOI
(_SCENTCLOCKOSCILLt_tOlIS
2. PRIMARYMULTIPLEXERS DIGITALMAINFRAME_AULTi- iEQUENCRR USESPIONEERDtU WITHREDUNDANCY _rADDRESSCOUNTERS PLEXERS :DAIS tiler ANDSPIG IIOARDSREMOVED.I$O"
PROGIIA/vtMERIIO_*AD _EMORY LATIONRESISTOR|MUSt|E RI_OVED
SIAFRAMEMULT_PUEXEIIS I_/DCONVER_R FROMMAINFRIkMEMULtlPL|XERSOARDS
ENCODER IUFFERAMPLIFIER TOALLOWTHIM tO HANDLEANALOG
MODULATC_ SIGNALS.SAVESON NUMUROF A/D
DESCENTCJ.OC.KOSCILLATORS CONVERTERSUII[¢)RUTANALOGSIG-
NALSMUS1TRAVELONG PATHFROM ,?_
SCIENCEINSTRUMENtO DTUTO ",
COMMAND/CONTEOLUNIT WITHCON.IIEQtRNTREfAJCTIONIN ACCURACY--
ORA/D CONVERTERMAYII PLACED
IN DIU: REQUIRINGA NEWIONIO
DESIGNIN THEDTU. SCIENCEFO|MATS
STILLFIXEDASIN CONFIGURATIONI '
AIIOVE.
3. NO ADDITIONALCIRCU,*TRY DIGITAl.MAINFRN_EMULti- IEQUENCER SAMEASCONFIGURATION_AIOVE,
PLEXERS _OASTtilER EXCEPtTHATSCIENCEINS111UMENT$
PROGRAMMERSOMD WEMOeY ARENOT REQUIREDTO DO MULTI-
SURFRAMEMULTIPLEXERS _ CON_II/|| PLEXIhlG. REQUIFESMOREWIRES
ENCODER KJfFERAMFLIFIFR IEI_VlENfd_IlNCl AND COMMAND/ .
MODULATOR _JMASYMULtiFLEXEIL_ CONIROLUNIT. :_.
DESCENtCLOCKOSCILLATORSk00ilElSCOUNTERS
4. SAMEASCONFFaURAtlONS DIGITALMAINFIAMEMULTI* _ME AS CONFIGUIt" tO OPTAINPLIXIILEPORMATCHANGES, :'_
I, 2, AND 3 PLEXERS ALIGNSI, _), ANO'J AMAJ_ rlIOGRAMMEIEUSIGN I$
MODIFIEDIqlOGRNv_k_RIIOAS© REQUIIED. THISCAN Iii OONEIY ,_SUIFII_ MULTIPLEXERS EXTENSIVELYMODIFYING tN! PIO-
MO_ULAT_eENCOOIR OE_e_MERIo_D IN tm otu.
D_SCENTCLOCKOSCILLATORS OTHRRWISESAMEASCONFIGURATIONS _,
I, |, AND S ..._
S, NO ADDITIONALCIRCUIIIY SUM MULTIPLEXERS EQUENCIR USESI'111DIGITALAND ANALOGSUR-
ENCODER :OASTTIMER FRA_ MULTIPLEXERIOMOS AND TH!
MODULATOR V_[MORY OUTPUTLOGIC IIONIDSPIIOM THE
0ESC,ENt CLOCKOSCILLATORS_ CONVERT|R PION_EI_DTU.
IUFFII A/M'LIFIER HIOVIDESF_FA4ATF_XtIILItY; SEDUf_I
qlIMASYMULtIPLEXE|S U[NGTHOf PATHAHALOGSIGNALS
NDDREIICOUNTER MUST111AVIEEIY R_VlOVINGDTUPROM
_COND U[VELMULti- THECttCtlItl RIEQUII_SGItEAIEST
PLEX|R| COMMAHD/¢ONTROLUNIT I_SIGN
qlOGRAMMU EFFORT,
6. NO ADDITIONALCl_¢UI1"llV NOt U_D |EQU_NCER REQUII_SREPACKAGINGOFENGI*
DAtE TIMER NURING M|ASURIEMENTMULTI-
IAEMORY PLEXERS,CONVOLUTIONALENCOI_R,
tv/DCONVERTER iI-PHASEMOOUt.AtoR, AND CI.OCK
H,IFE|RAMPLIFRR O_K_ILLATORS.
Id.LMULTIPLEXERS• (_SOAIIDSIN OIU)
_iSS COUNTER
_N¢OD_R ALLOWSALLMULIIIq.EXING,.COMMAND,
_ROORAMMI_ AND CONTROLLOGIC tO N GIIOUFIID
_ODULATOR IOGSTNERWItH RESULTANtSAVINGSIN
_ENT CLOCK SIZEAND W|IOHT.
OSCILLATORS ALLOWSALLCIRCUITStO I| PACKAGED
UN_| SAME_SIGN _OI_|PT With
ONLYONE PACKAGENE|OING TOIll
QUALIFIED.
INalASES SELINIILITYSECAUSEOF
_DU¢IION IN NIJMUll Of WILESAND
_ONI_CI'ORS INVQLWD _ IRCNJSE
09 RIPLACEMENTOf ISI CirCUITSUMD
IN DIU WIIH CURMNTMSICIRCUITS.,
?. NO ADDITIONALCNICUI/RY Sd_lIEASCONFIQURATION IIQURNC|R IqlovII_S FO&_ATi¢OAI_AtlIU[ With
4Wttq AHALOGIDA') :OMIT TIMER EOtH PRONE,IUS, ANGORIITEI.
MOD_FIE_ HEMORY CHAN_ IO ANALOG I_*_D ALLOWS
RIIFONtl 10 YAND tOlllt ANALOG
SCI[NCAAND HOVSEIII|PIND IIQUII-
MIP.IS,
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In Figure 7.7-8 the smooth curve is indicative of the bit rate versus
time requirements of data acquisition for the large probe science experi-
ments, assuming a fixed number of samples per kilometer. The steps
shown are representative of discrete changes in the time between the acqui-
sition of a frame of data, At the two points shown, frames are _tarted at
2 1/2- and 7 1/2-secondintervals, respectively. In both cases, it takes _1_
less than 2 seconds to acquire the data to fill a frame. The result is an
effective bit rate change while holding the sampling time for each instrument
constant throughout the mission. This technique allows all measurements
within a frame to be taken in a minimum descent distance interval and pro- _i_
rides consistency in settling time for measurements. The circuitry of
Figure 7.7-9 implen,,.nts the variable nonbinary fram_____erate data collection.
Figure 7.7-10 shows the circuitry required to provide nonbinary bi__t rate
changes. Appendix 7.7A discusses this in more detail.
7.7.3.5 Synchronization and Time Reference Word Minimization
We have reviewed the requirements for frame synchronization and
the minimization of frame sync bits. For the Atlas/Centaur preferred con-
figuration housekeeping word size is not crltical and the 24-bit sync word
used in Pioneer 10/ll will be used. Time reference is common to both _-_
systems and will be discussed below. For the Thor/Delta system, Viterbi _,
decoding, which requires no sync word for decoding, is recommended.
Frame sync after decoding can be done by a seven-bit Barker sequence code.
i!
For all probes, 'salon time is referenced to the initialization of the :I
descent timer by redundant g switches. The maximum mission duration is
I 1/4 hours or 4200 seconds. If each frame were time tagged to the nearest !
second, 13 bits and a separate counter would be requiyed. If timing resolu-
tion r_eeeding I second were desired, additional bits would be required.
A maximum of 700 frames of data will be transmitted for the large
probe and less than 330 frames of data for the small probes. Because all
event times are fixed with respect to the timer (including the start of each
frame) fram:e count contalns as much time information as would a time word.
In addition, subcommutated data are also locked into a given position with
respect to the start of each dcfirmd major frame, so no subcommutator
identification tag is requirer]. Since the frame count contains all timing in-
formation necessary for the mission, the 10-bit count for the large anti small fN
probes is recommcndctl as the only time reference data reqt_irements. "_
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7.7.3.6 Programmer Design C,mcept i_.ii_
-4
The merits of a central programmable processor in the probes versus _:_
conventional programmers in the subsystem have been considered. The
relative simplicity and fixed mission concept of the probes would not justify !_t
putting a programmer in each experiment. The selection of different pro-
grammcrs in the probe was based on power requirements during the two
distinct mission phases, coast and descent, r
Two programmers, coast and desceut, are used for both large and
small probes. The first programmer is used during coast from separation
to entry minus 3 hours and initiatesthe required events. The purpose is _-
to transfer to main battery power and start the second, or descent mode, _i
programmer. The descent programmer provides all timing controls for i
the final 4 hours before impact. Two programmers are required, since
the l-second resolution required for the descent phase would impose an
unacceptable decode requirement ifused over a 25-day periled. No reason i ,a
r
was found to separate the descent programmer into subprogrammers for i
format, pyre, power, or any other block of event sequences. 4_
The coast phase programmer is driven by a crystal controlled oscil- '_
later, with an accuracy of 1 part in 104 , has an output resolution of I hour,
and uses less than I00 microwatts of power. It is initiated prior to separa-
tion by the probe bus via the command umbilical, through tb_ DHC. Two
days prior to entry it turns on the IR detector heaters. Twr# hours before
entry itturns on the main battery heater. Prior to entry itturns on the
main battery power, presets the sequencer to a predetermined state, and has
no further function during the mission. The transfer to the main battery
must be done with an uncertainty of less than + 300 seconds to perform the
.required pr eentry ope rations.
The descent phase programJner is driven by a crystal controlled
oscillator in the DTU with an accuracy of 1 part in 104, has alloutput resolu-
tion of I second, and uses less than 7, 5 mW of average power by using power
switching on the read-only memories. To reduce the complexity of the tin_,,e
decode hardware, the time between events is measured an,lcompared to a
preprogrammed time code. i_
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) The PROMs store 255 usable addresses, allow'ing that many distinct
event times to occur. However, since the maximum time allowable on the
time counter is 255 seconds, a dummy command must be given before the
timer times out. Only 40 discrete command times and less than 60 dummy
commands are required to cover the last 4 hours before impact. Any desir- -.
able sequence of events can be preprogra.,nrned into the remaining 155 cora- L
mand timcs available for prelaunch and preseparation checkout. This
greatly simplifies acceptance and cruise checkout software and hardware.
Addresses 1 through 128 in the event counter are assigned to flight
operations. Addresses 129 through 192 are assigned to the preseparation
checkout. Addresses 193 through 255 are available for any unique ground
checkout sequences on a routine performance basis. Any given condition
may be programmed and held by disabling the time counter.
7.7.3.7 Lar6e Probe Data/Descent Rate
We performed an overall system tradeoff to select the optimum ..........
combination of power, weight, transmitter power, and thermal control
I allocations for the specified mission. For the early Phase B contract
science requirements, (bits/kin), Z4 k bit memory storage was required
for the large probe, and 4.2 k bit memory storage for the small probe.
However, the Version IV science definition specified the memory
size to be provided. The utilization of this memory size is diseusssd in
paragraph 7.7.3. I.
7.7.4 Atlas/Centaur Data Handiin_ and Command Subsystem Preferred
Design "
We selected the telemetry unit for the Atlas/Centaur system based
on minimum cost, and maximum commonality and interchangeability. The
extra weight allowances of the Atlas/Centaur booster make this possible.
The added weight allows the use of an existing design with minin_um modi-
fications.
All mission science requirements defined in parasraph 7.7.2 are
: exceeded by the capability of the data system. A more detailed description
" _ of the modified DTU is g'tven in paragraph 8. 3.4.1.
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Tho D[IC subsystem is packaged |J_ two Imxo._;. Onv conhponvnt is tht. _"
modified digital telen_etry unit as usod on the I_l_s and orldtor and ctmtains
the functions described in para_,raph,s 7.7..t. I thro,lah 7.7..t. 3. The. ro-
b
mainina command, timing, and memory function._ th.scribod in paragraphs
7.7.4. d through 7.7. 4.6 are packaged in a cornpartnwnt of the power con-
trol unit box in order to avoid modifications to the DTU and to rt.dtlc¢, th(.
weight and cost of separate packages. The DHC functional block tlia_ranl _.
showing the interrelationships of the two units is _iw;n in Figure 7.7-I 1.
The telemetry unit used in the Pioneer 10/11 spacecraft will be used
in both large and small probes. Since no attitude control systems are on
the probe, the spin period sector generator boards are of no value and will
be removed. Since no upllnk commands or self-check are available after
probe separation, decision-making circuitry on board the redundant main
frame and programmer boards will be removed to save weight and power, i_
In addition, to meet the science requirements in terms of format, bit rate,
and word length, the programmer and analog subframe boards wilt be re-
designed. Changes are shown in Figure 7.7-1g. If the probes alone were _,
involved in the programmer and analog board changes, it would be cost.,
_ effective to either adapt these functions by the additions of external cir-
cuitry or develop the Thor/Delta new design described in paragraph 7.7.5.
However, the requirements imposed on the bus and orbiter also require _i
changes to the same two boards. :"_
.-......... The five boards used in the probes are-"
1) Mainframe Multiplexer - This board contains multiplexers,
demultiplexers, and drivers for 3_. digital channels. Selection
is under controL o£ the programmer.
_-) Programmer - The modified programmer controls the addressing
of all data channels and controls the bit rate and mode. All for-
matting is done by PROMs and enough are used to contain both
'_-_: large and small probe formats.
7". 3) Analog - The analog board contains two 10 bit ADGs and the
..=
related analog mu!tiplexcrs and drivers. One ADC is scheduled
, for use by engineering, but may be used for science. Six-, seven-,
:":L. eight-, or ten-bit words are extracted from the output register
...._: as needed, under _ontrol of the programmer. All analog words, V
" ._ mainframe an,l s,bframe are channeled through this board.
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4) DigitalSubframe - All digitalchannels used for subcomrnutateo
:_i. data are channeled through thisboard. All the necessary multi- . .
•7"_ plexers, dc,nultiplexers,and drivers are available.
i_" 5) Output Logic - The convolution_,l encoder, biphase mod_lator, and
,: rniscellaneous logic is provided by this board.
With the board modification, the fivenonredundant boards are common
to bus, orbiter, and both probes. Further cost reduction is achieved be-
[i: cause the telemetry units have enough PROMs to cover both large and small
_ probe formats, making them interchangeable and reducing the spares prob-
_ lem. DTU characteristics for the preferred design are given in Table 7.7.I_.
The Version IV science requirements are the basis for the design.
7.7.4. I Programmer Board Design
The prograrnn_er board design follows the basic concepts of the Thor/
' Delta design. Formats are controlledand changeable by the use of PROMs.
The word length is changeable by the use of a programmable countdown
counter whose address is suppliedby two outputs from the :formatPROM.
The main differencebetween1the Atlas/Centaur programmer and that i_
used in Thor/Delta is thatthe Atlas/Centaur design usesordy binary steps
in bit rate selection, In fact,both large and small probes use only one bit
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rate each during descent; 128 bps in the large probe and 64 bps in the small
probe. Other b_t rates, as shovm in Table 7.7-1Z, are availableas required
and are under control ot external command or the sequencer, Thie board
differsfrom the bus and orbiter only in the internalprograrn o£ the PROMs.
7.7.4. _ Analog Sub_rarne Board Design
The analog sub_rarne board now has two 10-bitADCs and associated
multiplexers. The change of both the analog and programmer boards a11ow
7, 7-Z7
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the ADCs to be used in both main frame and subframes. All words will be
converted to 10-bit resolution and any unused bits will be dropped. This
boar:d is identical to the bus and orbiter board.
7.7.4.3 Main Frame, Digital Subframc, and Output Logic Boards
These boards are all identical to the Pioneer 10/11 boards and are
unchanged in probes, bus, and orbiter.
7.7.4.4 Descent Timer/Pro_ramnaer (DTP)
The DTP provides memory storage for commands and time intervals
between commands. I_. contains the circuitry for discrete event signal de-
coding and provides latching circuits where long-term outputs are required. _" '
It also contains a register for receiving external real-time commands. A
block diagram o£ the DTP is shown in Figure 7.7-13.
A signal from the coast timer at E-3 hours, and a signal from either
of two g switches at entry, set the event counter to different predetermined _
covnts that are used as addresses by the PROMs. Information defining the
time intervals between events are stored in a 256 word by 8 bit PROM. .¢_
Two PROMs are used to define which event occurs at each event time, .f,
providing Z56 words of 16 bits each. These PROMs use 300 mW of power i
each, so at the beginning of each 1 second clock pulse, power is applied to !
the PROMs for approximately an 8-microsecond period, as shown in i
Figure 7.7-14. At the same time, the _time counter is incremented by i_
one count. The time interval stored in the time PROM is compared to the i_
Atime count. If they agree a match signal is generated. This signal in-
crements the event counter, causing a new address to be supplied to the
time PROM. The maximum time interval that can be stored is Z55 seconds.
When longer time intervals occur between events, they must be stored in
a sequence of intervals no longer than Z55 seconds each. The time PROM
has sufficient capacity to allow this type of programming for several hours.
The match signal causes a new 10-bit discrete event word to be read
out of the event decode PROMs and entered into the decoders. Four 16-
output decoders are used, providing a tc_al output capability of 64 discrete
events. The rejedtionofanalI-zeros command as an acceptable state
reduces the usable events _o 60. The decoders contain latches that can A
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store the co_nmand until the next I se.'ond clock signal occurs. If momen-
tary commands are required they may be dropped by external circuitry. I
(Pyro firing signals are _-50milliseconds long.) For l_ng-duration corn- _
mands, additional latch circuits are provided at the decoder outputs. Each !!
decoder is enabled oy a separate bitof the event word. This permits up *
to four unique commands to be issued at the same tir_e which is sufficient :
for probe requirements. Presently assigned output commands for the i
large probe are given in Table 7.7-13. ii
• The DTP can also receive external commands in the form of a 16- . •
bit word via the probe umbilical. These may be unique checkout commands - •
that are not used duri,_,the mission. In this case, they are not issued as
discrete events from the decoders, but are generated directly from the
command register outputs. This economizes on the memory storage capac-
ity and decoder capacity required. A disable function is provided that per ......
mits the 4time count to be inhibited when :_sponding to an external command.
The PROMs also contain a checkout ,Jequence that can be entered via
external command. In this case tI:eexternal command presets the event
counter to the correct address to start the checkout sequence. The counter
then steps the probe through the checkout sequence with no additional e_'-
ternal commands.
The relationship between the descent timer and the coast timer is
significant. It is a function of the coast timer to turn on the descent timer
sometime prior to entry. In case the coast timer fails to turn on the descent
timer, the ._';switches turn on everything at entry and only pre-entry data
and x,_armul_time are lost.
_-- _ _ I I II I 111111 I
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:'/ Table 7.7-13. Large P:obe Sequencer Discrete Event Channel
Assignments, Atlas/Centaur (Version IV Science Definition)
p
A. 0 (NOt USED) I. 0 INOTUSEDI '
I |AITEEY h,ATEIT ON I TRANSMITTER DIIVI_R, RECEIVIR, AND ENCINEERING XOUCER
2 BATIEITY HEATEROFff POWER ON Jl_
3 litHEA_._ _ ERAN_ITnR_lV_R,RECEIVERANDENGINUITINGXOUCER ffPo_BOFF
4 IIHIATEIT OF_F 3 RIESSUREGAGE POWiR ON
5 TEMtEITATUR[ GAGE POWERON 4 PIESStRE GAGE POWEROF_F
6 TEMPERATUREGAGE POWEROFF $ COAST TIMERPOWEITON
7 MAiN POWEIt O_N 4 COAST TIMER eOWEit OFF m
8 PARACHUTE DEPLOYMENT FIRE ? /qfRO'S_J_J_ i
9 MASS SPEC - TURE| OPEN B P_ltO'S _
t0 MASS SPEC. tUBE I CLOSE 9 ACCELEROMETERPOWERON I
I I MA_S SPED . TUBE20PEN 14 ACCELEROMETERPOWEROFF
12 MASS SPED - TUBE2 CLO$_._ I I MASS SF_C HEATERHIGH ON
13 MASS SPED - TUBE4 OPEN I_ MASS SI_C HtATEE HIGH O_F
14 MASS SPED - TULLE4 CLOSE 13 A[ROSHELt. FOREBODY JETTISON FtR_.E
15 MAIN POWEROEF I4 NEU/RAL MASS SPICTROMETERPOWER ON '_
1$ NEUIRAI, MASS SPECTROMEWRPOWER OF__,FF
C. O (NO_ USED) D. 0 #¢OTUMD) _i'
I MODE I (TITANSMH ILEALTIME DATA) I TRAN_ITTRR POWER AMPLIFIER, POWER ON
2 MODE 2 (TRANSmit ANO STOITE) 2 _|T;ER POWER AMPLIFIER, POWEROFF _,
3 MODE 3 (StOlE ONLY) 3 IR FLUX RADIOM|TER POWERO.,_N :.
4 SOLARIt, ,DIOMETER POWER OPt, 4 tit ,oLUX RADIOMETER POWEROE..,_F.P "_;
S SOLidi RADIOMETER POWER OF_ S GAS CFff,OMATOGRAPH POWER ON
--_-:=_ 6 CLOUD PARTICLE$1ZE ANALYZER POWER ON 6 GAS CHROMATOGRAPH POWER OFF _.
-' 7 PORERGDY ELECIRICAL CABLE CUTTERPInE 7 WINDOW HEATERPOWER ON i
: _'--" _ MASS SPED - tUBE 6 OPEN I WINDOW HEATERPOWEROF_FF ;,_
9 MASS SPEDHEATERLOW - ON 9 MASS SI_C INLIT CAP EJECTION FIRE
10 MASS SPEDHEATERLOW - _FE 10 RE/lEEEDDY ELECTRICALCAILE CUTTERFIRE
II HYGR¢_ETER POWER_ IE AFTERBODY PARACHUTE_
12 MASS _P|C - IUIE 3OPEN 12 k_,,_ St,",(; - TUBESOPEN
13 MASS SPIC - ru_E $ CLOS,....,,_ ;5 IVASS Sit':. - TUBE :_ CLOSi
14 CLOUD PARTICLESIZE SFECIROMETERFI_R OFf 14 WIND ALTII_ID_ RADARPOWER ON
15 HYGReJMETERF"OWERON I$ WIND ALIlIU|R RADAR POWEII OFF
Another failure mode is possible in the coast timer that may turn on
the descent timer hours or even days early. If this were the c_se, the bat-
teries could be completely discharged at entry and the g switch backup
would be unusable. To prevent this, the descent timer Will shut off the
main power i_ an excessive time lapse occurs afte _ turn on and if no g
switch sig,al has occurred. The probe then remains dormant until the g
" switches activate and put the probes in the descent mode, Onc,_ again some
or all of the pre-cntry data may be lost but tte bulk of the mission is
protected.
7.7.4.5 _n_y_e r
The coast timer is powered from the main battery but is isolated by
, )
a high impedance resistor to protect the battery in case o/a Low impedance
7°7°3|
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short in the timer. The timer contains a crystal controlled oscillator with ,_
an accuracy of >l part in 104 over the temperature range of interest. Count-
down circuitry is supplied to give outputs with l hour resolution. Relay
outputs turn on the IR and battery heaters and the main power switch. The
i
coast timer interface is shown in Figure 7.7-15.
TO lit HEATER (I - 2 DAYS) A MAU t.AICH ULAY d!
1 TURNEDON IW COAST
"/TIMH K2. AND OFF
mv |us
o sw,tc. I l o sw.c. 2 t coAs+IC .+ '. 1,+_Mm I -- I
( (= __ I",
x-' J. i-i .+..... J' StOmmC, + "+
tO IIATIEItY ¢K_NC2R Jdt4t (PILE-! ) '+
... CO*STJ..,_ +!
_coxst
'0"° +
coast raQ_NCln # _ir
T TMIt
DISAU_ i
-2 %,owi.sw.c. _ o,s,m+'ms .,r,,,++S+,
4, (s_ Asx_&K_) ..... +
,,+ll_
• FigureT.T-15.Coast11n_Intedla
7.7.4.6 Memory
The memory unit is packaged with the descent timer]programmer
to avoid additional changes to the DTU. The memory is required to store
ent,'ydata prior to establishing the communication link. To obtstinmaxi-
mum commonality, the same memory unit is used on the large and small
probe.
The memory uses the same memory element used on the orbiter--
a 2560 bit hybrid. Science storage requirements are 1000 bits for the
large probe and 250 bits for the small probe, but no bit rate is defined.
Since any bit rate may be needed, the binary steps in data acquisition
rates put a restriction on the efficiency of the storage system. To provide
f¢_rthis contingency twice the specified storage is provided. Engineering
data are required, in addition, and will use the other remaining bits.
7.7-32
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7.7.5 Thor/Delta Data Handling and Command (DHC) Subsystem Preferred
Design
A preliminary design has been completed on the DHC subsystem for
the Thor/Delta booster configuration. The design is in sufficient detail to
allow part selection and count. AI1 system requirements are implemented
at the block diagram leveland feasibilityof functioncapabilityhas been '.
verifiedby analysis. Power, volume, and weight requirements have been
confirmed and a preliminary packaging concept has been determined for _,_
eachprobe size. The DHC characteristicsare g£ven in Tables 7.7-14 and
7.7-15.
The basic design concepts are common to the large and small probes. _,
The changes occur in the stored programs in the PROMs used for the _i'
sequencer and format generators and in the number of formats and data
channels. A block diagram of the DHC is presented in Figure 7.7-16. A i
detailed functional description of key blocks is discussed in the following _
paragraphs. ......
7.7.5. I Descent Timer/Programmer (DTP) ,_.j
The DTP designed for Atlas/Centaue (Figure 7.7-t3) with slight ;_
changes will be used to supply all the disc fete event commands and to de-
code the command word. It differs from the Atlas/Centaur desig_ in that
format, bit rate and mode select are discrete commands rather than a
serial bit stream. The discrete events command assign events are listed
in Table 7.7-16.
7.7.5. Z Data Buffer/Memory
The data buffer/memory (Fig. 7.7-17) receives serial data, converts
it into four-bit parallel b_-tes, _and stores it ina COSMOS memory. An
address counter is incremented by one count for every byte stored. When
data are to be read out, the address counter is cleared and the first datum
stored is the first read out.
The memory for the probes is composed of four hybrid packagos,
each containing ten 256-bit COSMOS integrated ci-'cuit memories. Each
package can be viewed as a 2560 word by one bt, memory. These four
I: : hybrids _tre addressed in parallel to form a 2560 word by four-bit memory.
The address counter is composed of an eight-stage binary counter which,
7.7-33
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Table 7.7-14. Large Probe DHC CharacterisUcs, Thor/Delta
I. BASICCLOCK FREQUENCY 4.194304 MHZ
STABILITY= 0.01%
2. TYPEOF DATA AND MODULATION PCM/PSK/PM
3. BITRATES 1024 BPS 170.7 BPS 93 BPS
512 BPS 146.3 BPS 85.3 BPS
341.3 BPS 128 Dr5 78.8 BPS _
256 BPS 113.9 BPS 73.2 BPS
205 BPS 102.4 BPS 68.3 BPS
4. DATA INPUT CHANNELS _'
_F
MAIN FRAME ANALOG - 64
DIGITAL - 16
BILEVEL - 8
SUBFRAME ANALOG - 40
DIGITAL - 0
BILEVEL - 16 ql
5. INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE 0 TO +5 VOLTS ANALOG,
DIGITAL AND BILEVEL
COMP._.RATORTHRESHOLD=
+2.0 VOLTS , ,_ll_
-_- 6. A/D ACCURACY 10BITS(3.05% + 2.5 mY)
v._._ 7. DATA OUTPUT BIPHASEMODULATED NRZ-L _ !
=" 8. SUBCARRIERFREQUI_NCY 16.384 KHZ _. 0.02_
"" SQUAREWAVE
=_ 9. DATACODIhIG CONVOLUTIONAL
"_: RATEI/3 r K = 6
!% 10. OPERATING MODES I. REALTIME
-'= i
"_-_, 2. TrLEMETRYSTORE ,_,
_ 3. REALTIMEWITH MEMORYUOUT
:" 11. DATA FORMATS A - PREENTRY,SEISMIC
B " BLACKOUT
DI - DESCENT, HIGH ALTITUDE
D_ - DESCENT,LOW ALTITUDE:T
BJ
_ 12. FRAMESIZE
MAIN FRAME A I 504 BITS, 8 AND 10 BITWORDS
D I 504 BITS, 8 AND I0 BITWORDS
D2 480 BITS, 8 AND 10 BITWORDS
B1 504 BITS, B AND tO BIT WORDS,STOREDDATAONLY
13. FRAMECOUNTER , IDENTIFIESUP TO 1024 FRAMES
14. POWERREQUIREMENTS 3. 0 W
•_:; IS. SIZE .... 26_o,_3
_ 16. WEIGHT 1.4 KG
..=:
,,-_
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Table 7.7_15. Small Probe DHC Characteristics, Thor/Delta
II i
t. BASICCLOCK FREQUENCY 4.194304 MHZ dk
STABILITY: 0.01% i )
2. TYPEOF DATAAND MODULATION FCM/PSK/PM
3. BITRATES 128 BPS 21.3 BPS 11.6 BPS
64.0 liPS 18.3 BPS 10.7 liPS
42.7 liPS 16.0 BPS 9.85 BPS
32.0 BIDS 14.2 BPS 9.15 BPS
25,6 BPS 12.8 BPS 8.53 BPS !
4. DATA INPUT CHANNELS l
MAIN FRAME ANALOG - 16 _I_ '
DIGITAL - 8 •
BILEVEL - 8
SUBFR_ME ANALOG - 32
DIGITAL - 8 '_"
BILEVEL - 24
5. INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE 0 TO *5 V ANALOG,
+2.0 V TH_SHOLD ON
BILEVELAND DIGITAL
6. A/D RESOLLTION 10 BITS
I 7. DATAOUTPUT BIPHASEMODULATEDNRZ.L8. SUBCARRIERFREQUENCY 16.384 KHZ,1;.0.02% _ ::iSQUAREWAVE
9, DATACODING CONVOLUTIONAL
1/3,K.:,...........I T
10. OPERATINGMODES !. REALTIME
2. TELEM1M_'Y_TORE..... i
3. REALT_MEWITH MEMORY READOUT
!1. DATAFORMATS A - PREENTRY& SEISMIC
J8 - I_ACKOUTD - DESCENT
- i ,, , ....
: 12. FRAMESIZE ,
MAIN FR,t_AE A - 264 BITS, 7 AND 10 WORDS
O - 264 BITS, 7 AND 10 BITWORDS,STORAGEONLY
D - 264 BITS, 7 AND 10BIT WORDS
m
13. FRAMECOUNTER IDENTIFIESUPTO 1024 FRAMESi
_-": !,4. POWERREQUIREMENTS 2.2 W ,,
::" 15. SlZE 19110CM3
._ 16. WEIGHT 0.9 KG
• I I
-. 7.7-35
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7.7. _. 3 Timln_ and Format Generator
The timing and format _enerator generates all Limlng pulses for the
' DHC by cotmting down the output from a crystal oscillator. The bit rate is
variable through _,he use of a programmable counter that _s controlled by
the descent timer/prograrm-ner (DTP). Four separate formats are stored
" i in the format generator composed of four PROMs. Format selection is
controlled by the DTP. A block diagram of the timing and format generator
is given in Figure 7.7-18.
|AStC WOlD
CLOCK RATE
t
i::_ ! LENOTH F It _T
! ATOR_ OtCOOEI
,,_,NGANO _ [(4'_ ''') ilF:_ c--I
FORMAT SEL_T
Figure7.7-18.TiminginclFormalGenerJorInlerf_ce,LargeProbe 4_
t
f:. The oscillator runs at 4 194 304 Hz. This frequency was selected so
i / that Lhe l-second sequence clock could be obtained by dividing the oscillator
"-;! frequency by an integral multiple of 2 (224).
A high clock rate (1024 for the large probe and 128 for the small
probe) is fed into _he modulo-N counter, which can be commanded to divide
by any integer between I and 15. In this way the system bit rate can be
varied _s required throughout the mission. This bit rate is then divided
by 7, 8, or I0, under control of the format generator, to generate word
! rate pulses. The word pulses, in turnp are counted in a word counter to
provide an end of frame (EOF) indication. The parallel outputs from thei
word counter are used to provide an eight-bit address to the format gen-
_-'_ erator. Each PROM in the format generator is 250 words by 8 bits. Power
:_ is applied to the PROMs for 8 .s at the beginning of each word pulse. The
_ _ eight-bit word read from a PROM is stored in a low power IC register and
i!; t is used to control the word length and to provide an address to the multi°.
ptexer.
_.__._-"_: 7.7-38
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7.7. 5.,t: Multip!cxor
The multiplexer performs the function_ of address decoding, signal
multiplexing, and an_tlog-to*digital conversion. A })lock diagram of the
multiplexes is shown in Figure 7.7-19.
The m,dtiplexer receives an eight-bit address from the format gen..
'_ crater. Six address bits are used to select a measurement, and one bit is
used to determine whether itis an 8- or 10-bit measurement (large probe)
or a 7- or 10-bit measurement (small probe). The address detector deter-
mines whether the address is multiplexed locally, or remotely in the
experiment, and if (tis a subcommutated address. Control signals are
then issued to the proper multiplexer. Several engineering and instrument
, temperature measurements require a current source for the thermistors
_# and this demultiplexing is done in parallel with the multiplexing operation.
Timing pulses are also supplied as required. Separate analog ground
returns from each experiment are multiplexed along with the signal leads. *:
The temperature measurements are low.level signals (approxixnately
_ 1-40 mV) and are fed through a low-level amplifier to raise them to the
k
standard 0-5 volt range. The outputs from the various multiplexers are
then selected by a second-level multiplexer, fed through a differential to
single-ended amplifier --ndinto a ten-bit ADC. " Digital and bilevel words
are fed through a digital comparator. The outputs of the comparator and
ADC are combined and fed out to the data storage unit as a continuous bit
stream.
i
_ 7.7.5.5 Data Framing for Probe Co rrFnunications
For the Thor/Delta configuratiml, the Viterbi algorithm is the
i" ! preferred decoding method for the probe channels. This is discussed in
:.: the communications section (paragraph 7. b). This decoding method re- i ......
: quires no frame synchronization so that framing techniques need only be l
_ concerned with attaining correct data blocking. The data frame synchroniza- !
!=_",- tion can be done entirely after decoding_ i.e. on the decoded data that
gives error protection to the framing sequence and simplifies the decoding
:. procedu re. _ _',_": {.. A framing sequence m_st be chosen that has satisfactory correlation ,_
_, properties in a v.oiseless environment to separable it from data, and which
: '" "' 7,7-39 i_|
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will also give acceptable probabilities for correct data framing with noise
present. The bit error rates (BER) on the typical probe channels will be
about 10 -4 and data framing must be achieved in this noise environment.
Frame synchronization can be accomplished by using either a prefix method
(insertion of a known sequence called a prefix or comma}, or a comma-free
method. Only the prefix method will be considered at this time with con- "
centration on Barker sequences.
Barker sequences are limited in length to 13, three of which are given
below,
N = 3, 110 i
N = 7, 1110010
N -- 11, 11100010010.
-4
For p (bit error probability) = 10 , the probability of making an
error within a frame sequence of length N = 11 is approximately 10"3; b
and the probability of two frames each containing a bit error is approxi- _
mately I0"6. Hence, the number of repetitions, M, of the sequence re- ...... --
quiled to attain synchronization due to noise errors is small. To establish _ _ :
frame synchronization the following decision variable can be used:
Z = pdv (1 -p)Mn'dvv
where n is the number of bits in the synchronizing sequence, d is the
Hamming distance (number of bit value differences,) between the observed •
sequences bypothesized to give frame synchronization and the actual se-
quence, and v is the epoch or the index of the frame synchronization being
considered. For frame synchronization, Z v is maximized with respect
to v. For p< I/Z the decision variable can be simplified to:
Z =d
V V
For Barker-type sequences the number of repetitions, M, of the sequence
required for synchronization can be approximated by:
" '°
0
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where q = 1-p and P is the probability of incorrect synchronization. For ""
e -1 _.
example, with N = 11, p _ 10 , anda de._ired P = 10 "2, M : 13.8 whilee
for p = 10 -3 , P -- 10 2 ,
e. 3
M = I. 38 x i0
Since M< 1, only one iteration is required. Results are, of course, better
-4
for a p = 10 or better BER.
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7.8 ELECTRICAL POWER
:- This .section contains requirements, power profiles, and batt,_ry
sizing data for the Atlas/Centaur and Thor / Delta probes,
L
7.8. 1 Introduction and Summary _'
The probe electrical power subsystem consists of the battery, which
is the primary source of power for all independent probe operatlon_ and ._
the Power Control Unit (PCU). A simplified block diagram is shown in
Figure 7.8-I. The PCU controls the power to all using subsystems, con-
rains the fault isolation circuits and provides the firing circuits J'orpyro-
technic initiators. In addition, portions of the Data Handling and Command _ ,
(DHC) subsystem such as the coast timer, descent sequencer, and data
storage unit are packaged in the PCU to elirninate the need to design and _
.v
qualify another separate box. In arriving at the preferred design for the _i
electrical power subsystem, a number of trade studies were conducted, _
including: #
• Probe battery analysis and selection
• Regulated versus unregulated bus
• Cell bypass versa_s no bypass
• IrLflightcharge versus no-flight charging
• Relays versus solid state switching
• Capacitor versus direct battery pyre firing.
TLe results of these studies, discussed in the paragraphs that follow,
combined with the mission requirements and the derived load profiles led
to the prelerred subsystem design for each mission option, For the 1978
mission with Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle and the Version IV !April 1973)
science payload and descent profile, the subsystem description follows.
Silver Zinc Battery. This battery was selected because of its long
lifewith high energy density (83 W-hr/kg), its minimum charge stand
losses, because ithas successfully passed 750-g acceleration tests and is
capable of providing 526 W-hr of energy as required for the mission with
-_: .t=10 perce,.*, regulation,
7.8-1
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Figure1.8-1.ProbeElectricalPowerSubsystem,SimpliflMBlockDiagram
Power Control Unit. This unit provides the timing, sequencing,
command, control functions, fault isolation, and pyrotechnics ignition.
7.8.2 Requirements ....
The Atlas/Centaur probe battery, requirements are Summa_:zed in ....
Table 7.8-I for the large and small probes,.:• " ' :
..... Table 7' 8-1, Battery Requirements Stunmary0 Atlas/Centaur ........
Confisuration .....
LARGEPROBE SMALLPROBE
WETSTANDTIME 16MONTHS 16MONTHS
MISSIONDURATION 133DAYS 133DAYS
DISCHARGeTIME(ENTRY) !,20 HR I. !0 HR
MAXIMUMACCE[ERATION(QUAL[EVa) 600 G 600G
TOTALENERGY 526W-He 246W-HR
MAXIMUMORDNANCEFIRINGCURRENT 36AMP --
BATTERYTEMPERATUREANGE -18 1'0 B5*C -18 TO 85°C
VOLTAGETO USERS
A) SCIENCE 28VOC+ 10% 28VDC  10%em
B) SUBSYSTEMS 28VDC+ 10% 28VDC+ 10%
BATTERYHEATERPOWER(PREENTRY) 80W=HR" 40W-HR"
i1|
0
7,8..Z
i
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The time-phased load profiles for the Atlas/Centaur large and small
probes are shown in Figures 7.8-2 and 7.8-3. During probe checkout
before separation, probe battery power is used only for the trans,_itter and
required telemetry. Science, DHC, and transducer checkout power is sup- j:_
plied by the probe bus.
7.8.3 Tradeoff Studies
7.8.3. I Probe Battery Analysis and Selection
The key parameters imposed by the probe requirements are weight,
• volume, dynamic environment, file, mission reliability, and cost. 4 'ii
The majority of sources can be immediately eliminated by the ]i
major probe constraints of battery volume allocation, O. 175 W-hr/cm 3 :_ ::
(2. 87 W-hr-hr/in. 3) and low cost. Typical of those considered and
rejected on these bases were Ni*Cd and Ag-Cd.
:Systems satisfying both volume and cost were Ag-Zn, Hg-Zn, and O_
Hg*Cd. All systems have satisfactory energy density considerations
'_ (W-hr/kg) but both mercuric oxide couples are extremely sensitive to load i
variations and would need to be signHicantly oversized t_ satisfy the voltage ....... !
criteria. The Ag-Zn system, of course, is not without its limitations.
The following study compares the Ag-Zn cell performance characteristics
with the operational requirements. _
Silver-Zinc Battery Study
Martin Marietta has been developing a high energy density long-life
battery specifically for use in planetary probes. This task has been per- • ):i
formed under the auspices o£ IRAD number _8705 and is described in _$
b
Appendix 7. 8A. Results to date demonstrate _hat a probe battery with an
1
end-of-life energy density of 92. 4 W-hr/kg is attainable for the Venus I
mission. Subsequent to the issuance o£ this report, significant changes I!have occurred in the baseline design of the Pioneer Venus battery. The
IRAD task has been redirected to include these changes and at the same
time some improvement has been incorporated into newly designed cells.
7.8-3
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Cell Design Improvements
1) Positive plate manufacturing process revised to ensure closer
tolerances on plate porosity.
2) Negative plate width increased to positive plate width. b
3) One layer of polyvinyl alcohol film (PVA) placed between permion
separators to reduce separator oxidation and increase cell life.
#
These changes have increased the original cell capacity by 25 percent °
within the same volume constraints.
Redirectpd Studies
The IRAD task has been modified to include the following studies:
(1) sealed cells, (2) monoxide charge, (3) pessivation (charge open circuit
stand), (4) passivation (discharge open circuit stand), (5) pulse loads.
Preliminary results to dat_ show that the IRAD cell design meets all
the Pioneer Venuq additional requirements specified above. The final report
(to be published in December 1973) will document this data.
Standard aerospace Ag-Zn cells were considered fc use in the '
Atlas/Centaur application to reduce c_sts. It was determined, however,
that the increased weight and volume required did not justify the small parts i
cost saving. A cost saving was realized as a result of commonality in t_se of _i
two parallel connected small probe batteries to supply the large probe
power requirements. A sketch of the Atlas/Centaur battery is shown in
Figure 7.8-4, 4
| lU_GY S_L_OI CA_CIW _ W-St
JA.NII¢_m.a_ACIIM_V, OOVAUNV 1,1.0,k-He ",
t_-a :1.,x,.ox,.,_ ",
_'40. OP_a,l¢ ' N t
_n_Tm_ sow .
,!
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The flat monovalent discharge characteristic results from limiting
the voltage on charge to 1.92 volts/cell. By limiting the formation of the
r_ore active divalent silver oxide (_gO), a capacity penalty of 25 percent
results, while wet stand capacity retention is improved. The divalent I_
charge method requires_a discharge regulator to meet +10 percent voltage
regulation becattse of the wider voltage variation during discharge, i
Sizing of the power system to include a regulator for the required
power increases the total probe mass by 7.6 kg. This includes two 1 3-cell
batteries and a 340-watt regulator with an efficiency of 85 percent. Although
the battery has fewer cells, they are larger in welght and volume to meet _,
!the total power requirement. Appendix 7. 6B shows that the monovalent
operation of the battery results in a lighter weight, system with smaller _
volume and lower costs. Secondary voltages (which are a small portion ,_
i
of the total power) are provided by power conditioning within the user *:
subsystem. _h
We concluded that regulation was unnecessary since only Z watts of
small probe unit power and 8 watts of large probe unit power required _ _:
+_2 percent regulation; the remaining demand was unregulated (+_I0 percent)
power. This sr_all amount of regulated power got experiments can be
supplied by the user requiring it, with a series regulator. The +I0 percent
regulation is achieved through control of the battery discharge voltage
characteristic as shown in Figure 7.8-5.
r--m_\ /cx_R u_Noo
k _,4vom /Sumi_nsLm, ela_n._)
Figure;.e-5. 41..znoiicl_eNeVellale¢huaclw_ic
,_...
"_ The battery temperature must be controlled between 12 and 28°C
i:"_ while discharging to maintain _I0 percent regulation (Appendix 7. 8A).
-::, Both the small and large probes have a battery heater that is actlvat_d
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3 hours before entry to raise the battery temperature. (Appendix 7. 8A
I detailed information for battery heater calculation and design. )provides
Advantages o_ _monovalent operation in addition to a flat discharge
eharacteristics are as follows:
• Charged stand losses during cruise are reduced.
/. • The lower oxidizing potential reduces attack on integrity of .,
separation material.
• • Transient load performance is better. :_
• Open circuit voltage measurement becomes viable indication of
_ full charge. "_.
:.... • Requirement for discharge regulator eliminated; weight, volume, _
-'_ and cost savings. Each battery consists of 20 series-connected
_: cells contained in a fiberglass wrap structure with associated
._ thermistors, heater, thermostatic switch, and a Cannon series
DMA connector. The coafiguration of the preferred battery design
-_ is shown in Figure 7.8-4. For the Atlas/Centaur, the larg,_ probe
a uses two srnaU probe batteries connected in parallel to the power
bus; the smaU probe uses a single battery. The increased weight
:_ capability of the Atlas/Centaur allows a common battery to be used
for both the large and small probe. This commonality reduces cost. "-_._
_"_:._ 7.8. 3.2 Regulated versus Unregulated Bus _ ...... ..... " ....
_¢ . ....
"" The regulated versus unregulated power bus study, Appendix 7. 8B
r-
_=- identifies losses and margins that apply to the Atlas/Centaur design. An
-- unregulated power bus was chosen for the Atlas/Centaur probe because o£
"i_: lower weight, volumet and e,ost. and an improvement in reliability. The
_-: tradeoff between regulated versus unregulated bus disc,assed in Section IV
*" of Appendix 7. 8B differs in that redundant regulators were used in sizing
_- the power system. This comparison was updated for a nonredundant regu-
,_ lator and the trad_.off between alternative approaches is shown in
.i" Table 7. 8-2.
_: There is a substantial savings in volume and weight for the large
:__,_ probe. By deleting the boost regulator, a substantial cost _avings would
:'-'- also be realized by eliminating the design and development of an additional
component,
! D The reliability of two 20-¢:ell silver zinc batteries in parallel through
t isolation diodes for the large probe te 0.9967 while the small probe with a
i single 20-cell battery has a reliability of 0. 9985. This gives a baseline
• : 7,8,.7 •
.,
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probe reliability of 6. 945 for the large probe and 0.964 for the small probe.
A discharge regul_.tor and two 13-cell silver zinc batteries in the large _i_
probe has a reliability of 0.9369 and the reliability of the small probe is
0. 9666. The total probe reliability with two 13-cell batteries and a
regulator is 0. 888 while the small probe reliability falls to 0. 933.
Table 7. 8.2. Bus Regulation Trade Summary d
- II r
BATTERY BOOSTREGULATOR TOTAL _Ib
• MASS VOLUME MASS VOLUME MASS VOLUME
(KG) (CM3) (KG) (CM3) (KG) (CM3)
LARGEPROBE _ '
WITHREGULATOR 14.$ 12n0 2.56 5 900 17.06 18100
WITHOUTREGULATOR 9.28 5 550 - - 9.28 5 550 /
SMALLPROBE
WITHREGULATOR 7.36 6 150 0.594 I 1118 7.9M 7 338 ,,
WITHOUTREGULATOR 2e30 . - 4.6 2,0
2
regulator increased the weight and reduced the r,_liability ofSince a:i
_i the probes, direct discharge battery system providing ilO percent regula-
i**_ Lion was chosen.
7.8.3.3 Cell Bypass versus No ByTass;£ _ .
The Pioneer tO and l i type bypass electronic circuitry in the large
probe battery was omitted from the baseliae design because of excessi_,e
[ battery power consumption. During the 133-day period be:ore entry, the
bypass circuits would require approximately 90 W-hr (28 milliwatt loadon the battery).
i; The use of silicon diodes for bypass protection (open circuits only)
would result in a minimal weight increase (diode + heat sink) and 12 W-hr
t
of power drain.
" ' The reliability of the large probe batte_-y with diodes i0 increased
to 0. 99889 from a reliability of 0. 9984 without diodes. This results in a
_ probe reliability of 0. 945_ with diodes, from a reliability of 0. 9456 without
! diodes. Only the fifth significant figure changes due to the addition ofdiodes. The bypass diodes do not increase the reliability sufficiently to
! warrant the extra parts and weights.
.- . 7.8-8
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7.8.3.4 _,_r_!n_ - versus No-Flight Charging
The [_roposed Phase B Pioneer Venus, bus/probe, electrical power
sulmystern included an inflight probe battery charging capability. This
capability wa3 provided to restore the following battery cap_city losses.
Planned capacity losses
• Cruise charRe stand losses, "
• Preseparation checkout power consumption.
Non-planned capacity lo_,sea _.
• Battery cell failure (shorting), I
• Parasitic loads,
• Extended discharge duration.
Planned Capacity Loss
The basic design of the battery uses the more conservative, mono-
valent conversion of the positive plate (silver) during charge. This results
I in a substantial reduction in charge stand losqes during cruise. During
i charge stand, the electrodes self discharge. This discharging varies with
temperature. The reaction proceeds more slowly at room temperature
and below. Throughout the cruise the battery temperature is between
• -18°C and 4°C (0 and 40°F); thus the losses will be low.
!
i Preseparation power will be supplied from the bus except for one
_ rninute maximum _f operation on the probe battery to verify battery and RF
transrr_tte r function.
It can be seen that a minimal amount of capacity will have to be re-
_I: stored because of charge stand losses and preseparation checkout.
• i Non-Planned Capacity Losses
-'-_i Loss of a cell due to itshort would reduce the battery voltage by
" 5 percent. Trying to restore this capacity would involve an elaborate
- i control system for '_he ground crew to elit_inate over-charging. Without
_'i-i this charge control system, the battery would charge to the divalent state
_. and create gas thus increasing the degradation of the battery and a possi-bility of rupturing a cell, thus causing the total loss of he battery and
' probe
-__ 7.8-9
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Loss of capacity due to the parasitic load of a shorted coast ttraer is
minimized by use of &n isolation resisto1 of approximate Iy 500 k ohms, and
a magnetic latching relay contact that activates the timer from a command in
the sequencer unit.
,probe battery has been sized to provide a regulation of_+ I0 per- _
The
cent for the total mission duration, with a 5 percent capacity loss in 4 months _.,
from launch ........ _
Based on the considerations that (1) a minimal amount of capacity
would have to be restored because of charge stand losses and preseparation
checkout. (2) the bus would have to supply logic for automatic and ground over .... '.
ride charge control and termination with switching for sequencing the 4 bat- I ;
teries plus tracking station surveillance wit, ha specialized crew for up to 72
hours of charging of a shorted cell battery, and (3) the bus would require a
special converter/charger that could supply 40 volts of high accuracy:voltage _]'i
and c_rrent telemetry, no inflight charging is planned for theprobe mission. ..... ".......... =_
7.8.3, 5 Relays versus Solid Sta_e Switching
Selection of magnetic latching relays over solid state switching was _ ,_based primarily on their low power losses. Relays in the open state have a :
zero power drain and no voltage drop in the closed state. Solid state switch-
ing devices, on the other hand, have leakage drain in the open _tate and have
from 0.5 to I. 0 volts drolJ in the closed state. The high current demand of
the pyro firing system (36 amperes, or higher) which are transient in nature
prohibits the use of solid state switch as the main power transfer. Also, the
use of solid state devices would require a larger battery to supply the addi-
tional energy requirement. Since relay contact contamination is a major fail-
ure mode, redundant contacts or redundant relays will be used in all relay
switching circuits.
7.8.3.6 Capacitor versus Direct Battery Pyro Firing
Firing of pyro devices directly from the probe battery and controlling the
current flow to each bridgewire to reduce the transient effect on the bus was
selected over the capacitor bank firing method. A magnetic latching relay is
used as the pyro bus arming switch. Each bridgewire is fired by triggering
a silicon controlled rectifier. A current limiting resistor is inserted in each
bridgewire circuit and is sized to provide a minimum of amperes at the rain- V
imum b,_ voltage. The bus voltage will not drop below ZO volts during the
maximum pyro current transient.
7.8-10
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Recycling the safe/arm relay after each pyro firing event will interrupt any
leakage current due to low impedance leakage paths in the ordnance devices
and a11ow the silicon controlled rectifiers to turn off. Using the probe
battery reduces the weight and Volume problem of packaging and qualifying e
a separate capacitor firing system.
The capacitor bank pyro firing system does eliminate the transient _,
load changes on the bus; however, the complexity and the volun_e of space l_--i
required to package this system requires twelve 82-_f capacitors, con-
nected in p&rallel and charged to between 36 amd 40 volts to fire a pyro i_. _
bridgewire. The Pioneer Venus probe would require a maximum of six
capacitor banks to meet the ordnance redundancy requirement and the ._
number of bridgewires fired simultaneously. The volume required to
3
pakcage one capacitor bank is 53, 3 cm .
7. 8. 4 Preferred Electrical Power Subsystem_ Atlas/Centaur _ _:-
'
7. 8. 4. .1 ,Battery '!i
.... !i
.... A 20-¢ell sLiver-zinc rechargeable battery designed and conditioned :_ ......... i
....to operate in the fiat monovalent silver discharge voltage characteristic _ ,i
was chosen for the Pioneer Venus probe. The silver zinc battery was i ,-_
chosen for its high energy density, low charged stand losses and low cost !
of manufacturing in that both probes use identical batteries. !
7. 8. 4. 2 Power Control Unit IPCU)
The PCU is the central sequencing, timing controlp and distribution
point for the overall power subsystem. It is shown in Figure 7. 8-6 and .
implements in the following functions:
• Descent sequencer and coast timer
• DC-DC converter
• Power transfer function and switching
• Pyro _iring functions
• Fault isolation
/_ Power subsystem stat12s (teleiTletry).
7.8-II
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figureT,8-6. Atlas/CentaurPowerControlUnitConfiguration ....... _- ii
1
PCU Functional Description |
The PCU will be packaged in a rectangular chassis (15.4 x 15.4 x
9.6 crnj. The assembly is comprised of seven "slices u of electronics.
Double-sided printed circuit boards will be sufficient for this design, Re-
lays are to be mounted such that their least sensitive axis Will be p_.rallel
to the direction o£ deceleration. The chassis is aluminum. The mounting
hardware, Cannon DMA connectors #24 hook-up wire $TME 742 lightweight
high strength copper wire developed _or the Viking Project, will be used .......
to reduce weight.
Two of the slices in the ]PCU comprise the timing sequencer and coast
timer. A more detailed description of these two functions can be found in
Section 7.7.4, the data handling and command section of this report. Basi-
cally, the sequencer and time_- operate as follows.
7.8-12
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Power to operate _he coast timer is drawn directly from the probe
battery through an isolation resistor of approximately 500 k ohms° The
500 k ohms resistor in series with the timer prevents excessive power
drain in the event the timer shorts. A diagram of the primary power trans- _,=-_
fer relay control function provided by the PCU is presented in Figure 7.8-7.
Just before separation, a timer-enable signal from the bus transfers relay ',;-
K4 whlch starts thecoast timer by applying battery power through contact
K4A. At entry minus two days (E-Z), the coast timer initiatestransfer of _
relay K2 and thereby provides battery power to the IR heater through con-
tact KZ. Just prior to entry the coast tiff"_ initiates transfer of relay Hl _AI'I
that in turn initiatestransfer of the primary cower transfer relay K5 through
contact KIA. Primary power is thereby supplied to the experiments through _
contacts KJA. Ifthe coast timer fails to operate before entry, ti,_backup _
g switches provide power to the power transfer relay.
Power Switching Function i_
The power switching functions for the primary power transfer, ord-
_- nance safe/arm, communications, window heaters, and science instruments .... _=:
_ are provided by magnetic latching relays, Z-ampere Potter Brumfield and _
iO-ampere Leach, derived frontthe Viking and Pioneer iO and i i programs.
The iO-ampere Leach relay used for power transfer is capable of carrying
the high pyre surge currents.
O0000004-TSD04
The capability to operate through the anticipated high sustained
deceleration of entry has been demonstrated by tests at Martin Marietta
in excess of 600 g's. All power switching is controlled by command sig-
_als from the DHC.
Pyro Firinj Circuits
The ordnance firing and control functional diagram _ presented in
Figure 7.8-8. Standard-initiators used 0U Vikinghave been selected, The ....
safe and arm_.ng relay is controlled by Command signals from the DHC. The
relay is armed just before initiation of the firing signal and then returned to
safe within Z50 milliseconds after the pyro firing signal. This clears any i
shorts that may have developed as a result of pyro bridge short to ground by :_ _
removal of voltage across the SCR ..... A current.limiting resistor is employed i "
to provide a minimum of 5 amperes per bridgewire at the expected battery i
voltage. With the relay in the safe condition the contacts provide a short _ :
across the SCR through the pyro bridge. The shorted bridge, SCR loop is _ _,
also returned to single point power ground preventing static charge build up. :_t
The trigger circuit SCR combination is used on the VO-75 system. A trigger 4-_.._,,, _ .........
:! d
circuit module cast in epoxy contains eight firing circuits with mounting pr0- -_; =-_._:.::_
visions and solder connections. The pyros are ignited, in r_cdundant group, s .
of three for the fore- and afterbody release; the remaining pyros are redun-
dant and activated separatelY. , . ...... 'i ........................
Overload and Fault Protection
Overload Protection. The probe _lectricalpower system feeds both _i
criticaland noncriticalloads. Criticalloads are those loads necessary
maintain the probe subsystems oper:.tionwhile noncriticalloads could _i_to
failwithout affectingthe operation of other subsystems. Experiments "
were classifiedas noncriticalloads since the loss of one or mo_e experl- _
men:s could be toleratedwith the remaining experiments stillsupplying ,_
data. ,_'
Both o-,erloadprotectionand faultprotectionwere considered for the _
noncriticalloads. Overload protection requires the use of sophisticated
bus monitoring techniques and a control scheme thatwould permit detection
of overload conditionson an individualload basis with the capabilityto _
isolateeach load from the distributionbus, when failuresare detected.
Both cost and weight penaltiesare incurred when using thistype of system, o_
Fault Protection. Our alternativeto using overload protectionis to
us e a Hughes faultprotectiondesign. This technique'hasbeen used inthe p,r._¢
and has been acceptable. Both the cost and:weight impactas corn-proven
pared to the overload protection system are minimal. Only nones,,wential
l_ads would be fused. This approach does resultin a lower quality"power
bus since the faultload would be seen on the power bus untilthe fuse opened
and cleared the fault. Since the battery selected for the probe power source
....is designed to deliver high peak or surge currents, the faultcurrent during
the fuse opening time would not appreciably affectthe power quality.
7.8.5 Prefe,rred ElectricalSubsy_s.tem_Thor/Delta
The power requirement for the Thor/Delta must meet the same
operational mission objectivesand constraintsas statedin Section 7.8.1
for the Atlas/Centaur approach. Cost reduction versus weight and volume
was considered in the design approach. The systems power demand re-
quired reslzing of the probe batteries.
7.8.5. l Battery
The Thor/Delta probe uses silver-zlncbatteries in the monovalent
mode of operatldn, but tl_t:power profile rcquirements for the large and
small probe are such that they required two separately designed battery
7.8-15
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packages. Cost reduction versus weight and volume was considered in
the design with the primary emphasis on low weight because o£ the lirnited
launch vehicle capability.
The Thor/Delta battery requirements are summarized in Table 7.8-3, i
The power profiles for the large and small probes are shown in Figures _i!_
7.8-9 _nd 7.8-10. _i,,_
7.8-3. Thor/Delta Requirements Summar 7
.
LARGE_OIE SMALLPRCeE _ ""
:!
WETSTANDTIME 16MONTHS 16MONTHS
MISSIONDURATION 133DAYS 133DAYS ......
DISCHARGETIME(ENTRY) 1.0 HR 1.0 HR
MAXIMUMDECELERATION 500G 500G i
a-MAGNETICPROPERTIES(AT31CM) 40GAMMA 30 GAMMA
TOTALENERGYTO LOAD 182W-HR 114.9W-HR
' MAXIMUMORDNANCEFIRING CURRENT.... 5AMP......... $ AMP
BATTERYTEMPERATUREANGE -18 TO 85°C -IB TO 85°C _"_ .........
VOLTAGESTOUSERS
A) SCIENCE 28VDC+ 10% 28 VDC  10%m
B) SUBSYSTEMS 28VDC+ 10% 28 VDC+ 10%
BATTERYHEATERPOWER(PREENTRY) 15W-HR 30 W-HR
i
7, 8-16_ ....
//
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LAIIG[ PIIOI| tOWeR FROFIL£ 254_? :
A jIqE._dEPAILA|IONCHECKOUTS (4 IN CRUI_)70 WATTS, 3 MIN _.6 _'_
SHOCK LAYERRAOIOME_'B CALl* (I_K) _ .-
, wA,,s, ,os_c ,,,,,.o I ° ! _.
m_,.t,ms-,cca rim, cAul [ * i
_w Z
m _ 9 t _ ....
' I I I I I I I I I
. Figure?.8-10. T_rl_tfla LargeProbe_owerProfile
7.8.5.2 Power Control Unit
..... Tho r/Delta - Large Probe
. Packaging requirements for the Thor/Delta large probe lend them-
• selves to a more conventional approach than do those of the small probe.
The PCU will be packaged in a rectangular chassis (7.6 x 8.9 x _-I. 6 cm).
Double-sided boards should be sufficient for this design. Relays will be
mounted so that their least sensitive axes will be parallel to the direction
of deceleration forces. The chassis will be magnesium and mounting
hardware and connectors will be the canno11 DMA series.
7. s.s._ B__a_ery
The battery pack will be fabricated using an impregnated fiberglass
wrap design reinforced with magnesium structure at various stress
locations, The pack size will be (8.3 x 9' 9x 13, ? _m) _, , ......... .
Sketches of the small and large probe batteries are shown in Figures
7.8-11 and 7.8-12.
7.8-17
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tSlZtNG FAcross _..___VALUE,_ _N_GV STO_AG| _)J_C|TY |d_ W*_R J_
A-Ha CAPACITY (MONOVALENT) S, I A-HR p_
L|_f ANDCONTACTLOSS | MASS 3;' KG
CHARGED STAND LOSS S 5iZ_ 20 x 8.85 x
¢ONTI NG|NC_ 5 ?,9 CM
MC_IOVALENT OFF.RATION 25 NO OF SI[RiESCELLS 20
MAHUFACT1JRING TOLERANCE 12 'IATTERY H|ATEa POWER 10.0 w ,_
FOR 3 HR
v_u_f ,_ cO
Figure?.8-|L SmallProbeBJtery,ThorlDeltaConfiguri_._ Sit
.o
7. 8-18
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"I 7.8.5.4 Power Control Uni..t
Thor/Delta - Small Probe
The proposed packaging concept for the Thor/Delta small probe is
an evclat;on based on many design requirements. The p':obe size and _.
shape were the main determining factors. The efficientutilization of "_
allotted volume resulted in a cylindrical housing and an integrated elec-
tronics assembly which contains the DHC, I:_U, accelerometer, pressure, 41¢'
temperature, and magnetometer electronics, {Figure 7.8-13). This hous-
ing also acts as the equipment mounting shell for the battery pack, stable
oscillator, transmitter driver, nephelorneter and the power amplifier. _'
(Figure 7.8-14). Using this approach_ allof the equipment is mounted ..... t
to the pressure shell separation plane at three locations. Thermal isolators
are used at these locations to minimize heat transfer from the pressure
shell to the electronic assemblies. With removal of the Jam nut on the
pressure transducer fitting, and the lower pressure shell, all electrical 4m
connectors are accessible for disconnection and removal of the entire
I electronics assembly, excluding the antenna and its coax cable, which are ....mounted to the upper pressure shell. Thermal isolators are used to support ?;
7.8-19
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the coax cable from the pressure shell (Figure 7.8-15). Cannon Series,
DMA connectors are used for interface connections betweer, the battery
pack and all other probe equipment units, t_ _
e,
Figure7.8-LS.CutAwayVimofTmrlOeltlSmallProbe ._
The battery pack housing will be fabricated using an impregnated
¢.iberglass _vrap design, reinforced with magnesium structure at various
stress locations. . ,,_
Experiment electronics (pressure, temperature, acceleration and
magnetometer) and the power control circuitry will be packaged in individual
cavities located in the bottom half of the integrated electronics housing.
These printed wiring boards should be primarily two-sided boards.
All boards will be mounted to the housing with #4-40 titanium torque
set screws with #4-40 Helicoil inserts (phosphor bronze or beryllium copper)
installed in the housing. Boards will be spaced using magnesium spacers.
00000004-TSDq q

7.9 ELECTRICAL INTEGRATION
7.9. I Introduction and Summary
The probe electrical integration involved solutions to a number of
problems not normally encountered on previous planetary missions. Among _'_
these were the grounding, interconnection, and EMI techniques to permit
•" the multiple probes to function as integrated subsystems, while attached to
the probe bus, and yet function as completely autonomous spacecraft after
separation. Allied with these problems was the need to minimize potential
drain on the probe batteries during cruise. Other problems included the
_.-: electrical penetrations to withstand the high temperatures and high pressures _ '
to be ,_.ncountered at the surface of Venus, the selection of an electrical :'
separation device, and the design of interconnections to withstand the high :
entry deceleration of the order of 600 g. Although packaging is not normally
considered an electrical integration function or responsibilitT.,in the probes
it is heavily influenced by the need for accessibility to connectors and to
cable routing and attachment to survive the environment. A oarticular case
is the Thor/Delta small probe where most of the electronics were to be
J packaged in a single, integrated structure to minimize size, weight, a.nd
_- interconnecting cables.
_ The Atlas/Centau_, 1978 mission with the Version IV science has also
_. impacted the electrical integration. Removal of the magnetometers from thl,
_: primary pa?Ioad has eased the problem of magnetic cleanliness. However,
i:_. addition of the wind drift radar to the large probe may cause some new
EMI problems. The preferred electrical integration for this mission is |
_i a subsystem with the primary power single point ground at the RF power
;" amplifiers in the ,communications subsystem (the power amplifiers have
i!S_ the output stages tied to ground). Secondary power returns and signal
_ returns may be connected to a common chassis poinL The chassis connec-
tion will be brought out to a pin on the umbilical connector to tie back to
_,-_ the bus single point ground. Interface connections to the bus will consist
of three command lines, three data lines, +28 volt DC power, and the
:_ ground connection described above. All experiments will be fault isolated
i from the +28 volt power bus by fuses. Power will be switched by relays.
_ A 20-cell silver-zinc battery will provide primary 2_ volt _+ 10 percent power
l
throughout the descent phase of the mission. Thece will be no auxiliary
:'_ 7.9-1
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batteries for the timers or pyrotechnic firing. All functions will be powered 4*
from the primary battery. All pyres will he fired directly f_om the battery,
without energy storing capacite, r banks. The umbilical will be separated
by a cable cutter. All timing, sequencing, and command and control
t
functions are pertormed by circuits within the power conditioning unit (PCU}.
Figures 7.9-I and 7.9-2 show the system interface connections for both
large and small probe preferred designs.
7.9.2 Requirements
. There are two primary requirements for probe electrical integration. _. ,
The first is that each probe, while operating as a separate, autonomous
: spacecraft, will provide the ca0ability for each science experiment to
collect and have data transmitted to earth without interference or degradatio.-
due to the operation of other experiments or subsystems within the probe.
The second requirement is that, while attached and electrically connected ,el
to the probe bus, the probes will not interface with, nor degrade the perf_r-
•_ mance of the bus electrical subsystems. Here it may be possible to tolerate
": some interference during short, predetermined periods, such as prelaunch
and/or preseparation checkout where th2 effects are known and controllable.
- An ancillary problem is to provide the capability to test, check out,
z
:_.: and calibrate the experiments and electricai subsystems within the probes _;:-
after they are closed and sealed.
:_ 7.9.3 Electrical Integration, At.las/Centaur
Electrical integration of the Atlas/Centaur probes is heavily influenced
::; by the selection og existing design hardware for most of the electrical sub-
.._: systems. This dictates a need to use these designs without modifications
..... such as changing grounding methods, external connectors, or connector
locations. This establishes the primary power, slngle-point ground at
._ the RF power ampIifiei's because they are built with the output transistors
- - connected directly to the chassis to provide a good thermal conduction
"" path. The secondary power returns and signal returns are connected to a
common chassis point. The chassis connection is routed through the bus/ _"
:ii,,_ probe umbiDcal to the single point ground located in the bus. Ground
:''_ battery c hargingand ace e 1ere meter check out is a ccomplishedthrougha :_[__--
separate connector located on the descent capsule bulkhead up to the time
7.9-2 .,
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the shroud is installed. Figures 7.9-_ ,_nd 7.9 .Z show the interface connec- f
tions. Connector P,1 is the battery ch-a_e and acce!erometer calibration _i_
connector. Theinterconnectingharness andconnectorswereselectedfor !'_'.._.minimum weight and volume characteristics, The harness is a conventional
bundle of hlgh-strength insulated lightweight copper wire (STivIE742) devel-
oped for the Viking project. The harness set consists of several separate
assemblies designed to minimize fabrication efforts, separate unrelated
classes of electrical signals, and allow maximum compliance with EIVIC
requirements. Number 24 AWG is planned for all unit interconnections :i
except for power circuits where 20 or 22 AWG will be used...Cabling and.
connectors will be positioned and clamped to withstand the high g deceler_- i
tions of entry. Hermetic Seal corporation feedthroagh connectors will be .....
used for descent capsule electrical penetration.
The RF circuits will have the low side grounded at the equipment "_
connectors or coaxial outer conductors. The coaxial connector and cable
diagram is shown in Figures 7.9-3 and 7.9-4. Equipment that intentionally
operates above 150 kHz may l,ave secondary power circuit ties to the unit
case, provided that a minimum resistance of I0,000 ohms exists between
a11 low frequency (0 to 150 kHz) input or output leads and the unit case
prior to external electrical connection. System test and checkout equipment
will have their low side tied to the bus single point ground when using
separate power source.
All m_tallic parts making _tp the primary and secondary structure
(including those that support electrical and electronic circuitry) will be
designed to provide continuous electrical contact. The direct current
resistance across each joint will not exceed 10 miliiohms.
Individual experiment units are provided with fault isolation via a
fuse located in the PCU. Fuses were selected on the basis of low weight
and volume over the more sophisticated fault it_olation voltage and current
monitors.
7.9-5
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Figure7.9-3. RFCable,LargeProbe Figure1.9-4. RFCable, SmallProbe i[ !{ij_'''_
EMT considerations are heavily influenced by the fact that essentially
all of the probe electronics are enclosed in the thick, metallic pressure _4r.
shell. The shell effectively shields the electronics from external fields
and prevents radiation to outside receivers. Thus, careful attention to
filtering or isolating all electrical penetrations of the pressure Shell ...........
should adequately isolate the probes. Internally, cable routing, filtering,
and shieldingin conjunctionwith the previously described grounding method ::
should control conducted as well as radiated interference. The wind drift
radar in the large probe should not present a significantproblem, although
itwill require close attention. The radar antenna and communications
antennas are at opposite ends of the spin axis so they are separated by the
body o£ the probe itself. Both antennas are dlrectional with relatively low
back lobe radiation and the frequencies are quite different (S-band and
X-band). The filtcring specified for the S.-band power amplifiers, together
with the items dtscussed above, should effectively prevent the communica-
tions signals from interfering with the radar. H similar control is main-
tained on the radar, there should be no major problem.
7.9.4 Electrical Integration, Thor/Delta
Electrical integration of the Thor/Delta large probe is very similar I
to that for the Atlas/Centa,.lr probes. The exception is that there is no
7.9-6
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rand drift radar. However, there are other instruments, such as the
shock l_yer radiometer and the aureole/extinction detector mounted outside ....
the pressure shell. Therefore special attention to filtering and shielding
is necessary, along with _ an additional electrical separation device, i_._The Thor/Delta small probe presents a somewh t different problem.
i"
Because of the limited payload capability, probe weight had to be minimized. ;:_
This led to an ext-eme volume constraint on the small probes. The efficient
utili',:._tion of allotted volume resulted in a cylindrical housing and an inte-
grated electronics assembly which contains the DHCj PCU, accelerometer, 1
pressure, temperature, and magnetometer electronics. This housing also
ac1:s as the equipment mounting shell for the battery pack, stable oscillator,
transmitter driver, nephelometer, and the power amplifier (Figure 7.9-5. )
Using this approach, all of the equipr:_ent is mounted Lo the pressure shell
separation plane at three locations. Thermal isolators are used at these
locations to minimize heat transfer from the pressure shell to the electronic
assemblies. With removal of the jam nut oz. the, pressure t,ransducer fitting,
and the lower pressure shell, all electrical connectors are accessible for
:'" disconnection and removal of the entire electronics assembly, excludin_ the
antenna and its coax cable, which are mounted to the upper pressure shell
(Figure 7.9-6). Cannon Series DMA subminiature crimp snap in contact
connectors are used for interface connections between the battery pack and
the DHC, from the DHC to the transmitter driver, and from the electrical
feedthroughs to the DHC.
DRI_
sT_t.[ / I| _ ]
_T _,-INT|GR_T|D |LECTRONICS
PRES$1JRE /U .....
F_ure7.9-Z EquipmentM0untlrqShelf.Th0r/Oena
:_ :;:_- sma,Pro_
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Figure ?.9-6. Cut AwayViewofThor/DellaSmall Probe
Experiment electronics (pressure, temperature, acceleration, and
magnetometer) and the power control circuitry will be packaged in individual
cavities located in the bottom half of the integrated electronics housing.
Interconnections from board to board is accomplished using-ftat_ cable. °The i ..... _ .... ' -.,
integrated housing will be machined from rr.agnesium.
7.9-8 ...........
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